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ON THE LATE BRONZE AGE MORTUARY PRACTICES IN
NORTH-WESTERN BULGARIA

TANYA DZHANFEZOVA
Keywords: Bronze Age, Incrusted Pottery Culture, Early Umfield period, funerary practices, cremation, pottery.
Abstract: This article has two aims: I. to provide a comprehensive review of all available information for all burial

contexts from the Late Bronze Age in North-Western Bulgaria by critically assessing data from publications and
from museums; II. to characterize the burial rites from the perspective of cultural historical archaeology, the
dominant paradigm in the region; i.e. archaeological cultures (the Lower Danube Incrusted Pottery Culture, the
Verbicioara culture (IV and V phases) and the Bistreţ-Işalniţa group, as well as the so-called Plovdiv-Zimnicea
complex) are used as a reference frame. The article identifies the similarities of the burial customs from North
Westem Bulgaria with those known from the neighboring regions as well as the differences, of which the most
important is the ubiquitous use of cremation throughout the whole Late Bronze Age.
Cuvinte cheie: Epoca Bronzului, cultura ceramicii încrustate, perioada timpurie a câmpurilor de urme, practici
funerare, incineraţie, ceramică.
Rezumat: Articolul de faţă îşi propune în primul rând să ofere o informaţie documentată asupra contextului funerar
din bronzul târziu în nord-vestul Bulgariei. În al doilea rând să caracterizeze raportul dintre cultura ceramicii
încrustate de la Dunărea de Jos, cultura Verbicioara IV şi V, şi practicele funerare din perspective culturilor
arheologice, şi anume grupurile de tip Cerkovna, Govora, Plovdiv-Zimnicea şi Gârla Mare.

For a topic such as the burial practices to contribute to the solution of main archaeological research
issues, it is tempting to follow innovative approaches, to verify principie theoretical tendencies and to
expiare details, which would bring to light specific phenomena and interactions. The current stage of the
Balkan Late Bronze Age studies, however, requires a special attention on the specifics of the published
information related to the problem in the Bulgarian territory. This is why this paper1 reviews the
published data on Late Bronze Age burial contexts from Northwestem Bulgaria, i.e. the region between
the rivers Timok and Iskur as west and east borders, and the Danube River and the Balkan Mountain as
north and south borders.2 Its first aim is to bring together the information available for each burial context
and to critically assess it (I). Then, it will attempt to characterize the burial rites from the perspective of
cultural historical archaeology, the dominant paradigm in the region (II). This means that the norms, the
1 The author owes gratitude to Assoc. Prof. Dr. T. Shalganova, who was kind enough to review the Bulgarian
text and to Dr. Nona Palincaş and one anonymous reviewer for observations on the English version.
2 The author's dissertation "Late Bronze Age Burial Practices in the Bulgarian Lands" contains detailed
reviews of the assumptions on the chronology, periodization and cultural characteristics in the entire territory of the
country, including juxtapositions to neighbouring Balkan regions. The research concentrates on the specifics of the
burial sites, facilities, materials and all the elements of the mortuary contexts, supplemented by the possible
correlations and combinations between them, their chronological and spatial distribution, general tendencies and
local specifics. Additionally, the work also refers to the possible sequence of huria! rite actions. The aim of the
present paper however is to represent the characteristics of the published information. lt follows those traditional
approaches laid down as a basis of Bulgarian historiography and provides a source for discussion on the sufficiency
of data and the possible results ofîered according to traditional, cultural-historical researches.

Dacia, N.S., tome LIV, Bucarest, 2 0 1 0, p. 5-42
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burial customs will he searched for using the archaeological cultures as a reference frame: the Lower
Danube Incrusted Pottery Culture, the Verbicioara culture (IV and V phases) and the Bistreţ-Işalniţa
group, as well as the so-called Plovdiv-Zimnicea complex. So, Bulgarian sites are presented in a wider
cultural context, consistent with the stage of research.
I. SITES RELATED TO THE PROBLEM OF THE LATE BRONZE AGE BURIAL PRACTICES. A REVIEW

The information about Late Bronze age sites from the North-Western part of the country
includes settlements and burials, dated to the later phases of the period. The only clearly defined
archaeological culture in the region is the Incrusted Pottery Culture, of which a rather large number of
sites are known. However, even in this case, only one cemetery - at Orsoya, near Lom, Montana region was continuously and systematically excavated. This stage of research sets severe limitations on the
discussion of burial practices in north-westem Bulgaria, since one cannot extrapolate the characteristics
of a single site to the whole cultural area. It most probably accounts for the disagreements conceming the
territorial limits of the Lower Danube Incrusted Pottery Culture in Bulgaria3 , for otherwise the latter is
easily identifiable. Thus, sites, which are viewed by some authors as characteristic of this culture,
according to others are located outside its distribution area or represent diverse cultures; the discrepancies
among authors widened in later publications (as table 1 shows)4 .
In the case of the sites belonging to other archaeological cultures the situation is even more
confusing.
The review in the first section of the work follows the geographical location of the sites - they are
presented from west to east, comprising the Vidin, Montana and Vratsa regions (map 1 )5 . Special
attention is paid to those cemeteries, situated farther from the Danube River banks. Being dispersed in
various sources - single mentioning, listing of sites, preliminary reports or regular publications - the data
gathered is rather comprehensive about certain sites and scanty about others. Included are details on the
documentation of the contexts and finds, as excavated and published - site features, researchers'
OF THE DATA.

3 The denomination follows the updated definition of the culture, otherwise indicated also as Cârna-Gârla
Mare, Zuto Brdo, Baley-Orsoya, etc. In some sections of the paper it is consistent with the denomination, offered by
the quoted author, see below.
4 Table 1 bibliography: A. Chilingirov, Predistorichni nahodishta kray Dunava, ol Timok do Vil, Izvestiya na
Bulgarskoto arheologichesko drujestvo (IBAD), 2, 1 9 1 1 ( 1 9 1 2), p. 147- 1 74; B. Nikolov, Selishta i nekropoli ol
bronzovata epoha vuv Vrachansko, ArheologijaSofia 2, 1 964, p. 69-77; V. Mikov, Materiali ol posledniya period na
bronzovata epoha v Severozapadna Bulgaria, ArheologijaSofia, 1 970, 48-63; B. Nikolov, Sofronievo, Vratsa, 1 97 1 ;
Tr. Filipov, Keramika i ido/na plastika ol kusnobronzoviya nekropo/ pri s. Orsoya, Mihaylovgradski okrug,
ArheologijaSofia 2, 1 974, p. 1 2-23; Idem, Nekropol ot kusnata bronzova epoha pri s. Orsoya, Lomsko, Sofia, 1 976;
Idem, Ido/na plastika ol kusnobronzoviya nekropol pri s. Orsoya, Mihaylovgradski okrug, Muzei i pametnitsi na
kulturata 2, 1 978, p. 9-17; B. Nikolov, Nekropol ol kusnata bronzova epoha ol s. Gradeshnitsa, Vrachanska oblast,
Izvestiya na muzeite ot Severozapadna Bulgaria 2, 1978, p. 1 9-29; G. Alexandrov, Novootkriti praistoricheski
selishta v Mihailovgradski okrug, Izvestiya na muzeite v Severozapadna Bulgaria, 6, 1 98 1 , 29-45; G. Georgiev, Die
Erforschung der Bronzezeit in Nordwestbulgarien, Priihistorishe Archiiologie in Siidosteuropa 1 , Berlin, 1 982,
p. 187-202; Zung, Razvitie na l."Usnobronzovata kultura Baley-Orsoya v Severozapadna Bulgaria, ArheologijaSofia,
2, 1 989, p. 20-24; I. Panayotov, D. Vulcheva, Arheo/ogicheskite kulturi ot kusnata bronzova epoha v bulgarskite
zemi, Vekove, 1 8 , Bulgaria, Balkanite, Evropa l , 1 989, p. 5-15; B. Nikolov, Ot Iskur do Ogosta, istoriya na 151 se/a
i gradove ol bivshiya Vrachanski okrug, Sofia, 1 996; A. Bonev, Ranna Trakiya. Formirane na trakiyskata l."Ultura kraya na vtoroto-nachaloto na purvoto hilyadoletie pr.Hr., Razkopki i prouchvaniya 3 1 , 2003, Sofia; T.
Shalganova, Jzkustvo i obred na bronzovata epoha. Kultura na inkrustiranata keramika po Dolen Dunav,
Monografii 3 , Mitologiya, izkustvo, folklor (MIF), 2005, Izdatelstvo na NBU, Sofia; Sv. Ganeva, Problematika na
nekropola pri Orsoya, in (ed. G. Kitov, D. Dimitrova), Zemile na Bulgaria, lyulka na trakiyskata kultura, Sofia,
2005, p. 40-44.
5 The sporadic data, the focus on the easily distinguished Incrusted Pottery culture, its presumable territorial
diffusion and the problem of the attribution of certain sites, located farther from the river, justify the preference of
the location principie instead of the alphabetical order. Thus, it is easier to trace the cultural characteristics and
variations conditioned by the detachment of certain sites - in eastem or southem direction - from the core dispersai
area of the cuiture. The approach is balanced by the numbering of the sites, presented in Map 1 , which corresponds
to their listing in the text.
https://biblioteca-digitala.ro / http://www.daciajournal.ro
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observations on terrain, opinions about the characteristics of the burial rite, the cultural attribution and
specifics of the materials, a comparison between primary and later publications, as a resuit of which the
number of the "typical sites" of the examined culture is reduced. As a result of the review some problems
and conventions connected with the finds are emphasized, the specifics of the published information are
examined and where necessary - the cultural and chronological affiliation of sites, facilities and materials
is discussed.
(1) Vruv, Vidin region (approx. 44°1 l '33.54"N; 22°44'1 0.33"E). What in fact is a settlement of
the Incrusted Pottery Culture at Vruv, 6 erroneously appears in one recent publication as "cemetery".7
(2) Novo Selo, Vidin region (approx. 44°09'42.90"N; 22°47'02.85"E). From sites located close to
Novo Selo and dated to Late Bronze Age ("third Bronze Age period") were published: severa! sherds, few
entire vessels, a "boat model" and an anthropomorphic figurine8 . Those with a supposed burial context
are later described9 and attributed with probability to the c/assica/ phase of lncrusted Pottery Cu/ture
(phase li, Br B 2-Br c) 1 ° .
Novo selo-Tuhlarnitsite. "Remains of a cemetery" 1 1 were registered near an accidentally found
settlement at Novo selo. The finds, described by V. Mikov, discovered before 1 947 and published in
1 970, were collected from severa! localities. One of them - Tuhlarnitsite, to the east of the village - is in
fact a Late Bronze Age settlement. Most of the materials found in the Tuhlarnitsite neighborhood were
destroyed; only few of them were gathered in the museum collection of the local commun.ity cultural
center. In 1 974, during a survey on an area of 20 decares, destroyed hearths, plaster, pottery fragments,
ashes and charcoal pieces, found at random spots, were documented at a depth of O, 30-0, 40 m below the
surface and interpreted as signs of a sizable settlement; due to the depth of the finds this was believed to
have one layer. 1 2 Another publication indicates the presence of settlement remains, registered to the east
of the village (west of a military guard post), where "graves have also been found" . 1 3
Novo selo-"wine cellar". Close to the settlement registered in the Tuhlarnitsite locality, during
construction of a drainage canal for a wine cellar, "around the cemetery area" were found - according to
the original publication - more than 25 cups, one urn and small finds preserved in the collection of the
local school. 14
Novo Selo-"upland slopes". In an area located "to the north, near the settlement" and closer to the
Danube River bank, on a spot described as up/and slopes, severa! sherds similar to those of the
Tuhlarnitsite location were found. Based on information from the locals - who described vessels fi.Ued
with ashes and bumed bones - V. Mikov located at the higher part of the slope a cemetery of the
Incrusted Pottery Culture1 5 . These vessels were not preserved; previously the local teacher also gathered
materials for the school collection from this area.
The context of the preserved finds, the precise location and the characteristics of these sites remain
unclear. Also, there is no way to separate the published Late Bronze Age materials according to site. The
finds from "the settlement and the necropolis at Novo selo" are separated between three institutions: the
local school collection, the Vidin Museum and Archaeological Museum in Sofia16 .
6 For example see Zung, op. cit. p. 20; Panayotov, Vulcheva, op. cit. p. 7.
7 Ganeva, op. cit. p. 4 1 . The source followed by her is most probably Tr. Filipov (see table 1 ).

8 Mikov, op. cit. p. 50-54.
9 A Bonev, The Late Bronze Age Cremation Graveyard of Orsoya (a typology ofthe ceramic finds and problems
ofinterpretations), in (ed. L. Nikolova), Reports ofPrehistoric Research Projects, Voi. II-III, Sofia, 1 999 (2000), p. 19.
1 0 Shalganova, op. cit. p. 1 76.
1 1 Mikov, op. cit. p. 49.
1 2 Ibidem.
13 V. Mikov, Predistoricheski selishta i nahodki v Bulgaria. Materiali za arheologicheskata karta na
Bulgaria, Izvestiya na narodnia arheologicheski muzei 30, Sofia, 1 933, p. 103. No other data is available.
14 Mikov, Materiali ot posledniya period na bronzovata epoha . . . , p. 49.
1 5 Mikov, op. cit. p. 50. The definition used by the author is "Novo selo culture".
1 6 Ibidem. Those published by V. Mikov are from the collection of the Archaeological Museum in Sofia.
https://biblioteca-digitala.ro / http://www.daciajournal.ro
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Some authors offer lists of Novo selo sites which outnumber those from the initial publication.

Four are included by M. Şandor-Chicideanu, all of them related to the Gârla Mare culture. These appear
in her catalogue as: no.

unknown location), no.

defined as a cemetery),

20 1 (where a figurine was found, the site defined as a probable cemetery,
202 (Tsarina [written Carina], surface finds mentioned by B. Hănsel and a site
no. 203 (Tuhlamitsite) and no. 204 (a higher terrain).17 B. Hansei on the other

hand mentions five locations of settlements or graves, supplemented by information about single vessels
defined as belonging to the

Cerkovna

pottery group - a spherical short-neck kantharos, a cup of a similar
type, having a Gârla Mare ornamentation and a sternless vessel, 18 but no further specifications of their

context has been offered.

The initial publication describes seven pieces that are kept in the collection of the Archaeological

Museum in Sofia 19, and later Bulgarian authors include two whole vessels and an anthropomorphic
figurine, yet again without an indication whether they are grave goods or not.20 These Incrusted Pottery
Culture finds were made of well purified clay and according to the author the wholy preserved vessels he

examined were made by the use of a potter's wheel rotated by hand. The published material includes two

cups, a boat model, a richly decorated anthropomorphic figurine, ornamented and unornamented ceramic
sherds (one - from an urn, one with a band decoration and a third - with a main motif of S-signs).21

(3) Kutovo (former Zlaten Rog), Vidin region (approx. 44°0 1 '48.79"N; 22°57 '59.92"E). The
cemetery in the region was published in 1 9 1 1 .
Kutovo-"Gredovi". The site is situated to the south-west of Kutovo village, on aflat terrain which

earliest information about a

has not been flooded by the Danube River. That cultivated area (a field and a vineyard) was covered by

numerous ceramic potsherds and charred bones; in the lack of materials specific for settlements, the site
was referred to as a cemetery. During agricultural activities, one wholly preserved middle-sized vessel
was found, together with a smaller one, positioned inside the bigger and filled with ashes. According to
the author's terrain observations from

1 908

and

1 9 1 O,

the cemetery covers an area of at least

1 -2 decares

and contains hundreds of urns. The published fragrnents belong to more than ten various, predominantly

ornamented vessels. Preserved in only one undecorated vessel - about

20

cm high, withflat base and four

handles placed at its upper part22 -, but it is not possible to say how it relates to those mentioned above,

i.e. whether it is the bigger container or the smaller pot found inside. The clay used was well-purified and

practically contained almost no quartz admixtures. Specifying the similarities to Zuto Brdo materials, the

author underlines the absence of only two types of decoration among the Kutovo materials - the relief and

triangle ornaments. The decoration is defined as consisting of

Rahmenstil

incised or

stemped

and

incrusted geometric motives, combined with motifs representing adornments or metal objects.23 Later on,

it was specified that the ceramic sherds collected by A. Chilingirov were preserved at the Sofia
Archaeological Museum,24 but it is impossible to accurately define whether they belong to the classical
(second period) or to the late (third period) of the Lower Danube Incrusted Pottery Culture.25
17 M. Şandor-Chicideanu, Cultura iuto Brdo-Gârla Mare. Contribuţii la cunoaşterea epocii bronzului la
Dunărea Mijlocie şi Inferioară, Cluj-Napoca, 2003, p. 244.
1 8 B. Hănsel, Beitriige zur regionalen und chronologischen Gliederung der iilteren Hallstattzeit an der
unteren Donau (Beitrăge zur ur- und friihgeschichtlichen Archăologie des Mittelmeer- Kulturraumes fiir das Institut

fur
Friihgeschichte
der
Universităt
Heidelberg,
Band
1 6),
1 976,
Bonn,
p.
64,
79,
8 1 -82, PI. 35, 2, 3, 4. lt should be underlined that these vessels, together with some finds from Archar, Doino
Linevo, Orechovo, Galiche and Burdarski geran have no context. Because of their good preservation and the lack of
data about specimens containing bones, the author preswnes that they could be related to inhumation graves (Idem,
p. 78-79), which gives no sufficient grounds to include them as reliable evidences în the present work.
1 9 Mikov, op. cit. p. 50-54.
0
2 Bonev, op. cit. p. 19.
2 1 Mikov, op. cit. p. 52, 53, fig. 4, fig. 5, fig. 6, fig. 7 and fig. 8.
22 Chilingirov, op. cit. p. 149- 1 5 1 , fig. 3
23 Chilingirov, op. cit. p. 153- 1 54.
24 Mikov, op. cit. p. 49.
25 Shalganova, op. cit. p. 1 76. A minor discrepancy has slipped into the quoted publication - Zlaten Rog îs
not the present-day name of Kutovo, but its former one.
https://biblioteca-digitala.ro / http://www.daciajournal.ro
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Kutovo-"Grindur". In 2007 certain attempts to locate the Late Bronze Age cemetery have been

made. A concentration of ceramic sherds was registered in an arable land area situated higher in relation
to the surrounding flat terrain. At a depth of 0.40 m, bone fragments and
vessel were found, the latter separated in "two groups at a distance of

in situ fragments of a common
1 O centimeters away from each

other". No well-defined burial pit outlines were registered. The structure was interpreted as an um

cremation grave. Of this, only the lower part of a four-handled vessel was preserved. Other ceramic

sherds were found in other parts of the archaeological trenches: shallow bowls with inverted rim, deep
bowls with outtumed rim and deep vessels with geometric ornamentation. The finds were interpreted as

belonging to the

Chilingirov in

cemetery from the "second-third phase" of the Incrusted Pottery Culture reported by A.
1 9 1 1 . Considering that the materials from 2007 are rather archaic in character and that

there are a great number of fragments with flute decoration, the authors attributed the cemetery to the

later period of the Incrusted Pottery Culture. The site is located in close proximity to an area where pits

were researched and dated to the end of the Late Bronze Age and the beginning of the transition to the

Early Iron Age.2 6

(4) Makresh, Vidin region (approx. 43°46 '07.38"N; 22°39'36.44"E). To the south of Makresh, in

close proximity to the

Gradishteto

location, two "ums" filled with bone fragments were found. lt seems

that, after a failed attempt of restoration, these remains were not preserved.27 The initial attribution of
these graves to the Lower Danube Incrusted Pottery Culture was challenged later, the main argument
being the remoteness of the site from the Danube.28

(5) Archar, Vidin region (approx. 43°48 '34.79"N; 22°55 ' 1 0 . 1 2"E). The situation is analogous to

that of the site near Vruv. The single recent mention of a
other authors indicate a settlement there. 30

cemetery

is made by Sv. Ganeva,29 while all

(6) Orsoya-"Plyoska", Montana region (approx. 43°46 '39.54"N; 23°05 '4 1 .6 1 "E).

Excavated in

the course of a decade, the site is traditionally referred to as the major cemetery of the Lower Danube
River Incrusted Pottery Culture, as it has the greatest number of researched graves (fig. 1 -8). 31

Unfortunately, little can be done with the data from this cemetery due to a great number of factors location and circumstances of the discovery of the site, the way it was published (lack of detailes,

divergent data published by various authors) and the condition of the preserved material and
documentation.

The site

is located at about

3 km

to the north of the Orsoya village, in a boggy, often flooded

region, with high level of underground water. Situated at the bank of the Danube River, the cemetery was
found by chance by a Lom resident in August

1 969.

The excavations started in the same month, directed

by the head of the City Museum of Lom Tr. Filipov3 2, who also conducted all archaeological campaigns

26 St. Alexandrov et a/ii, Arheologicheski prouchvaniya na dva obekJa v m. Grindur, zemlishte na s. Antimovo i s.
Kutovo, obshtina Vidin, Arheologicheski otkritiya i razkopki prez 2007 godina, (AOR), Sofia, 2008, p. 128-1 30.
27 Mikov, op. cit. p. 49 and note 7. In 1 96 1 V. Mikov examined the vessel in question.
2 8 Shalganova, op. cit. p. 1 79.
29 Ganeva, op. cit. p. 4 1 . Both the sites near Vruv and Archar, inaccurately indicated as cemeteries by the

author, are previously indicated as such by Tr. Filipov.
3° For example Mikov, op.cit, p. 49; Zung, op. cit. p. 20; Panayotov and Vulcheva, op. cit. p. 7. See also note
7. T. Shalganova mentions "a cemetery" near Archar (Shalganova, op. cit. p. 1 73), but the site is not included in the
review of the cemeteries of the culture (Shalganova, op. cit. p. 1 75- 1 79) and the source, cited by her, gives no
specific information about the characteristics of the site.
31 see Bonev, Nyakoi problemi, svurzani s kusnobronzoviya nekropol pri s. Orsoya, Mihay/ovgradski okrug,
in Bulgarskite zemi v drevnostta do suzdavaneto na bulgarskata durzhava, Dokladi, 6, Vtori mezhdunaroden
kongres po Bulgaristika, 23 may-3 yuni 1 986, Sofia, 1 987, p. 48-52 and the similar to the quoted work article of Sv.
Ganeva, op. cit.
32 Tr. Filipov, Keramika i ido/na p/astika ot kusnobronzoviya nekropol pri s. Orsoya, Mihay/ovgradski okrug,
ArheologijaSofia 2, 1 974, note 1 ; Idem, Nekropol ot kusnata bronzova epoha pri s. Orsoya, Lomsko, Sofia, 1 976,
p. 6. The site is located in proximity to the villages of Orsoya and Slivata (Mikov, op. cit., p. 49).
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at the site. Later the materials were also examined in details by A. Bonev and T. Shalganova 33 . A. Bonev
indicates the exact duration of the excavations - from
circumstances of the discovery of the site.34

1 969

till

1 979

, as well as some details on the

-

The earliest publication, that from 1 974, states that between 1 969 and 1 972, 220 graves were
5
excavated3 • Later the author mentions that the square-grid area covers 6500 m2 and the number of the
excavated cremation graves is
contexts and a

6300

267.36

The figure

343

is stated as the final number of the examined burial

m2 cemetery area is defined as completely researched3 7• Besides the urn cremations,

four other "later" inhumation graves were registered, containing two males, one female and one
juvenile.3 8 At variance with the data given by the excavation director, G. Georgiev mentions 301
excavated graves and five inhumations graves.39
According to the initial publication, the cemetery, located on the right bank of the Danube, was
"oriented in a southeast-northwestem direction".40 No site plan or topographic documentation was
included,41 although it is communicated that they had been prepared42. The burial rite was cremation that
took place outside the perimeter of the cemetery - a suggestion grounded on the lack of any traces of a
pyre.43 The graves wereflat, registered at an equal level in the sandy layer; covered by two loess deposits

- delimited by

1

1O

cm thick streaks of sand - and humus layers with total thickness ranging from

m. Owing to the alluvial deposits, the depth of the graves varies from

0.80

to

3

0.55

to

m measured from the

surface. The structure of the "wet sandy layer" prevented determination of the shape and dimensions of
33 Some of the works on the Orsoya materials and the Lower Danube Incrusted Pottery Culture in general
include T. Shalganova, Razvitie na kulturite prez kusnobronzovata i nachaloto na starozhelyaznata epoha v
Severozapadna Bulgaria, Avtoreferat na disertatsiya za prisuzhdane na nauchna stepen "kandidat na istoricheskite
nauki'', Sofia, 1 993; T. Shalganova, Otnosno grebenovidniya motiv v ukrasat na kulturata na inkrustiranata
keramika po Dolniya Dunav, in Maritsa-Iztok, Arheologicheski prouchvaniya, 2, Sofia, 1 994, p. 1 1 1-1 1 7; T. Shalganova,
Glineni bradvi ot teritoriyata na kulturata na inkrustiranata keramika po Doini Dunav, Problemi na izkustvoto 3,
1 994, p. 2 1 -24; Shalganova, About an Ornamental Pattern of the Incrusted Pottery Cu/ture Along the Lower
Danube, in (ed. P. Roman, M. Alexianu), Relations Thraco-Illyro helleniques. Actes du X/Ve Symposium national
de Thracologie (a participation internationale), Băile Herculane (14-19 Septembre 1992), Bucharest, 1 994, p. 1 70-177;
T. Shalganova, The Lower Danube Incrusted Pottery Cu/ture, in (eds. D. Bailey et alii), Prehistoric Bulgaria
(Monographs in World Archaeology No. 22), Madison-Wisconsin, 1 995, p. 29 1 -308; T. Shalganova,
Antropomorphni figuri ot kusnata bronzova epoha, Problemi na izkustvoto, 3/4, 1 997, p. 53-58; T. Shalganova,

Pogrebalniyat obred-izvor za rekonstruktsiya na sotsialnata struktura (vurhu materialite na kulturata na
inkrustiranata keramika po Dolen Dunav), Problemi na izkustvoto 1 , Sofia, 2002, p. 26-30; and a summarized study
in T. Shalganova, lzkustvo i obred na bronzovata epoha. Kultura na inkrustiranata keramika po Dolen Dunav,

Monografii 3, Mitologiya, izkustvo, folklor (MIF), Izdatelstvo na NBU, Sofia, 2005.
34 The discoverer - "a famous treasure-hunter and a collector of antiques" - chanced upon several urns in the
profile of the river-bank after the summer decrease of the water level. According to A. Bonev 'the number of the
initially discovered urns remains unknown, as well as the exact number of the graves, researched during the
excavations- information which later is confirmed by the author. A. Bonev, The Late Bronze Age Cremation
Graveyard of Orsoya (a typology of the ceramic finds and problems of interpretations), in (ed. L. Nikolova),
Reports of Prehistoric Research Projects, Vol. II-III, 1 999 (2000), p. 3; A. Bonev, Ranna Trakiya. Formirane na
trakiyskata kultura - kraya na vtoroto-nachaloto na purvoto hilyadoletie pr.Hr., Razkopki i prouchvaniya 3 1 , 2003,
Sofia, p. 14.
35 Tr. Filipov, Keramika i ido/na plastika ot kusnobronzoviya nekropol pri s. Orsoya, Mihaylovgradski okrug,
ArheologijaSofia 2, 1 974, p. 12.
36 Tr. Filipov, Nekropol ot kusnata bronzova epoha pri s. Orsoya, Lomsko, Sofia, 1 976, p. 6.
37 Idem, /doina plastika ot kusnobronzoviya nekropol pri s. Orsoya, Mihaylovgradski okrug, Muzei
pametnitsi na kulturata, Sofia, 2, 1 978, p. 9.
38 Idem, Nekropol ot kusnata bronzova epoha pri s. Orsoya, Lomsko, Sofia, 1 976, p. 6.
39 G. Georgiev, Die Erforschung der Bronzezeit in Nordwestbulgarien, PAS 1, 1 982, p. 197.
4° Filipov, /doina plastika ot kusnobronzoviya nekropol pri s. Orsoya, Mihaylovgradski okrug, Muzei i
pametnitsi na kulturata, Sofia, 2, 1 978, p. 9.
4 1 I. Panayotov, Otziv za Trayko Filipov. Nekropol ot kusnata bronzova epoha pri s. Orsoya, Lomsko, Muzei i
pametnitsi na kulturata 1 , Sofia, 1 978, p. 7 1 .
42 Filipov, Nekropol ot kusnata bronzova epoha pri s. Orsoya, Lomsko, Sofia, 1 976, p . 6.
43 Ibidem, p. 7.
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the grave pits. A certain arrangement of the ums placement was detected - they were organized in
"irregular rows, oriented in south-east to north-westem direction", situated on the right river bank,
parallel to the river flow.44 The vessels containing the human remains4 5 were covered by wide shallow
bowls apart from only two instances when another type of vessel, designated as "complementary", was

used. There was no specific information on how many and which ums exactly were covered by those

"lids". The grave goods were found predominantly

inside the urns, rarely around
above-mentioned exceptions the small vessels were placed on top of the ums.4 6

them and in the two

The publication is problematic also with regard to the number of objects discovered. 47 Until 1974

the author mentions
deliberately broken,
axes",

22

50 small vessels, 1 1
8 zoomorphic vessels

anthropomorphic figurines, two of which are interpreted as

in the shape of birds and a homed animal,

4

models of "cult

stone beads placed in a zoomorphic vessel, bronze knives, copper and bronze adornments and

two appliques.48

In 1 976

the described inventory contains spherical and biconical vessels, cups, small

ceramic double-vessels (also called "salt containers"), axe models, "cult table models", zoomorphic
vessels, figurines, flint and later materials - "fibulae, rings, bracelets, earrings, small knives, appliques
and others".49 According to the 1 978 information concerning the anthropomorphic figurines, the total

number of finds includes 21 well-preserved "idols" and 7 fragments from "deliberately broken"
figurines. 5 0 Later on, the total number for the discovered ceramic models of axes is indicated to be 8.5 1
These finds were very variously approached5 2• An analysis of the materials published by Tr.

Filipov, A. Bonev and T. Shalganova as well as of the still existing artefacts was carried out by the

present author.5 3

lnitial publications. The earliest publication

is that of the field researcher. It contains data on

pottery and ceramic figurines, a brief information on the site, the number of excavated graves and finds.
44 Idem, . Keramika i ido/na p/astika ot kusnobronzoviya nekropo/ pri s. Orsoya, Mihay/ovgradski okrug,
ArheologijaSofia 2, 1 974, p. 12; Idem, Nekropo/ ol kusnata bronzova epoha pri s. Orsoya, Lomsko, Sofia, 1 976,
p. 6-7; Idem, /doina plastika ot kusnobronzoviya nekropol pri s. Orsoya, Mihay/ovgradski okrug, Muzei i pametnitsi
na kulturata, 2, Sofia, 1 978, p. 9.
45 The vessels illustrated by Tr. Filipov as urns belong to graves no. 1, 5, 8 , 14, 15, 1 6, 17, 19, 20, 25, 27, 29,
3 1 , 34, 37, 39, 43, 44, 52, 53, 55, 67, 59, 74, 77, 80, 82, see Filipov, Nekropol ot kusnata bronzova epoha pri s.
Orsoya, Lomsko, Sofia, 1 976.
46 ţjlipOV'; Nekropol ot kusnata bronzova epoha pri s. Orsoya, Lomsko, Sofia, 1 976, p. 6.
47 The terminology used here naturally follows that of the three initial publications, without being accepted as
appropriate.
48 Filipov, Keramika i ido/na plastika ot kusnobronzoviya nekropol pri s. Orsoya, Mihaylovgradski okrug,
ArheologijaSofia 2, 1 974, p. 12.
49 Idem, Nekropol ot kusnata bronzova epoha pri s. Orsoya, Lomsko, Sofia, 1 976.
so
Idem, !doina p/astika ot kusnobronzoviya nekropol pri s. Orsoya, Mihaylovgradski okrug, Muzei i
pametnitsi na kulturata 2, 1 978, p. 1 1 .
51 Shalganova, Glineni bradvi ot teritoriyata na kulturata na inkrustiranata keramika po Doini Dunav,
Problemi na izkustvoto, 3 , 1 994, p. 2 1 . Four of these models are published by Tr. Filipov, found in graves no. 59,
1 00, 1 37, 254. A specimen from grave no. 346 is preserved at the National Historical Museum Sofia and three other
axes are kept in the Museum of Lom (Shalganova, op. cit. note 3). Five of those finds are illustrated by
T. Shalganova (Shalganova, op. cit. fig. 1), and two of the latter are supplemented by information about specific
huria! context- grave no. 346 and no. 287 (Shalganova, op. cit. p. 23).
5 2 See the three initial publications of Tr. Filipov, the works of A. Bonev (Bonev, Trakiya i egeyskiya svyat
prez vtorata polovina na II hilyadoletie do n.e., Razkopki i prouchvaniya, Sofia, 1 988; Bonev, The Late Bronze Age
Cremation Graveyard of Orsoya (a typology of the ceramicfinds and problems of interpretations), in L. Nikolova
(ed.), Reports of Prehistoric Research Projects II-III, 1 999 (2000); Bonev, Ranna Trakiya. Formirane na
trakiyskata /cultura - kraya na vtoroto-nachaloto na purvoto hilyadoletie pr.Hr., Razkopki i prouchvaniya XXXI ,
2003, Sofia and note 42.
53 T. Dzhanfezova, Towards the Late Bronze Age huria/ practices in North- Western Bulgaria. The Orsoya
cemetery, Intemational Scientific Conference "St. Cyril and St. Methodius University of Veliko Tamovo and the
Bulgarian Archaeology'', 27-29 November 2008, Veliko Tamovo, forthcoming publication. The commentaries and
specifications resulting from the comparison between data from earlier and later works, and the detailed list of the
published finds, are not presented here due to the considerable volume of information.
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The stratigraphy, burial rite, location of urns, as well as the difficulties of establishing the context of some
of the finds are alsa mentioned5 4 . The author grouped the ceramic,55 which he described partly in a very
general manner,5 6 partly more precisely.5 7 An classification of the vessels, containing human remains is
offered. Designated as huria/ urns, these pots are divided in three groups58 : 1 ) biconical vessels with two
subgroups, defined according to proportions and shape of the middle part of the body and neck;
spherical urns, which according to the handles are divided in two groups and

3)

2)

"storeyed" vessels with

three "types/variants". For some of the finds analogues are offered, mainly with the material from the
cemetery at Cârna. The Orsoya site is attributed to the Late Bronze Age, more specifically to the third
quarter of the second millennium BC. Filipov relates it to a culture which developed on the Danube river

banks, and cites some analogous sites based on information published by V. Mikov59

In a /ater work of 1976 the burial inventory is examined in more details. The tYPcology of the urns
corresponds to the previously published one, and the indicated analogues are the same. 0 The information

about lids and spherical vessels is alsa identica! to that from the first publication, but the comparison of

the otherwise numerous illustrations with the descriptions reveals discrepancies,. A new category is that

of the biconical vessels. According to Filipov they are characterized by the presence of two handles; they

resemble typologically the spherical vessels, but at the same time lack some of the variants of the latter.

Contrariwise stands the definition of the spherical pots, i.e. "some of them have no handles, others carry
one or two high handles",61 which added to the general similarities of the whole shape of the body
complicates Filipov's classification. The cups with regular and flattened body are those described in 1 974
as cups with Buckel-decoration.62 A new category of ceramic double vessels, called "salt-vessels" (salt
and spice containers) is added - they are with or without decoration and are found inside the urns.63 The

"cult axe" models are represented in more details, as well as another novei category - the models of "cult

tables", covered by complex ornamentation. Vessels in the shape of a duck, a swan, and a horned animal

are the subgroups established for the zoomorphic pots.64 The anthropomorphic figurines are described in
details, and supplemented by more analogies. It is specified that the majority of them were placed inside

the urns, and according to the author some were deliberately broken before that.65

In the

third publication

-

that of 1978- special attention

is given to the anthropomorphic figurines,

described as a material of "first-rate significance".66 The elements considered basic for the description of

these finds, as well as the close-ups themselves repeat those previously published by the author, while the
typology reproduces that of

1 976

with minute alterations.67 Particular etceteras are added in the

presentation of the types. The published figurines and their interpretations correspond to the earlier ones
by the same author (figurines from graves no. 82,

41

and those found in clase proximity to graves no. 4 1 ,

74,

54 Filipov, Keramika i ido/na plastika ot kusnobronzoviya nekropo/ pri s. Orsoya, Mihaylovgradski okrug,
ArheologijaSofia 2, 1 974, p. 12-13.
55 "Burial ums , lids, small vessels with various shapes, sizes and decoration, idol-figurines, zoomorphic
vessels, cult axes models" (Ibidem).
56 "lids'', "spheric vessels'', vessels with "cups shapes", decorated with Buckel-omaments, "cult axes", flint
"blades".
57 "zoomorphic vessels" - a vessel with an incised image representing "lyre", "anthropomorphic figurines from grave no. 148 (small figurine, placed in a bigger one) and a figurine with a "swastika" motif.
58 There is no clear typological distinction between the categories "group" and "type" (see Filipov, Keramika
i ido/na flastika . . . , p. 13), as well as exact implementation of "subgroup", "type" and "variant".
5 Filipov, Keramika i idolna p/astika . . . , p. 22, notes 1 6 and 1 7.
6° Filipov, Nekropo/ ot kusnata bronzova epoha . ., p. 1 3 - 1 6 .
6 1 Ibidem, p. 1 1 - 1 2 .
62
Ibidem, p . 9.
63 Ibidem, p. 1 3 .
64 Ibidem, p . 1 5 .
65 Ibidem, p . 1 6-25.
66
Tr. Filipov, !doina p/astika ot kusnobronzoviya nekropol pri s. Orsoya, Mihaylovgradski okrug, Muzei i
pametnitsi na kulturata 2, 1 978, p. 1 1 .
67 For example the indented decoration (Filipov, Nekropol ot kusnata bronzova epoha ... , p. 25) is excluded
from the list of the applied techniques presented in the later publication - the definition "indented line" is
transformed into "incised" (Filipov, !doina plastika . . . , p. 1 6).
.
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91, 148, 151, 1 76, 259); included are finds, discovered in the sand adjacent to graves no. 182, 201, 226; and
without being illustrated, some "new" finds are presented (those closer to graves no. 211, 241, 289, 302).
Elaborated data is offered on the so-called figurine with the swastika sign, found in grave no. 4168•
Unknown until 1978 is the description of a grave no. 31 O a "cult scene" comprising a "bed" or "seat", one
laid down figurine and two boat-models placed behind the indicated finds.69 With the exception of Vatina,
all the sites described as analogous to Orsoya do nat differ from those listed in 1 976. 70
The commentary on the initial publications71 is based on the 1 976 article and includes observations
of which mentioned here are only those conceming more general problerns. These include the number of
the published graves; the number of the vessels defined as urns; the definition of various categories of
vessels as urns; certain typological ambiguities and necessary clarifications, which concern the presence
of differing shapes in the same category; the presence of identica! forms, distributed in different
categories, and others. The abovementioned 1976 work presents the largest number of illustrations ever
published for the site, a characteristic which could have turned it into a good source for the reconstruction
of burial contexts and a good starting point for further interpretations. Yet, it contains a variety of
discrepancies in the description of the material, the correlation between the text and the illustration, and
many others. Further discrepancies appear between Filipov's initial publications and those of later
authors. The mast important of them resuit in: the difficulties in the identification of the published finds
and the "doubling" of objects, presented as belonging to severa! different graves; the so-called "newly
found" objects, which in fact are old ones simply labeled with a different grave number; the presence of
metal finds, dating to considerably later periods. Inconsistencies in some definitions of the applied
decoration techniques (see above) are alsa registered.
Later publications. In his treatise of 1988 A Bonev elaborates a typology of the ceramic finds from
the Orsoya cemetery, which is alsa used as the foundation in his later publications.72 In his work of 1999
(published in 2000) the presentation of these types is completed by the indication of every included
specimen; this makes possible the juxtaposition with the data given in the initial publications of Tr. Filipov.
The 1988 publication contains a typology of burial urns, kantharos-type vessels73, cups, deep
bowls, lids, "kyathoi", double "salt-vessels" (two small oval containers, attached to each other, with a
handle between them), zoomorphic vessels, anthropomorphic figurines and models of "cult axes". There
are faur groups of urns: the first is characterized by truncated-cone urns and has six types; the second,
similar to the shapes of the kantharoi, faur types; the third group is represented by two vessels; and a
fourth group, has a single specimen; for groups faur and five the types were nat specified. Kantharoi were
divided into three types, and the cups include two categories. From the deep bowls only one specimen is
published; the bowls serving as lids of the urns are said to be typologically analogous. A new designation
is that of kyathoi, referring to two specimens (found in grave no. 73 and 78). As finds without parallels
are indicated one boat model (grave no. 88), one urn model (grave no. 93), one cylindrical "stand" (grave
no. 14 7), models of cult tables (graves no. 62 and 41) and the so-call ed "cult scene" from grave no. 31O.
Special attention is given to the absence of completely matching ornamental combinations, and the
presence of specific selection of motives in the decoration of various categories of finds.1• In addition to
the anthropomorphic figurines and zoomorphic vessels, these motifs are considered as indicators of
Aegean influence on the Lower Danube River cultures.75 According to the author's statement the
-

68 Filipov, !doina plastika„ ., p. 12.
69 Ibidem, p.15.
70 Ibidem, p. 1 7.
71 See note 53.
72 A Bonev, Trakiya i egeyskiya svyat prez vtorata polovina na II hilyadoletie do n.e., Razkopki i prouchvaniya,
Sofia, 1 988; Bonev, T'he Late Bronze Age Cremation Graveyard ofOrsoya (a typo/ogy ofthe ceramicfinds and problems
ofinterpretations), in L. Nikolova (ed.), Reports ofPrehistoric Research Projects, Voi. II-III, 1 999 (2000).
73 A definition offered for the first tirne about the Orsoya material in 1 979 (A Bonev, Retsenziya za Trayko
Filipov. Nekropol ot kusnata bronzova epoha pri s. Orsoya, Lomsko, Album, Sofia 1976, ArheologijaSofia 1979, p. 57-58.
74 A. Bonev, Trakiya i egeyskiya svyat prez vtorata polovina na II hilyadoletie do n.e., Razkopki i
prouchvaniya, Sofia, 1 988, p. 49.
75 Ibidem, p. 7 1 .
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typology was intended to b e simple, especially with regard t o the zoomorphic vessels and
anthropomorphic figurines. 76 In fact, at that time this was the mast detailed classification of the Orsoya
finds. The beginning of the cemetery is set in the middle or at latest in the second half of the 15th century
BC, and 1 100 BC is indicated as an endmost date - which according to the author coincides with the great
migration of the Aegean population.77 He remarks the impossibility to determine phases in the use of the
cemetery - a circumstance which he considers to have been caused by the nature of the initial
publications78 • With this occasion, A. Bonev alsa reiterates his earlier ideas 79• In 1999 more
comprehensive information on the categorization of the preserved grave finds is offered - the work
comprises over 180 ceramic obj ects (no. 1-184), divided in 28 types. The ums are divided in five groups
(having up to five types and variants), some of which are represented by single specimens. 80 Bonev
specifies that it is disputable whether all the vessels described by Tr. Filipov as ums had that very
function (for example the ums of type III-1, with height around 10- 1 2 cm), but the definition from the
initial publication is provisionally kept. The second mast widespread category - the kantharoi - has three
types. 8 1 The cups are presented by two types82 with the comment that it is not clear whether they were
actually covered by lids, as illustrated by Tr. Filipov. A separate type with a single representative is the
bowl found in grave no. 1. Bonev notes that the use of bowls to cover ums is rare in Orsoya, in
contradistinction to Cârna, where such bowls are both frequent and typologically varied. 83 A photograph
of the site however reveals that the number of ums covered by deep bowls84 is larger than stated in the
album. There are two vessels defined as a "local ceramic shape - kyathos'', as well as grave finds which
according to the author are made especially for the burial.85 Several categories are established: double
vessels (small salt-containers), zoomorphic vessels in the shape of birds and a homed animal,
anthropomorphic figurines (the so-call ed bell-idols), models of cult axes, models of boats, a model of um,
a stand and a model of a four-legged cult table.8 6 The omamentation techniques are described as false
cord technique, combined with white incrustation, incision and stamps, and the motives are divided into
linear and curvilinear groups.
A recent work of the present author87 identifies the graves mentioned only in the later publications
(i.e. missing in the earlier ones); the finds that were missing in the initial publication and were added
later, those that were presented in the older publications, but were abandoned in the later ones; cases of
similar ums that were doubled as well as assigned to separate types; cases when the same specimens were
described as having different sizes; cases when one and the same vessel is included in two unrelated
categories (as um and as a cup for example). One further problem is that the main researchers share
different opinions on whether certain vessels are "similar" or "identica!" and sometimes textually describe
analogies between vessels that are not justified by the presented illustrations. Again, there are
discrepancies in the definitions, and the illustration.
Specific problems with regard to the Orsoya cemetery. While some problems, mentioned in the
bibliography cited bere, are more general in nature, 88 others are more specific. Only the latter will be
discussed below.
76 Ibidem, p. 48.
77 Ibidem, p. 73.
78 Ibidem, p. 57.
79 Ibidem, p. 53.
80 A Bonev, The Late Bronze Age Cremation Graveyard ofOrsoya (a typology ofthe ceramicfinds and problems
ofinterpretations), in (ed. L. Nikolova), Reports ofPrehistoric Research Projects, II-III, 1 999 (2000), p. 5-12.
81 Ibidem, p. 12-19.
82 Ibidem, p. 1 9-2 1 .
8 3 Ibidem, p. 2 1 .
84 Filipov, Nekropol ot kusnata bronzova epoha. . . , fig. 1 .
85 Bonev, Th e Late Bronze Age Cremation Graveyard . , p . 2 1 .
86 Ibidem, p. 2 1 -28.
8 7 See note 53.
.

.

88 These are 1 ) origin of the Incrusted Pottery Culture, the basis of its emergence and development; 2) the
reasons for the appearance and the exceptional distribution of anthropomorphic and zoomorphic objects; 3) the
emergence of the complex ornamental system; 4) the nature of the "cult scene" found in grave no. 3 1 0; and 5) the
historic destiny of the bearers of the Incrusted Pottery Culture (Bonev, Nyakoi problemi, svurzani s kusnobronzoviya
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The fact that the cemetery is situated in a region with boggy terrain and with high levei

of underground waters, on a loose riverbank, and that its northem part has been regularly flooded resulted

in disturbed contexts and dispersa! of the objects in the sand that make identification of some of the
9
graves impossible.8 The terrain researcher specifies that the majority of the ums are broken or taken
9
away by the water9°, their arrangement is compromised 1 and the northem sector of the cemetery is in fact
92
located in the very riverbed. He presupposes that the cemetery area is almost completely researched and
states that no corresponding settlement could be identified, probably due to the landslides in the region.93

Discovery of the cemetery and present state of thefinds and the documentation. The number of the
9
initially found ums remains unknown. 4 Authors, having made attempts to study the material, indicate
9
that it is already impossible to precisely document the finds. 5 The greater part of the objects remains

unpublished at the Lom Museum depository and the terrain docurnentation has nat been preserved. Thus,

according to A. Bonev, all data of the terrain researcher conceming the graves could nat be confirmed and
his conclusions should be taken with cuation96 .

Specifics of the pub/ications.

The initial publications - altogether

three,

offering similar infonnation -

contain some discrepancies. The mast detailed publication of Tr. Filipov is considered to be closer to a
9
printed collection of pictures 7 while in fact the cemetery remains unpublished. 9 8

Conventions of the work with the materials. There are various types of discrepancies conceming
1) in the information given by one and the same author, 2) between the initial publications and
later articles or 3) between the statements of the two "later" authors, who worked with the materials

the data:
the

after Tr. Filipov.

Number of graves.

The existence of

343

graves could nat be verified. Less than one-third of that

nurnber were included in the initial articles of Tr. Filipov, and according to some authors the published
99
finds in fact represent 19% of the total material found. A. Bonev comrnunicates that the nurnber of

graves, described in the publications of Tr. Filipov, is

343

burial contexts, data about ums is presented for

were used, and in

R.

14 other cases

74. 100 T. Shalganova states that from the mentioned
66 graves; in 52 of those cases amphora-type ums

various vessels were utilized as containers of the bones.101 According to

Krau13, the nurnber of the published graves amounts to

77. !02

A detailed review of the presumable

number of graves, as well as that of the various categories of finds, was presented in another article and
will not be included here. 103

nekropol„ ., p. 49-50). For each of these some possible answers are searched and 1 8 years later a work stating the
same problems was published (Ganeva, op. cit.).
89 Filipov, Nekropol ot kusnata bronzova epoha„ . , p. 7.
90 Idem, !doina plastika ot kusnobronzoviya nekropo/ pri s. Orsoya, Mihaylovgradski okrug, Muzei i
pametnitsi na kulturata 2, Sofia, 1 978, p. 1 1 .
9 1 Idem, Keramika i ido/na plastika ot kusnobronzoviya nekropol pri s. Orsoya, Mihaylovgradski okrug,
ArheologijaSofia 2, 1 974, p. 1 3 .
92 Idem, !doina p/astika o t kusnobronzoviya nekropo/ pri s. Orsoya, Mihaylovgradski okrug, Muzei i
pametnitsi na kulturata 2, Sofia, 1 978, p. 9.
93
Bonev, Prouchvaniyata na kulturata s inkrustirana keramika po Doini Dunav (obsht istoriografski
pregled), Godishnik na Departament Arheologija - Nov Bulgarski Universitet, 1 996, note 87.
94 Bonev, The Late Bronze Age Cremation Graveyard
. , p. 3, note 5.
95 Ibidem, p. 4.
96 Ibidem, p. 5.
97 Shalganova, Pogrebalniyat obred-izvor za rekonstruktsiya na sotsialnata struktura (vurhu materialite na
kulturata na inkrustiranata keramika po Dolen Dunav), Problemi na izkustvoto 1 , 2002, Sofia, p. 26.
98 Bonev, The Late Bronze Age Cremation Graveyard „ . , p. 4.
99 Shalganova, Pogrebalniyat obred-izvor za rekonstruktsiya„., p. 26.
1 00
Bonev, Prouchvaniyata na kulturata s inkrustirana keramika po Doini Dunav note 86.
101
Shalganova, Pogrebalniyat obred-izvor za rekonstruktsiya„ . , p. 26.
10 2
R KrauB, Die Priihistorische Besiedlung am Unter/aufder Jantra vor dem Hintergrund der Kulturgeschichte
Nordbulgariens, Prahistorische Archăologie Siidosteuropa 20, Rahden/Westf., 2006, p. 1 3 1 .
103
See note 53.
„

„.,
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Doubling of urns and other categories of vessels.

12

Further, the way the data were published does not

allow any detailed analysis: information about graves is limited to illustration of the finds; there are
several cases of doubling of same vessels, by inclusion in more than one burial context. Further confusion

derives from the comparison of authors' opinions: according to some authors, vessels from different grave

numeration are the same

(T.

Shalganova), while other researchers accept them as similar, but not identica!

1211154 and the urn from grave 82/160) . 104
According to A. Bonev doubled are the urns from graves 25/19, 43/20; a zoomorphic vessel from
grave 43/128; a cup from grave 121167 (and consequently the kantharos from grave 154/121 and the urn
from grave 82/160 are not considered as identica!, i.e. doubled, and are not included in the list). T.

(e.g., the kantharos from grave

Shalganova also notes the presence of identica! vessels in different graves: the urns from the contexts

numbered as

20/43, and 82/160; zoomorphic vessel from 43/128; one-handled vessel from 671121; a
1211154. 105 She obviously accepts as identica! the two finds, excluded from A. Bonev's
list of identica! objects, and does not indicate as a doubled vessel the urn from grave 25/19, mentioned by
him. T. Shalganova's opinion is shared by M. Şandor-Chicideanu, who also adds the urn from grave no.
106 It remains unclear whether, based on the mentioned
135 as corresponding to that from grave 154.

kantharos from

doubling, the number of urns (and the count of graves respectively) should be reduced or not, because it is

possible that certain vessels, which were considered as better illustrating a type, were used as

representative of similar, less well preserved examples from different graves.
Determination of the

number offinds is impossible, as it is affected by the abovementioned factors.
107
A. Bonev describes 184.
T. Shalganova reports 380 vessels (five small jugs with rounded body, three
108 96 - of the 104 known to her - kantharos-like vessels
loops on their broadest part and one high handle;
with rectangular body and elliptic or diamond-shaped rim, and the further eight with rounded-type body;

ten other similar vessels with decoration of vertical cannelures along the body; several amphora-like

vessels decorated with channels,

109

about which we are told that they stand for a much larger and

unspecified number of similar, unpublished, vessels; 11 0 for the rest of the inventory see above).

Research limitations.

The impossibility to verify the number of the published graves and finds was

already stated. The mixture of categories, the doubling of finds and the differences between the descriptions
given by various authors, the reference to vessels only in terms of their function (as

urn,

or lid), the

variability in the number of finds - reduced by some researchers and increased by others (depending on their
opinions about the doubling of the finds in the initial publications and on their access to the material), the
numerous discrepancies in and between the publications are part of the research difficulties.

lt remains impossible to accurately determine the internai grave grouping within the cemetery, the

mutual relation between the graves, the content of the graves (number of buried individuals, grave goods

and their location),and possible chronological differences among graves, let alone to anthropologically

diagnose the human remains or to identify the surviving evidence of acts accompanying the burial practice.

(7) Doino Linevo-"Sadovete", Montana region (approx. 43°50'34.89"N; 23°19'32.09"E) .

Published information is offered about two one-handled cups, very similar to the
have been found under unknown circumstances in the

Sadovete

Novo Se/o type,

that

location. Initially they were kept at the

City Museum of Lom, later one of them has been moved to the Vratsa Regional Museum, and the other 
transferred to the Sofia University Museum collection.

111

1 04 See Bonev, The Late Bronze Age Cremation Graveyard .. . , p. 8 , 1 6.
105 Shalganova, Pogreba/niyat obred-izvor za rekonstruktsiya . ., p. 30, note 2.
106 Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit, p. 2 1 , note 97. There is information on the problem also in a previously printed
.

article (M. Chicideanu-Şandor and I. Chicideanu, Contributions to the study of the Gir/a Mare anthropomorphic
statuettes, Dacia N.S., 34, 1 990, p. 53-75).
107 Bonev, The Late Bronze Age Cremation Graveyard . , p. 5.
108 Shalganova, The Lower Danube lncrusted Pottery Cu/ture, in (eds. D. Bailey et alii), Prehistoric Bulgaria
. .

(Monographs in World Archaeology No. 22), Madison-Wisconsin, 1 995, p. 297-298.
1 09 Shalganova, op. cit. p. 298.
1 10 KrauB, Die Prăhistorische Besiedlung ... , p. 1 3 1 .
1 1 1 Mikov, Materiali ot posledniya period na bronzovata epoha v Severozapadna Bulgaria, ArheologijaSofia
1 970, p. 49, 62, note 6.
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Other authors specify that the sites, situated in the Dolno Linevo vicinity, are most probably
cemeteries, and are in fact two: the first one located in Sadovete, where the two cups (that were lost
afterwards) had been discovered, as well as a kantharos-type vessel published by B. Hansel, 1 1 2 and
attributed to the Cerkovna Group 1 1 3• According to M. Şandor-Chicideanu the finds from Sadovete should
be related to the Gârla Mare culture; most probably the author refers to the two one-handled cups. 1 1 4 T.
Shalganova communicates that during a field walking survey to the south-east of the village, one almost
wholly preserved one-handled cup with Buckel decoration was found by chance and it should be included
within the group of objects attributed to the Lower Danube Incrusted Pottery Culture. 1 1 5 No further
detailed information is offered about the find, and most probably it remained unpublished. The vessel is
viewed as representative for the later (third) chronological phase of the culture. During surveys in the
following years, made in the vicinity of the village by A. Bonev, no evidences of the presence of a site,
belonging to this culture, have been registered. 1 1 6
(8) Mokresh-"Grobishteto", Montana region (approx. 43°45'01.24"N; 23°23 '49.79"E). At a
distance of 1 km to the east of Mokresh and 8 km to the south of the Danube River, during a rake out of
soil by bulldozer, three vessels full of burned bone ashes were found. 11 7 Their rims are more specific having spurs, shaped as zoomorphic elements on one of the pots, as triangles on the second, and as two
double opposite, combined with two single opposite elements on the third.11 8 Having no analogues from
Bulgaria and Serbia, the vessels were compared by Alexandrov with the materials from Cârna; the latter
were considered to be more simplified shapes. 11 9 These parallels were later accepted by A. Bonev, who
found similarities with specimens of the Wietenberg Culture, and dated them generally to the Late Bronze
Age. In the trenches made during the terrain research in 1 979 in the Grobishteto locality no materials
possibly related to a cemetery were foud. An authors' assumption is that the zone where the site is located
would have played a role of a "contact area" . 1 20
T. Shalganova states that the deep bowls having this type of protuberances represent a very popular
form among the material of the Bistreţ-Işalniţa Culture.1 21 As exact parallel is indicated the material from
the Bechet cemetery; these vessels are considered contemporaneous with the Bistreţ-Işalniţa Culture and
with the late, third phase of the Lower Danube Incrusted Pottery Culture. Still it is not possible to assign
with certainty the Mokresh cemetery to an archaeological culture. The hypotheses put forth are the
following: 1 ) given the specific shape of the vessels, the cemetery could represent the third phase of the
Lower Danube River Incrusted Pottery Culture, but here these vessels function as urns, a fact atypical for
the culture in question; the lack of other finds and the remoteness of the site from the Danube River are
further arguments against his assignment; 2) the site is related to the Bistreţ-Işalniţa Culture developed on
the right Danube bank (its location is just opposite to the eponymic sites on the lefi bank of the river); and
3) the cemetery is situated in an area, related to the southern boundary of the Lower Danube Incrusted
1 1 2 Shalganova, The Lower Danube Jncrusted Pottery Cu/ture . . , p. 1 76; B. Hănsel, Beitrâge zur regionalen
und chronologischen Gliederung der âlteren Hallstattzeit an der unteren Donau (Beitriige zur ur- und
.

fiiihgeschichtlichen Archiiologie des Mittelmeer-Kulturraumes fiir das Institut fiir Friihgeschichte der Universitiit
Heidelberg, 1 6, 1 976, Bonn, Taf. 34- 1 .
1 13 Hansei, op. cit., p. 79, 8 1 , a spherical short neck kantharos. See note 27.
1 14 Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit, p. 228.
1 15 Shalganova, Jzkustvo i obred na bronzovata epoha. Kultura na inkrustiranata keramika po Dolen Dunav,
Monografii 3, Mitologiya, izkustvo, folklor (MIF), Izdatelstvo na NBU, 2005, Sofia, p. 1 76.
1 16 After Shalganova, op. cit., note 3 8 . Sv. Ganeva (op.cit.) also indicates the lack of cultural remains; the
arguments repeat those published by T. Shalganova.
1 1 7 G. Alexandrov, Novootkriti praistoricheski selishta v Mihaylovgradski okrug, lzvestiya na muzeite v
Severozapadna Bulgaria 6, 1 98 1 , p. 40.
1 1 Alexandrov, op. cit., p. 4 1 , fig. 8 a, b, c; fig. 9.
1 19 Alexandrov, op. cit., p. 4 1 .
1 20 A. Bonev, Ranna Trakiya. Formirane na trakiyskata kultura - kraya na vtoroto-nachaloto na purvoto
hilyadoletie pr.Hr., Razkopki i prouchvaniya XXXI , 2003, Sofia, p. 3 1 -32.
1 21 T. Shalganova, Izkustvo i obred na bronzovata epoha. Kultura na inkrustiranata keramika po Dolen
Dunav, Monografii 3 , Mitologiya, izkustvo, folklor (MIF), Izdatelstvo na NBU, 2005, Sofia, p. 1 76.
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Pottery Culture, where during its third phase a "contact zone" was formed between the Verbicioara and
the Lower Danube Incrusted Pottery Culture, which had resulted in its diverse manifestation, resembling
in many ways that of Bistreţ-Işalniţa; the same cultures have taken part in the process of modeling of the
latter culture (Bistreţ-Işalniţa). The graves in Gradeshnitsa and Hurlets, having similar "mixed"
characteristics, are indicated as evidence confirrning this supposition. 1 22
(9) Gradeshnitsa - "Malo pole", Vratsa region (approx. 43°29 '1 0.47"N; 23°28'50.46"E). The
terrain was researched through trenches in order to establish the western border of a Neolithic site in the
Malo Pole locality, 3 km west of Gradeshnitsa. In one of these trenches - 1 5 m long (east-west), 1 m wide
(north-south) and 1 m deep - five cremation urn graves have been found. 1 23 The graves are single; no
grave markers are registered. B. Nikolov relates these graves to a settlement, situated between the
localities Malo Pole and Madanska Bara. 1 24 The site is dated to the final period of the Bronze Age, based
on similarities with ceramics found in the graves of the Lower Danube Incrusted Pottery Culture and also
in Zimnicea, where however no anthropomorphic figurines were found and the rite is inhumation. Grave
no. 1 consists of a highly fragmented urn containing ashes, pieces of coal, burned human bones and an
upper part of an anthropomorphic figurine. 1 25 The latter is schematic, with a decorated front part incrusted
with white paste. The interpretation of the incised decoration on the head of the figurine as an insect was
accepted also by later authors. 1 2 6 In grave no. 2 one of the vessels was used as urn, the other as lid
covering the remains. Grave no. 3 contains a similar combination of an urn and a lid 1 27 and Grave no. 4,
whose burial pit is closer to the surface, contains an urn, fragments of a shallow container and pottery of
various other shapes. The urn is not restored; the recovered biconical vessel has a flat base and an
outwards elongated rim. 1 28 The urn and the lid found in grave no. 5 are very similar to those from graves
no. 2 and no. 3. Fragments from several other vessels have also been found. The urn and the lid are not
restored, but the vessel that has been recovered, and defined as biconical, 1 29 is rather closer to the
kantharos-type vessels.
Some authors expressed their reserves towards these research results; 1 30 they even question some of
the published data and particularly the finding of the anthropomorphic figurine.1 3 1 Other researchers
include the cemetery in the later phase of the Gârla Mare Culture - a statement grounded on the presence
of ceramic shapes typical for that culture, represented by the finds from grave no. 1. 1 32 Yet others define
the pottery found in four of the graves as belonging to the fifth phase of the Verbicioara Culture. 1 33 On the
other hand, the combination of an amphora-type vessel with an anthropomorphic figurine fragment - as in
the case of grave no. 1 represents a ritual element characteristic of the Lower Danube Incrusted Pottery
Culture. T. Shalganova's conclusions refer to migration processes or trade and cultural interrelations, 1 34
when she suggests the following: 50 km to the south of the Danube River was situated a cemetery of a
different culture, most probably Verbicioara, with which the Lower Danube Incrusted Pottery Culture
maintained interrelations, as we know from similar cases in Oltenia.1 3 5 If the presence of the
anthropomorphic figurine fragment is accepted as an authentic fact, its discovery in a region which is
-

122 Shalganova, op. cit., p. 1 76-1 77.
123 B. Nikolov, Nekropol ot kusnata

bronzova epoha ot s. Gradeshnitsa, Vrachanska oblast, Izvestiya na

muzeite ot Severozapadna Bulgaria 2, 1 978, p. 19.

1 24 Ibidem.
1 25 Ibidem, p. 2 1 , fig. 1 , 2.
126 G. Georgiev, Die Erforschung der Bronzezeit in Nordwestbulgarien, PAS 1 , 1982, p. 198.
127 Nikolov, Nekropol ot kusnata bronzova epoha . . . , p. 24, fig. 3, c, d.
1 2 8 Ibidem, p. 24, fig. 4, a.
1 29 Ibidem, p. 24-25, fig. 4, b.
1 30 A. Bonev, Ranna Trakiya.

Formirane na trakiyskata kultura - kraya na vtoroto-nacha/oto na purvoto
hilyadoletie pr.Hr., Razkopki i prouchvaniya, XXXI, 2003, Sofia, p. 32.
1 3 1 Bonev, Ranna Trakiya . .. , p. 53, note 9.
132 Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit., p. 233.
133 Shalganova, Izkustvo i obred na bronzovata epoha. . , p . 1 77.
134 Ibidem.
1 35 Shalganova, Izkustvo i obred na bronzovata epoha. .. , p. 1 78.
.
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remote from the Lower Danube Incrusted Pottery Culture area represents no isolated phenomenon. 1 3 6
However, in the present state of research both migration and trade as explanations are beyond proof,
while the idea of cultural relations is tao general. The fact remains, that if that find's context is real, it
represents an evidence of interrelations between the bearers of those two cultures or at least proves some
chronological parallelism. In the present work the site is considered as related to the Verbicioara Culture.
(10) Kozloduy, Vratsa region (approx. 43°46'42.80"N; 23°43'17.97 "E). At the very Danube
riverbank, during excavations for a sewerage pipeline, dozens of graves, dated to the Bronze Age and the
Roman Era, have been destroyed. Two whole vessels dated to the Bronze Age were kept - a cup and an
„um". 1 37 The context is interpreted as an undisturbed grave, mast probably from the end of the Bronze
Age, but in fact these vessels date to a later period. B. Hănsel defines them as belonging to the second
phase of the classical stamped pottery 1 38 and recent publications explicitly define them as Early Iran Age
pottery specimens. 1 39
In the main text of her article L. Zung argues that the association, in Baley, of several Early Iran
Age vessel shapes with shapes known the cemetery at Kozloduy suggests that the Lower Danube
Incrusted Pottery Culture extended until the Early Iran Age. 1 40 According to the summary in French
(which is alsa used by M. Şandor-Chicideanu), pursuant to "some finds from Baley and the Kozloduy
cemetery" it is possible to assume that the culture has continued its development until the Early Iran
Age 1 4 1 • Her conclusion alsa refers to data from an earlier article, which includes two "fragmented
figurines that are typical for the Gârla Mare Culture".1 4 2 Both specimens have only the upper part
preserved and are stray finds, mentioned only in one work.1 43 Despite the supposed relation to a grave
context, 1 44 these data are nat reliable. However, in case we accept them as correct, they would define, in
Bulgaria, the eastem limit of the distribution of anthropomorphic figurines typical for the Incrusted
Pottery Culture.
(11) Hurlets, Vratsa region (approx. 43°42'26.0S"N; 23°49'48.32"E). According to published
data, the earliest materials found in the lower layers of the Avgusta fortress date to "the end of the Bronze
and the beginning of the Early Iran Age, the end of the II millennium" BC 1 45 • The site is located 2.5 km to
the north of Hurlets, on a naturally protected elevated plateau at the lefi: bank of the Ogosta's ancient
riverbed. 1 4 6 Two cremation graves were found, consisting of urns with cremated bones, dated to the "end
of the Bronze Age", and the presence of a Thracian settlement in the surroundings of Hurlets has been
suggested. 1 47 Three cremation graves with "ums . . . from the end of the Bronze and the beginning of the
Iran Age" are mentioned in another communication. 1 48
1 36 A situation known from Zimnicea (A.D. Alexandrescu, La necropole du bronze recent de Zimnicea (dep.
de Teleonnan), Dacia N.S. 1 7, 1 973, p. 8 1 , PI. 1 , 1-4).
1 37 Nikolov, Selishta i nekropoli ot bronzovata epoha vuv Vrachansko, ArheologijaSofia 2, 1964, p. 73, fig. 6 a, b.
1 38 Hiinsel, Beitrăge zur regionalen und chronologischen Gliederung der ălteren Hallstattzeit an der unteren
Donau (Beitrăge zur ur- und friihgeschichtlichen Archăologie des Mittelmeer-Kulturraumes fiir das Institut fiir

Frilhgeschichte der Universităt Heidelberg 1 6), 1 976, Bonn, p. 1 7 1 .
1 39 Example in Wardle et alii, Troy VII B2 Revisited. Th e date of the transitionfrom Bronze to Iron Age in the
Northern Aegean, in (eds. H. Todorova et alii), The Struma/Strymon River Valley in Prehistory (In the steps of
James Harvey Gaul, 2), Proceedings of the International Symposium Strymon Praehistoricus, Kjustendil
Blagoevgrad (Bulgaria), Serres-Amphipolis (Greece), 27. 09-01. JO. 2004, Sofia, 2007, p. 483, fig. 1 .
1 40 Zung, Razvitie na kusnobronzovata kultura Baley-Orsoya ... , p. 23.
1 4 1 Zung, op. cit., p. 24.
1 42 Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit, p. 239.
1 43 M. Chicideanu-Şandor, I. Chicideanu, Contributions to the study of the Gîrla Mare anthropomorphic
statuettes, Dacia N.S. 34, 1 990, p. 74, fig. 6-5 a, b; 6 a, b.
1 44 Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit, p. 239.
1 45 Sp. Mashov, Avgusta, 1980, p. 8.
1 46 Mashov, op. cit., p. 1 2.
1 47 Mashov, op. cit., p. 8.
1 48 Sp. Mashov, Razkopki na antichnata krepost Avgusta pri s. Hurlets, Vrachanski o/aug, Arheologicheski
otkritiya i razkopki prez 1977, XXIII Natsionalna konferentsiya v gr. Vidin (rezyumeta na dokladi), Sofia, 1 978, p. 85.
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In comparison to the location of the sites typical for the Incrusted Pottery Culture, this cemetery
stands back from the river (approximately at the same distance as Mokresh) and according to T.
Shalganova it is situated considerably further east than the distribution area of the Incrusted Pottery
Culture. The author specifies that the registered cremation graves are two and the discovered pots are
three. 1 49 Based on its shape and presence of faur protuberances on its mouth, one of the vessels was
attributed to the Lower Danube Incrusted Pottery Culture, with the difference that there is no decoration
(as observed in the Mokresh case). 150 The second vessel represents a jug used as an um, considered as a
type characteristic rather for the Cerkovna (Plovdiv-Zimnicea) Group. The third vessel, an amphora, is
designated as possibly belonging to both cultures. These observations made the author consider the
cemetery as belonging to a "contact zone" in which an interfusion of cultural traditions is observed 1 5 1 . In
the present work the site is nat catalogued as a typical representative of the Lower Danube Incrusted
Pottery Culture.
(12) Butan, Vratsa region (approx. 43°38'50.50"N; 23°44 '56.63"E). In the Sredoreka locality
which is situated to the west of Butan, during excavations for a sewerage pipeline in 1978, settlements
from the "Bronze and Iran Age" were registered. "Burial ums" containing bumed bones and ashes were
found, the predominant vessels having spherical form and two high handles above the rim. Further "burial
ums" were found during excavations for the Dam of Brestovets, 15 2 but without any other details.
(13) Sofronievo, Vratsa region (approx. 43°38'04.99"N; 23°47 '05.65"E). In the northwestem
part of the village, during vineyard cultivation, "burial ums" containing ashes and bumed human bones
were found. 1 5 3 Some of the vessels have oblique-cut rims; others have relief or incised decoration. The
pottery type assigned to the end of the Bronze and the beginning of the Early Iran Age, at "the end of the
second millennium BC". 1 54 These vessels were neither described, nor illustrated; details were published
only about later Sofronievo materials. 1 55 In the group, defined by A. Vulpe as Vratsa, B. Hănsel includes
stamped fragments that have been found in a mound located clase to the Sofronievo village, 156, with no
reference of earlier materials. The present author does nat consider these finds as reliable representatives
of typical Late Bronze Age burial practices.
(14) Galiche, Vratsa region (approx. 43°33 '33.11 "N; 23°52'02.46"E). One cemetery located near
Galiche is mentioned only by Zung, who says it is unpublished and the material kept in the Vratsa
Historical Museum.1 5 7 According to C. Schuster, some of the published finds from Galiche could in fact
belong to the Early Bronze Age Zimnicea Group, and, considering their contexts, indicate the practicing
of cremation. 1 58 On the other hand, B. Hănsel includes into the Cerkovna group an unpublished vessel
from Galiche, as probably stemming from a grave context. 1 59 The vessel however is nat ornamented and
has unknown context. As any further information is lacking, there is no way to relate these finds to each
other.
(15) Burdarski Geran, Vratsa region (approx. 43°32'52.48"N; 23°57 '08.72"E). In 1 976 B.
Hănsel includes in the Cercovna Group unpublished vessels found near Burdarski Geran (which he calls

p. 1 78 .

1 49 N o further details o r collocations are mentioned, see Shalganova, Izkustvo i obred na bronzovata epoha... ,

1 50 Shalganova, Izkustvo i obred na bronzovata epoha..., p. 1 78 .
151 Ibidem.
152 Nikolov, Ot Iskur do Ogosta, Istoriya na 151 se/a i gradove ot bivshiya Vrachanski okrug, Sofia, 1 996, p. 33
153 Nikolov, So.fronievo, Sofia, 1 9 7 1 , p. 1 O.
154 Ibidem.
m B. Nikolov, Trakiyskipametnitsi ot Vrachansko, lzvestijaSofia 28, 1 965, p. 1 66-1 70, 192-193.
1 56 Hănsel, Beitrăge zur regionalen und chronologischen Gliederung ... , p. 1 72.
m Zung, op. cit., p. 20.
1 58 Cr. Schuster, Zur Bestattungsweise in Sudrumiinien in der Bronzezeit, in: (ed. R.Vasic), Sahranjivanje u
Bronzano i Gvozdeno Doba, Simpozijum, Cacak, 4-8 Septembar 2002 I Huria/ Customs in the Bronze and Iron Age.
Symposium, Cacak, 4-8 September 2002, Cacak, 2003, p. 1 1 2.
159 Hănsel, Beitriige zur regionalen und chronologischen Gliederung .. , p. 79, pi. 35- 1 . See note 27.
.
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Badarski Geran). 1 60 Because of their good preservation the author supposes that they are grave finds. 1 61
Mast probably these are the same vessels mentioned afterwards by B. Nikolov, according to whom "urns
containing ashes and bones" were found during ploughing, to the northwest of the village, on a spot called
Dinkov Han. 1 62 The vessels are described as globular, having two symmetrical handles, which go over the
rim. The proposed interpretation is "a Late Bronze Age cemetery", but there are no further details. 1 63 In
the present paper these materials are nat considered as characteristic, reliable representatives of the Late
Bronze Age burial practices.
(16) Krushovitsa, Vratsa region (approx. 43°3 7 '33.69"N; 23°50'23.29 "E). Located on the two
banks of the Skut River, the village consists of an older part (on the right riverbank and the slopes of a
higher hill) and a newer one (situated on the lefi riverbank).1 64 In the new part of the village, during
excavations for construction of a cultural center and a house, a large cemetery has been found, which was
dated to the "end of the Bronze and the two periods of the Iran Age". 1 65 "More than ten Thracian graves"
were found, some of them - including vessels with one handle and slightly oblique-cut rim, while other
containers have two vertical handles, protruding high above the rim. 1 66 Based on the composition of the
clay, Nikolov considers that the vessels were produced in that very settlement; they are described in
detail. 1 67 The cemetery is seen as evidence of the cultural shift from the end of the Bronze and the
beginning of the Iran Ages. 1 68 This dating was, however, criticized by B. Hansei, 1 69 who included the
Krushovitsa finds into the Late Bronze Age Cerkovna Group. 1 70 Other authors use the term Zimnicea
Plovdiv for these vessels. 1 7 1 According to M. Şandor-Chicideanu the graves should be attributed to the
Gârla Mare Group. 1 72 In the present work they are not taken as typical representatives of the Lower
Danube Incrusted Pottery Culture.
(17) Bukyovtsi, present-day Miziya, Vratsa region (approx. 43°41'30.06"N; 23°51 '17.38 "E). In
the Rupite locality, 2 km to the south of Bukyovtsi village, 1 73 during extraction of stones, severa!
cremation graves were registered.1 74 Three whole vessels have been preserved, dated to the "later period
of the Bronze Age".1 75 Considering the characteristics of these vessels, they are not included in the
present work on the Late Bronze Age burial practices.
(18) Ostrov, Vratsa region (approx. 43°40 '31.83 "N; 24°0 7 '48.84 "E). Three kilometers to the
west of the Danube River port, during construction of an irrigation canal in the location called
Djamiiskoto, faur cremation graves were found. They consisted of cremated human remains found in
ums, at a depth of 0.80 m. Faur such vessels are kept in the museum: 1 76 two bigger and undecorated, and
1 60 Ibidem, Taf. 34-4, 5.
1 6 1 Ibidem, p. 79. See note 1 8 .

1 62 Nikolov, Ot Iskur do Ogosta . . . , p. 39.
1 63 Ibidem.
1 64 B. Nikolov, Krushovitsa, Vratsa, 1 967, p . 3 .
1 65 B. Nikolov, Selishta i nekropoli ol bronzovata epoha vuv Vrachansko, ArheologijaSofia 1 964, 2, p. 75.
1 66 B. Nikolov, Krushovitsa, Vratsa, 1 967, fig. 5 .
1 67 Nikolov, Selishta i nekropoli . . ., p. 76, fig. I l a, b, c; 12 a, b; 1 3 a, b.
8
1 6 Ibidem, p. 77.
1 69 Hansei, Beilriige zur regionalen und chrono/ogischen Gliederung ... , p. 77.
1 70 Idem, Beitriige zur regionalen und chrono/ogischen Gliederung . . ., p. 77, 78, 79, 82, Taf. 35/5- 1 1 .
171 See for example Cr. Schuster et alii, The living and lhe dead. An analysis of lhe relationship between the
two worlds during Prehistory al lhe Lower Danube, Târgovişte, 2008, p. 68.
1 72 Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit, p. 239.
173 The name Bukyovtsi was used until 1 970, after that it has been changed into Miziya (B. Nikolov, Ot Iskur
do Ogosta. Istoriya na 151 se/a i gradove ol bivshiya Vrachanski okrug, Sofia, 1 996, p. 2 1 1 ). In the scientific
literature however, the former one - Bukyovtsi - has been used.
174 Nikolov, Selishta i nekropoli... , p. 75.
1 75 Ibidem, p. 75, pl. 9 a, b, c.
176 Ibidem, p. 7 1 .
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two smaller and omarnented. During a survey similar ceramic fragments were found, including a small
vessel with high neck, hroad hody and a hollow hase, decorated with incrusted geometrical motifs. lt is
highly prohahle that the latter is one and the same vessel with that referred to as very similar to the "little
jug" from Novo Selo. 1 77
A spherical vessel is included hy B. Hănsel in the Cerkovna Group1 78, while St. Alexandrov pays
attention to the little pot, decorated with parallel zigzag lines, saying that it should he assigned to the
Cemavoda III-Coţofeni Horizon.1 79 Later on, it was specified that of the four vessels (which in fact are
five in the initial puhlication, four of them heing illustrated), one should he assigned to the earlier
Coţofeni Culture, while from the remaining three vessels only the jug is typical for the Lower Danuhe
Incrusted Pottery Culture. The kantharos-type and the amphora-type vessels are descrihed as shapes that
are known in Verhicioara, Tei and Cerkovna Groups, and a comparatively close analogue from Cârna has
heen offered for the amphora. 1 80
Most prohahly this is a case of mixture of materials from the Early Bronze to the Early Iron Age; it
is not clear whether the Late Bronze Age vessel in question stems from a grave typical of the Lower
Danuhe Incrusted Pottery Culture (it is implausihle to define the site as a cemetery), or it is an "import"
found outside the distrihution area of the Lower Danuhe Incrusted Pottery Culture, as is the case with
some Romanian sites. lt should he also taken into consideration that Ostrov is one of the eastemmost
sites, related to the Incrusted Pottery Culture. B. Hănsel set the eastem horder of Gârla Mare Group at the
Iskur River mouth, and the eastemmost find was found precisely near Ostrov.1 81 M. Şandor-Chicideanu
shares the same opinion and includes the discovered ums in the Gârla Mare Culture. 1 82 These materials
are not included as originating from an indisputahle context in the detailed analysis of the Late Bronze
Age hurial rites.
II. LATE BRONZE AGE BURIAL RITES IN NORTH-WESTERN BULGARIA IN THE CONTEXT OF THE
BALKAN CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT.

1 . Lower Danube River Incrusted Pottery Culture in Bulgaria - cbaracteristics of tbe
mortuary practices. While most graves stern from systematically researched cemeteries, there are some
isolated graves as well. Despite the difficulties outlined ahove, it is possihle to descrihe some general
characteristics of the mortuary practices.
Burial rite. The known contexts are flat cremation graves; so far Late Bronze Age hurial mounds
have not heen registered in this region. According to the authors, cremation was practiced outside the
perimeter of the studied sites, as no traces of pyres were found either in cemeteries or in the vicinity of the
isolated graves. The cremated bones were placed in ceramic vessels, which were laid in hurial pits; no in
situ found graves had the human remains laid directly in the pit; in most cases the pits also contained
grave goods.
Relation to the relief The cemeteries and the isolated graves are located very close to the Danube
River, most prohably on the very riverhank. 1 83 Some cemeteries were situated on flat terrain (Orsoya and
Kutovo-Gredovi) or on heights (Novo Selo and Kutovo-Grindur). 1 84
Grave facilities and containers. The data is limited because of the fact that the archaeologically
researched sites are few in numher, and in many cases the finds are stray ones. The Kutovo grave is found
at a depth of 0.40 m below the surface; in Orsoya the depth of the graves varies from 0.80 to 3 m below

177 See Nikolov, Selishta i nekropoli... , p. 73.
1 78 H ănsel, Beitriige zur regionalen und chronologischen Gliederung . . ., p. 78, pi. 36-6.
1 79 St. Alexandrov, Date noi despre epoca bronzului timpuriu în Bulgaria de Vest, TD 14, 1 993, 1-2, p. 47,
fig. 1-3, no. 1).
1 80 Shalganova, Izkustvo i obred na bronzovata epoha..., p. 1 79.
1 81 Hănsel, Beitriige zur regionalen und chronologischen flliederung . ., p. 64.
1 82 Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit, p. 247.
183 Shalganova, Izkustvo i obred na bronzovata epoha... , p. 1 80.
184 Sites which geographically land in the area of the Lower Danube lncrusted Pottery Culture, but contain
vessels attributed to the Zimnicea-Plovdiv type (or Cerkovna Group), are also located on riverbanks, but will be
examined further in the text.
.
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the surface, a fact that was explained as being caused by the specificity of the terrain. The shapes of the
pits are not determined and exact data about their filling îs lacking.
According to T. Shalganova the walls of some pit-graves were terraced. 1 85 Amphora and kantharos
type vessels were predominantly used as urns, most often they were covered by bowls functioning as lids
and în two cases only by other types of vessel. 1 86 The majority of data comes from the Orsoya cemetery.
From the 22 types of amphorae considered by M. Şandor-Chicideanu's as characteristic for the Gârla
Mare pottery (fig. 9), 1 87 six types �re known în Bulgaria: A 3, 1 88 A 8, 1 89 A 9, 1 90 A 1 0, 1 9 1 A 1 2,1 92 and
A 1 3. 1 93 The cemetery at Orsoya yielded severa} specific vessels shapes, some of which are singular even
în this cemetery. Four types of "multi-storeyed" vessels (A 3, A 1 0, A 1 2 and A 1 3) are known only from
the site în question, which otherwise îs not characterized by the great diversity of shapes known from the
sites north of the Danube. According to the majority of authors the use of decorated or undecorated
amphorae or "other types" of vessels as urns îs determined by the sex and the age of the deceased;
Shalganova further distinguished between graves with the deliberately broken and intact vessels and
interprets these differences în terms of ritual. 1 94 Due to the nature of the Orsoya publication, one can only
state with probability that amphorae were preferred as urns. Further correlation between the shape of the
urns and the presence-absence of decoration proved to be difficult. In cases when in a grave an amphora
had been found, it was used as an urn only, and never also as an "offering", whereas many other ceramic
categories fulfilled both these functions. 195 In the initial publications of Tr. Filipov the term "um" îs
predominantly used for the amphora-type vessels - therefore în the present work the kantharos-type
vessels and the remainder of the materials are provisionally considered în the inventory section. A
necessary specification îs that some kantharos-type vessels are described as urns; this îs the case of the
"small spherical urn with two high handles" from graves no. 1 70 and 1 961 9 6 and the "small spherical um
with one high handle" from grave no. 1 80. 1 97
Data from neighboring regions show that the amphorae used as urns are predominantly decorated.
As specified, în Orsoya the decorated urns are prevailing, but that could be due to the selection of finds
for the publication (it was stated that the publication in question îs not complete). The fragmentation of
the bottom of some vessels, found in the graves from neighboring regions, îs argued to have been
intentional.1 98 The observation could not be supported by definite data from Bulgarian sites. For the whole
range of the culture, on the basis of the selection of urns, the amphorae are differentiated into three groups
1 85 Ibidem, p. 1 82.
1 86 From the known variety of modes of laying human remains, characteristic of the Gârla Mare Culture

(M. Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit„ 163-1 68), in the Bulgarian lands there is inforrnation only about graves in which
ceramic vessels were used as containers of the bumed bones. The determination of the pottery is considerably
complicated because of the various opinions on the presence of cultures or groups in the region, especially to the
east of those "ascertained" sites, defined as belonging to the Lower Danube Incrusted Pottery Culture.
1 8 7 The designated pottery types follow the typology elaborated by Şandor-Chicideanu (op. cit.).
188 The type is defined as a later one on the grounds of the presence of flute decoration. In the Orsoya
cemetery it is known from graves N° 14, 15, 1 6, 17, 20, 30, 67, 74, 98, 126, 1 32, 145, 147 and 227; Şandor
Chicideanu, op. cit., p. 47.
1 89 All specimens, representing the type, were found to the east of the Iron Gate. In Bulgaria it is known from
grave no. 1 in Gradeshnitsa (Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit., p. 49).
1 90 Characteristic Gârla Mare type, found most often to the north of the Danube River. The Orsoya vessel is
from grave no. 254 (Şandor-Chicideanu op. cit., p. 50).
1 9 1 A South Danube River variant of A 9 type, which has been registered in Orsoya only, graves no. 82
(identica! illustration for grave 1 60), grave no. 35 (identica! illustration of a vessel from grave 1 54) and grave no.
142 (Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit., p. 50).
1 92 A Gârla Mare type known only from Orsoya, grave no. 80 (Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit., p. 5 1 ).
1 93 Another single type, representing "experimental" specimen or a hybrid shape of the "multi-storeyed"
vessels and the kantharoi, known only in Orsoya, grave no. 1 2 1 (Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit., p. 5 1 ).
1 94 Shalganova, Izkustvo i obred na bronzovata epoha ... , p . 1 88- 1 9 1 .
1 95 Ibidem, p. 1 88 .
1 96 Filipov, Nekropol ot kusnata bronzova epoha . . . , fig. LXIII, LXVIII.
1 97 Ibidem, fig. LXVI.
1 98 Shalganova, Izkustvo i obred na bronzovata epoha ... , p. 1 88.
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- decorated (for adult individuals), intact and undecorated (for adult, adolescent and infants) and
deliberately broken and undecorated (for various age and sex groups). The use of vessels frorn the other
ceramic categories as urns seerns to he correlated with age, as mast such urns were used for infants. 1 99
Grave goods. The kantharoi are predorninantly found as "additional" inventory in graves where an
arnphora is used as um. These are the types K 2,200 K 3,20 1 K 4,202 K 6203 and K 7 (the latter type K 7 is
known frorn graves no. 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 25, 27, 39, 44, 52, 80, 86, 88, 98, 100, 1 2 1 , 135, 145, 154, 157, 1 64,
170, 176, 1 78, 180, 247, 250 and 267 in Orsoya). One find of this type was alsa discovered in Ostrov204 probably sternrning frorn a burial context. Seven of a total nurnber of 45 deep bowl types are known frorn
Bulgaria: S 2,205 S 6,20 6 S 7,207 S 24,208 S 4 1 .209 Specirnens of two other types - S 34 and S 352 1 0 - are
registered in sites attributed to the Bistreţ-lşalniţa Culture, and are alsa known in the second phase of
Belegis-Cruceni Culture.21 1 In the Incrusted Pottery Culture the diversity of cups andjugs is considerable
1
215
- there are 25 types defined, of which seven are alsa registered here - C 6,2 1 2 C 7,2 3 C 8,2 1 4 C 9,
C 1 0,21 6 C 212 1 7 and probably alsa C 1 4.2 1 8 Pyxides, spherical and zoomorphic vesse/s established in
Orsoya (graves no. 1, 5, 1 4, 17, 19, 31, 34, 126, 147 and 150) include P 1 type pyxis, which is attributed
to the classical phase of the culture and is registered in a total of twelve Gârla Mare sites. A similar type
is alsa known in the third phase of the Verbicioara culture.2 1 9 The type P 5 - a zoornorphic vessel,
characteristic of Oltenia and North-Western Bulgaria is detected in severa! sites, arnong which is Orsoya
(graves no. 43, 128, 227, 242, 265 and other graves with "unclear reference nurnbers"). 220 The "lids" frorn
199 Ibidem, p. 1 89-1 9 1 .
200A widespread type, registered in the largest geographical area, having representatives also in the Szeremle

Belo Brdo Group range and in the 1 51 phase of Cruceni-Belegis Culture. The vessel from Orsoya is found in grave
no. 53 (Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit., p. 54-55).
201 A highly distributed type as well, the Orsoya vessel is from grave no. 265 (Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit„
p. 55-56).
202 In Orsoya known from graves no. 5, 1 1 3 and 1 78 (M. Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit., p. 56).
203 In Orsoya represented in graves no. 242 and 250 (Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit., p. 56-57).
204 One of the basic ceramic forms of the so-called Govora Group and of Zimnicea-Plovdiv, which often
appears also in the range of Paracin Group and the Tei Culture. According to M. Şandor-Chicideanu, the presence of
K 7 type in the region of Gârla Mare Culture could be considered as an element brought in by the earlier cultures.
Due to its rhomboidal shape it is defined as the K 1 1 type. The general conclusion is that these kantharos-type
vessels are distributed to the east of the Iron Gate (Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit„ p. 57). It is worth mentioning that the
type is also defined as "Zimnicea-Plovdiv-Tei" (Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit., p. 1 78). None of these five types of the
kantharos category (five established in Bulgaria from a total number of eleven Gârla Mare kantharoi types) is
represented only in the region to the south of the Danube River.
205 Grave no. 239 in Orsoya (Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit., p. 59).
206 Graves no. 1 50 and 265 in Orsoya (Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit., p. 6 1 -62).
207 Graves no. 43 and no. 1 60 in Orsoya.
208 The type is known in a total of three sites, one of which being Gradeshnitsa, grave no. 3; it will be
examined in more detail further in the text (Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit., p. 67).
209 Grave no. 1 in Orsoya (Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit., p. 70).
210 These two types are also known from Molcresh-Grobishteto and will be examined in more detail further in
the text (Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit., p. 69).

21 1 Ibidem.
212 Novo Selo and grave no. 1 6 in Orsoya (Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit., p. 72).
2 13 Orsoya, graves no. 8 (illustrated as N° 1 60), no. 67 (illustrated as 1 2 1 ) and no. 140. The type is
characteristic of the eastem zone of the culture (Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit., p. 73).
214 In Orsoya it is from grave no. 82 (Ibidem).
215 Novo Selo and Orsoya, graves no. 53, no. 93 and no. 142. The variant C 9 represents one of the typical

shapes of the Gârla Mare Culture. It is probably a subsequent development of type C 4 (Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit.,
p. 73-74).
216 Grave no. 15, in Orsoya; a rare type in the western zone ofthe culture (Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit., p. 74-75).
21 7 Novo Selo; type known predominantly in the eastem zone ofthe culture (M. Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit., p. 77).
218 Known in Bukyovtsi (M. Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit., p. 75-76).
219 Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit., p. 78-79.
2201bidem p. 80.
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Bulgaria are also known by severa! types. Type X 1, from the classical phase of the Gârla Mare Culture,
is registered in eleven sites in total, including Orsoya (graves no. 1 , 14, 1 7, 19, 3 1 , 34, 77, 95, 147 and
227). Orsoya is also one of the two cemeteries where the type X 4 was catalogued ( ŞJ;aves no. 242 and
265). Type X 6 is more frequent, in Orsoya being detected in graves no. 43 and 128. 2 1 The category of
the doub/e vessels is represented by two types: D 1 has specimens in three sites, including Orsoya (graves
no. 43, 1 35, 189 and 247); and D 2 was registered in a total of four Gârla Mare Culture sites, among
which the cemetery at Orsoya (graves no. 20, 31 , 35 and 113)222 Some ceramic finds defined as "cult
objects" include the table from Orsoya (grave no. 41).22 3 The anthropomorphicfigurines form Bulgarian
sites are attributed to type <l> I B (variant <l> I B 1 ), registered in grave no. 74 in Orsoya. The Gradeshnitsa
find is included in type <l> II, while type <l> II A is known from the graves no. 91 , 176, 310, 4 1 , 1 51 , 9 1
and 176 i n Orsoya.224 Subtype <l> I i s dated to the later phase o f the culture, and <l> II i s even later,
characterized by "retrograde-style" omamentation.225 The small ceramic models of axes found in Orsoya
are assigned to type T 1, variant a (from graves no. 59, 100 and 254), probably variant b and type 2 (grave
no. 1 37) 22 6 Weaponry and tools are not found in the Bulgarian area of this culture. There might have been
though one knife in grave no. 145 from Orsoya. 227 No data is offered about objects made of bone, but the
presence of flint is mentioned - pieces laid in close proximity to some of the ums in Orso�a.228
22
Establishing the number of individuals is complicated. In Orsoefa grave no. 1 78 was defined as
2
3
"double" simply because it contained two vessels described as urns. In this logic, it is possible that the
Kutovo grave, registered in 1911, was also double, as both vessels were referred to as urns; it should be
noted though that one of these "ums" contained the other. In sites from neighboring regions, those
examples of double/"collective" graves are interpreted as: grave of an adult (mother) and a child, of two
children, of several adults and a child as well as other variants. Accordinş to Shalganova children' graves
might represent an "offering" to the adults buried in the same graves;2 1 - a supposition, which in the
present work is not yet accepted as categorically evidenced, on the basis of the Bulgarian materials. The
same author indicates that the ums containing remains of male individuals are in equipollent position,
while the remaining ums in the graves are subordinate to them; among the latter there are some graves of
infants (e.g. grave no. 178 in Orsoya) which according to Shalganova were sacrificed.2 32 As to the so
called cenotaphs or symbolic burials, there are no data from the Bulgarian area.
The anthropologica/ data from cemeteries, where such analyses were carried out, are related to the
finds in the following way: only amphorae are used for adult males; in graves, which are most probably
designed for females, no consistent characteristics can be established - elements both from the male and
infant contexts are represented. Clearly differentiated are the graves of the youngest buried individuals where various categories of vessels, different from the amphorae, have been used as ums.2 33 lt is
necessary to clarify that despite the differentiation of a "special group" of infant graves in the cemeteries
attributed to the culture, in Orsoya, in many cases, the figurines ("idols") are found in graves that contain
one amphora used as um (graves no. 1 76, 148, 91, 74). In some graves, in a common context are
registered an amphora-type "um", combined with a ceramic axe (graves no. 100 and 59) or with a
ceramic boat (grave no. 88). It is suggested that some figurines from infant graves are also deliberately
broken before being laid down in the grave. lndicated is the very low percentage of the buried adolescent
individuals, while the rate of infant mortality is the highest.2 34
•

.

221Ibidem, p. 8 1 -83.
222Ibidem, p. 83-84.
223Ibidem, p. 89.
224Ibidem,p. 1 04- 1 05.
mlbidem, p. 1 08 .
226/bidem, p. 1 23 .
227Ibidem, p. 145.
228 Filipov, Nekropol ot kusnata bronzova epoha pri s. Orsoya, Lomsko, Sofia, 1 976.
229 Ibidem.
230 Ibidem.
231 Shalganova, Izkustvo i obred na bronzovata epoha„., p. 1 9 1 - 1 94.
232 Ibidem, p. 1 93 .
233 Ibidem, p. 1 95-1 96.
234 Ibidem, p. 1 96- 1 98, 202.
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huria/ rite characteristic for the entire range of the cu/ture

is cremation - registered in a total

sites, cemeteries and isolated graves. 235 The availability of a thorough research carried out by M.

Şandor-Chicideanu on the culture spares the review of the wide-ranging scientific literature on the

topic. 23 6 The most representative cemeteries are those at Liubcova, Ostrovu Mare-Bivolării, Balta Verde,
Ghidici, Bistret, Cârna-Grindul Tomii, Cârna-Ostrovo ania, Izvoarele-Aria lui Mihalache Andreica

B7

b

Zuto-Brdo, Du ovac, Vrsac, Novo Selo and Orsoya.

(?),

As a general rule these simple-pit flat graves

contain ums, and in rare cases the bones are clustered in a pile on the ground (as mentioned above,

according to the publications the latter case is not registered in Bulgaria). The differences observed

between the graves are exarnined as evidence of differences in social position, age and sex of the buried

individuals. The ums used comprise amphorae and kantharoi, some of which covered by bowl or cups.

There are also combinations with one to three additional cups, one to two pyxides having a lid, and rarely
with one to two figurines. Metal objects are least frequently found in graves of this culture. 238 Flat
cemeteries present a grouping of the graves in rows (as registered in Orsoya).23 9 Three chronological and
cultural phases have been defined: the earliest (a settlement near Ostrovu Corbului, cemeteries near

Dubovac, Vrsac, some graves in Câma-Ostrovogania), the classical phase (Cârna-Grindul Tomii and

single graves in Orsoya) and the late phase (single Câma-Ostrovogania graves and the majority of Orsoya
burials).240 The presence of a detailed publication about the Cârna-Grindul Tomii cemetery renders it

natural to use the site as a basis of the reviews on the Incrusted Pottery culture burial practices. The
otherwise scanty anthropological data available for this cemetery indicate that the majority of the buried

persons were adults and that most of them belonged anthropologically to the Mediterranean type. Other
sites exhibit examples of graves that have been partially disturbed by later ones, graves containing greater

nurnber of individuals, or considerable amount of grave goods, different pattems of grouping, highest
adult mortality rate in some cemeteries, etc.24 1
Incrusted Pottery Culture sites located in the present territory of Bulgaria are dated to the classical

or late phase of the culture (phase

Wiii).

The Novo Selo finds belong to the second, classical phase of the

culture (Br B2-Br C); the Kutovo materials are also assigned to its II-III phase (these include the

decorated fragments and the undecorated um), while the Orsoya cemetery represents the latest, third
phase. In relation to the Doino Linevo site, cups of the Novo Selo type are mentioned; the graves are

dated to the classical phase of the culture and the vessel with

Buckel decoration,

which is a stray find, is

attributed to the third phase of the Incrusted Pottery Culture. This latter assignment has to be taken with
caution as no archaeological researches have been carried out anywhere around Dolno Linevo.

235 Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit., p. 1 58. In regions neighbouring Bulgaria some sites represent a special
treatment of the bones - a further breaking of the bones, which preceded the burial, and in some cases - washing of
the bones before they were laid into the grave (Shalganova, Izkustvo i obred na bronzovata epoha . . , p. 1 82-1 83).
There is no data from Bulgarian lands according to which it is possible to register such practices, and it is impossible
to state whether bones of only particular parts of the body were selected. Furthermore, we lack clear evidence of the
cemete�-settlement relation. Except for the Orsoya materials, the finds are predominantly stray, single vessels.
2 6 Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit.
237 Cr. Schuster, Zur Bestattungsweise in Siidrumănien in der Bronzezeit, in: (ed. R. Vasic), Sahranjivanje u
.

Bronzano i Gvozdeno Doba, Simpozijum, Cacak, 4-8 Septembar 2002 I Burial Customs in the Bronze and /ron Age.
Symposium, Cacak, 4-8 September 2002, Cacak, 2003, p. 1 25. The site near Baley, which in fact represents a
settlement, is also mentioned in the list.
238

Ibidem.

239 It was suggested that during the first phase (At cemetery) the grouping is concentric, during the classical
phase (Cârna) the mortuary zones are two (eastem and western), and in the third phase (Orsoya) the new principie
has developed under the Belegi§-Cruceni cultural influence (Shalganova, Izkustvo i obred na bronzovata epoha... , p.
1 82). The data representing these three phases is gathered from a total number of three sites and should be evaluated
as provisional. It may be more likely that a grouping registered in a given cemetery is specific for each site, despite
the necropoles attribution to the culture. The latter doesn't reject the suggested tendency, especially when the
number of graves in these necropoles is taken into account, but it is a reminder of the quantitative limitations
accompanying such observations.
240 Schuster, Zur Bestattungsweise ... , p. 1 25.
241 D. Nicolăescu-Plopşor, Cercetări antropologice asupra osemintelor din necropola de incineraţie de la
Cârna, in: VI. Dumitrescu, Necropola de incineraţie din epoca bronzului de la Cîrna, Bucharest, 1 9 6 1 , p. 365-386;
Schuster, op. cit, p. 1 27, 1 29.
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Although the dimensions of the Orsoya site and the number of graves in the researched cemeteries

of the Lower Danube Incrusted Pottery Culture is impressive, it should be underlined that the level to

which this region has been explored is a particularly important factor when attempts are made to compare

it with the neighboring cultures in terms of burial customs. At this stage, with the exception of the Lower

Danube Incrusted Pottery, for other cultures of the Late Bronze Age from the North-Western Bulgaria the
number of the researched graves is very low, while in general, all types of finds are sporadic and isolated.

The enly cemeteries from North-Western Bulgaria that can be attributed with certainty to the

Lower Danube Incrusted Pottery Culture were found at

Novo Se/o, Kutovo

and

Orsoya.

In other sites

were found both vessels characteristic of the Incrusted Pottery Culture (Novo Selo type cup for example)

and vessels of other cultures, mostly of the so-called Cerkovna Group. Such sites are Doino Linevo

(Novo Selo type cup and a Cerkovna type kantharos), Gradeshnitsa (typical of the Incrusted Pottery
Culture amphora and a figurine in one of the graves, and vessels characteristic of the Verbicioara V in the

others), Hurlets (Incrusted Pottery Culture vessels with four protuberances on the rim, but having no
decoration, and a jug of the Cerkovna type), Ostrov (mixed materials of the groups Coţofeni, Cerkovna,

Verbicioara!fei/Cerkovna, and a vessel typical of the Incrusted Pottery Culture). Following some

examples from Romanian studies,

one can suggest that these finds probably represent certain

interrelations between the late Bronze Age culture/cultures outside the Danube riverside area on one

hand, and the culture of the Incrusted pottery, on the other. How exactly is the presence of vessels of the

Incrusted Pottery Culture outside its distribution area to be explained is not yet clear. Explanation varied
between grave goods laid with women who had entered the community of a different culture and imports

or imitations.

Sites that cannot be defined as characteristic of the Lower Danube River Incrusted Pottery culture

and fall out of its specific distribution area are those located near

Makresh, Gradeshnitsa (despite
Kozloduy (related to

presence of typical Incrusted Pottery Culture materials in one of the graves),

the

the

culture only because of the probable presence of stray finds, such as the anthropomorphic figurines),

Hurlets

(with one Lower Danube Incrusted Pottery vessel) and eventually

Ostrov

(containing one Lower

Danube Incrusted Pottery culture vessel of unclear context). As mentioned above, it is possible that
Ostrov marks the eastern "border" of the Lower Danube Incrusted Pottery culture in the Bulgaria -

namely the Iskur River, or that this site represents one of the examples of cemeteries, located in other

cultures ' territorial range, but demonstrating evidence of interrelations with the Lower Danube Incrusted

Pottery Culture bearers. Thus in the Zimnicea cemetery, referred to the Zimnicea-Plovdiv

Cu/ture,

have

been found typical Incrusted Pottery Culture vessels. The vessel from Bukyovtsi, defined as type C

14,

according to the Gârla Mare ceramics typology, represents a form, known also in the later Cerkovna
Group (Plovdiv-Zimnicea).242 From another point of view, sites where Cerkovna type pottery has been

found (the characteristic undecorated vessels) are considered by some authors as containing Gârla Mare
type pottery (examples represented by Dolno Linevo, Krushovitsa and others). However, in this article,

these latter sites were included in the Zimnicea-Plovdiv (or Cerkovna) Group, following the current
definitions of the Incrusted Pottery and the Cerkovna ceramics.

2) Verbicioara IV-V Culture. The gaps in the definition of its cultural characteristics and

chronological phases, the debates on its interpretation as an individual cultural phenomenon and the

scarce character of the preserved data make it difficult to indubitably determine graves of the Verbicioara
N-V Culture24 3• In its suggested territorial range in Northwestern Bulgaria a small number of graves
could eventually be included; the most representative site in Bulgaria related to mortuary practices

remains Gradeshnitsa.

Burial rite.

The graves areflat and contain cremated remains. Since there is no data about a pyre in

Gradeshnitsa (nor elsewhere) most probably the cremation was practiced outside the perimeter of the
242 Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit., PI. 1 95.
243 On the other hand, apart from the data conceming the mortuary practices, there are opinions that, with

regard to the issue of the Verbicioara Culture distribution in North Bulgaria, up to the present moment Verbicioara
regular finds are not identified - the stray finds of the Devetashka Cave can be referred to the Govora Group and
therefore, they belong to the same horizon as the Cerkovna Group (as R. KrauB, Indizenfor eine Mittelbronzezeit in
Nordbulgarien, Archaeologia Bulgarica 1 0, 2006, p. 1 1 ).
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cemeteries. The bwned bones were collected in wns, and then laid in burial pits. In some cases the wns
are accompanied by grave inventory. According to data from Gradeshnitsa, a grave grouping is registered
in a row or a bow.
Relation to the terrain. The known graves are situated on natural elevations.
Burial facilities and inventory. In Gradeshnitsa the graves are dug at a depth from 0.40 to 0.90 m
below the surface. The pit shapes are not detennined; there is no data about the filling either. Undecorated
kantharoi are used as urns in four graves near Gradeshnitsa and in the sites mentioned above. A more
peculiar situation is that of a typical Incrusted Pottery Culture undecorated amphora, also containing an
anthropomorphic figurine (grave no. 1 in Gradeshnitsa). The kantharos-type vessels from these four
graves are not discussed in the M. Sandor-Chicideanu typology, while the amphora is defined as an A 8
type.244 The ceramic vessel found in grave no. 3 is indicated as S 24 tme, which is known in a total of
three sites attributed to the Lower Danube Incrusted Pottery Culture. The fragmented figurine from
grave no. 1 is defined as an <I> II type, characteristic of the Lower Danube Incrusted Pottery Culture. No
signs of "accompanying food", weaponry, tools and adornments are registered.
Bulgarian graves within the scope of the Verbicioara cultural /rame. Both inhumation and
cremation are registered during different phases of the culture.246 From its second to its fifth phase
cremation was the only burial rite.247 In earlier publications this culture's range is included in the area
considered as territory of the "um-fields civilization".248 lt has been suggested that cremation appeared
under the influence of the Gârla Mare communities, corning from the west;249 also, cremation was used as
an argument in favour of the separation of the Verbicioara and Tei Cultures, as the latter's burials are
inhumations.250 lt is suggested that Verbicioara Culture did not infuence the Tei Culture for the
inhumation grave from the Verbicioara I phase should rather be considered as an exception to the norm. 25 1
Apart from the possibly resumed dating of the Işalniţa site, in recent publications um-graves discovered
near Godeanu-Peştera Cincioarele and Râmnicu Vâlcea2 52 are referred with a higher probability to the
Verbicioara phase V, while earlier communications include slightly longer list of sites, referred to the
culture in question.253 The information about Verbicioara mortuary practices in most cases consists of a
simple indication, general dating, or exarnination of sites according to their supposed cultural attribution.
The graves are single, few of them are archaeologically researched and the majority is provisionally
included in the cultural area in question. Other researchers define them as "uncertain" and recommend
that the analyses are made after gaining new reliable information, resulting from more thorough terrain
researches. The emphasis is put on the considerable obstacles for the definition and the dating of the
culture, as well as the research of its mortuary rituals.254 One of the problems is that there are only single
244 Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit., p. 49.
245 Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit„ p. 67.
246 D. Berciu, Die Verbicioara-Kultur. Vorbericht uber eine neue, in Rumănien entdeckte bronzezeitliche
Kultur, Dacia N.S. 5, 1 9 6 1 , p. 147.
247 Schuster, Zur Bestattungsweise . . . , p. 1 2 1 ; Cr. Schuster et alii, Zu den Bestattungsitten der Tei-Kultur,
Pontica, 37-3 8, 2005, p. 65.
248 Berciu, Arheologia preistorică a Olteniei, Craiova, 1 939, p. 1 02.
249 Schuster et alii, Zur Bronzezeit in Sudrumănien. Drei Kulturen: G/ina, Tei und Verbicioara I,
Verbreitungsgebiet, Siedlungen, Hăuser und Bestattungen, Ed. Cetatea de Scaun, 2005, p. 1 64.
250 Schuster, Zur Bestattungsweise ..., p. 1 32.
251 Schuster et alii, Zur Bronzezeit in Sudrumănien. . , p. 1 28.
252 Schuster et alii, The living and the dead. An analysis of the relationship between the two worlds during
Prehistory at the Lower Danube, Târgovişte, 2008, p. 64. According to some authors the grave facilities and
materials from Râmnicu Vâlcea should not be referred to the Verbicioara culture, but belong to the defined by B.
Hănsel Govora Group [I. Motzoi-Chicideanu, Cu privire la descoperirile funerare ale grupei Verbicioara, EA
online, December, 2004 (www.archaeology.ro/imc_verb.htm)].
253 Including also Crivina (probably late Verbicioara?) and others (Schuster, Zur Bestattungsweise ... , p. 1 221 23 ; I. Motzoi-Chicideanu, op. cit; Schuster et alii, Zur Bronzezeit in Sudrumănien . . . , p. 1 62- 1 64; and Schuster et
alii, The living and the dead. . . , p. 62-64).
254 "We can dealing today with 16 discoveries, most of them not at all sure from the point of view of the
archaeological conditions and published in not at all professional conditions. The most part of these discoveries are
concentrated in the southem part of Oltenia, such finds missing in the eastem part in spite of a large number of
.
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graves and there is no way to determine whether this is due to destroyed cemeteries or to the smallness of
the Verbicioara communities2 55 .
The Gradeshnitsa graves are attributed to the fifth phase of the Verbicioara Culture, which
confirms the interrelation of the culture with the Lower Danube Incrusted Pottery Culture.
3) The Bistreţ-lşalniţa Culture/Group. lt is possible that the cremation graves registered near
Mokresh belong to the Bistreţ-Işalniţa Group. The vessels found there are defined as belonging to the S
34 type.2 5 6 Some authors consider the group as an independent phenomenon, and according to others it
represents the !atest phase of the Incrusted Pottery Culture in the region. Cremation graves attributed to
the Bistreţ-Işalniţa Group were found in Bistreţ-Ciumaţi-Brânză, Cârna-Ostrovogania, Gruia, Balta
Verde, Ostrovu Corbului, Salcia, Damian, Işalniţa, Nedeia, Bechet, Plosca, Ghidici-Balta Ţarova, Potelu,
Corabia, Râureni, Moldova Veche.2 57 Deep bowls with characteristic protuberances are used instead of
the decorated and undecorated amphora- and kantharos-type vessels, characteristic for the earlier phases.
The data available allows for the suggestion that the cremation rite, typical for the region during the Late
Bronze Age, was likewise preserved in the later period. M. Şandor-Chicideanu indicates that the
distribution area of the Bistreţ-Işalniţa Group covers Oltenia, Serbia and Bulgaria; among the Bulgarian
sites she includes Mokresh and Gradeshnitsa. The characteristic ceramic shapes are represented by the
types A 1 7 , A 20-22, K 1 1 , S 33-3 7 , S 42-43, S 45, D 8-9 and O 5,2 58 of which registered in Bulgaria are
S 34 and S 35. The cultural attribution of Mokresh seems to be logica! in the light of T. Shalganova's
interpretation: at the time of the third phase of the Lower Danube Incrusted Pottery Culture, in its
southern range, an interrelation zone bas formed, where two traditions interweave - that of the
Verbicioara and that of the Lower Danube Incrusted Pottery Culture. The result of that is the composite
cultural aspect of the cemetery, which is generally similar to that of the Bistreţ-Işalniţa Culture itself. The
same two cultures participate in the genesis of the Bistreţ-Işalniţa Culture and the graves near
Gradeshnitsa and Hurlets2 59 are indicated as additional evidence for this assumption.
4) Burial Rites in the North-Western Bulgarian Lands and the Plovdiv-Zimnicea/Cerkovna
Phenomenon. The definition Zimnicea-Plovdiv (or Plovdiv-Zimnicea Complex/ Cu/turei Phenomenon)
was introduced in scientific literature by A. Alexandrescu in the early 1 97 0'es. Since then the term and its
definition have been subject to numerous analyses, but even to the present moment a categorica!
statement on this problem has nat been offered. The authors who accept the concept of "Plovdiv
Zimnicea Culture" (designated by B. Hanse! as "Cerkovna Group") place its distribution area between
Zimnicea - near which a flat inhumation cemetery was found -, and Plovdiv - from where originates the
well-known collective find of vessels.260 They burial rite is inhumation in flat cemeteries. These are
located clase to the Danube- Zimnicea, Sultana, Stancea, Remuş and probably lzvoru.26 1 To the south of
the Danube, the grave finds at Krushovitsa (Vratsa Region) and Tsenino (Sliven Region) have been
defined as belonging to the same cultural type.262 There is no data about remains of "accompanying
settlements. . . From the point of view of the character of research about 69% burials are due to systematic
excavations but the available information are just a few or sometimes published in a nonprofessional way" (Motzoi
Chicideanu, op. cit., fig. 2-3).
255 Motzoi-Chicideanu, op. cit. Considering both the Verbicioara and Tei Cultures, the particularly small
number of graves is emphasized, which furthermore are single, compared to the large nurnber of established
settlements (Schuster et alii, Zu den Bestattungsitten .. , p. 1 75).
256 Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit., p. 69.
257 Schuster, Zur Bestattungsweise . . , p. 1 29.
258 Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit., p. 1 87.
259 Shalganova, Izkustvo i obred na bronzovata epoha..., p. 1 77.
260 E. Zaharia, Cultura Zimnicea-Plovdiv, in: (eds. C. Stoica, M. Rotea, N. G. O. Boroffka) Comori ale epocii
bronzului din România I Treasures of the Bronze age in Romania, Muzeul Naţional de Istorie a României,
Bucharest, 1 995, p. 288-290.
26 1 Schuster et alii, Zu den Bestattungsitten . , p. 66; Schuster et alii, Zur Bronzezeit in Sudrumănien ... ,
p. 1 29-1 30.
262 S. Morintz, Contribuţii arheologice la istoria tracilor timpurii I, Epoca bronzului în spaţiul carpato
balcanic, Bucharest, 1 978, p. 58; Schuster, Zur Bestattungsweise . . . , p. 1 24.
.

.
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food", weaponry, tools, adomrnents or cult objects. Grave markers are not registered; here as well the
graves are flat. Due to the low number of graves, the internai arrangement of the cemeteries was not
analyzed.
lt is indicated that the area of the Plovdiv-Zimnicea comprises part of North Bulgaria - along the
Ogosta River to the west and the Yantra River to the east, and to the south it theoretically extends to the
valleys of the Maritsa and Tundzha Rivers. The most typical sites are the settlement at Popeşt2 6 3 and the
cemeteries at Zimnicea, Krushovitsa and Izvoru.2 64 The connection between the Gârla Mare Culture (i.e.
Lower Danube Incrusted Pottery Culture) and Plovdiv-Zimnicea has been studied on the basis of finds
from Cârna, where vessels attributed to the Plovdiv-Zimnicea Group (undecorated vessels, which are
typical for this phenomenon; found in graves no. 32, no. 52 and no. 71) were found together with decorated
finds of Gârla Mare type.2 65 Further, there are also "imports" into the Zimnicea cemetery (in grave no. 4 1
with a definite Gârla Mare vessel from the classical period; in grave no. 1 1
kantharos with flute
decoration; these seem to be corroborated by the presence, in grave no. 1 7, of one kantharos from the IV
V Tei period, as the latter is considered to be contemporaneous with the Gârla Mare Culture).2 66 On the
other hand, N. Palincaş has given a different interpretation to these contexts and rejected, on that basis,
the contemporaneity of the Incrusted Pottery Culture, the Verbicioara IV-V phases and the Zimnicea
Plovdiv Group. According to her, the Fundeni-Govora Group (i.e. Verbicioara IV-V phases + Tei IV-V
phases), together with Gârla Mare and Bistreţ-Işalniţa, belong to the older phase of the Late Bronze Age,
while the Zimnicea-Plovdiv cultural complex along with other groups belong to the younger period.2 67
This opinion seems to be lately supported by the radiocarbon dates from Kamenska Cuka.2 68 However
various authors continue to share different opinions.2 69 According to certain researchers, in Oltenia the
-

263 N. Palincaş, Valorificarea arheologică a probelor 14C din fortificaţia aparţinând Bronzului târziu de la
Popeşti (jud. Giurgiu), SCIVA 47, 1 996, 3, p. 239-288; N. Palincaş, Social Status and Gender Relations in Late
Bronze Age Popeşti. A Plea for the Introduction of New Approaches in Romanian Archaeology, Dacia N.S. 48-49,

2004-2005, p. 39-53.
264 Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit., p. 202.
265 Ibidem, p. 203.
266 Ibidem, p. 202.
267 Palincaş, Valorificarea arheologică . . . , p. 287.
268 M. Stefanovich, H. A. Bankoff, Kamenska Cuka 1 993 - 1995. Preliminary report, in: (eds. M.
Stefanovich, H. Todorova, H. Hauptmann) James Harvey Gaul - In memoriam, Sofia, 1 998, p. 279.
269 According to A. Alexandrescu at a certain moment Gârla Mare and Cerkovna were synchronous.
B. Hansei indicates that the grave no. 4 1 at the north periphery of the Zimnicea cemetery dates from the same
period, while the kantahros from grave no. 1 1 at the south periphery is from a later one. S. Morintz defines the
vessel from grave no. 1 7 in Zimnicea as indicating concurrence between the cultures of Plovdiv-Zimnicea and Tei
IVa, which are synchronous to the third period of Gârla Mare. On the other hand, N. Palincaş registered pottery of
the Zimnicea type at Popeşti - in the Bronze III layer, where materials of the type Tei IV-V were also found. In this
case the Gârla Mare Culture is related to periods IV and V of the Tei Culture and to the Govora Group (Govora
Fundeni). The pottery from Popeşti represents the traditional repertory of the Zimnicea-Plovdiv; an exception to it is
a vessel from the Coslogeni Culture. In the argumentation of the connection between the Govora-Fundeni and the
Zimnicea-Plovdiv it suggests partial synchronicity - the Zimnicea-Plovdiv was defined as being later. This was
proven by chronological parallelism of the graves from the Gârla Mare Culture at Cârna (Grindu Tomii) and the
Zimnicea-Plovdiv Culture. The vessel of the Tei type from grave no. 1 7 in Zimnicea is not related to the pottery
forms of the Zimnicea-Plovdiv, but it indicates their simultaneity. S. Morintz synchronizes the Zimnicea-Plovdiv
with the Govora Group, periods IV and V of the Tei, and period II of the Gârla Mare. According to N. Palincaş there
was a time concurrence between the Zimnicea-Plovdiv and the Bistreţ-Işalniţa Group (as signified by the Bronze III
layer in Popeşti). She suggests a later presence of the Zimnicea-Plovdiv within this space - on the territory of the
Gârla Mare Culture and the Govora Group at the time of the later Tei. The opinion of M. Şandor-Chicideanu is that
the Cercovna has developed during the classical period of the Gârla Mare Culture and of the Tei IV-V in Muntenia evidenced by the amphorae in graves no. 28 and no. 42 in Cârna, which are typical for the Gîrla Mare Culture. The
Zimnicea-Plovdiv was later; it corresponds chronologically to the Bistreţ-Işalniţa Group (kantharoi found in the
Bronze III layer in Popeşti, similar to the vessel found in grave no. 1 1 in Zimnicea) and was spread in the area which
was earlier occupied by the Tei (a summary as per Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit., p. 203-205).
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Map 1 . Sites mentioned in the text. Vidin region: Vruv (number 1 in the text), Novo selo (no. 2), Kutovo (no. 3),
Makresh (no. 4), Archar (no. 5); Montana region: Orsoya (no. 6), Dolno Linevo (no. 7), Mokresh (no. 8); Vratsa
region: Gradeshnitsa (no. 9), Kozloduy (no. 1 0), Hurlets (no. 1 1 ), Butan (no. 1 2), Sofronievo (no. 1 3) Galiche (no.
14 ), Burdarski geran (no. 1 5), Krushovitsa (no. 1 6), Bukyovtsi (Miziya, no. 1 7), Ostrov (no. 1 8). Legend: 1 - sites
attributed to the Lower Danube lncrusted Pottery Culture; 2 - settlements of the LDIPC inaccurately indicated as
cemeteries; 3 - site of the Verbicioara culture; 4 - sites, where some materials related to or resembling the LDIPC
were found. Black dots - sites, related by some authors as representing Cerkovna materials. Gray dots - other sites
and regional centers mentioned in the text.

Table I
The sites, reviewed in the text, presented in the Bulgarian bibliography. (A) North-Western Bulgarian sites related to
the Late Bronze Age burial practices in general. (B) Sites related by various authors to the Lower Danube. Incrusted
Pottery Culture. For quotation of the sources see note
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Fig. 9. Typology of Gârla Mare culture pottery (after Şandor-Chicideanu 2003, pi. 1 92, 193, 1 94, 1 95) and the types
present in Bulgarian sites, mentioned in the text.
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Gârla Mare tradition was "inherited" by the Bistreţ-Işalniţa Group, a situation considered to be valid for
the Bulgaria territory as well. As an example of this are indicated some of the graves in Orsoya (no. 25,
86 and 164), in which undecorated kantharos-like vessels of the Cerkovna type were found. Their shape is
similar also to the Bistreţ-Işalniţa kantharoi, which however are ornamented following the Gârla Mare
style. Very often, these are amphorae with fine irregular flute decoration, typical for the Bistreţ-Işalniţa
Culture. Some "idols" have "degenerated shape", but they are from a later period (from graves no. 41, 91,
1 76, 77, 148 and 230 in Cârna; and finds from the Orsoya cemetery).2 70
In the present work the opinion provisionally assumed is that the Zimnicea-Plovdiv Cu/ture belongs
to the same chronological period as the Bistreţ-Işalniţa.271 At this stage of the research in northwestern
Bulgaria it is not possible to establish with certainty the characteristics of the burial customs; the
Zimnicea-Plovdiv distribution area is uncertain as well - in fact, only some characteristic types of pottery
are known, and not all of them have indubitable cultural belonging or undisturbed context. Considering
what we know of the burial practices at the sites where such vessels were found, there is no similarity in
the ritual.
At Krushovitsa, jugs, cups and kantharos-like vessels were found, which are related by some
authors to the Cerkovna Group.272 Near Butan and Burdarski Geran spherical vessels were registered with
handles of the Cerkovna type (Zimnicea-Plovdiv), at Galiche and Hurlets - jugs; near Bukyovtsi (?) probably a cup of the same type; Dolno Linevo and Ostrov are also included as representatives of such
pottery according to certain authors. Notwithstanding the provision that some vessels in the Orsoya
cemetery are related by certain authors to the Zimnicea-Plovdiv/ Cerkovna type, herein these are not
examined as a product of such an influence, but as more common undecorated variants of ceramic shapes
that are typical for the Lower Danube Incrusted Pottery Culture.
The considerable territory in North Bulgaria where no research has been carried out and the uniform
character of the pottery - displaying similar types belonging to severa! cultures, both contemporaneous and
subsequent - prevent the formulation of exact definitions. At this stage it is possible to presuppose that the
presence of this type of pottery in North-Western Bulgaria could be related to the cremation rite. In
consideration of the eventual synchronization with the Bistreţ-Işalniţa and bearing in mind the context
problem, the presence of Cerkovna-type pottery at sites with registered cremation confirms the fact that in
this area the tradition was continued without exceptions, even to the latest period of the Late Bronze Age.
On the other hand, it can be pointed out that the analysis of the grave complexes in the Bulgarian lands does
not confirm the differentiation of the archaeological culture of Zimnicea-Plovdiv at this stage, and so far it
rather supports its definition as a pottery style phenomenon.273

***

According to the published data about North-Western Bulgarian sites it can be pointed out that
throughout the Late Bronze Age, the burial practice was cremation. The graves were flat. Different types
of ums were used: mainly decorated amphorae in the area of the Lower Danube Incrusted Pottery Culture,
and undecorated kantharoi in the area of the Verbicioara Culture; while in the central and eastern part of
the northern territory of the country the major practice was inhumation in a flexed position.
The problems of definition of the cultural development, the areas and interactions in North West
Bulgaria still remain open. Probably the first task of the research at this stage should be the separation of
the sites in clearly defined cultures - for instance the separation of the sites of the Incrusted Pottery
Culture from those of the Verbicioara Culture. Due to the level of research, it is difficult to define the
cultural belonging of some ceramic forms found in graves - e.g. various authors consider one and the
same types of vessels as characteristic of Cerkovna, Verbicioara, Govora, Plovdiv-Zimnicea and even
Gârla Mare.
270 Ibidem.
27 1 Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit., p. 205.
272 Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit., p. 1 58.
273 See Panayotov, Vulcheva, op. cit.
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The criticai study and analysis of the data on the burial complexes in Bulgaria provides the
following possible conclusions. In North-West Bulgaria the sites correspond to the characteristics of the
Incrusted Pottery Cu/ture as they have been established outside the country; however it will be clear that
the most conunon period here is its late phase (contemporaneous with Br D-Ha A), while the classical
period (Br B2-Br C) is represented only by single and usually stray finds. The burial data confirm the
distribution of the culture in the narrow strip along the Danube River, contrary to the opinion of some
authors that consider this culture characteristic for whole North-Western Bulgaria. According to the data
from the largest archaeologically researched cemetery on the territory of the country, the one near Orsoya,
the population in this area was settled and used, for a longer period of time, one cemetery, probably
intended for severa! settlements as well.
Bearing in mind the provisional character of the periodization and the characteristics of the Late
Bronze Age phases of the Verbicioara Cu/ture, some of the sites, which are in further inland locations,
could be studied in connection with its cultural distribution. According to the present data, the burial rite
here also consisted of cremation outside the flat cemetery; simple burial pits were used, and it is supposed
that internai arrangement (as in Orsoya) had been applied within the cemetery (graves organized in
rows/bows). The burned bones were placed in vessels - urns, and in some cases grave inventory was also
found. The known cemeteries are located predominantly on natural elevations. The "cemetery" near
Gradeshnitsa can be referred with a greater certainty to the fifth period of the Verbicioara Culture, which
also represents evidence of contacts with the Incrusted Pottery Culture.
Some materials from the Bulgarian lands are related to the characteristics of the Bistret-lşalnita
Culture/Group. The analysis of the grave complexes shows that the Plovdiv-ZimniceaiCerkov�a
"phenomenon related to the !atest period of the Late Bronze Age and probably synchronous to the
Bistreţ-Işalniţa Culture/Group, present similarity between the types of pottery. The different grave
complexes in which they appear does not allow, at this stage, for its examination as a separate
archaeological culture, in the sense of the traditional definition.
",
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THE URNFIELD IN HINOV
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MEHEDINŢI COUNTY (ROUMANIA)
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Keywords: Bronze Age, Iron Age, Early Umfield period, Hinova, cemetery, funerary practices, pottery, Zuto Brdo
Gârla Mare, Bistreţ-lşalniţa.
Abstract: This article presents an urnfield cemetery of 44 cremation graves and as well as the treasure (first
published in 1 9 8 1 ) found at Hinova (on the Danube, downstream of Turnu Severin) during the archaeological
excavation of a Roman-Byzantine fortification carried out between 1 976 and 1 978. The cemetery has been largely
dated to the Ha A period (early Umfield period) by comparison with similar sites from the neighboring region
(primarily Mala Vrbica and Vaiuga Pesak, situated just opposite, on the other side of the Danube) as well as by
reference to the periodization of bronze hoards (and primarily of bronze omaments). The difficulties of establishing
absolute dating for this period notwithstanding, the most probable dating for the cemetery at Hinova is the first half
of the 1 2'" c. BC. The dating of the treasure does not contradict this chronology. The study of this cemetery provides
further reinforcement of the view according to which the "appearance" of the umfields was not the resuit of
migration of populations, but rather the expression of an ideologica! phenomenon that occurred around the same
time as channeled decoration on pottery was adopted in many parts of the Carpatho-Danubian area. The umfield in
Hinova appeared at the end of cultural transformations that began in the Late Bronze Age and affected not only the
Danube Basin in the study area but larger parts of south-eastem Europe as well.
Cuvinte cheie: Epoca bronzului, Epoca fierului, necropolă, practici funerare, grupurile Zuto Brdo-Gârla Mare şi
Bistreţ-lşalniţa.
Rezumat: Articolul prezintă rezultatele săpăturilor efectuate în 1 976- 1 978 într-o necropolă [urnfie/d] , constând din
44 morminte de incineraţie de la începutul epocii fierului (la care se adaugă tezaurul publicat în 1 9 8 1 ), descoperită
cu ocazia cercetării unei fortificaţii romano-bizantine la Hinova, pe Dunăre, în aval de Turnu Severin. Necropola,
atât prin poziţia cronologică relativă faţă de celelalte descoperiri de aceeaşi natură din zonele învecinate (în special
siturile de la Mala Vrbica şi Vaiuga Pesak, situate aproximativ vis â vis pe malul drept al fluviului), cât şi prin
raportarea la periodizarea bronzurilor (mai ales podoabe), se situează, în linii mari, în perioada Ha A [early Urnfield
period], fără alte precizări. Deşi sunt bine cunoscute dificultăţile de a stabili o cronologie absolută pentre acest
interval de timp, putem considera prima jumătate a secolului al XII-iea a. Chr. ca fiind data cea mai plauzibilă şi
pentru descoperirea de faţă. Nici datarea tezaurului (vezi anexa), nu contrazice această cronologie. Privită astfel,
necropla de la Hinova se situează la capătul unor transformări culturale începute în epoca bronzului şi care au afectat
o largă parte din sud-estul Europei.

Rescue excavations carried aut at the Roman-Byzantine fort in Hinova, in Mehedinţi county, near the
banks of the Danube and some 20 km south-east of Turnu Severin, unearthed a group of cremation tombs
which farmeci part of an urnfield dating from the end of the Bronze Age and the beginning of the Iran Age.
Hinova is located in the western section of the Danube Plain farmeci by the terraces created by the waters of
the Danube which, downstream from Turnu Severin, accompany the river's winding course with its
entrenched meanders. 1 The site lies at the foot of the hilly formation in Hinova, on the first Danube terrace
and at the entrance to the village on the left-hand side of the Turnu Severin-Calafat national road. The
location provides excellent visibility over the Danube and surrounding areas.
1 P. Coteţ, Câmpia Olteniei, Bucharest, 1 957, p. 54 onwards.

Dacia, N.S., tome LIV, Bucarest, 2010, p. 43-95
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The cemetery had already been largely damaged when the land was levelled for the construction of
a Roman fortification. Existence of the latter had been known about for a long time from treasure hunters,
who dug up the earth at different depths. As the site was located in a border area, soon after WWII a
military unit dug in the ground on the site and installed an artillery battery. These diggings seriously
disturbed both the layers from the Roman period and those dating from prehistoric times. Finally, in 1 976,
the nearby border guard began levelling the land in preparation for the building of a sports ground, which
led to the start of the systematic archaeological research by the "Porţile de Fier" Museum in Turnu
Severin and coordinated by M. Davidescu.
Hinova was known in archaeology literature because of a string of accidental discoveries. In 1 924,
for example, Alexandru Bărcăcilă spoke about a copper axe-adze hat had been found in this village. 2 Ion
Nestor made a drawing of a cup with stern, which was found in the same place and which he attributed to
the Vinea I culture,3 while Dumitru Berciu spoke of the presence of Vinca-Turdaş4 type pottery following
a 1 934 field trip to said area. In 1 937, while making excavations in Hinova, the brothers Ion and Dumitru
Berciu discovered an inhurnation tomb and noted the existence, in the earth used to fill the tomb, of Gârla
5
Mare and "early Iron Age" type pottery; fragments of Turdaş type pottery were also found under the
tomb. Systematic excavations were initiated by M. Davidescu as early as 1 976 and continued in following
years, the main focus of which was the Roman castellurn. 6
The first ums were discovered as result of a trench section in the southern area of the Roman
fortification (T 1 -3). Later, the excavations were expanded to the entire area and eventually led to the
identification of a total of 45 urns, 44 of which contained cremated remains and one (no. 44) contained
the treasure of ornamental obj ects. The well-preserved human skull discovered in this area in the same
"yellow alluvial deposit" was believed to be unrelated to the necropolis and to originate from a skeleton
dating from a different period that had been destroyed by the fortification's western defence wall.
According to the archaeological site report, the grave pits had been dug into the brown soil at the base of
the fortification and had sunk into the yellow alluvial deposit of the river. lt is believed that because of
this, the upper parts of many urns found in the brown layer, and sometimes also in the yellow layer, were
destroyed by the works carried out in the Roman period, and only the urns found deeper were found to be
in better condition. Given these unfortunate circumstances, it was impossible to establish the shape and
size of the tombs or the size of the cemetery itself. In the opinion of M. Davidescu, the urnfield stretched
southwards towards the Danube and was completely destroyed by the construction of local houses, roads
and military works. Before commenting on the funeral practices, ceramic typology and the chronological
classification of this cemetery, we will provide an objective description of the data available at this point.
*

The archaeological material resulting from the study of the cemetery was stored in the Turnu
Severin Museum; the pottery was largely restored and drawings were made of a part of it by M.
Davidescu for the purposes of publication. Soon afterwards ( 1 981 ), the treasure was published in full,
7
with the cemetery getting only a brief mention. In 200 1 , A. Vulpe (hereafter referred to as AV) studied
2 A. Bărcăcilă, Antiquites pre- et protohistoriques des environs de Turnu-Severin, Dacia 1 , 1 924, p. 295,
fig. 264; A. Vulpe, Die Ăxte und Beile in Rumanien II, Miinchen, 1 975 (PBF. IX, 5), p. 38, pl. 13, 1 02.
3 I. Nestor, Der Stand der Vorgeschichtsforschung in Rumanien, BerRGK 22, 1 933, p. 40, pl. 1, 1, fig. 1 0 1 .
4 D . Berciu, Arheologia preistorică a Olteniei, Craiova, 1 939, p . 2 1 onwards, fig. 14, for the findings
mentioned and idem, Catalogul muzeului arheologic din Turnu-Severin, Materiale 1 , 1953, p. 59 1 . During the
excavations in the area of the early Iran Age cemetery an idol belonging to Vinea culture has been fortunatly
discovered (below fig. 14, 4).
5 D. Berciu, I. Berciu, Mormântul de inhumaţie de la Hinova, BMI 92, 1 937, p. 82 onwards.
6 M. Davidescu, Cetatea Romană de la Hinova, Bucharest, 1 989, with a full bibliography, in particular on the
findings from the Roman-Byzantine period; on the Roman fortification, see idem, Raport asupra săpături/or
arheologice din castrul roman de la Hinova-Mehedinţi. Campania 1976, Drobeta 3, 1978, p. 76-86.
7 Idem, Necropola tracică de la Hinova, Symposia Thracologica 1 , 1 984, p. 1 1 . The material on display in
the Turnu Severin Museum was examined by Gumă, who gave a brief description thereof in Civilizaţia primei epoci
afierului în sud-vestul României, Bucharest, 1 993, p. 178.
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the available material and made sketches of all the pottery that could he identified from their labels
(where nat stated otherwise, the sketches were made by AV). For the preparation and publication of this
article, the two authors drew on the archaeological site notes describing the situation on the ground
(which are used to create what we will refer to as "the excavation report"), the in situ photographs of the
tombs and the sketches coordinated by M. Davidescu (hereafter referred to as MD). Given that, due to the
passing of time, it was no longer possible to identify a proportion (fortunately small) of the material and
the labels on the pottery had deteriorated, we will provide all the necessary explanations in this paper as
well as all the documentation currently available, including photographs which, though technically of a
poor standard, are nevertheless of relevance in terms of the state of the findings at the time. We should
note that no analysis has been peiformed on the calcined bones, but the context in which the discoveries
were made allows us to assume they were human. The general plan of the excavations was coordinated by
MD (fig. 1 : the reconstructed plan ofthe Roman castellum). 8
*

T 1. Um ( 1 ) covered by a dish/lid (2) was found in the layer of yellow alluvial soii undisturbed by
previous interventions. Um T 2 was found about 30 cm to the north-west. We are no longer able to say
whether the two ums were placed in the same tomb.
1 : We are unable to make aut the shape of the um in the in situ photograph (fig. 1 5, 1). The um has the
shape of a biconical vessel with faur handles on the extremity of the belly and a perforated base; the slight
curve of the neck suggests an everted edge of the mouth. The vessel is decorated with grooves arranged
horizontally on the neck, in rows containing seven garlands on the upper part and arcades on the belly;
dark brown in colour, with a slightly polished surface; approx. 1 0% restored; h: 3 7 cm (fig. 2, 1 . 1 ).
2: Flared dish with two-lobed rim and two handles above the belly. The decoration consists of incisions
created by successive piercings filled with white encrustation, the latter still visible in some areas. The
decorative motifs are arranged synunetrically on two sides of the vessel (one with lobes and the other
with handle); dark brown in colour; smooth, matt surface. Approx. 25% restored, mainly around the base
and the tips of the two lobes; inv. no. I 5 1 20; h (remaining part): 23 cm; restored: 24.7 cm; diarneter of
mouth at centre: 32. 7 cm, in the restored labe area: 44.9 cm (fig. 3, 1 .2).

Um T 2. ( 1 ) and dish/lid (2); damaged by the weight of the layers but unaffected by later works
(fig. ; restored in the museum: fig. 1 5 , 2).
1 : biconical vessel with heavily everted rim and two (?) small handles restored based on the traces left on
the vessel surface; perforated base. Decorated with oblique, (1 cm) wide grooves on the belly. Black in
colour with coffee-brown patches; smooth surface with no traces of slip; approx. 50% restored; inv. no. I
5 1 56; h: 27.2 cm (fig. 2, 2 . 1 ).
2: inwardly flared vessel decorated on rim with oblique ( 1 .3 cm) wide grooves; black and dark-brown in
colour; approx. 20% restored; diameter: 26 cm; inv. no. I 5 1 52 (fig. 2, 2.2).
T 3. We understand from the site report that the labei "M (T) 3" referred to "a new vessel of the
Gârla Mare type which contained calcined bones and was found in the yellow alluvial layer". The report
then says: " ...an almost fully damaged um was found on the same spot" that was nat restored in the Jab
("probably nat dane, only in situ photograph available"). Unfortunately, from the available photograph,
which is nat very clear, we are only able to make aut the image of a vessel (presumably the um) covered
by a dish/lid. lt is no longer possible to say whether this is in fact the same tomb.
T 4. Tomb in an advanced state of deterioration consisting of an um ( 1 ), probably covered by a
dish/lid (2), next to which there was another, smaller dish (3) and a small cup (4). In the in situ
photograph (fig. 1 5 , 4) we make aut the upper part of a jar-like vessel (5). Only the recipients 1 . 3-5 were
found in the museum.
8 In the recent study of the above cited neolithic idol (M. I. Neagoe, A "Thessa/ian " type idol belonging to

Vinca cu/ture, discovered at Hinova, Mehedinţi county, Drobeta 19, 2009, p. 1 8-3 1 ) an aerian photography of the
Roman fortification after the excavations in 1 982 was published (ibidem, fig. 1 -3 ) ; see below fig. 1 , 2.
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1 : a biconical vessel with four pairs of protuberances; the rim, restored, was probably widely everted and
the base perforated. Oecorated with wide oblique grooves on the belly. Blackish în colour with dark
brown patches; smooth surface; approx. 50% restored; h: 38.6 cm. Between the old sketch (made by MO)
and AV's sketch there are small discrepancies which, though it îs unlikely, could point to the existence of
two different vessels; the more recent sketch does not have a labei (fig. 2, 4. 1).
2: conica! bowl with lip faceted by wide oblique grooves. Orange în colour; approx. 1 0% restored. Not
found în the museum (fig. 4, 4.2, based on sketch by MO).
3: inwardly flared dish; slightly concave base; decorated with wide oblique grooves on the rim; both the
interior and the exterior are decorated with well-contoured rows of grooves arranged în garlands (rows
each with six grooves on the înside and five on the outside). Black în colour with smooth surface showing
traces of shiny slip; approx. 60% restored; diameter: 22.8 cm; inv. no. I 5 1 22 (fig. 4, 4.3).
4: small cup with raised lenticular handle and slightly concave base. Ash-black în colour with large brick
red patches; intact; h: 7.8 cm; inv. no. I 5 1 1 2 (fig. 4, 4.4).
5: jar-like vessel with small protuberances (probably four) under the rim, decorated with two alveolar
girths (the upper girth îs detached în places). Brick-red în colour with slightly porous surface; only the
upper part has been preserved; inv. no. I 5865; h: 8 cm (fig. 4, 4.5).
T 5. The report notes: "the um îs destroyed ... inside there was a bronze knife blade"; MO's file
contained the sketch of the knife blade (4) and an inwardly flared dish (3). From the in situ photograph
( 1 5 , 5) we can make out part of the body of a vessel decorated with groves on the belly that must have
been the um with calcined bones ( 1 ) covered by a large flared dish (2); we are also able to make out a
fragment of a pot decorated with grooves which îs possibly the dish (3). We believe dish no. (2) to be the
lid; was found în the museum store room with no clear labei attached but could match the shape visible în
the photograph.
1 : biconical vessel decorated with wide oblique grooves on the belly; not found în the museum.
2: flared dish with a well shaped shoulder and neck covered entirely by narrow grooves arranged
horizontally; approx. 50% restored; blackish-brown în colour; smooth surface; inv. no. I 6 1 67
(fig. probably 14, 3).
3: slightly inward curving conica! dish, decorated with wide horizontal grooves on the rim; not be found
în museum (fig. 4, 5 . 1 ; sketch by MO).
4: bronze knife blade; length: 7.5 cm; well preserved; inv. no. : I 5988 (fig. 4, 5.4).
T 6. Relatively well preserved in situ (fig.). The urn ( 1 ) was covered by an înwardly flared dish/lid
(2) placed with the mouth downwards and another, smaller dish (3) placed on its base.
1 : biconical vessel with wide everted mouth and four protuberances on the profiled edge of the belly;
perforated base. Oecorated with wide oblique grooves on the belly and a row of six narrow grooves on the
neck below the rim; dark-brown în colour with blackish patches; smooth surface with no visible traces of
slip (traces of the grits in the paste are still visible); approx. 40% restored; h: 32 cm (fig. 4, 6. 1 ).
2: inwardly flared dish labelled: "!id, urn 6"; decorated with wide (8 mm) grooves, oblique on the rim and
the lip, with a five-pointed star motif on the inside created by a row of five deep grooves; black in colour
with shiny slip on the inside and red-brick-brown in colour on the outside; approx. 50% restored;
diameter: 1 8.5 cm; inv. no. I 5580 (fig. 5, 6.2).
3: inwardly flared dish decorated with wide grooves on the rim and lip, and, on the inside, a five-pointed
star motif created by a row of seven clearly-traced grooves; brown with blackish patches both inside and
outside; smooth surface with no visible traces of slip; approx. 25% restored; diameter: 32.8 cm; inv. no. I
6253 (fig.5, 6.3).
T 7. From the in situ photograph (fig. 1 6, 7) we are able to make out the body of the um (1) with
calcined bones, a fragment of a figurine (4) and shards of the dish/lid (2). MO also notes a "srnall bowl" in
the tomb (3). Items 1 . 2 and 4 were found în the museum.
1 : biconical vessel with four handles beneath the belly; the base, with a stand-ring îs perforated; the upper
part of the vessel is missîng; decorated with wide grooves arranged obliquely on the curve of the belly and
horizontally above the belly; the base of the neck contains another row of grooves; an S-shaped (6 mm
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wide) groove was cut into the body of the vessel and was probably repeated four times; blackish-grey in
colour with a polished surface and metallic reflections; paste with sand and small stones, well-fired inside,
poorly-fired on the outside; inv. no. I 5878; h: 27.2 cm, possible initial h. approx. 32 cm (fig. 5, 7.1).
2: inwardly flared dish decorated with short oblique grooves on the rim; dark-brown in colour; diameter:
24 cm (fig. 5, 7.2).
3: inwardly flared bowl (fig. 5, 7.3, based on MD).
4: fragment of a figurine (probably from the upper part) whose ornamentation consists of successive
piercings; similar to the Zuto Brdo-Gârla Mare type; damaged at both ends; brick-red in colour; inv. no. I
5 1 1 0; h: 10.8 cm (fig. 5, 7.4).
T 8. Badly preserved tomb; from the in situ photograph (fig. 1 6, 8) we are able to make out the
dish/lid (2) that covered the urn (1 ), most of which was damaged. The tomb inventory also contained a
small cup (3) bearing the label for this tomb. Items 2 and 3 were found in the museum, as well as a bronze
tutulus (4).
1 : probably a biconical vessel. Could not be restored; no fragments were kept in the museurn.
2: undecorated conica! dish; reddish-brown (secondary firing?) with black patches on the base; 70%
restored; diameter: 1 6.7 cm; inv. no. I 6250 (fig. 6, 8 .2).
3: small cup with raised (rnissing) handle; blackish-grey in colour with light brown patches; on the inside,
dark brown; high-fired paste with ground shards; h: 5 .6 cm; inv. no. I 5 872 (fig. 6, 8.3).
4: bronze tutulus not mentioned in the report, with the following label: "Hinova 79, S III , o 1, O, 80, urn
8". Light green patina, partially malignant; diameter: 2.2 cm; inv. no. I 5987 (fig. 6, 8.4).
-

T 9. Well preserved in situ (fig. 1 6, 9). Urn ( 1 ) with dish/lid (2). The restored urn/vessel was not
found in the museum.
1 : described from photo by MD: biconical vessel with four tubular handles on the belly, decorated with a
row of grooves above the belly and another on the neck; the mouth of the vessel in the photograph was
restored to be everted; shiny black in colour, polished surface; approx. 20% restored .
2: inwardly flared dish with a single perforated protuberance on the shoulder; wide oblique grooves on
the rim; brick-red-brown (secondary firing?); smooth surface with traces of removed slip; approx. 30%
restored; diameter: 40 cm (fig. 6, 9.2).
T 10. Urn relatively well-preserved in situ (fig. 1 6, 1 0), but damaged during removal (1 ). On its
rim: fragments found from two dishes (2. 3), one of which must have been used as a lid, the other placed
"on top" of it. The fact that T 1 0 was located only about 50 cm south-east of T 9 may suggest (according
to MD) that they had been placed in the same tomb.
1 : biconical vessel; not found in the museum. In the sketch made by MD we see that it was decorated with
wide grooves arranged obliquely on the belly and horizontally above it; the mouth was restored in the
sketch as strongly everted (fig. 6, 1 0. 1 , based on sketch by MD).
2: dish, probably inwardly flared; sketch not found.
3: dish, probably inwardly flared, "orange in colour"; sketch not found.
T 1 1 . Urn ( 1 ) with a damaged upper part; it is not clear from the in situ photograph (fig. 1 6, 1 1 ) if it
was covered with a dish/lid. Right next to the body of the urn, we clearly see two small cups (2. 3). Apart
from the small cups, the report also mentions the presence of a vessel "in the shape of a sack, with a small
tubular handle" (4), which, however, was not restored in the laboratory. Only the urn and the two small
cups were found in the museum.
1 : biconical vessel with four paired protuberances (many of which restored) at the widest point;
perforated base; the report notes that the vessel had an everted mouth and was decorated on the neck with
"few but deep grooves". Dark brown in colour with shiny surface; black, slightly brittle paste; approx.
40% restored; h: 26 cm; inv. no. I 5882 (fig. 6, 1 1 . 1 ).
2: small cup with raised (rnissing) handle; brick-red in colour with porous surface; h: 4.3 cm; inv. no. I
6247 (fig. 6, 1 1 .2).
3: small cup with raised (rnissing) handle; reddish-brown in colour, shiny on the inside, with smooth
externa! surface and visible traces of slip; h: 5.2 cm; inv. no. I 6248 (fig. 6, 1 1 .3).
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T 12. The um ( 1 ) was well preserve<i in situ (fig. 1 7, 1 2). lt had been covered with a large dish/lid
(2) with a tubular handle (not restore<i and not found in the museum).
1 : biconical vessel with widely everted mouth with four handles below the belly and with a perforated
base. Intact. Decorate<i with short but wide (8-9 nun) grooves arrange<i obliquely on the belly, two (2
mm) narrow grooves at the base of the neck, and, on the neck and under the rim, with a row of five
narrow (2-3 mm) grooves. Ash-brown in colour; smooth surface, slightly polishe<i in the belly area; inv.
no. I 5 1 1 9; h: 33.8 cm (fig. 6, 1 2. 1 ).
T 13. The excavation report notes: "biconical" um ( 1 ), damaged, with widely everted mouth,
"semicircular handles" (?) .... lid is broken ... two other vessels were place<i above and adjacent". From
the not very clear in situ photograph (fig. 1 7, 1 3) we were able to make out large fragments of a dish/lid
(2), the area around the belly of the um and, next to it, fragments from two other vessels (3. 4). The tomb
inventory was restored in the laboratory and photographed (fig. 7, 1 3 . 1 -4). Not found in the museum so
the description below is base<i on the photograph above and the description from MD's report.
1 : biconical vessel decorated with wide oblique grooves on the belly and narrower grooves on the neck.
Black in colour; polishe<i surface; approx. 20% restore<i.
2: inwardly flare<i dish apparently with no decoration.
3: inwardly flare<i dish decorate<i with grooves on the rim and, apparently, also on the lip; from the
photograph the interior surface appears to have been shiny.
4: inwardly flared dish; appears to have one perforated protuberance (?); not clear if decorated with
grooves on the rim.
T 14. The text of the report mentions: um ( 1 ) "of medium size" ... "next to the um there were two
small bowls". In the in situ photograph (fig. 1 7, 14) we see the um with the everted rim, fragments of a
dish/lid (2), another almost intact dish (3) and a vessel which appears to have been given a handle (5).
MD's sketches referring to T 14 show the um and three dishes (2-4), while a photograph marked M(T) 14
shows a bowl which appears to have had a handle. The following items were clearly identifie<i in the
museum: the um and two dishes ( 1 -3); and a third dish almost identical to dish no. 3 but smaller in size
and with the label M(T) 2 1 (!).
1 : biconical vessel with widely everte<i mouth and perforated base; decorate<i with wide oblique grooves
on the belly and a row of nine narrower (4 mm) grooves on the neck. Black in colour, the gloss of the slip
still visible in certain areas; blackish, brittle paste with small stones; approx. 40% restored; h: 27 cm (fig.
7, 14. 1 ).
2 : inwardly flared bowl decorated with very large and wide flutes ( 1 cm) on shoulder. Initially shiny
black in colour; now dark brown with brick-red reflections as a result of erosion; approx. 30% restore<i;
diameter: 20.2 cm; inv. no. I 5 1 07 (fig. 7, 1 4.2).
3: inwardly flared dish with distinct shoulder edge; brick-red-brown on the outside; porous surface;
initially it must have been shiny black, as can be seen from patches with still visible traces of slip; intact;
1 9 cm; inv. no. I 5380 (fig. 7, 1 4.3).
4: inwardly flare<i dish with wide grooves arrange<i obliquely on the shoulder; the base is missing; (fig.).
Another dish, very similar to dish 3, but smaller in size, bears the label M 21 but appears in MD's sketch
as originating from M 14 (fig. 7, 1 4.4; sketch by MD).
5: conical vessel, partially preserved; appears to have had a handle; partially restored with a lot of plaster
(fig. 7, 14.5; photo by MD).
T 15. The report notes that the um ( 1 ) is large in size and covere<i with a lid (2), also large; inside
the um there was a "spindle whorl" (3). The very clear in situ photograph (fig. 1 7, 1 5) confinns the cited
information. The dish/lid (2) was not found in the museum nor was it drawn by MD.
1 : biconical vessel with everte<i mouth (missing) and four pairs of protuberances/handles at the widest
part of the belly; perforate<i base; decorated, on the neck, with a row of four wide grooves (4-5 mm)
arranged in garlands (repeated six times) and, above these, another row of four grooves arrange<i
horizontally under the flare<i rim. Shiny black in colour with metallic reflections; approx. 50% restore<i;
h: 35 cm; inv. no. I 567 1 (fig. 8, 1 5. 1 ).
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2: inwardly flared dish, "orange" in colour; not found.
3: biconical "spindle whorl"; no further details supplied (nat found in the musewn) (fig. 8, 1 5.3, based on
sketch by MD).
M 16. The report notes: "the um is average in size, damaged, just like the lid ... next to it there
were alsa placed two cups." From the nat very clear in situ photograph (fig. 1 7, 1 6) we are able to make
aut the fragments of severa! vessels, including an intact cup (probably 3); another cup (4) appears in
MD's sketch. The following items were identified in the museum: the um ( 1 ), a flared dish (possibly 2),
the cup (3) and another vessel similar to um no. 1 (5), an inwardly flared dish (6). Ali items are labelled
M(T) 1 6. lt is therefore possible that among the fragments there will be others that originated from
another tomb with a similar inventory.
1 : biconical vessel with two handles and two protuberances on the upper part of the belly; widely everted
mouth; perforated base. Decorated with short grooves, arranged obliquely on the belly. Blackish in colour
with reddish patches; smooth, slightly polished surface with metallic reflections; paste with sand and
small stones; almost intact; inv. no. I 5382; h: 29.4 cm (fig. 8, 1 6. 1 ).
2: large fragment from a flared dish which initially had faur handles above the belly. Decorated with
short, fine grooves (2.5 mm), arranged obliquely on the lower part of the belly; above there is a
decoration in the form of a row of arcades consisting of two finely incised (2 mm) lines; smooth surface,
dark brown in colour; crushed shards in the paste; approx. 70% restored; diameter: 32.4 cm (fig. 8, 1 6.2a).
The same packet contains ,another fragment, presumably from the same vessel, but without the garland
decoration; h: 9.5 cm (fig. 8, 1 6.2b).
3: small cup with raised handle; blackish on the inside and outside; poorly executed; intact; inv. no. I
5 1 24 (fig. 8, 1 6.3).
4: small cup with everted rim and raised handle; slightly oblique plane of lip; from the sketch it appears to
be intact; h: 8.6 cm (fig. 8, 1 6.4; sketch by MD).
5 : large fragment from a biconical vessel with two handles on the belly and slightly everted rim; missing
base; dark grey in colour with metallic reflections; paste with ground shards, high-fired; the same labei as
um 1 ; h: 1 0.9 cm (fig. 8, 1 6.4).
6: severa! fragments of an inwardly flared dish; red-brick in colour (possibly by secondary firing) with
ash-brown patches on the base and shoulder (fig. 8, 1 6 .6).
T 17. The report notes: "the um was right next to T 16 ... next to it there was a cup with a high,
alveolate handle". lt does nat appear from the in situ photograph (fig. 1 8, 1 7) that the two tombs had urns
riglet next to them. We are able to make aut the um ( 1 ) and some fragments, probably from a dish/"lid"
(2); next to the um we can alsa see the handle of a larger vessel (3). A large cup (3) and a small cup (4)
were identified in the museum under the labei M(T) 1 7.
1 : biconical vessel according to MD's description, biconical, with everted (missing) mouth, decorated
with wide oblique grooves on the belly; black in colour (fig. 9, 1 7. 1 ; sketch by MD).
2: no fragments were recovered from the vessel believed to be the "lid" of the um; it is noted that was
damaged.
3 : large cup with (partially missing) highly raised handle with lenticular cross-section; slightly
asymmetric form; smooth surface; black in colour with brick-red-brown patches; h: 1 5 .9 cm; inv. no. I
6249 (fig. 9, 1 7.3).
4: small cup with flared rim and raised handle. The body of the vessel is brick-red in colour (secondary
firing), while the small, intact, handle is black with dark brown patches, suggesting it was broken on the
pyre and as such placed in the tomb. Approx. 70% restored; h: 9 cm; inv. no. I 5862 (fig. 9, 1 7.4).
T 18. From the nat very clear in situ photograph (fig. 1 8, 1 8) we make aut the um ( 1), fragments
from the dish/lid (2) and, placed alongside it, the fragments of a cup (3) and a small biconical vessel (4).
Ali items were found in the museum.
1 : biconical vessel with everted mouth and faur protuberances/handles on the belly; the base is nat
perforated. Decorated with wide grooves on the belly and, above, a row of narrower (5 nun) grooves
arranged horizontally, while, under the rim, the neck features another row of three grooves. Dark brown
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in colour with lighter patches; shiny surface with metallic reflections; approx. 50% restored; inv. no. I
5 867; h: 33.4 cm (fig. 9, 1 8. l ).
2: inwardly flared dish with wide grooves arranged obliquely on the rim; shiny black in colour on the
inside and light brown on the outside; sand and small stones in the paste; approx. 20% restored; diameter:
1 7.8 cm; inv. no. I 5 5 8 1 (fig. 9, 1 8 .2).
3: cup with raised lenticular handle. The outer surface is decorated with rows of grooves arranged as
follows: three around the base, four in the shape of a five-pointed star on the body of the vessel; the
handle is also entirely decorated with grooves arranged lengthwise. Reddish-brick-red in colour on the
outside (probably secondary firing), reddish brown inside; traces of shiny black slip suggest the vessel
was initially black in colour; approx. 35% restored; h: 1 1 .2 cm; inv. no. I 5349 (fig. 9, 1 8.3).
4: biconical, biconical miniature vessel with everted mouth indented in two places, with four
protuberances at the widest part of which two are perforated vertically; red-brick-red in colour (secondary
firing); paste with small stones; intact; inv. no. I 5344; h: 1 1 .4 cm (fig. 9, 1 8.4).
T 19. The report notes that the um lies right next to T 20, which is also visible from the in situ
photograph (fig. 1 8, 1 9); in the photograph we see no other adjacent vessel or one that might have been
used as a lid. The unrestored body of the um ( 1 ) was identified in the museum.
1 : biconical vessel with probably everted (missing) mouth and four protuberances arranged vertically on
the belly; the base is not perforated. Decorated with short grooves arranged obliquely on the belly. Ash
black in colour with large brick-red patches (secondary firing?); inv. no. I 5350; h: 27 cm, initially
approx. 3 1 cm (fig. 1 0, 1 9 . 1 ).
T 20. The report notes: "The um has a high, biconical shape, is black in colour and completely
broken; two other damaged vessels were found next to it." From the in situ photograph (fig. 1 8, 20) we
can only make out the outline of the um and pieces of what could be the dish/lid. No items were found in
the museum with the labei for this tomb.
T 21 . The report says: "The um is big next to it there was a bowl/lid next to the um there was
also a cup
and another cup next there was a small bowl". The very clear in situ photograph (fig. 1 8,
2 1 ) shows the um ( 1 ) covered with a flared dish (2) , which is undoubtedly the lid, and an inwardly flared
dish (3 ) placed with its mouth upwards on top of the dish/lid; adjacent, we make can out fragments of
other vessels (probably 4 and 5 ) . The items 1 -2 and 4-5 were identified in the museum.
1 : biconical vessel with strongly everted mouth, four broad handles under the belly, perforated base.
Decorated with wide ( 1 .3 cm) grooves arranged obliquely on the belly, and, above, a row of four narrow
(2mm) grooves arranged horizontally; the neck features a row of five (3 mm wide) grooves arranged in
garlands (repeated seven times), while at the base of the rim there is a row of seven or eight (2 mm wide)
horizontal grooves. Light brown in colour with brick-red patches; covered with shiny slip over most of
the body; approx. 1 5% restored on the upper part; inv. no. I 5384; h: 42.4 cm (fig. 1 O, 2 1 . 1 ).
2: flared dish with three small handles with lenticular cross-section. The interior is decorated with a row
of six grooves (wide incisions) arranged in the shape of a five-pointed star; brick-red-brown in colour;
smooth surface with porosity; approx. 60% restored; inv. no. I 5856 (fig. 1 0, 2 1 .2) .
3 : inwardly flared dish with wide, long grooves arranged obliquely on the rim; diameter: 1 8 .3 cm (fig. 1 0,
2 1 .3; sketch by MD).
4: cup with raised (missing) handle r (2 mm wide) grooves. Blackish-brown in colour with traces of gloss;
approx. 30% restored; h: 1 3 cm; inv. no. I 5586 (fig. 1 1 , 2 1 .4) .
„.

„„

„.

„.

T 22. The report states "um almost completely broken . .. found next to T 1 8". From the not very
clear in situ photograph (fig. 1 9, 22) we are only to make out the um ( l ); it does not appear to have been
covered with a vessl/lid. Found in the museum.
1 : biconical vessel with widely everted (damaged) mouth and perforated base. Decorated with wide
grooves, poorly made, arranged obliquely on the belly, and, above it, a row of four narrower (2 mm)
grooves arranged horizontally. Shiny black in colour; the grits in the paste can be seen on the surface of
the vessel; approx. 35% restored; h: 24.6 cm (fig. 1 1 , 22. 1 ).
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T 23. The report notes: "totally damaged urn . . . a bead was found inside . . . next to it there were
in situ photograph (fig. 1 9, 23) we make out the urn ( 1 )

two damaged vessels." From the not very clear

ans at least two adjacent vessels. Only two small vssels were identified in the museum

(2. 3).

1:

biconical vessel, described in the report as follows: "high, biconical in shape, with grooves decoration

2:

small cup with raised handle, partially damaged, crossed by two longitudinal grooves. Porous surface,

on the neck ", as can he seen from the
brick-red în colour (secondary firing

3:

in situ photograph.

?); 1 0% restored;

h:

10.l

cm; inv. no.

I 5347

(fig.

1 1 , 23.2).

biconical miniature vessel with a broad lip and two perforations under the rim; slightly concave base.

Light brown in colour with a blackish patch; intact; inv. no.

I 5 1 54;

h:

7.5

cm (fig.

1 1 , 23.3).

T 24. The report notes: ''totally damaged urn; only the base and a few fragments were found; could not

he restored", a description which matches in

in situ image (fig. 1 9, 24). No trace was found in the museum.

T 25. The report notes: "medium size urm . . . next to it a bronze pin was found". In the in situ
photograph (fig. 1 9, 25) we see the urn (1) and, next to it, fragments of an inwardly flared dish (2), possibly
the lid. MD's sketch alsa shows a tubular bone bead

(4);

on the photograph of vessel no.

saying the item was found inside the urn The urn ( 1 ) and the pin
.

1:

(3)

1

there is a note

were identified in the museum.

biconical vessel with probably everted mouth (missing); base is not perforated. Decorated on the belly

with wide grooves arranged obliquely and, above it, a row of three narrower

(2.5 cm) grooves arranged
(2 mm) grooves. Blackish
inv. no. I 5586 (fig. 1 1 , 25. 1).

horizontally; on the neck, at the base of the rim, there îs a row of faur vide
brown in colour with traces of glas; approx.

30% restored;

h:

1 3 cm;
1 4, 2).

2: inwardly flared dish; not found (possibly the vessel o n fig.
3: bronze wire pin crook-headed (Hirtenstabnadel) with cross-section; 5 . 8
1 1 , 25.3).
4: tubular piece of "glassy, bluish material" (note by MD); inv. no. I 5985.

cm long; inv. no.

I 5343

(fig.

T 26. The tomb was located approx. 40 cm north-east of T 25, which corresponds with the in situ
photograph (fig.

but not the general plan, in which the two tombs are located a considerable

1 9, 25.26)

distance from each other (see fig.

1).

The report notes: "large um, sunk under the weight of the earth,

biconical in shape, polished-black in colour; a small bronze knife blade was found inside
photograph is not clear (fig.

1 9, 26).

(1 )".

The

in situ

There still exists a photograph, by MD, of the lower part of the um,

the upper part having been restored; we see broad handles on the belly and what looks like a groove
decoration similar to that of the um in T

1:

25.

the blade of the small bronze knife which initially hore the labei of this tomb was believed by MD to

belong to T

28;

it îs to he assumed that the item that came from this tomb was not retained.

T 27. This tomb forms part of a group of three adjacent tombs (T 27, 28 and 29) (fig. 20, 27-29,
in situ). T 27 is nonetheless separated from the other two by a distance of 40 cm in a westerly direction.
The in situ photograph shows the um (1), to the south of which there is a group of three dishes with their
mouths upwards (2-4). Their apparent connection to T 27 is not, however, certain, but it îs clear they
formed part of the group of three tombs. The report alsa mentions a bronze earring found below urn T 27.

The um and the three dishes were found în the museum.

1:

biconical vessel with widely everted (missing) mouth and clearly defined shoulder; the base is not

perforated; the belly is decorated with short, wide

(6 mm)

grooves arranged obliquely. Blackish în colour,

shiny on the outside and oxidation fired (brick-red) on the inside; coarse paste with grits; approx.
restored; inv. no.

I 5 873;

h:

23. 1

cm (fig.

1 1 , 27. 1 ).

1 5%

2: dish ("bowl") with straight rim and faceted lip black with traces of gloss and brick-red patches; approx.
5% restored; diameter: 1 5.8 cm; inv. no. I 5346 (fig. 1 1 , 27.2).
3: inwardly flared dish; dark brown on the outside and blackish inside; approx. 25% restored; diameter:
1 4.9 cm; inv. no. I 5 1 1 4 (fig. 1 1 , 27.3).
4: inwardly flared dish with profiled rim; blackish-grey in colour, no gloss; 5% restored; diameter: 1 7. l
cm; inv. no. I 5346 (fig. 1 1 , 27.4).
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T 28. The report notes: "tall urn , damaged and collapsed under the weight o f the earth . . . contained
a bronze knife blade inside". In the in situ photograph (fig. 20, 28) we see a pile of shards from among
which we are able to make out the upper part of the urn. We do not know if there were any other vessels.
The small k:nife blade is also listed as belonging to T 26; in MD's sketch we see the nwnber 26 struck
through and replaced by "M(T) 28A", an observation also found on AV's sketch. Consequently, we will
treat this item as belonging to this tomb. The urn ( 1 ) and the small knife blade (2) were found in the
museum.
1 : biconical vessel with missing mouth, probably everted, with four pairs of protuberances/handles in the
belly area; as the base is largely restored, we are no longer able to tell if it was perforated. Decorated with
wide grooves arranged obliquely on the belly and a row of six narrower grooves arranged in garlands on
the neck; above them, and below the damaged rim, we see a girth consisting of eight or nine grooves.
Dark brown in colour, shiny; polished surface; approx. 50% restored; h: 3 1 cm (fig. 1 1 , 28. 1 ).
2: bronze knife blade, slightly curved; profiled edge; with an orifice on the blade, below the handle; light
green patina, subject to mild malignant action close to the sharp edge; 1 1 . 1 cm long (restored: 1 3.2 cm);
inv. no. I 5868 (fig. 1 1 , 28.2).

T 29. The report notes: "fully damaged urn ... could be restored. In the in situ photograph we clearly see
the outline ofthe um ( l ); no other vessels are visible. T 29 forms part of the group of tombs 27-29.
1 : bulging, biconical vessel with very large point of greatest width, without neck, rounded edge of the lip;
used to have two small handles (restored) on the body below the rim; the base, slightly concave, was not
perforated. Decorated with wide, very lightly imprinted grooves arranged obliquely on the belly and
horizontally below the rim. Brown in colour with brick-red reflections; slightly porous surface; approx.
1 5% restored; inv. no. I 538 1 ; h: 1 7 cm (fig. 1 2, 29. 1).
T 30. The report notes: "medium size urn , biconical, polished-black in colour; totally damaged;
found near T 3 1 ; not restored". In the unclear in situ photograph (fig. 20, 30) we make out two vessels: a
biconical vessel, probably the urn, next to which there is a smaller vessel. No fragments with this labei
were found in the museum.
T 3 1 .-Located approx.· 40 cm north-west of T 30. The report notes: "the urn is totally damaged; the
fragments are black in colour; appears to have been average in size". From the unclear in situ photograph
(fig. 20, 3 1 ) we are able to make out the outline of the urn, next to which there is a large fragment of a
vessel with a flared mouth (the urn or a dish?).
T 32. The report notes: "large, black urn; only fragments of its walls and the base were found; not
restored". In the in situ photograph (fig. 20, 32) we are able to see fairly clearly the outline of the um:
approx. half of a biconical vessel with protuberances on the belly. Not found in the musewn.
T 33. The report notes: "average size urn, black in colour, next to which a broken bowl was found;
the um was totally damaged; it was not restored". In the in situ photograph (fig. 20, 33) we clearly make out
the everted mouth of the um and a large part of the dish/lid ( 1 ). Only the dish was found in the museum.
1 : inwardly flared dish with wide (7 mm) grooves located on the rim and lip of the vessel; the body of the
dish has three broad handles, one of which has two perforations. Shiny black in colour on the inside and
outside; approx. 1 0% restored; diameter: 1 7 . l cm; inv. no. I 5587 (fig. 1 2, 33. 1).
T 34. All we have left is the description in the report: " biconical, blade, mediwn size um; in
places, at point of maximwn diameter, it has pairs of overlapping knobs (the lower knob is in the shape of
a blade faced downwards, while the upper knob is smaller and sharper); no other urn featuring this
decoration was found; no photograph available; not restored."
T 35. The report notes: "biconical, mediwn size urn with two pairs of knobs similar to those found

in the T 34 um; it has a "twisted groove" at the point of maximum diameter; a bowl used as a lid was
found next to it; it has not been restored". In the in situ photograph (fig. 2 1 , 35) we see the mouth of the
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um ( 1 ) and large fragments of the dish/lid, next to which we make out a fragment from a smaller vessel
(a cup?). Only the dish (2) was found in the museum.
1 : it appears from description and photograph that the um was in the shape of a biconical vessel with
everted mouth and probably had four paired protuberances on the belly decorated with grooves arranged
obliquely.
2: inwardly flared dish (bowl) with faceted lip; light, barely visible grooves arranged obliquely on the
shoulder. Black in colour, partially polished; 40% restored; diameter: 1 5.6 cm; inv. no. I 5582 (fig. 12, 35.2).
T 36. The report notes: "only fragments from the lower part of the um were found; the upper part
was cut off by the Byzantine settlement". The in situ photograph (fig. 2 1 , 36) clearly shows a large part of
the um, the mouth of which had been "severed". No trace of a dish/lid is visible. The restored um ( 1 ) was
found in the museum.
1 : biconical vessel with everted mouth (partially restored); with slightly curved upper part; with four pairs
of double protuberances on the belly; perforated base. Decorated on the neck with a row of four barely
visible grooves arranged in a garland; another row of grooves, arranged horizontally, is visible under the
rim. Dark brown in colour, no gloss; on the surface we see the grits in the paste; 30% restored; h: 32 cm;
(fig. 1 2, 36. 1 ).
T 37. The report notes: "only the lower part of the um was left, the rest being destroyed by the
Roman fortification; a bronze knife blade was found next to the um". No in situ photograph is available.
The um ( 1 ) was found in the museum; the small knife (2) was not found, but there is a photograph
available by MD.
1 : biconical vessel with everted mouth (only the beginning of the curve towards the rim is lefi); has paired
protuberances/handles on the belly; the base being largely restored, we cannot tell if the perforation
visible in the plaster reflects the original state. Decorated with wide ( 1 cm) grooves arranged obliquely on
the belly. Black-brown in colour, shiny slip still visible in places towards the base; 30% restored; inv. no.
I 5585 (fig. 1 2, 37. 1 ).
2: small bronze knife; it appears from the photograph that it was similar in shape to that found in T 28,
including a perforation near the handle.
T 38. The report notes: "the um is totally damaged due to the weight of the earth; we can no longer
discern its original shape or tell if there were other vessels close by; judging by the pieces found we can
say the vessel had a groove decoration; dark orange in colour; photograph missing". No other information
available and no fragments with this labei were found in the museum.
T 39. The report notes: "the um was fully damaged; could not be restored; photograph missing".
T 40. The report notes: "the um is fully damaged; from the pieces found, two medium sized bowls
and a third incomplete bowl were reconstructed in the laboratory". The in situ photograph (fig. 2 1 , 40)
clearly shows one of the "bowls" placed sideways and a second seemingly placed with its mouth
upwards; we are unable to make out the outline of the um. Two flared dishes ( 1 . 2) were found in the
museum, while a third (3), partially restored dish (fig. 1 2, 40.3) can be seen in a photograph by MD
which was not found. The three vessels are strikingly similar.
1 : high, flared dish with missing base, decorated with wide ( 1 cm) grooves arranged obliquely on the
belly and a girth consisting of eight narrower (3 mm) grooves on the neck. Originally, it was shiny black
in colour with brick-red patches (secondary firing?); approx. 70% restored; h: 1 5.3 cm; inv. no. I 6 1 67
(fig. 1 2, 40. 1 ).
2: high, flared dish decorated with wide ( 1 cm) grooves arranged obliquely on the belly and a girth of
narrower (2-3 mm) grooves on the neck. Dark brown in colour on the inside and outside; approx. 75%
restored; h: 1 5 cm; inv. no. I 6252 (fig. 1 2, 40.2).
3: flared dish; in the photograph by MD it appears to be almost identica} in shape and decoration with
vessels 1 and 2; only the upper part is left; h: 1 4.4 cm (fig. 12, 40.3, based on photo by MD).
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T 4 1 . The report notes: "broken um . . . the upper part severed by the layer of the Roman
fortification
two vessels could be reconstructed in the laboratory". The in situ photograph (fig. 2 1 , 4 1 )
clearly shows the body of the um ( l ) . Only the second vessel mentioned in the report (2) was found in the
museum. The image of the um is preserved in a photograph and a sketch, both by MD.
1 : large biconical vessel probably with everted mouth (missing), decorated with wide grooves, arranged
obliquely on the belly, a row of five or six grooves arranged horizontally above the belly, and another row
of grooves arranged in garland on the neck (fig. 1 3 , 4 1 . l , based on sketch by MD).
2: biconical vessel, smaller in size, with two broad handles and two protuberances, arranged
symmetrically on the body above the widest part; with the mouth of the vessel missing, the reconstruction
in the sketch was based on the shape of the vessel in T 2. Decorated with wide ( 1 . 1 cm) grooves arranged
obliquely on the belly and a row of narrower (4 mm) grooves above the belly; a row of grooves running
horizontally is still visible on the neck; approx. 60% restored; inv. no. I 588 1 ; h: 1 1 cm, initially approx.
1 3 .5 cm (fig. 1 3, 4 1 .2).
„ .

T 42. The report notes: "the um was destroyed as a resuit of the compression of the soii; the
fragments collected indicate a conica! vessel with a wide mouth; a vessel probably used as a !id was
reconstructed in the laboratory". In the in situ photograph, which is not very clear, (fig. 2 1 , 42) we notice
a fragment originating from the curve of a vessel with a broad protuberance/handle, suggesting it
probably comes from a biconical vessel, possibly the tomb's urn A conica! vessel was found in the
museum ( 1 ).
1 : conica! vessel, probably a cup with raised (missing) handle; blackish-brown on the inside, brick-red
towards the rim; approx. 50% restored; diameter: 1 9.8 cm; inv. no. I 625 1 (fig. 1 3 , 42.2).
.

T 43. In the in situ photograph (fig. 2 1 , 43) we recognise the shape of the um, which is damaged,
with no other vessel nearby, which corresponds to the information in the report. The vessel (1 ), restored
in the laboratory, was found in the museum.
l : biconical vessel with small mouth and widely everted mouth, with four pairs of protuberances/handles
on the belly; the base being fully restored, we do not know if it was originally perforated. Decorated on
the neck with a row of six grooves arranged in a garland and a row of four horizontal grooves below the
rim. Ash-black in colour; smooth surface, no traces of slip; approx. 65% restored; h: 36 cm (fig. 1 3, 43. l ).
T 44. This labei was used for the vessel that contained the treasure. No calcined bones were found.
The vessel was placed in the yellow alluvial soii under the layer of Roman era remains at a distance of
only 30 cm from the base of the northem wall of the south-westem tower of the Roman fortification (see
below, p. 64).
T 45. The report notes: "the tomb contains severa! vessels . . . the biconical 'mother' urn ... the
vessel/lid with wide open mouth, covering the urn ... two other vessels also placed on the 'mother' urn ..
the um contained a bronze pin and a ring or earring of thin bronze wire; the tomb was entirely
reconstructed in the laboratory" (fig. 2 1 , 45) . These items can be easily identified in the very clear in situ
photograph (fig.). The following items were found in the museum: the urn ( 1 ) , a cup (3), a small biconical
vessel (4), the pin (5 ) and the ring (6) ; the vessel/lid (2) was not found, but there is a photograph available
by MD.
l : biconical vessel with profiled shoulder, widely everted mouth and perforated base. Decorated with
wide ( 1 cm) grooves arranged obliquely on the belly and a row of four wide (7 mm) grooves arranged
horizontally on the neck; the flared edge is lightly faceted. Shiny dark brown in colour with metallic
reflections; the small stones in the paste are visible on the surface of the vessel; 20% restored; h: 22.8 cm;
inv. no. I 586 1 (fig. 1 3, 45 . 1 ) .
2: flared dish with four broad handles below the belly; profiled base. Decorated with grooves arranged
obliquely on the belly; dark brown in colour; almost intact; the description is based on MD's photograph
(fig. 1 3, 45.2) and the in situ photograph. The inv. no. I 5860 is mentioned in the photograph.
3 : cup with raised handle, everted mouth and slightly profiled shoulder. The exterior is decorated with a
band of four grooves arranged in a slightly curved line in the shape of a five-pointed star; five small
.
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protuberances on the shoulder of the vessel mark the ends of the pentagon. The lenticular handle is alsa
crossed by two grooves running lengthwise. Mast of the vessel is shiny black in colour with metallic
reflections; approx. 40% of its surface is light brown with brick-red patches; we assume it was mostly
damaged on the pyre except for a few fragments found on the similarly decorated cup in T 2 1 . Traces of
the sand ans grits in the paste are visible on the surface of the vessel; approx. 1 0% restored; h: 1 2.8 cm;
inv. no. I 5859 (fig. 1 3 , 45.3).
4: small biconical vessel with profiled, slightly everted mouth; has two small handles with lenticular
cross-section on the neck and two protuberances on the belly. Decorated with wide ( 1 cm) grooves
running obliquely over the belly and three narrow (2 mm) grooves arranged horizontally above it; pairs of
three grooves each arranged in garland run around the neck between the two small handles; two other
short grooves run around the base of the handles. Brick-red in colour with light brown patches (secondary
firing); intact; inv. no. I 5854; h: 8.8 cm (fig. 1 3 , 45.4).
5: bronze pin with thick and profiled head (type Kuge/kopfnadel), decorated with grooves on the base and
tip of the head; slightly curved stern; greenish patina (chemically cleaned in the laboratory); 1 O. 6 cm
Jang; inv. no. I 5869 (fig. 1 3 , 45.5).
6: ring macle of bronze wire (approx. 2-3 mm thick), round cross-section, with sharp, slightly overlapping
ends; diameters: 4.7 x 4. 1 cm; inv. no. I 5 870 (fig. 1 4, 1 0).

Objects found in the cemetery area:
The iterns found in the funerary area which possibly originate from the inventory of the destroyed
tombs include the following:
Inwardly flared dish decorated with grooves arranged obliquely on the rim; dark brown in colour;
missing base; no labei or inv. no.; diameter: 1 2.6 cm (fig. 1 4, 3).
Inwardly flared dish, no decoration, intact; black with brownish patches on the outside; shiny dark
brown on the inside; diameter: 1 2.6 cm; inv. no. I 5588 (fig.). Given the inv. no., it is possible this is in
fact the missing vessel 2 belonging to T 25.
Miniature vessel/jar with one handle; blackish in colour with porous surface; bears the labei:
Hinova 1 977, S SA, o 6. In aur opinion, this does nat belong to the same period as the cemetery;
h: 8.7 cm (fig. 1 4, 1 ).
Cross-shaped clay item (a Neolithic idol belonging probably to Vinea-Turdaş culture) with a narrow
perforation along the main axis. Bears the labei: "Hinova" 1 878; h: 7.6 cm; inv. no. I 5 1 55 (fig. 1 4, 4).
Faur clay pots; two "spindle whorls": one biconical, inv. no. I 5365 (fig. 14, 5), another conica},
inv. no. I 5364 (fig. 1 4, 6); and two "discs"; inv. no. I 5367 and I 5379 (fig. 1 4, 7-8).
Whetstone; inv. no. I 5342 (fig. 1 4, 9).
*

The typo/ogy of the ceramics. The inventory of the tombs in Hinova consists mainly of ceramic
objects with the exception of a few metal objects (omaments and small bronze knives) and other objects.
In what follows we will perform a typological analysis of the ceramic objects taking into consideration
their role in the funerary process and their shape and decoration.
Functionally speaking, we can speak of three types of recipients: ums containing calcined bones
(mostly biconical vessels), vessels used as lids (mostly dishes) and adjacent pottery (mostly cups). With
the exception of the vessel containing the treasure (labelled T 44), which was nat used as an "um", we
considered all the other vessels containing remains of cremated bones as "ums" and classified them as
tombs. The best preserved of the "um" vessels were covered with a dish/lid placed in mast cases with its
base upwards. One or severa} cups were often found next to the um and, in some cases, dishes (see the
reconstruction of the position of the vessels in T 1 3, fig. 7, 1 3 . 1 -4); fragments of a small j ar-like vessel
were found in only one case (T 4). It should be noted that no vessels were ever found inside the ums, all
adjacent vessels being found on top of or next to the um. In the case of mast of the vessels used as urns
with a well-preserved base, it was noted that the base featured a circular perforation in the middle in 1 4
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different examples (T 1 , 2, 4, 6, 7, 1 1 , 1 2, 1 4- 1 6, 21, 22, 36, 45; in at lcast three other examples T 1 8, 1 7, 29 - the base was not perforated); this represents an instancc of thc so-called "window of the
soul", a well-known practice in the field of funerary findings in general, something we believe also to be
the case with this necropolis.
The pottery found in the cemetery in Hinova is relatively uniform in tcrms of how the vessels were
made. In most cases we can speak of high firing, especially reduction firing, with the majority of vessels
having a dark colour (blade, dark brown and shades of brown); secondary, oxygen-reducing firing can be
seen in a number of cases in the brick-red or dark patches on the surface of certain vessels. In a single
case (T 27), on urn no. 1 , we noted a difference in firing between the outer, black surface and the interior
(red) surface (oxidation firing), a common technique for Gâva type pottery. We can say that almost all
vessels found were originally covered with a smoothed and polished slip. Due to the quite precarious state
of preservation, however, the slip was positively identified over the entire surface of the bowls in only a
few cases.
As far as shape is concemed, we can distinguish between the following types of vessels: biconical
vessels, biconical bowls with wide open mouths, dishes, cups and a jar-like vessel.
Biconical vesse/s are mostly average in size: 1 1 of these vessels are between 32 and 42. 1 cm in
height; 7 are between 23 and 27 cm tall; 2 ums are low in height, approx. 1 7 cm; also small in size was
the vessel containing the treasure (T 44; h. 1 7.5 cm). With two exceptions (T 2 and 29), all vessels have
more or less everted mouths, often ahnost trumpet-shaped. Most have four broad handles located below
the belly (T 7, 12, 1 8, 2 1 , 28) or are associated with protuberances placed above the widest part of the
vessel (T 4, 1 1 , 1 5, 1 9, 28, 36, 37, 43). The following types of the vessel were identified according to the
level of roundness or profiling of the widest part:
a. with rounded belly; two handles on the belly (T 4, 1 1 , 1 5, 28, 36, 37, 43) or without handles
(25, 27, 45).
b. with the upper part (neck) following a slightly convex line (T 4, 1 0, 15, 1 7, 22, 28, 36, 4 1 , 43, 45).
c. with the upper part (neck) following a slightly concave line (T 1, 6, 7, 1 1 -14, 1 8, 1 9, 25, 27, 37).
d. clearly biconical, with a slightly profiled lip and two small handles on the belly (T 2, 29).
e. short, with two small handles (T 1 6 [2 items], 45).
f. rniniature vessels (T 1 8, 23).
Most items are decorated exclusively with grooves. There are two kinds of grooves according to width:
wide grooves (around 1 cm), running obliquely over the belly or horizontally around the neck of the
vessel; and narrow grooves (approx. 2-3 mm), located on the neck in the form of bands arranged in a
garland (T 1 , 1 5, 2 1 , 28, 36, 4 1 , 43); the urn in T 7 features an S-shaped motif.
The dishes are mainly conical. We distinguished between the following types based on the shape of
the rim. Most have rims that curve towards the inside (also referred to as inwardly flared dishes). There
are also some dishes with everted (flared) rims, with slightly profiled bellies and bowls. We identified the
following types according to shape:
a. conical bowl (T 8).
b. inwardly flared dish with rounded shoulder (T 2-4, 7, 9, 1 3, 1 8, 2 1 , 27/4).
c. inwardly flared dish with profiled shoulder (T 5, 6, 1 4, 1 6, 27/2, 35).
d. inwardly flared dish with the lip in the shape of a turban (T 33).
e. flared dish, with small handles (T 16 [2 items], 2 1 ).
f. flared dish (bowl) with wide profiled belly (T 40, 45)
Most inward curving dishes are decorated with wide grooves arranged obliquely over the shoulder of the
vessel; one item has a faceted shoulder (T 35). Three dishes have a star-shaped decoration on the inside
(T 4 [the decoration is also visible on the outer surface], T 6, two items).
The two flared dishes with small handles are decorated either with short grooves arranged in a
garland on the shoulder (T 1 6), or arranged in the shape of star on the inside (T 2 1 ). The bowls (T 40, 45)
have their necks decorated with horizontal grooves.
The small cups with raised handle are relatively homogeneous in terms of shape. Grouped
according to size, we can speak of smaller items in the shape of a ladle (T 4, 8, 1 1 , 1 6, 2 1 ), taller items
(T 1 7, 2 1 ), conical items with grooved handle (T 23) as well as one item whose outer surface is decorated
with grooves arranged in the shape of a star (T 1 8). Two cups have a profiled shoulder and everted mouth
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{T 1 7 and T 45; the latter being richly decorated with a star-shaped motif on the handle, neck and towards
the base).
The only jar-like vessel found, which is small in size and decorated with two alveolar girths, also
features a handle (T 4).
The decoration of the Hinova pottery consists almost exclusively of grooves, both narrow and
wide, found on the belly, shoulder, neck or arranged in the shape of a star on the vessel's outer or inner
surface. We note the following ornamental pattems in particular: garlands especially on the neck of the
biconical vessels (T 1 , 1 5 , 2 1 , 22, 28, 36, 4 1 , 43) and bands in the shape of a 5-pointed star (T 6, 1 8, 2 1 ,
45), 6-pointed star (T 6) and eight or nine pointed-star (T 4). We note the presence in the same tomb
(T 1 6) of a dish featuring a 6-pointed star motif and another with a 5-pointed star motif. While this might
have a symbolic role, we think it more likely to be purely ornamental. Finally, uniquely, the neck of the
urn in T 7 features a groove decoration in the form of an S-shaped motif.
Some of the more exceptional pieces found in the necropolis in Hinova include a flared dish with
lobed mouth decorated with inlaid motifs similar to the Zuto Brdo-Gârla Mare type pottery used as a lid
for the urn in T 1 . Similar in this respect is the fragment from the upper part of a figurine found inside the
M 7 urn and belonging to the same type of Bronze Age pottery.
The non-ceramic inventory of the tombs in Hinova is relatively poor and consists of four small
bronze knives (T 5, 26, 28, 37), of which only two are left (T 5 and 28); a bronze tutulus (T 8); two
bronze pins (T 25, 45); a ring of bronze wire (T 45); a clay "spindle whorl" (T 1 5); a bead (T 23) and a
tubular item of glassy material (T 25). Two clay "spindle whorls" were found on the surface of the
necropolis, as well as various other objects (see above, fig. 1 4, 1 -4), but we doubt whether these date from
the same period as the tombs.
Due to the poor state of preservation of many of the vessels, especially the biconical vessels whose
shape could not always be accurately established, a planimetric analysis of the cemetery, including the
establishment of the horizontal stratigraphy, would not provide conclusive results. However, the mapping
of various elements related to form and decoration might be of relevance. For example, the biconical
vessels whose upper part (neck) follows a slightly convex line (fig. 22, 1 ) appear to be concentrated
towards the south ofthe necropolis, while the items with a slightly concave form were found in the centre
and towards the northem part of the site. Also, in the case of inward curving dishes (fig. 22, 3), those with
clearly rounded shoulders are concentrated in the northem part, while those with profiled shoulders are
concentrated in the southem part. In terms of other typological features, such as the presence of double
protuberances around the belly of the vessels or the decoration, either in the form of a garland on the neck
of the biconical vessels (fig. 22, 2) or in the shape of a star on dishes and cups, these are evenly
distributed around the necropolis. The same applies to the distribution of the metal pieces. In this case, at
best we can distinguish between the four tombs containing bronze knives and the tombs containing items
ofjewelry, the "richest" of which being T 45. The latter tomb is situated close to the vessel containing the
treasure (T 44).
Although we are unable to provide a definite answer, we can however assume that the part of the
9
urnfield explored represents its northem part • If we take into consideration the plausible hypothesis put
forward by M. Davidescu, according to which the cemetery also ran a considerable distance to the south,
we can then imagine a possible evolution in terms of burials from south to north. However, this theory is
contradicted by the socio-familial organisation or a possible partitioning of the burial site according to
these criteria. Of relevance in this sense is the very tight grouping ofthe ums in the following cases: T 1 41 7; T 1 8-20; T 21 -22; T 27-29; T 30, 31 , 39.
*

Chronology and cultural classification. Every community, viewed as a cultural system, has its own
customs that are reflected in all aspects of its material culture. The remains of this culture, preserved
9 M. Gumă, in the cited paper, (above, n. 7: TD 1 6, 1 995, p. 1 08 onwards), believes he can distinguish, based
on the typology of the grave goods, two phases in the cemetery at Hinova: the first one represented by the graves T
1 , 4, 8, 28 and 45, and considered contemporaneous with the horizon Susani-Bobda II, Ticvaniul Mare etc., the
second one including the treasure (T 44) and T 25.
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underground, should contribute to its reconstruction. In the case i n point, the umfield in Hinova can be
considered to be an expression, as far as funerary practices are concemed, of this kind of system as well
as the cultural transformations that took place within a given community the territory of which certainly
comprised sites on both sides of the Danube (see below). Trying to find wholly satisfactory analogies
with other findings in areas more or less in the proximity of a site believed to belong to a given
community is futile and risks placing too much confidence in the comparative-typological method. 10
Therefore, while analogies with other similar findings should be informed by these reservations, they can
still suggest an affiliation to a certain ideology, reflected on a broader level as the resuit of the cultural
transformations taking place at the end of the Bronze Age and beginning of the Early Iron Age in the
neighbouring areas (Hinova in this case), as well as a large part of the Carpatho-Danubian space. We
make this short observation in order to present the approach applied in this work in terms of interpreting
the similarity with other sites, especially from a chronological and functional point of view.
Generally speaking, the pottery in Hinova comes in a fairly large variety of shapes among which
the following combination can be considered standard: biconical vessel (um), inward curving dish (lid)
and cup, elements which form the majority type specific to this cemetery. Taking these shapes as our
basic criterion, we will eliminate dishes and cups, which are common types found over a widespread area
and therefore irrelevant, and concentrate instead on the type of biconical vessel decorated with grooves.
We identified a similar type in Mala Vrbica-Konopiste, a site located on the right bank of the Danube,
approx. 1 2 km as the crow flies from Hinova. At the edge of this site, under an approx. 30 cm thick layer
of humus, an approx. 60 cm deep oval pit filled with gravei was found during the excavation of a
cemetery of the Zuto Brdo-Gârla Mare type. Ceramic fragments and a number of animal bones were
found in the western section of the pit; in the northem part of the pit five vessels were found in situ
arranged in a line: three biconical vessels of different sizes, all of which were largely similar to those
found in Hinova, an inward curving dish and a conjoined vessel (similar to a condiment set); in the centre
of the pit there was a brazier vessel (pyraunos) and fragments of two dishes, one of which was decorated
with grooves in the shape of a 5-pointed star. Ali vessels with the exception of the brazier vessel are dark
in colour with a shiny surface and all are decorated exclusively with grooves (fig. 23). 1 1 The importance
of this finding, which is believed to be ritualistic in nature and which does not contain calcined human
bones but nonetheless, given the context, is clearly linked to a funeral rite, also resides in its similarity to
the tumuli in Vârtop, in Dolj county, where four vessels were found that are very similar to those found in
Konopiste (two of these are also similar to the ums in Hinova); the presence of calcined bones, which
were not proved to be human, is by no means certain. 12 All these finds have been attributed to the Vârtop
ceramic group.
Also in the close vicinity, in the site Vajuga-"Pesak'', on the bank of the Danube, c. 8 km south of
Mala Vrbica, severa! cremation burials were found, at least one of which containing, among others,
biconical vessels of the same type as those in Hinova. 13 Of these, special attention in the present context
10 Confident in this method, M. Gumă, in the cited work (above n. 7, p. 108 urm), believes he can distinguish,
based on the typology of the ceramic and metal grave goods, eight distinct cultural groups distributed from Bănat to
Teleorman, all having the Danube as an axis (Susani, Bobda II, Ticvaniul Mare-Karaburma III, Vucedol-Novi
Begej, Moldova Nouă-Liborajdea, Hinova-Mala Vrbica, Vârtop-Plopşor, Zimnicea-Novgrad). In the light of the
present paper's approach, these would constitute the archaeological expressions of the funerary customs of at least
the same number of communities. Recently Gumă's opinion was cited by O. Dorrer, Friihe Fibe/formen und der
Beginn der Basarabi-Kultur in der Umgebung des Eisernes Tores, Germania 86, 2008, 2, p. 54 1-589, nevertheless
from a different perspective.
1 1 D. Popovic, Problem of Cult Features in the Late Bronze Age cemetery at Konopiste, in Die Kulturen der
Bronzezeit in dem Gebiet des Eisernen Tores (Koll. Drobeta Turnu Severin 1 997), Bucharest, 1 998, p. 147- 1 53.
1 2 D. Berciu, Arheologia preistorică a Olteniei, p. 1 55, fig. 1 99; S . Lazăr, Cultura Vârtop, Craiova, 2005, p. 1 1 2.
13 Unpublished material in Belgrade Museum. From the concise literature available (among others,
M. Vukmanovic, Novi na/azi fibula tipa "Peschiera " na EJerdapu, Zbomik narodnog muzeja XI 1 , 1983, p. 43
onwards, fig. I şi 2 and, in particular, A. Premk, P. Popovic, L. Bjelajac, Vajuga-Pesak, E>jerdapske sveske 2, 1984,
1 1 8- 1 2 1 , fig. 85-88, 96, 98-1 02), it is not clear whether these graves were in the vicinity of the barrow huria! ground
from Basarabi period, also situated in this locality (P. Popovic, M. Vukmanovic, Vajuga-Pesak. Early Iron Age
Cemetery, Belgrade, 1 998). The vessels attributed to the grave goods of T l were also illustrated by R. Vasic:
-
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deserves what the authors of the excavations called „T l ": 1 1 vessels (three biconical vessels with
channelled decoration, similar to the exarnples from Hinova, another srnall biconical vessel, three bowls,
three small cups with high-standing handles, one bronze fragment probably sternming from a bronze cup,
and one bronze „en violon" fibula mit Bugeleinsattelung), laid together with animal bones. The authors
stress that no human bones were found. The similitude with the aforementioned fmd is obvious. The other
four graves from Vajuga-„Pesak" contain pottery of Zuto Brdo-Gârla Mare (T. 3 and 4) and Bistreţ (T. 2
and 5) types, as well as (undiagnosed) crernated hurnan bones. This trial excavation yielded the presence
of a larger cemetery, similar in type with those from Balta Verde and the vicinity of Bistreţ, to which we
shall come back again later. All these sites, situated on a rather srnall area (the meandre of the Danube
near Turnu Severrin, Hinova, Kladovo ), in fact reflect the irnage of a funerary ideology of one and the
sarne cornrnunity, and consequently should be considered together.
On the other hand, this type of biconical vessel is similar to a series of fmds in Banat, including the
vessel containing the deposit of bronzes in Comuţel, Caraş-Severin county (fig. 24); 1 4 the bronze items in
this srnall deposit consist exclusively of jewelry (bracelets, tutuii, phalera) and may date chronologically
to the same period as the cemetery in Hinova.1 5 The sarne type of vessel used as a funerary urn can be
found in the standard tomb, which is similar to that in Hinova, of the cemetery in Ticvaniul Mare, in
Caraş Severin county, near the course of the Danube. In the material published to date we did not identify
the stellar and garland decoration1 6 but we nonetheless still consider this find to be generally very similar
to that in Hinova. The vessels discovered accidentally in Moldova Nouă - "The Banatite Quarry" - in
Caraş Severin county, may also come from crernation tombs similar to those found in Hinova. 1 7
The ceramic material in Hinova also shows a similarity with the ceramic objects found in the
"Grămurada lui Ticu" turnulus in Susani, in Timiş county. 1 8 This find was believed by the authors of the
excavation report to date from the end of the evolution of a group of ceramic forrns known in the
specialist literature as the Cruceni-Belegis type, the best Romanian exarnples of which being the umfields
in Cruceni and Bobda.1 9 In addition we should mention the seven tombs (urns with grooved pottery) in
the Cruceni-Belegis type cernetery in Belgrade-Karaburrna,20 which are similar to the urnfield in
Timişoara-Fratelia.2 1

The aforementioned objects were found in an area stretching along the Danube to the west of
Hinova and Vârtop. In the opposite direction, downstream from Hinova, we should first mention the
umfields in Balta Verde, in Mehedinţi county, which is known as the "umfield of the Early Iron Age". 22
The similarities, albeit few in nurnber, given that the material is in an advanced state of deterioration
Giitertausch und Fernbeziehungen im froheisenzeitlichen Serbien, in (ed. B. Hiinse1), Handel Tausch und Verkehr
im Bronze- undfroheisezeitlichen Siidosteuropa, PAS 1 1 , 1 995, p. 357, fig. 7 and reproduced by O. Dorrer, op. cit„
p. 544, fig. 1 .
14 I. Stratan, O nouă descoperire hallstattiană din Banat, SCIV 1 5 , 4 , 1 964, p . 523-528.
1 5 M. Petrescu-Dîmboviţa. Depozitele de bronzuri din România, Bucharest, 1 977, p. 55, includes it in what he
calls the Uriu-Domăneşti "horizon".
16
M. Gumă, Civilizaţia primei epoci a fierului în sud-vestul României, Bucharest, 1 993, p. 1 73 onwards, pl.
24-25 . The author believes this type of metal item (of which there are in fact relatively few: only pios, small knives
and a tutulus) also existed in the Cincu-Suseni "horizon"; we consider them a common type from the Umfield
period, without further details.
1 7 M. Gumă, O nouă descoperire hallstattiană timpurie la Moldova Nouă, AMN 1 6, 1 979, p. 48 1 -493, pl. 2;
idem, Civilizaţia. . . , p. 1 76, pi. 1 7.
1 8 I. Stratan, A. Vulpe, Der Hiigel von Susani, PZ 52, 1 977, 1 , p. 28-60, pl. 6/94 (biconical vessel), pl. 1 2 - 1 4
(stellar decoration) etc.
1 9 We only know about this latter cemetery, which bas remained practically unknown, thanks to the sketches
made by A. Vulpe in the museum in Timişoara and those illustrated by N. Boroffka, Probleme der
jungbronzezeitlichen Keramik in Ostungarn und Westrumiinien, in (eds. H. Ciugudean, N. Boroffka), The Early

Hallstatt Period (1200-700) in South-Eastern Europe. Proceedings of the International Symposium from Alba Julia,
June, 1993, Alba Iulia, 1 994, p. 1 0, fig. 1 .
20 J . Todorovic, Praistorijska Karaburma II - nekropola bronzanog doba, Belgrade, 1 977, the tombs 2, 3, 49,
1 08, 1 76, 1 85, 226; however, these vessels lack the garland decoration.
2 1 Mostly unknown, cited by M. Gumă, Civilizaţia„ „ pl. 1 6/3.
22 D. Berciu, E. Comşa, Săpăturile de la Balta Verde şi Gogoşu (1949-1950), Materiale 2, 1 956, p. 307-320.
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(compare urns T 1 2 and 1 9 with the vessel in T 1 i n Hinova; al so, the dish in T 7 in Balta Verde i s similar
to that in T 1 6 in Hinova), are nevertheless significant. lt is important to note that this cemeteries overlaps
with the area of a Zuto Brdo-Gârla Mare type urnfields, which, according to Berciu, "used to cover the
entire Bronze Age urnfield and also stretched beyond it".23 This assumption might also help explain the
presence in T 1 6 (Balta Verde) of a fragment of a lobe of a Gârla Mare type dish decorated with a motif
similar to that found on the dish/lid of the T 1 urn in Hinova.24 We would also like to mention the
cremation tomb in Ghidici-Balta Ţarova that was discovered a short distance away from a "dwelling"
containing similar material to that found in the tomb. The vessels are decorated exclusively with grooves.
The presence of bands arranged in the shape of a star and the strongly biconical shape of certain biconical
vessels provide the only similarities with the pottery in Hinova. We should note that in Ghidici, in the
same area but some distance away, an urnfield is mentioned where 37 Gârla Mare type urns were found
as well as a tomb described as being of Bistreţ-Işalniţa type.25 An in many ways similar situation was
noted in respect of the group of urnfields, mostly of the Zuto Brdo-Gârla Mare type, found in the Bistreţ
area, in Dolj county, where a group of tombs stands out containing vessels decorated mainly with grooves
believed to he of the Bistreţ-Işalniţa type.26 Following field research conducted in this area, severa!
complexes were found consisting of tombs, hearths and a rich ceramic material together with balls of
fired clay, stones, ash, etc., remains which may point to the existence of a sprawling settlement located on
the ridges on the banks of the former Bistreţ lake, today the southem bank of the lake of the same name.
We note the presence of many fragments of vessel decorated with grooves similar in shape to those found
din Hinova, including the star motif found on an inwardly flared dish.27 Similar finds containing ceramic
objects decorated with grooves were reported in southem Oltenia and Muntenia.2 8 We mention just a few,
such as the (isolated?) cremation tomb in Zimnicea (T 1 3), a biconical vessel covered with a dish/lid
located in a small inhumation cemetery - 1 2 tombs - whose inventory consists of similar ceramic objects
decorated with grooves (only small cups). This site also produced a large fragment of a biconical vessel
decorated with garlands on the neck similar to the ums in Hinova. 29
All this helps us define a relatively large surface area consisting mainly of funerary finds stretching
between the Danube in the Belgrade area and slightly to the east of the mouth of the Olt river, an area
with formal similarities with the pottery in Hinova. Chronologically, the value of these analogies is only
of general importance, with fairly large differences in time between findings arising from case to case.
We should, however, note the presence of ums similar to those found in Hinova in urnfields of the Zuto
Brdo-Gârla Mare type. This is the case in Mala Vrbica-Konopiste,30 as well as in nearby Vajuga-Pesak
(Kladovo)3 1 and again in Balta Verde, Ghidici and the cemeteries in the Bistreţ-Câma area mentioned
earlier, and possibly also the large urnfield on the right bank of the Danube, in Orsoja,32 situated
approximately opposite from Ghidici. We witness the same phenomenon within the Cruceni-Belegis
funerary group (for example, in Beograd-Karaburma, Bobda and Timişoara-Fratelia). This succession of
23 Idem, p. 308.
24 Idem, p. 3 1 6, fig. 47/2; it is noted that the fragment was found "under the um".
25 M. Nica, Câteva date despre necropola şi locuinţele din aşezările hallstattiene timpurii de la Ghidici

punctul "Balta Ţarova " (Judeţul Dolj), Cercetări arheologice în aria nord-tracică 1 , 1 995, p. 236-246.
26 1. Chicideanu. DiefrUhthrakische Kultur. Zur Bronzezeit in Siidwestrumănien, Dacia NS 30, 1 986, p. 7-47,
fig. 33-35.
27 Idem, Ein neuer Fund vom Beginn der Hallstattzeit aus der kleinen Walachei, Dacia NS 43-45, 1 999-200 1 ,
p . 1 97-229, especially fig. 6/1 , 7/2, 8/3.
28 Idem, p. 2 1 4 onwards; S. Lazăr, Cultura Vârtop, Craiova, 2005, p. 71 onwards.
29 A. D. Alexandrescu, Sepultures du premier Âge du fer a Zimnicea (dep. de Teleorman), Dacia NS 22,
1 978, p. 1 1 5- 1 24, fig. 9 and 1 0.
30 D. Popovic, op. cit. , above.
31 See above n. 1 3 . Cited also by by M. Şandor-Chicideanu, Cultura iuto Brdo-Gârla Mare. Contributii la
cunoaşterea epocii bronzului la Dunărea Mijlocie şi Inferioară, Cluj , 2003, p. 256 onwards.
32 There is only very little and confusing information about this finding, probably the largest Zuto Brdo
Gârla Mare type umfield: T. Filipov, ArheologijaSofia 1 6/2, 1 974; G. Georgiev, Die Erforschung der Bronzezeit in
Nordwestbulgarien, in (ed. B. Hănsel) Siidosteuropa zwischen 1600 und 1000 v. Chr. , PAS 1 , 1 982, p. 1 87-20 1 ; M.
Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit. , p. 1 86.
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ceramic types appears to be confinned by the stratigraphic succession seen in the settlement in Usije
Grad, Golubac, on the right bank of the Danube and opposite from Moldova Nouă, where the layer
containing grooved pottery overlaps with the layer of Zuto Brdo-Gârla Mare type pottery. 33 We might
therefore ask whether the cemetery in Hinova also developed near a Gârla Mare type umfield destroyed
by levelling works conducted over the course of time in the area elo ser to the Danube. Ceramic fragments
of the Gârla Mare type were found in the area, as mentioned earlier.34
The phenomenon described above is not restricted to the evolution of pottery types - it also reflects
how certain transfonnations in the field of funerary practices affect a much wider space. A first
observation in this respect relates to the number of tombs containing grooved pottery compared to those
containing Zuto Brdo-Gârla Mare type pottery. We currently know of over 1 ,500 tombs of this latter
type, 35 while what used to be considered the Bistreţ (Bistreţ-Işalniţa)3 6 type ceramic is present in a much
lower number of tombs within the respective cemeteries. This situation was also pointed out in the
planimetric study of the umfield in Beograd-Karabunna, where the so-called Cruceni II type tombs are
grouped together in the north-eastem part of the cemetery,3 7 while the Hinova type tombs, of which there
are only seven, are found at edge of several groups of tombs. This is also visible from other examples and
we can therefore say that the decrease in the number of um-burials is a clearly attested phenomenon in the
Danube region. According to Alexandru Vulpe, this phenomenon reflects the transformation in funerary
custorns taking place across the Carpatho-Danubian space, as can be seen from the disappearance of
necropolises and archaeologically traceable burials. 3 8 As an example and case study, he cites the case of
the tumular cemetery in Lăpuş, where the number of tombs containing cremated human bones, as seen in
the first phase of the cemetery, decreases constantly until they disappear altogether, as seen from the
second phase deposits. 39 This phenomenon is common over a large area of Romanian territory up to the
7th century BC and then again in the Geto-Dacian period (2nd c. BC to l st c. AD).40
In conclusion, in tenns of relative chronology, we believe that the cemetery in Hinova to be
situated at the end of a succession of umfields, whose beginnings can be traced back to the period of the
finds with imprinted and encrusted pottery of the type found in Zuto Brdo-Gârla Mare, Cruceni-Belegis
and Szeremle. Repeated attempts have been made to provide more detailed datings for the
aforementioned funerary groups. The main criterion in this procedure is the typology of pottery shapes
and decoration, conceived in an evolutionary maner, which on its own does not suffice to obtain wholly
convincing results. Therefore, the development of the Cruceni-Belegis group was based on the evolution
of decoration from phase I (encrustation decoration) to phase II (groove decoration) to the predominance
of the latter type of decoration featuring the characteristic motifs of this technique (e.g. Susani, Bobda,
the seven tombs in Belgrade-Karaburma mentioned earlier).41 In the Oltenian Danube region, the Gârla
Mare type pottery was followed by what is known as the Bistreţ-Işalniţa type. The latter, which was
defined more than 30 years ago,42 can no longer be regarded as representative for a wider area, but rather
only for a fairly limited series of tombs within Gârla Mare type umfields, as shown above. Following this
33 M. Kosoric, J. Todorovic, "Grad " naselje jutobrdske kulturne grupe, Starinar NS 1 3- 14, 1 962- 1 963,
p. 267-274.
34 See note 5, above.
35 Information taken from I. Chicideanu, Practici funerare la Dunărea Mijlocie şi Inferioară în epoca
bronzului în România, unpublished Diss„ Univ. Bucharest, 2005.
36 I consider the description "of Bistreţ type" proposed by S. Lazăr, Sfârşitul epocii şi începutul epocii
fierului în sud-vestul României, unpublished Diss„ Univ. Bucharest, 2009, to he more suitable, for it dissociates the
discovery in Işalniţa, which is more similar to the Verbicioara type pottery, from the grooved pottery in Bistreţ.
37 I. Chicideanu, op. cit. (above, Die Friihthrakische. . . ), p. 30 onwards.
38 A. Vulpe, Zu den Grabsitten der ii/teren Hallstattzeit in Rumanien, in (eds. F. Verse, B. Knoche et alii)
Durch die Zeiten „.Festschriftfar Albrecht Jockenhovel zum 65. Gebutstag, Rahden/Westf„ 2008, p. 269-273 .
39 Ibidem.

Cf. also A. Vulpe, in (eds. M. Petrescu-Dîmboviţa, A. Vulpe) Istoria Românilor I, Bucharest, 200 1 , p. 377
and 442 onwards.
4 1 The first date proposed by K. Horedt, StComSibiu 1 3 , 1 967, p. 137 onwards (idem, ActaArchCarpathica
9, 1 967, 1 onwards), reinforced by the findings in Susani of A. Vulpe (I. Stratan, A. Vulpe, PZ 52, 1 , 1 977, p. 53).
42 I. Chicideanu, see note 26 above.
40
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line of thought, the pottery in Hinova is characteristic, just like the finds of Cruceni-Belegis type, of the
end of the process of evolution of Gârla Mare pottery types, owing to the almost exclusive adoption of
groove decoration. This type of decoration becomes predominant over a wider area, both in the Middle
Danube area and the Carpatho-Danubian area, and is often described as representing the beginning of the
Iron Age in these parts. This view, which is well known in the specialist literature, is meant here to
highlight the difficulty of finding a satisfactory criterion by which to classify a find like that in Hinova
merely by comparing it with other ceramic finds. In fact, the same difficulties as in the case of the
grooved pottery of Hinova type appear in the case of the periodesation of the bronzes, despite the latter
being often considered feiner.43 We are unable to draw a clear distinction between the hoards attributed to
the Late Bronze Age (Uriu-Domăneşti type) from those dating from the Hallstatt A period (Cincu-Suseni
type). For example, the types of small knives in T 5 and T 28 at Hinova, despite different features, can be
found in both types of deposits. Similarly, the same type of tutulus (T 8) can be found in Comuţel and the
deposit in Şpălnaca, something also true of the bracelets in the same hoards, etc. Also, in respect of the
decorated pin in T 45 in Hinova, which is of the Kugelkopfnadel type, we can cite a number of
typologically very similar examples (Topolnica, Gradac44) that are relatively numerous in the
neighbouring areas and date from what is known as the Urnfield Period, the early period (Br D/Ha A).45
The crook-headed pin (Hirtenstabnadel) does not contradict this chronological attribution either.46
The hoard in Comuţel plays an important role in terms of the typology and chronology of the
bronzes. The vessel in which the bronzes had been deposited is typologically very similar to the type of
um found in Hinova (particularly the urns in T 1 and T 28). The find was attributed to the Uriu
Domăneşti series and should therefore be largely dated to the 1 3th century BC, a dating which appears to
be supported by the component pieces, with the exception of the aforementioned tutulus. Here we are
referring mainly to the double spiral bracelets, a well-known type in Late Bronze Age Europe as well as
in the Ha A period.47 The Keulenkopfnadel type pin from the same hoard, which in fact is also found in
the aforementioned Ticvaniul Mare cemetery, is widespread in the so-called early Urnfield period,
particularly the Ha A period, including in the neighbouring areas.48 We are therefore only able to conclude
that the cemetery in Hinova, both in terms of the relative chronological relationship to other items of a
similar nature found in neighbouring areas and in relation to the dating of the bronze hoards, came at the end
of a series of cultural transformations reflected in particular through the funerary practices in the area
studied here, an area broadly corresponding to the Ha A period without further detail. While the difficulty of
establishing an absolute chronology for this period is well known, we can assume that the late 1 3 lh and the
first half of the 1 2lh century BC is the most plausible date for this find. lndeed, the dating of the golden wide
bracelet found in the treasure (fig. 25, 3), does not contradict this dating, either49 •
43 More recently, C. Kacs6, Descoperirile din epoca bronzului de la Sarasău, Marmatia 9/1 , 2009, p. 66,
'

proposes that the name Uriu-Domăneşti be replaced by Uriu-Opaly. In fact, this process of constantly trying to
irnprove the typological name is pointless in light of the increasing tendency to rely less on the accurancy of such
definitions and chronological classifications of bronze hoards types, especially given the differences of opinion over
the phenomenon of the "deposition" of bronzes. However, Kacs6 himself, in an earlier publication (Analele
Banatului-Istorie 4, 1 996, p. 237 onwards) seemed to agree to this later idea.
44 R. Vasic, Die Nadeln in Zentra/balkan, PBF XIII, 1 1 , Stuttgart, 2003, p. 55 onwards and the final table.
45 Among others, J. Rlhovsk)', Die Nadei in Westungarn, PBF XIII, 1 0, Munich, 1 983, p. 40 onwards, who
puts them in the categories of Spindelkopfnadeln or Zwiebe/kopfnadeln, which are also present in the later deposit
(Ha B, Rohod-Szentes type) in Romănd (ibidem, p. 23, pi. 3 l -34A).
46 Similar pieces are known from Serbia: from Belgrade-"Karaburma" (strayfind), and from a grave with
channelled pottery from Idjos-Budiak, near Kikinda: R. Vasic, op. cit. , p. 28, pi. 1 0/ 1 39, 140; cf. şi M. Novotnă, Die
Nadeln in der S/owakei, PBF XIII 6, 1 980, p. 96, pi. 24/556.
47 The type defined by I. Richter, Der Arm- und Beinschmuck der Bronze- und Urnenfe/derzeit in Hessen und
Rheinhessen, PBF X, 1 , Munich, 1 970, p. 55 onwards, was recently dated to the III/IV period (Ha A-B l ) by
W. Blajer, Die Arm- und Beinbergen in Polen, PBF X, 2, Miinchen, 1 984, p. 17 onwards, 37 onwards and the final
table. One such example in Romania originates from a deposit dated Ha A found in Ghergheş, Hunedoara county
(I. Andriţoiu, Depozitul de bronzuri de la Ghergheş, Apulum 9, 1 97 1 , p. 83-9 1 , fig. 1 /5; M. Petrescu-Dîmboviţa,
Die Arm- und Beinschmuck in Rumănien, PBF X 4, 1 998, no. 1 95).
48 See among others R. Vasic, op. cit„ above, p. 85.
49 On the other hand, Gumă (in the study mentioned above, n. 7) placed the cemetery at Hinova in what he
calls the ,,Hinova-Mala Vrbica group'', which he grosso modo dates in the interval Ha A - Ha B 1 (from about the
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To finish we should also briefly mention the various theories proposed over the years to explain the
evolution and origin of these "urnfields" and, especially, the reasons for their disappearance at the
beginning of the Iron Age. While in respect of their evolution and origin the majority of researchers with very few exceptions, some of which nonetheless remarkable50 - tend to see the migration of certain
communities as having taken place downstream from the Middle Danube basin,5 1 although the arguments
relating to the absolute chronology in the case of each individual group are relatively uncertain, the
apparent "disappearance" of these finds can be a matter of serious criticai discussion. Until three or four
decades ago, a theory was still in circulation about the role allegedly played by this group of urnfields at
the end of the Mycenaean palatial civilisation and during the cultural-historical restructurings that ensued
after the demise of this civilisation. 52 There is no satisfactory answer to the question as to the local
consequences of this alleged migration of said communities to the south. What appears to be a gap in the
findings in the Lower Danube area seems to support the migrationist theories. At the same time, the
number of sites found in the area studied increased considerably and, although the state of excavations
and the publication of results is still completely unsatisfactory, it nevertheless enables us to understand
the cultural transfonnations that took place and, moreover, to do so from a more nuanced perspective. 53
Firstly, we should emphasise the insufficiency of arguments to date supporting the migrationist
theory. From the data at our disposal, including the infonnation about the necropolis in Hinova, we are
more inclined to view this phenomenon in tenns of transfonnations in the structure of the communities in
the area. Secondly, we know little about the way in which these communities lived and, therefore, their
economic system; infonnation about the type and system of organisation of the dwellings at sites other
than cemeteries is totally insufficient, almost totally lacking in practice. 54 As mentioned earlier, the entire
cultural group is known to us only through the funerary finds which, though they enable us to gain an
understanding of the ideology of these communities, and even to try and understand it through studying
their decorative motifs, they are of no help when it comes to the system that generated it. The fact that,
many centuries after the "disappearance" of this source of infonnation (the urnfields), we find nothing
over extensive areas other than sites whose "finest" pottery features only groove decoration (not to
mention its low frequency and mainly fragmented state)55 and that we know little about the nature of
these sites due to a lack of investigation is more suggestive of a type of organisation based on centres,
possibly fortified ("citadels"), around which small settlements or even farnily households would develop,
all of which were interconnected. This type of organisation is common in the Urn.field period over a large
part of Europe,56 but one which has been insufficiently investigated in this country. However, we do not
th
second half of the l 2 c. to the first half of the l Oth c. BC), this time based mainly on the chronology of the metal
pieces. O. Dorrer (op. cit. , supra, n. 1 0) also considers the „en violon" fibula (variant Schlangenfibel Vlb l ) key form
for the periodization of the ceramic groups from the Iron Gates area, as well as of those which took part in the
cultural historical evolution up to the emergence of the Basarabi „culture".
5° For ex. B. Hănsel, Beitrăge zur Chronologie der Bronzezeit im Karpatenbecken, Bonn, 1 968, p. 1 59 onwards.
51 A point of view presented in detail more recently by M. Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit. , p. 3 1 4 onwards.
52 Described in brief shortly after WWII by V. MilojCic, Die dorische Wanderung im Lichte der
vorgeschichtlichen Funde, ArchAnzeiger, 1 948- 1 949, p. 1 3 onwards, and adopted by, among others, A Mozsolics,
Archăologische Beitrăge zur Geschichte der grossen Wanderung, ActaArchHung 8, 1 957, p. 1 1 9-1 56; cf. also
W. Kimmig, Seevolkerbewegungen und Urnenfelderkultur. Ein archăologisch-historiker Versuch, in (ed. R. Uslar,
K. Narr) Studien aus Alteuropa I, Koln, 1 964, p. 220-283.
53 It is worth noting the arguments put forward by Vladimir Dumitrescu (Necropola de incineraţie din epoca
bronzului de la Cîrna, Bucharest, 1 96 1 , p. 304), which, although expressed in the context of the migrationist
theories in circulation at the time, come close to the view proposed in this article.
54 In her work, Şandor-Chicideanu (op. cit. , p. 40 onwards) cites a series of partially investigated sites based mainly on the use of probes - where it is not always clear what function they had within the "dwelling"
system as such and the role played by the pottery in this context.
55 A concept known in O ltenia as the "Vârtop culture" (Lazăr, op. cit. See note 1 2 above).
56 See in general, among others, K. Kristensen, Europe before History, Cambridge, 2000; T. Earle, Bronze
Age Economics. The Beginnings ofPolitica/ Econom ies, Oxford, 2002.
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intend to dwell on this issue here. It has been dealt with more extensively in an as yet unpublished article
by Alexandru Vulpe. 57
In conclusion, the data obtained from the study of the cemetery in Hinova - in the way they were
approached and dealt with in this article - reinforce the argument that the "disappearance" of the umfields
was nat the resuit of the rnigration of populations, but rather the expression of an ideologica! phenomenon
that occurred around the same time as groove decoration on pottery was adopted in many parts of the
Carpatho-Danubian area.58 The umfield in Hinova appears at the end of a process of cultural
transformation that began in the Bronze Age and affected nat only the Danube basin in the area studied,
but alsa a large part of south-eastem Europe.

Annex: The treasure
Referred to in this paper as T 44 (see above), the vessel containing the treasure (1 ) was discovered
on 30th July 1 980 in the south-westem tower area, at the base of the layer of Roman culture (after it was
exhausted), in the yellow alluvial deposit and at the same depth as the rest of the tombs in the cemetery.
The vessel was only 30 cm away from the base of the northem wall in the south-westem part of the
Roman fortification. If the Roman builders had erected the tower around 30 cm more to the south, the
vessel and its contents would certainly have been lost to us today.
Given that a full list of the contents of the treasure has already been published in Romanian and
French,59 we will provide here only a brief description of the component parts while adding a number of
details that resulted from the re-exarnination of these items at the National History Museum during the
sumrner of 2008. We didn't include here the wire and bar gold fragments that were well illustrated in the
aforementioned publication. The new sketches were made by Epure Argeş.
1 Biconica/ vessel with slightly everted rim, decorated with five (3-4 cm wide) grooves running
horizontally around the neck of the vessel and a larger number of (9 mm) wide grooves arranged
obliquely and lengthwise over the widest part of the bulge. Ash-brown in colour with an orange patch.
Slightly polished on the outside, no gloss on the inside. Almost intact (approx. 5% restored); h: 1 7.5 cm;
mouth diameter: 1 1 .8 cm; inv. no. I 5400 (fig. 3, 44).
2 Diadem. Made of a very thin gold sheet. The ends of the diadem are rounded and pierced,
presurnably so as to be able to attach it to a leather or textile mount. The entire surface of the diadem is
\iivided into different sections decorated with an identica! motif created using the repousse technique,
while the decorative pattem consisting of dotted circles surrounded by a continuous garland is repeated
1 4 times. Length: 59 cm; thickness: approx. O. I cm; width: 2.5 cm in the rniddle and 1 .5 cm at the ends;
weight 20.652 g (fig. 25, I).
3 Wide, open brace/et made of a solid sheet of gold fashioned by hammering; traces of hammer
blows are visible on the inside. The outer part is crossed by six deep grooves that stop I cm from the
opening, where there are five solid studs on both sides of the opening. The central studs, made separately,
were inserted and attached with rivets. Diameter: 8 .4 cm; width of the gold sheet: 5.2 cm; weight: 580.3 g
(fig. 25, 2).
57 A Vulpe, Transformări culturale la începutul epociifierului în spaţiul carpato-dunărean, 20 1 0 (unpublished).

58 The role played by the Cruceni-Belegis-Susani group in the development and spreading downstream the

course of the Danube of the grooved pottery could be largely justified (see Motzoi-Chicideanu, op. cit. , note 23
above, p. 2 1 7 onwards), especially if we make a clear distinction between the dispersai of a pottery style and the
migration of certain populations.
59 M. Davidescu, Un tezaur de podoabe tracice descoperit la Hinova - Mehedinţi, TD 2, 1 98 1 , p. 7-22; idem,
Arhivele Olteniei SN 1 , 1 98 1 , p. 4 1 -44; idem, Un tresor d 'objets de parure thraces decouvert dans le Castellum
Romain de basse epoque de Hinova - Mehedinţi, Drobeta 5, 1 982, p. 5-48.
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4 Spiral bracelet made of a thin and narrower sheet of gold decorated with two grooves towards
the ends and consisting of four spirals. Diameter: 7.7 cm; width: 1 .5 cm; weight: 262.55 g (fig. 25, 3).
5 Spiral brace/et consisting of six bands, made of a solid gold bar with a hexagonal cross-section
that thins out towards the ends. Thickness: 0.6 cm; diameter: 7.6 cm; weight: 497. 1 3 g (fig. 26, 1 0).
6 Open solid bar bracelets. 6/a: octagonal cross-section that thins out towards the ends. Diameter:
9.2 cm; thickness: 0.9 cm; weight: 202.7 g (fig. 27, 1 7).
6/b: with rhombic cross-section that thins out towards the ends. Diameter: 8.2 cm; thickness:
0.8 cm; weight: 92. 1 0 cm (fig. 26, 1 5).
6/c: made of a thinner bar with round cross-section. Diameter: 6.8 cm; thickness: 0.4 cm; weight:
39. 47 g (fig. 26, 1 6).
7 Open brace/et. Made of a bar that grows thicker at the ends and is crossed by a rib in the middle.
Diameter: 7. 1 cm; width: 1 .7 cm; thickness: O. I cm; weight: 28.35 g (fig. 25, 5).
8 C/osed bracelet made of gold sheet decorated by incisions arranged obliquely over the faces
close to the end and crossed in the middle section by three ribs. Diameter: 6.5 cm; width: 1 .5 cm;
thickness: 0.2 cm; weight: 52 g (fig. 25, 4).
9 Spiral bracelets made of a double wire twisted through a loop at the ends. (fig. 26, 1 1 - 1 4; 27,
1 9). 9/a: Diameter: 8 . 1 cm; wire thickness: 0.2 cm; weight: 95.963 g. 9/b: Diameter: 8 cm; thickness:
0.2 cm; weight: 87.90 g. 9/c: Diameter: 7.7 cm; thickness: 0. 1 5 cm; weight: 1 9.22 g. 9/d: decorated with
small grooves over a 5 cm section. Diameter: 6.6 cm; thickness: 0 . 1 2 cm; weight: 1 9 . 1 2 g. 9/e: Diameter:
6.7 cm; thickness: 0. 1 5 cm; weight: 1 3 .09 g. 9/f: Diameter: 5 .9 cm; thickness: 0. 1 5 cm; weight: 28.33g.
10 Pendants; 45 earring-shaped items, probably part of a necklace. Diameter: 2.5-4 cm (fig. 25,
7-9). Most pieces are made from a strip of wire, 0.6 cm thick and 1 cm long; the upper part is thicker, in
the shape of a bead, perforated lengthwise and decorated with severa! grooves which separate them from
the annular part. On the upper part, the pieces show traces of blows, which means they were made by
hammering. This is also visible from the fact that both the decoration and the two arms of the closing ring
are not perfectly made: they are not equal and the thickness ofthe strip of wire is not equal for all pieces.
1 1 Be/1-type neck/ace pieces (tutuii); 47 pieces with similar shapes and different sizes. Most are
decorated at the bottom of the bell with two incised circles, while the upper part, which is solid and
decorated, is perforated lengthwise allowing the pieces to he linked one after the other in the shape of a
necklace. Diameter: 1 .5-2.7 cm; length: 2.3-5 .3 cm; total weight: 235.05 g (fig. 28, 26-36).
1 2 Spiral coi/s (sa/taleons); approx. 0.2 cm wide gold sheet, 16 long items measuring between
approx. 8 and 1 6.5 cm; total weight: 269.67 g (fig. 27, 2 1 ).
1 3 Rhombic beads; 248 items, all perforated and of different sizes and weights: from a few
millimetres to 4.6 cm; total weight: 1 1 08.65 g (fig. 28, 40-42).
14 Spindle whorl-shaped beads separated into two types according to size: 20 items measuring
between 0.5 and 2.4 cm in height, including a solid, biconical piece decorated with grooves at the part of
greatest width and measuring 2.4 cm in height and 2.5 cm in diameter; the second type consists of
576 pieces measuring approx. 0.3 cm in height; total weight: 1 46.6 g (fig. 28, 43-46).
15 Very small beads in the shape of the tip of a cone, each of which has two fixing holes with a
height of approx. 0.3 cm; weight: approx. 0.7 g; total weight: 485.70 g (fig. 28, 37.38).
1 6 Cylindrical armlets. Four pieces, two of which, similar and covered with six grooves, are
thicker in the middle and at the ends and decorated with oblique grooves; the other two, of different sizes,
are also covered by grooves: three and two, respectively. Sizes: diameter: 1 .4 cm; length: 3 cm; weight:
1 2.2 g (fig. 27, 25); length: 2.7 cm; weight: 1 2.05 g (fig. 27, 22); diameter: 0.6 cm; length. 1 .8 cm;
weight: 1 4.35 g (fig. 27, 25); diameter: 0.6 cm; length: 1 .5 cm; weight: 1 0.5 cm (fig. 27, 24).
1 7 Rings made of double wire spirals. Four such pieces were found, of which three are connected
to each other and one is separate; three are made of three double wires, while the forth piece is made of
four double wires, the ends being decorated with fine grooves. Sizes: diameter: 2-3 cm; total weight:
43. 1 5 g (fig. 27, 1 8.20).
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1 8 Fragments of gold wire in the shape of bundles or coiled bracelets. The thickness of the wire
differs from one piece to the next, from 0 . 1 to O. 7 cm; total weight: 1 79.86 g (fig.). Some of the pieces
were used as thread in the stringing of the necklaces.
1 9 Fragments of various gold bars originating from solid bracelets with various cross-sections;
total weight: 64.32 g.
20 Bronze bracelet with overlapping ends, with round cross-section, thinned out towards the ends.
Diameter: 5 cm (fig. 25, 6).
21 Wire and Bar gold fragments (illustrated in the above cited publication).
*

The first question that arises in connection with the treasure is its relationship with the cemetery.
Both the stratigraphic situation and the location of vessel T 44, despite the latter being situated on the
south-western border of the graveyard, lead us to believe that the treasure dates to the same period as the
cemetery's ums. The fact that this vessel is different in form from the majority of other ums does not
allow us to say it dates from a different period than the urnfield, as it was not meant to contain human
remains but rather objects of great value. This situation is largely similar to the Zuto Brdo-Gârla Mare
type umfield in Liubcova-"Ţiglărie", where an atypical vessel containing a deposit of bronzes mostly in
fragments - the deposit has been attributed to the (Ha A) Cincu-Suseni-type - was found among the ums
on the western border of the cemetery. 60 Naturally, the chronological difference vis-a-vis the situation in
Hinova is striking, but the relationship between the deposit and the cemetery can also, from the
perspective of a practice that might be generally specific to these umfields, be interpreted diachronically.
In terms of relative chronology, the treasure in Hinova, which contains gold objects for which it is
hard find an analogy with bronze finds, is difficult to date in terms of the types belonging to the latter
case. The only item that can be more justifiably be taken into consideration in this respect is the wide
bracelet (armlet), item no. 3 above (fig. 25, 3), which is very similar to the two items in the hoard of
bronzes at Cehăluţ I. 61 This hoard was considered part of the Uriu-Domăneşti series62 by M. Petrescu
Dîmbovita, as was the aforementioned hoard at Cornutei. On the other hand, four similar bronze items
were dis�overed, albeit in uncertain circumstances, at B�lina Glavica, near Split (Dalmatia).63 Finally, two
gold items very similar to that found in Hinova were also found in an unknown place in Romania. 64 The
rest of the items in the treasure, some of which are similar in form to bronze items (especially pendants
no. 1 0 and 1 1 above) and the simple and spiral bracelets, do not contribute much to the chronological
dating, for they are fairly common types that are found throughout the entire Urnfield period. As far as
the diadem - a unique piece - is concerned, its decoration has been compared to that on the bottom of the
gold cups in the Bihor/Bihăr treasure dated to l 21h-l 1 th centuries BC. 65
Therefore, if the dating of the treasure is broadly in keeping with the chronology of the cemetery,
its significance in relation to it depends on the interpretation applied to the respective hoard in the
funerary context studied here as well as the practice of depositing bronzes ant other items in general.
6° C. Secărin. Depozitul de bronzuri de la Liubcova- "Ţiglărie ", Banatica 8, 1 985, p. 9 1- 1 05; idem, Descoperiri
Gârla Mare în zona Porţilor de Fier, Banatica 1 2 , 1 993, p. 77 onwards; M. Şandor-Chicideanu, op. cit. (above, note

28), p. 240.
6 1 A. Mozsolics, Bronze- und Goldfunde des Karpatenbeckens. Depotfundhorizonte von Forro und Opalyi,
Budapest, 1 973, 9. 1 54 onwards pi. 49/8. 9.
62 M. Petrescu-Dîmboviţa, Die Sichel in Rumanien mit Corpus der jung- und spiitbronzezeitlichen Horte
Rumiiniens, PBF XVIII 1 , Munich, 1 978, p. 99, pi. 25/3 3 . 34.
63 I. Marovic, Nekoliko nalaza iz halstatskog perioda u Dalmaciji, Vjestnik Split 63-64, 1 9 6 1 -62, p. 1 1 ,
fig. 4/2; if the pieces come from a deposit - something which, however, is not certain, the context, consisting of six
twisted necklaces and two eye-glass shaped pendants (Brillenformige Anhănger), would suggest a Ha B dating.
64 Şt. Burda, Tezaure de aur din România, Bucharest, 1 979, p. 66, no. 1 8, fig. 48.
65 A. Vulpe, V. Mihailescu-Bîrliba, Tezaurul de la Rădeni-Neamţ, MemAnt 1 2- 14, 1 980-82, p. 4 1 , notes 63
and 64; iidem, PZ 60, 1 985, p. 47 onwards.
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While the composition of the iterns in the treasure, many of which are unfinished, points to the presence
in the area, as shown hy M. Davidescu in the aforementioned puhlications, of a workshop that rnade gold
omaments possihly for a rnilitary and religious elite, its placement in a cernetery also gives rise to other
interpretations. A. Vulpe has argued in various works in favour of a "sacred" interpretation for the
majority of hoards, especially the metal ohjects,66 thus expressing a trend, predominant in archaeology in
recent decades, that favours a mode of understanding that differs from the concept of "horizons" of
hoards, which was hased around the historical events that took place on certain dates. The treasure in
Hinova was also interpreted in this manner. 67 Nevertheless, the presence of a large amount of metal
(49 1 9 .95 g of gold and a hronze hracelet) reflects the fact that the deposit is an accurnulation of valuahle
items. This is also how we should interpret the remarkahly large quantity of unfinished iterns in the forrn
of raw materials meant for processing (iterns no. 1 7- 1 9 ahove). In terrns of these characteristics, the
treasure is similar to the hoard of hronzes, predominant in the early Umfield period (the Uriu-Domăneşti
and Cincu-Suseni series), which rnainly consists of fragrnentary pieces to which metal was added in the
forrn of hronze ingots to increase their value. lt is unlikely that these collections were deposited with a
view to recovering the ohjects they contain, all the more so as they were deposited in a graveyard, a
sacred area par excellence dedicated to those gone forever. In other words, the treasure appears to come
from a religious ceremony held to pay trihute to the huried or a collective trihute as part of a
cornrnemoration; either way, therefore, its main role was ritualistic, while the value of the offering lies in
the quantity of precious metal.68
Another interpretation of the treasure is hased on its role of j ewellery collection. Most
archaeologists would agree that jewels are primarily fernale related ohjects. lt is also worth mentioning
bere that the generally rather "poor" metal contents of the tomhs in the umfields found in the area
stretching from the Hungarian Danuhe to the Oltenian Danuhe, and therefore also including the cemetery
in Hinova, consist almost exclusively of ohj ects considered to he feminine (omarnents, household ohj ects,
etc.). If this is correct, than this treasure can he seen as the expression of a collective trihute paid to a
fernale character, possihly a deity related to the cult of the dead. However, so far, this idea of jewels as a
woman's thing is based more on the projection of present day conventions onto prehistory69 than on
appropriate dernonstration. lt is not for this paper to discuss further this aspect.
66 In particular: A Vulpe, Deponierungen, Opferstiitte und Symbolgut im Karpatengebiet, in (ed. P .
Schauer) Archiiologische Forschungen zum Kultgeschehen in der jungeren Bronzezeit und fruhen
Hallstattzeit A lteuropas. Kolloquium Regensburg, Okt. 1 993, Regensburger B eitrăge zur prăhistorischen
Archăologie 2, 1 996, p. 5 1 7-534. The tenn "sacred" is understood bere in a broad sense to differentiate it
from the practice of "hiding" different obj ects at difficult times for their owners (e.g. violent clashes, etc.),
as well as from other practices related to strictly ritualistic purposes or social relationships, including
practices with an apparent economic purpose (exchange of goods, gifts), all of which were performed as part
of a certain ritual. For a comprehensive presentation of the different interpretations of the phenomenon of
hoards, see A. Ţârica, The Concept of <selective deposit>, Peuce SN 6 , 2008, p. 63 - 1 3 2 .
67 M . Davidescu, op. cit. , (above TD), p. 2 1 . A dominant concept i n the work of M . Rusu, Die

Verbreitung der Bronzehorte in Transsi/vanien vom Ende der Bronzezeit bis in die m ittlere Hallstattzeit,

Dacia NS 7, 1 963, p. 1 77-2 1 0; A Mozsolics, Bronzefunde des Karpatenbeckens, Budapest, 1 967; M .
Petrescu-Dîmboviţa, Depozitele de bronzuri din România, Bucharest, 1 977. An example of an entirely
opposite interpretation can be found in W. A. von B runn, Zur Deutung spiitbronzezeitlicher Hortfunde
zwischen Elbe und Weichse/, BerRGK 6 1 , 1 9 80, p. 9 2 - 1 9 2 ; S. Hansen, Studien zu den Metalldeponierungen
der Urnenfelderzeit zwischen Ronetal und Karpatenbecken, B erlin, 1 99 1 .
68 The presence of unprocessed material is also quite common in the case of many gold hoards(treasures); we
cite selectively from A. Mozsolics, op. cit. : Petervăsara, (Heves, Ungary, pl. 1 03); Carani, Timiş county, pl. 1 06;
Firiteaz, Timiş county, pl. 78-80, etc. The latter, based on a weighing of the component items, was the object of a
study which proposed the establishment of a quantity with a pre-monetary value, expressed through a certain
standard valid throughout most of Europe: J. Eiwanger, Talanton. Ein bronzezeitlicher Goldstandard zwischen
Âgiiis und Mitteleuropa, Germania 67, 1 98 1 , 2, p. 443-462.
69 For the adomment of the male body see e. g., P. Traherme, The Wa"ior 's beauty: the masculine body and
se/f-identity in Bronze-Age Europe, Journal of European Archaeology 3, 1 995, p. 1 05- 1 44.
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Fig. 1 . Hinova, Mehedinţi county. 1 : Plan of the cemetery and the reconstructed plan (by MD)
of the Roman fortification. 2: Aerian photo after the excavations in 1 982.
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Fig. 2. Hinova, Mehedinţi county, T 1 . 2. 4.
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Fig. 3 . Hinova, Mehedinţi county, T 1. 44 (the vessel containing the treasure).
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Fig. 4. Hinova, Mehedinţi county, T 4-6.
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Fig. 5. Hinova, Mehedinţi county, T 6. 7.
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Fig. 6. Hinova, Mehdinţi county, T 8- 1 2 .
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Fig. 7. Hinova, Mehedinţi county, T 13. 14.
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Fig. 8. Hinova, Mehedinţi county, T 1 5. 1 6.
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Fig. 9. Hinova, Mehedinţi county, T 1 7 . 1 8 .
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Fig. 1 0 . Hinova, Mehedinţi county, T 1 9 . 2 1 .
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Fig. 1 1 . Hinova, Mehedinţi county, T 2 1 -23. 25. 27. 28.
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Fig. 1 2 . Hinova, Mehedinţi county, T 29. 33. 35-37. 40.
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Fig. 1 5 . Hinova, Mehedinţi county, T 1 -5.
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Fig. 16. Hinova, Mehedinţi county, T 6- 1 1 .
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Fig. 1 7 . Hinova, Mehedinţi county, T 1 2- 1 6.
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Fig. 1 8 . Rino va, Mehedinţi county, T 1 7-2 1 .
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Fig. 1 9 . Hinova, Mehedinţi county, T 22-25.
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Fig. 20. Hinova, Mehedinţi county, T 27-3 3 .
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Fig. 2 1 . Hinova, Mehedinţi county, T 35-45.
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Fig. 25. Hi�ova, Mehedinţi county, the treasure.
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Fig. 26. Hinova, Mehedinţi county, the treasure.
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APOLLON BORES/BOREAS IN DEN GRIECHISCHEN
KOLONIESTÂDTEN DES SCHWARZMEERGEBIETES*

FLORINA PANAIT BÎRZESCU
Keywords: Apollon, Bores/Boreas, Olbia, Histria, winds.
Abstract: Boreas is a feature of Apollo's cult in three Milesian colonies on the north-western coast of the Black
Sea: Olbia, Borysthenes and Histria. The author proposes a hypothesis, according to which behind the epiclesis
should be seen an aetiological myth, build on the pattern of the conflict between the patron deity of the Ionian
colonists in the Black Sea and the hostile forces of the northern wind, Boreas (ion. Bores). Its inclusion as epiclesis
of Apollo suggests a cult of a weather god, invoked for favourable weather conditions, both on the sea and on the
land. A clue for the existence of such rituals could give us an offering of honey at Olbia in the Archaic period. It
seems that there was a connection between extreme weather conditions and epidemic. It is not by chance that we
find Apollo Boreas honoured in the sanctuary of Apollo letros in Olbia (the so-called Western Temenos). In the
Hellenistic period, Apollo Boreas' cult continues to be present there. At Histria it is attested for the first time on a
stane inscription. One can notice a certain development of religious thought in a text on a vessel from Olbia,
dedicated by an association of worshipers, who call themselves boreikoi thiasitai. In the Hellenistic period Apollo
became a complex, almighty god, identified or only associated with Helios, most probably under the influence of
Oriental philosophical and religious ideas, which correspond to the tendency towards eclecticism and religious
syncretism that marked the Greek world in the Hellenistic period.
Cuvinte cheie: Apollon, Bores/Boreas, Olbia, Histria, vânturi.
Rezumat: Apollo Boreas (ion. Bores) este o particularitate a cultului lui Apollo atestată în trei colonii milesiene din
nord-vestul Mării Negre: Olbia, Borysthenes şi Histria. Studiul de faţă propune o ipoteză conform căreia în spatele
epiclezei se afla un mit etiologic, construit pe motivul luptei dintre divinitatea protectoare a coloniştilor ionieni din
Marea Neagră şi vântul potrivnic acestora, Boreas. Integrarea acestuia ca epicleză a lui Apollo evocă puterile unei
divinităţi atmosferice, una dintre funcţiile zeului fiind aceea de a fi invocat pentru condiţii atmosferice favorabile, nu
numai pe mare, ci şi pe uscat. Menţionarea unei ofrande de miere în perioadă arhaică la Olbia ar corespunde unor
astfel de ritualuri. Se pare că exista o legătură strânsă între condiţiile atmosf�rice extreme şi epidemie. Nu
întâmplător îl regăsim pe Apollo Boreas venerat în sanctuarul lui Apollo Ietros. In perioadă elenistică, cultul lui
Apollo Boreas continuă să fie prezent în sanctuarul vestic albian, iar la Histria apare pentru prima dată atestat pe o
inscripţie pe piatră. O anumită evoluţie în gândire!! religioasă se observă într-un text de pe un obiect aparţinând
asociaţiei de adoratori ai zeului, boreikoi thiasitai. In perioadă elenistică Apollo capătă dimensiunile unei divinităţi
complexe, atotputernice, fiind identificat sau doar asociat lui Helios, foarte probabil sub influenţa ideilor filosofice
şi religioase venite din Orient, fapt care corespunde tendinţei spre eclectism şi sincretism religios care a marcat
lumea greacă după cucerirea macedoneană.

Einleitung

Apollon Boreas ist durch eine Reihe von fiinf Graffiti und eine Steininschrift in Olbia, Borysthenes
und Istros/Histria, drei alten rnilesischen Kolonien aus dem Schwarzmeergebiet, belegt. Vier dieser
Inschriften sind in das 6. Jh. v. Chr. zu datieren. Drei davon, alle aus dem westlichen Temenos von Olbia,
Die Forschungen, deren Ergebnisse hier vorgelegt werden, wurden durch finanzielle Mittel des Projektes
Arheomedia ennoglicht, wofiir dem Consiliul Naţional al Cercetării Ştiinţifice din Învăţământul Superior (CNCSIS
TE 1 1 3/20 1 0) zu danken ist. Fiir kritische Bemerkungen und sprachliche Korrekturen mochte ich Herm Alexander
Herda (Universitiit Tiibingen) herzlich danken.
•
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sind einfache Weihinschriften im Dativ und auf grol3en Gefal3en eingeritzt: auf den Miindungsrand einer
klazomenischen Transportamphora 1 , auf das Wandungsfragment einer attischen Amphora2 und auf den
Ful3 eines schwarzfigiirlichen attischen Kraters3 • Das vierte Graffito befindet sich auf dem Boden eines
attischen Schwarzfirnisgefiilles des 5. Jhs. v. Chr. und wird aufgrund der Buchstabenform um 300 v.Chr.
datiert. Es handelt sich um eine liingere Inschrift mit dem Namen der Gottheit ohne einen besonderen
Beinamen. Dieser ergibt sich aber aus dem Namen der Dedikanten, boreikoi thiasitai 4 . Das fiinfte
Graffito, diesmal in ein Knochenplattchen eingeritzt, starnmt aus dem Archiv von V. V. Lapin. Bekannt
ist es als „Orakel"-Inschrift von Borysthenes (heute die Insel Berezan) und wird ans Ende des 6. Jhs.
datiert. In einer Reihe von Beinamen ist hier Apollon u.a. als N LKTJ <f>OQO<; BoQEW (Sieger des
Nordwindes) benannt5 . Der Fundort der Knochenplatte wurde neuerlich von B. Bravo in Frage gestellt.
Fiir ihn stammt die „Orakel"-Inschrift nicht von der Insel Berezan, sondern aus dem 6stlichen Temenos
von Olbia. Dies passt mit dem Inhalt des Graffitos zusammen, in dem die Olbie Polis genannt ist6 . Da
eine Oberpriifung der Herkunft noch aussteht, ist hier weiterhin von dem Knochenplattchen von
Borysthenes/Berezan die Rede.
Neben Olbia und Borysthenes ist Apollon Boreas seit hellenistischer Zeit in Histria auf einer
Stelenbasis epigraphisch nachgewiesen. Diese war an einer Prozessionsstral3e aufgestellt7• Die Inschrift
wurde kiirzlich als eine Weihinschrift an Boreas in der ionischen Genitivform BOQEW erkannt8 , die auch
auf dem Knochenplattchen aus Borysthenes/Berezan vorkommt9 • Die Deutung der histrianischen Basis
als Monument fur Apollon Boreas beruhte vor allem auf die Existenz seines Kultes in der Koloniestadt
Olbia, welche eine enge religiose, politische und kulturelle Beziehung zu Histria hatte, was haufig von
modernen Autoren hervorgehoben wird.
Aul3erhalb der drei milesischen Schwarzmeer-Kolonien ist der Kult des Apollon Boreas bisher
nicht nachgewiesen. Eine Beziehung zwischen Apollon und Boreas scheint seit dem Ende des 8. Ths. v.
Chr. auf der Insel Thera bestanden zu habenlO .
Apollon NLKTJ<!>OQOI:; BOQEW
Zuerst versuchte Anna Rusjaeva, die Epiklese N LKTJ<f>OQO<; BOQEW mit dem Mythos der
Hyperboreer zu verkniipfen 1 1 • Als Argument nannte sie neben der Geschichte, in der das von Apollon

1 Vinogradov - Rusjaeva 200 1 , 1 36- 1 37, Nr. 8 Anm. 14 Abb. 1 . 16, 3; Drevnejsij temenos Ol'vii, 1 20 Nr. 8
Taf. 1 25 , 1 6; 1 27, 1 -2 .
2 [Arc6Mwv] L BoQfjL: Vinogradov - Rusjaeva 200 1 , 137 Nr. 1 0 Abb. 1 . 6; Drevnejsij temenos Ol'vii, 1 2 1

Nr. 1 0 Taf. 1 25, 6.

3 [ArcOA]AwvL B o [Qf) L] : Rusjaeva 1 992, 48-49; Dubois 1 996, 1 3 1 Nr. 83 b; Vinogradov - Rusjaeva 200 1 ,
1 3 7 Nr. 9 Abb. 1 , 7 ; Drevnejsij temenos Ol'vii, 1 2 1 Nr. 9 Taf. 1 25, 7.
4 Rusjaeva 1 992, 1 8 - 1 9 Abb. 4; Dubois 1 996, 1 55 Nr. 95; Vinogradov - Rusjaeva 200 1 , 1 39-140 Abb. 6;
Drevnejsij temenos Ol'vii, 1 23 Nr. 24 Taf. 1 29 - 1 30; Graf- Johnston 2007, 188 Nr. 2 . 2.
5 Rusjaeva 1 986, 25-64; SEG 36, Nr. 694; Burkert 1 990, 1 55 - 1 60; Burkert 1 994, 49 ff.; Rusjaeva 1 992,
29-4 1 ; Dubois 1 996, 1 46- 1 53 Nr. 93.
6 Detailliert bei Bravo 201 1 , 1 00. Er schlussfolgert: „L'identificazione della tavoletta che mi interessa con
quella trovata nel ,temenos orientale' e presentata da A. S. Rusjaeva prudentemente come una posibilita, non come
una cosa certa. A me sembra molto probabile. Anche se l'identificazione fosse di tutto sicura, la tavoletta rimarrebba

priva di un contesto archeologico preciso. Sicuro e comunque, che essa proviene da qualche luogo di DA�iî] rcoAL<;
(dentro o fuori del centro politico-religioso di essa)".
7 Histria VII, 1 26; vgl. den Plan S. 57 Abb. 3, 1 .
8 Zuerst wurde die Inschrift als Weihinschrift der Phyle Boreis interpretiert: ISM I Nr. 97; Pippidi 1 988,
1 8 1 - 1 82. Neuerdings wurde sie jedoch mit gutem Grund als Weihung an Apollon Boreas gedeutet, s. Histria VII,
2 14 Nr. 5. c, Abb. 3 . 1 Taf. 2, 2. 4, 1 -2; Bîrzescu 2006, 1 70 Abb. 6. Die Basis stammt hochstwahrscheinlich von
einem ălteren Monument, das am Ende des 2. Jhs. v. Chr. als Stelebasis wiederverwendet wurde.
9 Sowohl in Histria als auch in Borysthenes entspricht die Endung dem Genitiv mit Omega der ionischen
Form BoQfj<;, (Koine BoQfo<;, att. BOQQă<;). Dazu s. Dubois 1 996, 132. 1 89 .
10 Lazzarini 1 976, 240 Nr. 455. Auf Thera, nicht weit vom Heiligtum des Apollon Karneios, sind mehrere
Felsinschriften gefunden worden, die Gotternamen erwăhnen, darunter auch Boreaios: IG XIII 3 Nr. 357.
1 1 Rusjaeva 1 992, 48; Rusjaeva 2005a, 238.
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beherrschte Gebiet im extremen nordlichen Teil der Welt lokalisiert ist, auch Darstellungen von Apollon
Hyperboreios und von den Greifen in der Kunst der nordpontischen Stădte. Das hyperboreische Gebiet ist
aber eher legendăr, und wird in einem Raum lokalisiert, der au13erhalb der bestehenden Welt liegt 1 2 • Es
weist auf eine Jenseitswelt, eine nordliche Replik der Elysischen Felder1 3 • GemăJ3 einer Erzăhlung iiber
einen gewissen Aristeas von Prokonnesos, die bei Herodot 4. 1 3 iiberliefert ist, konnte man dieses Gebiet
nur in transzendentaler Weise erreichen 1 4 •
Gegen die Annahme Rusjaeva's spricht besonders die Tatsache, dass die Weihungen im
nordwestpontischen Gebiet nicht an Apollon Hyperboreios gerichtet wurden, wie es der Fall in Siiditalien
ist, wo ihn die Pythagoreer verehrten 1 5 , sondern an Apollon Boreas. Es ist hochstwahrscheinlich, dass die
Weihinschriften keinen Hinweis auf den Apollon geben, der jăhrlich drei Monate in dem Gebiet jenseits
des Nordens verbringt, wo kein Sterblicher hingelangen kann. Der Beiname weist vielmehr eher auf einen
Mythos, der sich auf die wirkliche Welt bezieht, nămlich eine Welt, die von Boreas beherrscht wird.
Schon seit dem 8 . Jh. v. Chr. hăufig von antiken Autoren erwăhnt, wird Boreas mit dem Nordwind
identifiziert. Seine Heimat befindet sich im Norden, nămlich in Thrakien 16 • Als ,,Konig der Winde", wie
Pindar (Pythia 4. 1 8 l ) ihn nennt, gehort Boreas, der Sohn von Astraios und Eos, zu einer ersten
Generation von Gottern, noch vor Zeus Geburt. Er wird hăufig neben seinen Briidern Zephyros, Notos
und Euros in den homerischen Liedern erwăhnt, die ihn als entweder hilfsbereit oder verlustbringend fiir
Seeleute charakterisieren. Seine Macht kann sowohl zu Wasser als auch zu Lande schădlich oder
wiinschenswert sein. Boreas ist der kiihle Wind, der Feuchtigkeit in Regen verwandelt, er entfernt die
Trockenheit, die vom Siidwind gebracht wird, und trocknet die Gărten im Herbst ein (Hesiod, Werke und
Tage 547-549). Das erste Zeugnis seines Kultes begegnet im 23. Lied der Ilias, wo Achilleus zu ihm und
Zephiros betet und Opfer verspricht, damit sie beim Entfachen des Scheiterhaufens fiir Patrokles helfen.
Andere spătere Erwăhnungen zeigen seine Verehrung als Retter der Stadt vor den Angriffen, die vom
Meer kommen. In Athen wird der Kult des Boreas nach dem persischen Angriff an Kap Artemision im
Jahre 480 bedeutender; ein kleines Heiligtum wurde ihm sogar von den Athenern am Fluss llissos
angelegt (Herodotus 7. 1 89; Platon, Phaidros 229). In Thurioi wird er mit dem Beinamen Euergetes nach
der Rettung der Stadt vor dem Angriff des Dionysios, des Tyrannen von Syrakus (Aelianus, VH 12. 6 1 ),
verehrt. In Megalopolis wird ein Heiligtum des Boreas erwăhnt, in dem jăhrlich aus Dankbarkeit fiir die
Rettung der Stadt vor dem Angriff des Lakedămoniers Agis geopfert wurde (Pausanias 8. 36. 6).
Der Kult der Ionier im Pontos richtete sich dagegen nicht an Boreas als Gottheit des Nordwindes,
wie bei den Einwohner von Athen, Thurioi und Megalopolis, sondern an Apollon Boreas. Dieser Apollon
wird ausdriicklich auf dem Knochenplăttchen von Berezan als N LKfJcpOQO� BOQEW bezeichnet. Es gibt
1 2 Nach und nach, mit den Kenntnissen zur wahren Geographie, dieses Gebiet wird nordlicher vorgestellt s.
Bridgman 2005, 34: „The land of the Hyperboreans had thus been transposed from mainland Greece to the sources
of the Danube on the eastem (sic!) coast of the Black Sea, and then to the zone north of the Black Sea as Greek
geographical knowledge and the area of Greek colonisation expanded".
1 3 Das Gebiet der Hyperboreer und die Elysischen Felder haben gleiche Eigenschaften: „The Hyperboreans
were an idealised people, living in an etemally joyful, but remote country, above an imaginary range of unattainable
mountains, called the Rhipean Mountains. ( . . . ) The world of the Elysian plain is a mythical utopia at the ends of the
earth, sealed off from the world of humans, human strife and every clay human life, comprising such features as
perfect weather, cooling winds, a benevolent ruler and restricted access to only those mortal individuals with
particular connections", s. Bridgman 2005, 3 .
1 4 Bridgman 2005, 1 1 , mit der Zusammenstellung der antiken Quellen iiber die Unmoglichkeit des Erreichens
des hyperboreischen Gebietes sowohl

zu

Wasser als auch

zu

Lande. Der einzige Weg fiihrt iiber die �Loc; 6b6v, die

„StraBe des Zeus" (Pindar, Olympia 2. 70) oder eine 6b6v iEQCtV, eine ,,heilige StraBe", wie auf einer Goldtafel aus
Hipponion genannt; dazu s. auch Graf- Johnston 2007, 4-5.
1 5 K. Wemicke, in RE I 1, s.v. Apollon, col. 7 1 : Pythagoras in Kroton als Apollon Hyperboreios verehrt, cf.
Aelian, VH 2 . 26, Diogenes Laertius 8. 1 1 ; Iamblichos, VP 140; Nilsson, GGR I, 707: ,,Die Griechen haben diese
Verwandtschaft empfunden und den Pythagoras, den die Verehrung seiner Schule zum Gott erhob, den hyperboreischen
Apollon genannt".
1 6 Einige Autoren suchen seine Heimat an verschiedenen Orten in Thrakien, nicht weit vom Flu13 Strymon,
auf dem Pangaion Gebirge; andere in dem Gebiet der Hyperboreer, an den Quellen der Nacht; Lukian, in Pharsalia
5 . 603, nennt ihn sogar einen Skythen. Zu den Quellen s. K. Wemicke in RE III 1 , s.v. Boreas 2), col. 722.
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noch keine Einstimmigkeit die Obersetzung betreffend. "Siegbringer des Nordens" wurde von Walter
Burkert vorgeschlagen1 7. Die meisten Herausgeber der Inschrift ziehen vor, Apollon als „Sieger iiber den
Nordwind" zu sehen1 8 • Die Auseinandersetzung zwischen den beiden Gottheiten1 9 findet einen Vergleich
in dem delphischen Mythos, wo Apollon Sieger iiber den lokalen Dâmon Python ist20• Durch den Sieg hat
Apollon die „Eigenschaften", Orakel und Kult, von Python iibemommen. Auf diese Weise kann auch den
Zusammenschluss zwischen Apollon und Boreas interpretiert werden. Es gibt auBerdem einige
Ăhnlichkeiten zwischen Python und Boreas:
1 ) Beide geh6ren zu einer ersten Generation von G6ttem. In verschiedenen Varianten des
delphischen Mythos ist Python!fyphon2 1 der Sohn von Gaia/Hera22, Boreas von Astraios und Eos23 •
2) Sie leben in einem unterirdischen Gebiet, namlich in H6hlen24 • Einige Autoren erwahnen als
Wohnung des Boreas eine H6hle, wo die Welt endet25 •
3) Beide wurden als Mischwesen dargestellt. Python teilweise oder vollstandig als Schlange26 ,
wahrend Typhon, haufiB als bartiger Mensch, manchmal gefliigelt, mit Schlangenschwanzen anstelle von
Beinen dargestellt wird . Boreas kommt besonders als gefliigelter Mensch mit wirbelndem Bart und Haar
vor28 • Auf der Kypseloslade in Olympia beschreibt Pausanias (5. 1 9. 1 ) die Ent fiihrung der Oreithyia von
dem halb als Mensch, halb als Schlange dargestellten Boreas29 • Dieses Bild, dessen Deutung als Boreas
zuerst abgelehnt wurde 30 , wurde von Erika Simon als eine tatsachliche Darstellung des Gottes in
archaischer Zeit interpretiert: „diese Mischgestalt wies bei Boreas auf die chthonische Natur des
Windgottes hin"31 . Zu bemerken ist auch, dass die Giganten haufig auf den archaischen korinthischen
Gefal3en gefliigelt und mit Schlangenschwanzen anstelle von Beinen dargestellt werden. In klassischer
Zeit wird die Tiergestalt von Boreas selten; seine Umwandlung folgt einerseits einer Tendenz der
Anthropomorphisierung solcher Gottheiten, anderseits dem athenischen Mythos von der Ent fiihrung der
Oreithyia, welcher Boreas zu den Ahnen der Athener zfiltlte32. Seit dem 4. Jh. werden die Giganten
17 Burkert I 994, 53: „bearer of victory of the North'', cf. Herda 2008, 34 mit

Arun. I 57. Weitere Variante,
Bravo 20 I I , I I 5- I I 6 : „apportatore di vittoria, che viene dai Nord".
18 Rusjaeva I 986, 59; Rusjaeva I 992, 48; Dubois I 996, I 53 Nr. 93; Onyshkevych I 998, I 27; Avram u. a.

2008, I I 3 .

1 9 Auch bei Dubois I 996, 1 3 2 : „l'assimilation de la divinite du Nord p ar Ie principal dieu des colons grec.

Cette assimilation a pu etre com;:ue sous Ia forme d'une victoire si I'on eu croit des termes VLKT]cpOQOc; � OQEW de
l'inscri tion de Berezan".
0 Der Kampf mit einem teriomorphischen Dămonen ist ein Thema aus dem Orient und kommt in der
Literatur hăufig vor, s. Fontenrose I 959, passim; Penglase I 997, 80- 1 05.
21 Eine Identifizierung von Python mit Typhon bei Fontenrose I 959, 77 ff.; Fontenrose I 959, 9 I ist sogar der
Meinun , dass Python und Typhon Variante von demselben Namen wăren.
2 Fontenrose 1 959, 47 ff.
23 K. Wemicke in RE III I , s.v. Boreas 2), col. 72 1 .
24 Zu Python bei den antiken Autoren, Fontenrose I 959, 54 f.
25 Gesammelt von K. Wemicke in RE III I , s.v. Boreas 2), col. 723.
26 W. Lambrinudakis, LIMC II/ l , s.v. Apollon, 30 I -303 Nr. 986- I 002; Python ist hăufig als Schlange, selten
als Mischwesen - mit einem menschlichen Oberkorper und dem Unterkorpereiner Schlange -, dargestellt, s. L.
Kahil, in LIMC VII/ I , s.v. Python, 609-6 IO.
27 O. Touchefeu-Meynier, LIMC VIII/I , s.v. Typhon, I 47- I 52.
28 S. Kaempf-Dimitriadou, LIMC III/ I , s.v. Boreas, I 33-I42.
29 S. Kaempf-Dimitriadou, LIMC III/ I , s.v. Boreas, I 39 Nr. 84.
30 ,,Aber hier ist wohl ein Irrtum des Periegeten anzunehmen: der angebliche Boreas hatte statt der Beine
Schlangenschwănze, war also wohl jener auf korinthischen Vasen so hăufig dargestellte, gewohnlich Typhon
ge
te Unhold", cf. K. Wemicke in RE III I , s.v. Boreas 2), col. 727.
31 Simon I 967, I I I : ,;zwar wird der Windgott spăter stets mit menschlichen Beinen abgebildet, aber wir
haben keinen Grund, die Beschreibung des Pausanias anzuzweifeln. Wurde doch auch Typhon, der bei Hesiod als
Erzeuger der schădlichen Winde genannt ist (Hesiod, Theogonia 869), mit Schlangenbeinen versehen ( . . . ) .
32 Sophia Kaempf-Dimitriadou bemerkte die Tendenz zu einem „fuedlichen Aussehen" in den Darstellungen:
,,hat der Niobidenmaler Boreas in der Art der attischen Klassik veredelt: Milde Gesichtziige, gepflegte, von einem
feierlichen Olivenkranz geschmiickte Haare verleihen dem Verfolger der attischen Prinzessin ein fuedliches
Aussehen und Iassen ihn wie einen wiirdigen, Schwiegersohn' der Athener erscheinen'', S. Kaempf-Dimitriadou,
LIMC III/ I , s.v. B oreas, I40.
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wieder in einer schlangenartigen Form dargestellt 33 • Wie Joseph Fontenrose bemerkte, haben die
Giganten die Form von Typhon iibemommen, ader, besser gesagt, sie haben sie wiedergewonnen34•
4) Beide herrschen iiber ein Gebiet, in dem sie gewalttatig und chaotisch agieren35 • Dadurch
kommen sie in Konflikt mit Apollon. Der Grund filr den Streit wird im Fall von Pythonffyphon in
verschiedenen Varianten unterschiedlich interpretiert. Bei Boreas bleibt er ratselhaft, ist aber durch die
Formei N LKTlcţ>6Qoc;; BOQEW nahegelegt.
Demzufolge ist es anzunehmen, dass Apollon, der Gott der Milesier im Schwarzmeerraum, den
Boreas besiegt und seine Kriifte iibemimmt. Die Tatsache, dass der Name der Gottheit als Beiname
Apollons vorkommt, bestatigt die Formei auf der „Orakel"-Inschrift aus Berezan und stiitzt die Vermutung,
dass diese Inschrift eher auf einen lokalen Mythos hinweist. Der postulierte Mythos vom Konflikt zwischen
den beiden Gottheiten wird in den uns erhaltenen antiken Autoren allerdings nicht erwahnt. In Athen,
Thurioi und Megalopolis wird Boreas fiir seine Macht, starke und zerstorerische Stiirme gegen die Feinde
auf dem Meer zu senden, verehrt. Es ist durchaus moglich, dass es sich wn eine lokale Tradition der
Schwarzmeer-Ionier handelt, gemăl3 derer Boreas gegen die Seeleute in diesem Gebiet wirkte und dafilr von
Apollon besiegt wurde. Dieser lokale Mythos bezieht sich auf keinem Fall auf die Existenz eines Boreas
Kultes, der vor der Ankunft der Griechen bestanden hat. In Delphi ist der Kult von Gaia!fhetis vor dem
Apollon-Kult weder literarisch noch archaologisch belegt 36 • In diesem Sinn ist Apollon Boreas als
Schutzgottheit der Kolonisten im nordwestlichen Gebiet des Schwarzen Meeres zu sehen.
Der Kult des Apollon Boreas in archaischer Zeit
Die epigraphischen Nachweise zwn Kult des Apollon Boreas in archaischer Zeit stammen
ausschliel3lich aus dem westlichen Temenos von Olbia. Van den drei Graffiti bietet nur die Inschrift auf einer
spatarchaischen klazomenischen Transportamphora einige Auskiinfte zwn Charakter des Kultes 37 . Die
Weihung wurde merkwiirdigerweise auf dem gefirnissten Rand des GefaJ3es wenig sorgfaltig eingeritzt:

Ava:niQQTlc;; Ava:xuQa5 l:K(6)Ao-rri(c;;) An(6)MwvL BoQf)L µiAL na:-rQ[c�nov? (avi8TlKEv)]

,,Anaperres, Sohn des Anachyrsos, der Skolotes, hat es dem Apollon Bores (geweiht), (eine
Amphora mit) Honig auf eigene Kosten".
Der Name des Dedikanten ist durch diese Inschrift zwn ersten Male belegt, dennoch wurde der
Vatersname mit einer beriihmten Persan aus der Umgebung von Olbia in Verbindung gebracht, namlich
mit dem Skythenkonig Avaxa:QaLc;;3 8 . Der dritte Name wurde von den ersten Herausgebern der Inschrift
als Ethnikon der Skoloten, eines skythischen Stammes (Herodotus 4. 6), interpretiert. Es ist durchaus
moglich, dass der Dedikant ein hellenisierter Skythen war.
Aus der Weihinschrift ergibt sich, dass das Gefiill mit Honig gefiillt war und dem Apollon Boreas
geweiht wurde. Der Honig gehort zu den vricţ>aALa:-Spenden, d.h. Trankopfern ohne Wein39, namlich von
Milch, Honig40 ader Ol. Ein solches Opfer ist fiir die chthonischen Gottheiten charakteristisch41 und auf
33 F. Vian, LIMC IV/ l , s.v. Gigantes, 253-254.
34 Fontenrose 1 959, 242.
35 Fontenrose 1 959, 58 ff.
36 Amandry 1 950, 20 1 f. „La legende elaboree pour faire coi'ncider l'histoire des origines de l'oracle avec la
theogonie hesiodique, donc le prologue des Eumenides offre !'exemple le plus accompli, n'est peut-etre qu'une
invention des theologiens de Delphes, destinee a conferer au dieu tard venu le prestige d'un antique lignage", s.
Amandry 1 950, 2 1 4. Zu einem friiheren Orakel von Gaia, Nilsson, GGR I, 1 7 1 ; Dietrich 1 990, 1 70; Sourvinou
Inwood 1 990, 2 1 5-233.
37 Vinogradov - Rusjaeva 200 1 , 1 36- 1 3 7 Nr. 8 Arun. 14 Abb. 1, 1 6, 3 ; SEG 53, Nr. 788; Drevnejsij temenos
Ol'vii, 1 20 Nr. 8 Taf. 1 25, 1 6 . 1 27, 1-2.
3 8 Vinogradov - Rusjaeva 200 1 , 1 4 1 ; Rusjaeva 2005b, 97, Anaperres wăre der Sohn des bekannten
Skythenkănigs Anacharsis (LGPN IV, 24). Zum Vorkommen des Namens Anacharsis in Athen, LGPN II, 29.
39 „In einzelnen Făllen mag auch die dămonische Kraft des Weines, die man fiirchtete, mitgewirkt haben", L.
Ziegler, RE XXXII, s.v. NT)<j:>Mta:, col. 2488.
40 Der Hănig wurde entweder rein oder mit Milch und Wasser gemischt (µt:ALKQm:ov) gespendet, ,,Denn er
allein (der Hănig) war doch zu einer richtigen Spende kaum geeignet und musste dazu mit Milch oder Wasser
vermengt werden", s. L. Ziegler, RE XXXII, s.v. NT)<j:>Mta:, col. 248 1 -2485, besonders col. 2482.
4 1 Eine Liste dieser Găttheiten bei L. Ziegler, RE XXXII, s.v. NT)<j:>Mta:, col. 2486-2489. S. auch Guthrie
1 950, 222; 297.
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einen ersten Blick hat dieser Brauch mit dem Apollon-Kult kaum etwas zu tun. Deutlich wird dies z. B. in
einer Szene im ersten Gesang der Ilias ( 1 . 455-473): hier wird die Seuche beschrieben, die Apollon iiber
die Achăer nach der Ablehnung der Bitten des Chryses absendet. Um den Gott gnădig zu stimmen,
verehren die Achăer ihn durch thysiai, Fleischverteilung, Weinopfer, Lieder und Tănze.
Der Gegensatz olympisch versus chthonisch wurde hăufig in der modernen Literatur behandelt,
von einer klaren Trennung bis neuerdings zu einer Relativierung der Begriffe42 . Einige Forscher, wie
Scott Scullion, haben <lazu bemerkt, dass die Prăsenz einiger Rituale chthonischen Charakters in dem
Kult einer olympischen Gottheit ihre Bedeutung nicht ăndern, insbesondere wenn es sich um heilige
Handlungen handelt, etwa Opfer, die unter besonderen Bedingungen gemacht werden, wie Schwuropfer,
sphagia, Rituale fur die Abwehr des Bosen, usw. Er schlussfolgert: „when a given god is mentioned in
connection with such rites, that fact in itself may tell as nothing about his character: the only reliable
index to this are the rituals and aetia of his regular worship"43 •
Das untypische Opfer, das durch das olbische Graffito belegt wird, gehort eher zu einer sekundăren
Seite des Gottes, die durch die Epiklese erklărt wird. Der chthonische Charakter der Windgottheiten wird
vor allem durch die Art der Opfer reflektiert: năchtliche Opfer, vollstăndiges Brandopfer, Bestattung der
Oberreste ader Verbreitung der Asche durch den Wind, Verwendung von bothroi ader escharai als
Altăre, schwarzfarbige Tiere fur das gew6hnliche Opfer ader ungewohnliche Tieropfer wie Hiihner, Esel,
Pferde ader sogar Menschen44 • Solche Rituale wurden ad hoc vorgenommen, z. B. fur die Rettung vor
einem Sturm45 •
Walter Burkert bemerkte, dass ein solcher chthonischer Hintergrund in verschiedenen Kulten
olympischer Gottheiten nachweisbar ist: „( . . .) so folgen olympischen Opfer auf chthonische Voropfer.
Viele Heiligtiirner haben neben Altar und Tempel eine chthonische Opferstătte, die dann im Mythos als
Grab eines Heros bezeichnet wird'.46 . Er verwies auf das Beispiel des Apollon von Amyklai in Lakonien.
Im ersten Tag des Festes Hyakinthia ist dem Hyakinthos, einer Vegetationgottheit, geopfert worden und
nur am zweiten und dritten Tag dem Apollon. Ob es eine solche Regelung fur Apollon Boreas gab, ist
schwer zu sagen. Sicher ist, dass die Rituale zur Herstellung der giinstigen Wetterbedingungen sowohl
auf See als auch auf dem Land zum Wetterzauber gehoren, weshalb eine solche weinlose Spende dann
nicht verwundert.
I•
Die anderen zwei Graffiti von Olbia sind leider nur fragmentarisch erhalten. Zu lesen sind nur
einfache Weihinschriften an Apollon Boreas. Das Fehlen weiterer Hinweise zur Weihung ader zu den
Dedikanten machen die Kommentare schwierig. Sie zeigen aber eindeutig eine gewisse Bedeutung des
Kultes in dem westlichen Temenos in der zweiten Hălfte des 6. Ths. v. Chr.
Der Kult von Apollon Boreas in hellenistischer Zeit
In hellenistischer Zeit ist der Kult von Apollon Boreas im westlichen Temenos von Olbia indirekt
belegt. Es handelt sich um ein Graffito auf dem FuB einer attischen Schale. Die Inschrift wurde aufgrund
der Form der Buchstaben ans Ende des 4. Ths. - Anfang des 3. Jhs. v. Chr. datiert47, wăhrend das Gefiill
viel friiher anzusetzen ist, ins 5 . Jh. v. Chr. Sie wurde von funf Dedikanten, darunter drei Sohnen eines
Sokrates, angebracht, die sich als Verein (thiasos) von BoQELKOL titulieren: KaN\(vLKoc;; <l>LA[ovl]Kou,
42 Zur Disk:ussion s. Scullion 1 994, 77-79.
43 Scullion 1 994, 96.

44 Neuser 1 982, passim, besonders S. 1 9 1 ; 2 1 3 ff. ; 232. Der magische Charakter der Rituale ist fiir Titane,
eine kleine Siedlung in der Niihe von Sikyon, offensichtlich. Hier erwiihnt Pausanias (2. 1 2. 1 ) einen Altar der
Winde, wo einmal im Jahr geopfert wird.
45 Einige Beispiele bei Robertson 2005, 85 ff. Auch Nilsson, GGR I, 1 1 6.
46 Burkert 1 977, 3 1 1 ; vgl. ebenda: „Im Mythos haben die Gotter dementsprechend oft einen sterblichen
Doppelgănger, der dem Gott fast zum Verwechsel iihnlich wird, nur dass er vom Tod gezeichnet, ja vom Gott selbst
getotet ist: wie Hyakinthos neben Apollon steht, Iphigenia neben Artemis, Erechtheus neben Poseidon, Iodama
neben Athena. Im Kult wird dann Iphigenia auch als ,Artemis' geehrt, Erechteus als Poseidon Erechteus, Iodama
,lebt' als Athenas Altar, der ewiges Feuer triigt. Der Mythos hat in zwei Gestalten aufgespalten, was in Opferritual
als Spannung vorgegeben ist".
47 SEG 42, Nr. 709; Rusjaeva 1992, 18-19 Abb. 4; S. 196; Dubois 1 996, 1 55 Nr. 95; Vinogradov - Rusjaeva
200 1 , 1 39-140 Abb. 6; Drevnejsij temenos Ol'vii, 1 23 Nr. 24 Taf. 1 29, 130; Graf- Johnston 2007, 188 Nr. 2. 2.
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[Tioan]bwvLo<; L.wKQa'r(o)v, 'HQoawv <I>v\o�ivov, �T]µTJ'rQLO[<;] .L.wKQarnv, <I>LAwv .L.wKQa'tov,
BOQELKOi. 8 i.aahm. Der Name Boreikoi ist zweifellos von Boreas abgeleitet. Der Fundort weist auf eine
gewisse Bestăndigkeit des Apollon-Boreas-Kultes in Olbia. Neben dem Namen der Vereinsmitglieder
wurde eine weitere kreisfOrmige Zeile mit fiinf Paarungen von gleichen Wortem im Nominativ auf dem
GefaBboden eingeritzt: Bto<; �to<; An6Mwv An6Mwv ilALo[<;] i]ALo<; Koaµo<; K[oa]µo<; cpw<; cpw<;.
In der lnschrift spielt Apollon eine zentrale Rolle. Die Aufzahlung ăhnelt einer mnemonischen Formei
und wie Laurent Dubois bemerkte, steht sie mit orphischen Tăfelchen des 5 . Jhs. aus Olbia in enger
Verbindung48 • Es ist durchaus moglich, class dem Verein der Boreikoi in Olbia die orphische Philosophie
nicht fremd war49 •
Die Vereinsmitglieder verehren den Gott mit Epitheta, die auf den orphischen Hynmus hinweisen,
ein Werk des 2. Jhs. n. Chr. 50 , das zweifellos friihere Quellen verwendet 5 1 . Zu nennen sind z. B.
cţ>wacp6QE baiµov (lichtbringender Daimon, V. 5), navbEQKE<; f.xwv cpm:atµ�QO'rOV ăµµa (Auge,
das alles sieht und den Sterblichen Licht bringt, V. 8), f.xn<; bi 'tE nE(Qa'ta Koaµou nav'to<; (der die
Verkettungen der ganzen Welt halt, V. 1 4), ovKEva nav'to<; f.xn<; Koaµou acpQayiba 'tunwnv
(Herrscher der Siegel der ganzen Welt, V. 26)52 • Die Reihung von Apollon und Helios in der olbischen
Inschrift erinnert an den Glauben der Orphiker, die Apollon Eigenschaften von Helios zuteilten. In einem
Scholion zu Aischylos' Bassaridai verehrt Orpheus den Apollon Helios an jedem Sonnenaufgang iiber
dem Pangaion-Gebirge 5 3 , und nach Proklos „verehrt Orpheus die Gesellschaft der beiden Gotter''
(Orphicorum Fragmenta 1 72) 54 • Die Gleichsetzung von Apollon mit Helios ist ein Phănomen, das
besonders in hellenistischer Zeit begegnet. Diese Gleichsetzung wird vor allem in Kleinasien durch die
Tendenzen zum Eklektizismus und zum religiosen Synkretismus erklărt55 • Daneben machen sich stărkere
Einfliisse vorderorientalischer Gestims-Gottheiten und -Personifizierungen bemerkbar56 , die bereits in
archaischer Zeit spiirbar sind57•
Eine vorgriechische Tradition ist in Milet durch die Geschichte von der Geburt des Branchos, des
mythischen Griinders der sakerdotalen Dynastie der Branchidai in Didyma, sichtbar. Seine schwangere
Mutter hatte einen Traum, in dem die Sonne durch ihren Mund eindrang und durch die Gebărmutter
wieder hinausgelangte5 8 • Auf diesen Mythos beziehen sich vielleicht auch die Darstellungen mit dem
Lowen und einem Stern mit acht Strahlen auf den milesischen Miinzen59 • Eine solare Seite des Apollon
Kultes im Schwarzmeerraum lăsst sich durch die Bezeichnung Aiwv bnvo<;, „fiirchterlicher Lowe", in
48 Dubois 1 996, 1 56. Zu den orphischen Tlifelchen, Rusjaeva 1 978, 87- 1 04; SEG 28, Nr. 659-66 1 ; West
1 982, 1 7-29; West 1 983, 1 7; Vinogradov 1 99 1 , 77-86; Dubois 1 996, 1 54 Nr. 94; Baumgarten 1 998, 89; Graf Johnston 2007, 1 85-1 87.
49 Eine ăhnliche Situation ist fiir Histria anzunehmen, wo die Basis mit der Weihinschrift an Boreas neben
einem kleinen Monument an Orpheus entlang einer in hellenistischer Zeit errichteten ProzessionsstraBe aufgestellt
war: Histria VII, 1 26. 2 1 4; Bîrzescu 2006, 1 70 Abb. 7.
5° K. Ziegler, in RE XXXVI/ I , s.v. Orphische Dichtung, col. 1 343-1 344; K. Ziegler, in RE XXXV, s.v.
Orpheus, col. 1 2 1 5 f.
5 1 Guthrie 1 966, 258-260. Nach einigen Versionen - die ălteste ist von Pindar, Pyth. 4. 3 1 3 - war Orpheus
der Sohn von Apollon und der Muse Kalliope. Die Einverleibung des Gottes in der Genealogie des Heros ist
metaphorisch; durch die Verwandtschaft wird ihre gemeinsame Natur hervorgehoben, am besten durch die Leier
charakterisiert, s. K. Ziegler, in RE XXXV, s. v. Orpheus, col. 1 2 1 7.
52 Orphic Hymns, Hymn to Apollo, 47.
53 K. Ziegler, in RE XXXV, s.v. Orpheus, col. 1 284.
54 Guthrie 1 966, 43.
55 Der Kult des Helios ist selten vor der hellenistischen Zeit bei den Griechen belegt. Wo er vorkommt, hat er
entweder eine vorgriechische Herkunft (Peloponnes, Kreta, Rhodos) oder wird von lokalen Bevolkerungen
iibemommen (Kleinasien). In Phrygien ist der Kult von Apollon Lairbenos bekannt, in Smyma Apollon
Kisaulodenos, in Thyteira Apollon Thyrimnaios, O. Jessen, in RE XV, s.v. Helios, col. 62-70.
56 McMinn 1 956, 2 1 2 .
51 McMinn 1 956, 202.
.
58 Konon (FrGrHist 26, 1 .33 ) , cf. Parke 1 985, 3-4.
59 SNG III, Lockett Collection, Nr. 2835-284 1 ; SNG VI, Fitzwilliam Museum, Nr. 935-940.
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der archaischen „Orakel"-Inschrift von Berezan erkennen60 . Eine Assoziierung von Apollon und Helios in
Olbia ist durch ein weiteres friihhellenistisches Graffito aus der Unteren Stadt belegt61 • Hier sind die
Namen mehrerer Gottheiten sowohl waagerecht (Apollon, die Musen, Nike, Theos) als auch senkrecht
(Helios, Poseidon, Pl( outon)) geschrieben.
Bemerkenswert ist aber auf dem olbischen Graffito, dass die Inschrift nicht einem Thiasos der
Orphiker gehort, sondern einem Verein der Boreiker. Dennoch handelt es sich in Olbia eher um einen
Thiasos, der Apollon Boreas und nicht einfach den Gott des Nordwindes verehrt. Dieses ist vor allem
durch den Fundort, nămlich das westliche Temenos, erklărt, wo die Existenz eines Apollon-Boreas
Kultes seit archaischer Zeit belegt ist. Es ist zu vermuten, dass diese Boreiker, Verehrer von Apollon
Boreas, vom orphischen Glauben beeinflusst wurden und, wie die Orphiker, dem Boreas und den Winden
eine gewisse Rolle bei der Seelenmigration zugewiesen haben62 •
Zusammenfassung
Die Epiklese Boreas weist auf einen besonderen Aspekt des Apollon-Kultes in den milesischen
Kolonien des nordwestlichen Schwarzmeerraumes. In der vorliegenden Studie wird vorgeschlagen, dass
ein atiologischer Mythos hinter dieser Epiklese steht. Dieser thematisiert den Konflikt zwischen dem Gott
der Kolonisten, Apollon, und dem widerstrebenden Nordwind, Boreas. Die durch eine archaische
Weihinschrift aus Olbia bezeugte Honigspende passt zur Verehrung einer Wettergottheit. Dass Apollon
Boreas in dem Heiligtum des Apollon Ietros, dem sog. westlichen Temenos in Olbia, verehrt wurde,
erklărt sich durch ihre vergleichbare Funktion als Schutzgottheiten vor au/3ergewohnlichen
Wetterbedingungen und Seuchen63 . In hellenistischer Zeit wird der Kult des Apollon Boreas fortgesetzt.
Ein Verein des Gottes (Thiasos der Boreikoi) weist auf einen starken Einfluss des Orphismus im Kult des
Apollon Boreas hin. Ein weiterer Kultort fiir ihn lag in Histria, wo er hochstwahrscheinlich, wie auch in
Olbia, im Heiligtum des Apollon Ietros mitverehrt wurde64•
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SUR L'ORIGINE DE SCYTHOPOLIS : UNE HYPOTHESE

CONSTANTIN C. PETOLESCU

Ă l'epoque du Principat, Scythopolis 1 appartenait, a cote d'autres villes de Coele-Syrie (Abila,

Damascus, Dion, Gadara, Gerasa, Hippos, Kanatha, Philadelphia), a la communaute des dix cites
grecques de Decapole (�EKcilTOALS), organisee en 63 av. J.-C. par Pompee2; a la difference de ces neuf
villes, Scythopolis etait la seule situee a l'ouest de Jourdain. Le toponyme grec a coexiste avec celui
indigene, semite: Beth-Shean.
La premiere attestation de Scythopolis date de 240 av. J.-C., quand cette cite se trouvait sous la
domination de Ptolemee II Philadelphe, roi de l 'Egypte; l 'historien Flavius Josephe (Antiquitates
Judaicae, XII, 4, 5) nous relate d'un grave incident entre Ies habitants de cette ville et Josephe, fils de
Tobias, fermier des impots du roi. La proxime nouvelle attestation est de l'an 2 1 8 av. J.-C., quand
Antiochos m conquit la Coele-Syrie (Polybe, V, 70: LKU6wv lTOALS).
L'origine de ce toponyme a constitue, des l'Antiquite, sujet de dispute. Ă partir du fait que
Dionysos etait la principale divinite de Scythopolis, Pline l 'Ancien (Naturalis historia, 5, 74) donna une
explication mythologique: Scythopolis antea Nysa, a Libero patre sepulta nutrice ibi Scythis deductis3 ;
Donc, le nom de la ville etait parfois accompagne par celui de la nourice divine: voir aussi Etienne de
Byzance4 : LKu66TioALS TlaA.maTLVT]S lTOALS, ÎJ Nfoaa KoLATJS Luptas et Ies monnaies: Nwa(LEwv) Twv
Kal LKU60(lTOALTWV)5 .

Une autre explication a comme point de depart une information transmise par Herodote (I, 1 05):
vers la fin du Vlr' siecle av. J.-C., Ies Scythes ont devaste l'Asie, en arrivant jusqu'en Palestine. Ă l'avis
d'Eusebe de Cesaree6 et de l'ecrivain byzantin Georges Syncelle7, ce toponyme proviendrait des
envahisseurs Scythes, qui avaient occupe Bet-Shean, en s'y etablissant8 •
Parmi Ies hypotheses des hystoriens modemes, on peut retenir specialement celui de M. Avi
Yonah9 : Ies colons qui ont fonde Scythopolis etaient d'origine bosporaine, arrives a l'occasion de
1 Voir: RE IV ( 1 90 1 ), col. 24 1 5-24 1 7 (Benzinger); RE II A 1 ( 1 92 1 ), col. 1 47- (Beer); M. Avi-Yonah,
Scythopolis, dans Israel Exploration Journal, 12, 1962, 2, p. 123-134; Baruch Lifschitz, Scythopolis. L 'histoire, Ies
institutions et Ies cultes de la vi/le a / 'epoque hellenistique et imperiale, ANRW II, 8, 1 977, p. 261-294.
2 Voir Hans Bietenhand, Die syrische Dekapolis von Pompeius bis Trajan, ANRW II, 8, 1977, p. 220-26 1 .
3 L'opinion de Pline l 'Ancien est adoptee aussi par Soline (Colectanea rerum memorabilium, 36), auteur
du m• siecle av. J.-C.
4 Ethnika, ed. Meinecke, Berlin, 1 949, p. 578-579; voir M. Avi-Yonah, op. cit., p. 123, note 4; B. Lifschitz,
op. cit., p. 26 1 et suiv.
5 Voir BMC, Palestine, Introduction, p. XXXV II.
6 Chronicon, ed. Schoene, II, p. 88; voir M. Avi-Yonah, op. cit., p. 1 24, note 10.
7 Edition W. Dindorf, I, Bonn, 1 892, p. 405; voir M. Avi-Yonah, op. cit., p. 1 24, note 1 1 .
8 Cette explication est acceptee par B. Lifschitz, op. cit., p. 264: "II est donc raisonnable de penser que la
tradition qui lie I' origine de Scythopolis â l' invasion scythe du vn•m• s, est essentiellement correcte".
9 M. Avi-Yonah, op. cit., p. 127- 128; voir aussi B. Lifschitz, op. cit., p. 267.
Dacia, N.S., tome LIV, Bucarest, 2010, p. 1 07-109
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l 'ambassade du roi Pairissades II â la cour de Ptolemee
1
est contestee par autres auteurs 1 •

II Philadelphe;

en

254

av. J.-C.10 • Cette hypothese

Cette ambassade fut occasionee de la grande conflagration qui engagea â la guerre les cites

grecques de la zone de l 'Egee („Ligue du Nord") et meme du Ponte-Euxine, avec l ' implication des deux

pouvoirs de la Mediterranee orientale: l ' Egypte ptolemaîque et le Royaume de Seleucides

253

av. J.-C.).

L'historien Polyainos

(Stratagemata, IV, 1 6)

(256/255-

nous relate d'une campagne du roi Antiochos m en

Thrace; â cette occasion, il siegea aussi la cite de Byzantion. Le siege fut leve seulement grâce â
l ' intervention d'une escadre de

40 triremes envoyees par la cite de Heraclee du Pont.

On suppose aussi l 'intervention de la flotte lagide, qui traversa le detroit de Bosphore et penetra

dans la Mer Noir12• Un tres important document, egalement archeologique et epigraphique, l'ainsi dite

„fresque de Nymphaion" (en Crimee), atteste la visite du <<navire-amiral» (appele Isis) de la flotte lagide

dans les eaux maritimes du Royaume Bosporain13. En contrepartie, une ambassade bosporaine traversa
les mers j usqu'en Egypte, â la cour du roi Ptolemee

II Philadelphe14•

concemant ces evenements est l 'historien Memnon

( 1 3 (2 1 )) 16 :

Ce conflit engagea aussi les cites grecques de la cote ouest de la Mer Noire15• L'unique source

Peu de temps apres, Ies Byzantins firent eclater une guerre contre Ies Callatiens (ceux-ci etaient des
colons des Heracleotes) et Ies Istriens autour de l'emporion de Torni, qui etait limitrophe des
Callatiens, et dont Ies Callatiens pensaient a faire leur monopole. Les deux ont envoye des ambassades
aupres des Heracleotes aflin d'en obtenir l'alliance; mais ceux-ci ne firent encliner la balance guerriere
d'aucune part, et envoyerent des conciliateurs a tous Ies deux, leur effort restant pour autant sans effet.
Ceux des Callatiens ayant eu beaucoup a souffrir de la part des ennemis, ils en vinrent plus tard a
demander l'armistice, sans etre presque jamais en etat de se remettre de ce malheur ».
«

Les evenements si brievement relates par cette source semblent trouver aussi echo dans les sources

epigraphiques. Ainsi, par exemple, une inscription d' Apollonie du Pont fait mention d'une alliance

(€mµaxi.a)

entre cette cite et Callatis 1 7; dans

l'appui (seulement diplomatique

?)

une autre inscription, cette fois de Callatis, il s'agit de

de la part des Apolloniates18• On prefigure meme une aliance entre

Apollonie, Callatis et lstros, avec l 'assistance diplomatique et militaire du Royaume Seleucide19•

D 'autre part, il ressort d'un decret fragmentaire d'lstros en l 'honneur de Sosipatros, charge d'une

ambassade â Tomis, qu' il a reussi liberer de captivite, â ses propres frais, un nombre important de

citoyens20; il s 'ensuit que l' emporion tornitain etait alors occupe par les Byzantins ou par la flotte

egyptienne. Toujours â des citoyens pris captifs par l ' ennemi font reference deux autres inscriptions, de

Callatis21 et d'lstros22• Sans doute, peux d'entre eux, par malheur, eurent la chance de rentrer leur patrie.
1 0 La datation est assuree par un papyrus:

ante 2 1 septembre 254 (P. Lond 7, 1 973); voir M. Avi-Yonah, op.
cit., p. 1 27- 128; B. Lifschitz, op. cit., p. 267 (note 28); Al. Avram, Sur la date de la divinisation de Pto/emee II
Phi/adelphe a Byzance, dans Orbis in honorem Ioanis Pisonis, Cluj, 2004, p. 832 et note 3 1 (bibliographie).
ll
Voir B. Lifschitz, op. cit., p. 265.
1 2 Al. Avram, dans Istoria Românilor2, I, Bucarest, 20 1 0, p. 628.
1 1Idem, Sur la date de la divinisation de Pto/emee II Phi/ade/phe a Byzance, dans Orbis antiquus. Studia in
honorem /oannis Pisonis, Cluj, 2004, p. 828-833 (avec la bibliographie anterieure).
1 4 Voir supra, note 10.
15 Une excellente synthese: Al. Avram, dans Istoria Români!or2, I, 20 1 0, p. 627-629.
16

Memnon (premiere moitie du Ilc siecle apr. J.-C.) est l'auteur d'une histoire de la cite de Heraclee Pontique

(TTE-pl 'HpaKA.Elas), en 14 livres, dont subsistent seulement des fragments (voir FGrHist, III B, p. 347-348). Pour la

traduction de ce passage, voir Al. Avram, ISM, III, p. 1 95.
17 IGB 12 , 388.
8
1 ISM III, 7.
19 Voir Al. Avram, dans Istoria Românilor2, I, 20 10, p. 628.
20
ISM I, 4; completer avec ISM, I, 1 6; voir Al. Avram, Pontica, 33-34, 2000-200 1 , p. 339-344.
21 ISM III, 1 06.
22 ISM I, 24.
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Cette tragique realite nous evoque une drame anterieure similaire des Callatiens, quand leur cite
avait ete assiege et occupee par le roi Lysimaque (en 307 av. J.-C.); c'est alors que 1 OOO de Callatiens se
sont refugies dans le Royaume Bosporain, ou ont ete acceptes et colonises par le roi Eumelos (Diodore
de Sicile, XX, 25, 1 )23 •
11 serait possible, comme autrefois, que des habitants des cites ouest-pontiques - istriens,
callatiens, peut-etre aussi apolloniates: prisoniers ou transfuges - ont cormu l'amertume de l'exil, dans un
pays encore plus lointain. Nous nous permettons d'envisager, suite des evenements de 254-253, les
circonstances de la fondation de Scythopolis: par des Grecs des cites de Dobroudja d'aujourd'hui appelee deja Scythia dans une source istrienne de l'epoque24 -, transportes par les navirs egyptiens et
colonises par le roi Ptolemee II â Bet-Shean. Cette hypothese concorde aussi avec la preeminence du
culte de Dionysos dans le pantheon de la cite de double nom: Nucra Kal LKu06TToA.Ls-25 • D'autrement c'est
de notoriete que Dionysos etait le dieu le plus populaire â Callatis26 et qu'il detenait aussi une place
importante dans le pantheon des cites d'Istros et de Tomis27•
Donc, d'accord avec M. Avi-Yonah, Scythopolis serait un fondation ptolemaîque, mais avec des
captifs deportes de la Scythie Mineure. Ainsi s'explique peut-etre l'attitude hostile des Scythopolites
envers le fermier des impots du roi, en 240 (voir supra). D'autre part, en 2 1 8, ils ouvrirent sans lutte les
portes de leur cite devant le roi Antiochos III (Polybe, loc. cit.).

23 Voir le texte de Diodore et la traduction chez Al. Avram, ISM III, p. 1 94.
24 11 faut mentionner que la denomination de Scythia, pour la region actuelle de Dobroudja, fait son apparition

pour la premiere fois dans le decret en l'honneur d'Agathocle, fils d'Antiphilos (ISM I, 1 5), vers 200 av. J.-C.; plus
tard, chez Strabon (Geogr., VII, 4, 5), paraît sous la forme MLKpci �Ku0ia: Scythia Minor.
25 Haim Gitler, New Aspects of the Dionysiac Cult in Nysa-Scythopolis, Swiss Numismatic Revue 70, 199 1 ,
p. 23-29.
26 Al. Avram, ISM III, p. 97-1 00.
27 D. M. Pippidi, dans Din istoria Dobrogei, I, Bucarest, 1965, p. 248, 252-253.
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CHRISTIANIZATION, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL CHANGES,
AND THEIR IMPACT ON URBAN PLANNING
AND ARCHITECTURE IN BETH SHEAN (SCYTHOPOLIS),
PROM THE FOURTH TO SIXTH CENTURY CE 1

CLAUDIU STOIAN

Keywords: Beth Shean, fourth century CE, late Roman Empire, Byzantine Empire, public and cultic buildings,

figural art.
Abstract: The purpose of this article is to present the relations between Beth Shean cornmunities and the city itself,

trying to see how people inside this city relate with the public buildings, with a special emphasis on the fourth
century CE, the transition from the late Roman Empire to the new Byzantine Empire. We will explore, even briefly,
the impact of the evolving of Christianity in this Hellenistic-Roman city at different levels: on public and cultic
buildings and figural art.
Cuvinte cheie: Beth Shean, sec. IV p. Ch., Imperiul Roman târziu, Imperiul Bizantin, construcţii de cult, construcţii

publice,

artă

figurativă.

Rezumat: Scopul acestui articol este prezentarea relaţiilor dintre comunităţile Beth Shean şi cetate, în încercarea de
a arăta cum interacţionau locuitorii din interiorul cetăţii cu clădirile publice, în special în sec. IV p. Ch., în perioada

de tranziţie de la Imperiul Roman târziu la Imperiul Bizantin. Articolul cuprinde o analiză succintă a impactului avut
de creştinism în ascensiune aupra cetăţii elenistice romane cu referite la Imperiul Bizantin şi de cult, ca şi în ceea ce
priveşte arta figurativă.

A short history of Beth Shean
Beth Shean is situated near the junction of two important roads, one running via the Jezreel Valley
from the coast (and from Egypt) to Syria and Mesopotamia, the other leading from Syria to Jerusalem
along the Jordan Valley. lt is located some 27 km S to the Sea of Galilee (Fig. 1). The fertility of the land
and the abundance of water led the Jewish sages to say in Talmud, "If the Garden of Eden is in the land of
Israel, then its gate is Beth Shean".2 The ancient Tel Beth Shean was occupied from the Chalcolithic to
the Islamic period. This mound was located above the junction of two streams, Nahal Harod and Nahal
Amal, protected by steep slopes on northem, southem and eastem sides.
Beth Shean was founded as a Hellenistic city in the first half of the third century BC, probably
under Ptolemy II Philadelphus (283-245 BC). The city gained the status of polis perhaps a century after
Seleucids. The name of this new city was Nysa - Scythopolis. The question of this unique name remains a
mystery. In the Roman period the name Nysa was explained by a local tradition: Pliny3 and Solinus say

1 This article is based on our lecture delivered on December 2008 at W. F. Albright Institute of
Archaeological Research (AIAR), Jerusalem, and it represents our research as Andrew W. Mellon Research Fellow
at AIAR between October-December 2008. With this occasion we should like to express our gratitude to AIAR for
entitled us the Andrew W. Mellon Research Fellowship for the academic year 2008/2009.
2 Bibilonian Talmud, Erubim, l 9a.
3
Pliny, Natural History 5:74.
Dacia, N.S., tome LIV, Bucarest, 2010, p. 1 1 1 - 126
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that the city was founded by the god Dionysos, who buried his nurse Nysa here. The full name appears on
the city's coins and in official inscription, but usually the city was called only Scythopolis.
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Fig. I . Map of Palestine in the fifth century CE with Scythopolis, capital of Palaestina Secunda.

The Hellenistic city suffered destruction by the Hasmoneans in the latter part of the second century
BC ( 1 04 BC), but continued to exist.4 Pompey's conquest of Judea in 64 BC opened a new era for
Scythopolis, in a literal sense too, which continued till the end of the Byzantine period. From the time of
Pompey, Scythopolis became part of the Decapolis, and it was the only city of the Decapolis on the west
side of the Jordan River. The city returned to its Hellenic citizens, although a large Jewish minority
continued to live in the city. During the early stages of the Jewish war against Rome in the year 66 CE
according to Josephus many thousands of these Jews were massacred. 5 Later on, at the beginning of the
fifth century CE (409 CE) Scythopolis was chosen as the capital of the new founded province Palaestina
Secunda. This choice expressed official recognition of the position of Scythopolis as the most important
city in northern Palestine. In the year 749 CE an earthquake destroyed the city. Beth Shean became a pile
of ruins, and was rebuilt only as a small settlement.
4 Evidence of the destruction in the form of ash layers in Hellenistic houses in the northern part of Tel Iztaba
was recently uncovered in the excavations. See R. Bar Nathan and G. Mazor, Beth Shean during the Hellenistic
Period, Qadmoniot 1 07- 108, 1994, p. 87-92. 1
5 Flavius Josephus, BJ, 2:468.
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The first excavations in Beth Shean were conducted by the University of Pennsylvania from 1 92 1 to
1 933 on Tel Beth Shean.6 After small excavations in 1 960, large scale excavations of the Roman city were
conducted since 1 986 by the Hebrew University (under the direction of Gideon Foerster and Yoram Tsafrir)
and the Israel Antiquity Authority (under the supervision of Gabi Mazor and Rachel Bar-Nathan). 7
Town planning in the Roman Period
After Pompey' s conquest, especially during the first century CE, a major change took place; the
settlement which was situated previously on the Tel Beth Shean and on Tel Iztaba, during the Hellenistic
period, now began to expand from the peak of the mounds to the valleys around it, mainly to the wide
basin of Nahal Amal and the saddle between it and the deeper valley of Nahal Harod (Fig. 2). Tel Beth
Shean became the acropolis of the larger Roman city; the public monuments and the civic centre were
located in the Valley of Nahal Amal and on its margins. The residential areas of Roman Scythopolis were
probably located on the slopes around the main valleys. The new conception of occupation reflected the
atmosphere of security and confidence of the citizens under the Roman rule.

Fig. 2. Aerial view over Beth Shean (Scythopolis), looking southeast.

Although there are not many remains from the early Roman period, we can certainly say that some of
the most important buildings which characterize a typical roman city must have existed from its early stages.
There are some public buildings vestiges of the Roman city, from the first century CE (Fig. 3).
Among them a basilica, which abutted a street (ca. 1 2 m wide, with shops at its side) along its south
eastern wall; the theatre (in its early phase of construction); a bathhouse (later covered by the building of
Valley Street) and perhaps early stages of the eastern bathhouse; the first stage of the temple with the
round cella; and basalt pavements on street and squares as well as other structures. A comprehensive map
6 C.S. Fischer and G.M. FitzGerald wrote the first archaeological reports about Beth Shean (Scythopolis).
Some of the most important are: The Four Canaanite Temples of Beth Shean, 2 vol., Philadelphia, 1 940 and Beth
Shean Excavations 1 921-1923: The Arab and Byzantine Leve/s, Philadelphia, 1 93 1 .
7 The recent preliminary reports were published by Gideon Foerster and Yoram Tsafrir in Excavations and
Surveys in Israel, vol. 6-9 and vol. 1 1 , between 1 987- 1 990 and 1 992. The final reports are still to be published. There
is an exception, Israel Antiquities Authority (IAA), have published the final report for The Cesareum and Odeum,
Jerusalem, 2007, under the coordination of Gabriel Mazor and Arfan Najjar.
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of the first century CE Scythopolis cannot be drawn precisely, but it is clear that some of the public
buildings of the second century CE Scythopolis already existed in the first century CE.
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Fig. 3. Nysa-Scythopolis: civic centre, plan of the first century CE:
1 . Agora; 2. Basilica; 3. Agora Temple I; 4. Agora Temple 11; 5. Temple;
6. Bathhouse; 7. Theatre; 8. Public halls; 9. Temple of Zeus Akraios; 10. Street
of Agora Temples; 1 1 . Street (Pre-Monuments); 12. Street (Pre-Northem);
1 3 . Street (Pre-Palladius); 1 4. Theatre Street; 1 5 . Shops.

Roman Scythopolis was reshaped in the second century, mainly during the days of Antoninus Pius
( 1 3 8- 1 6 1 CE) and Marcus Aurelius ( 1 6 1 -1 80 CE). In this period, Scythopolis, like other cities in the
region, reached its formative stage. In the second century CE, during the pax Romana in the East, the
conditions for development of the cities and the atmosphere for investment in public monuments building
was much better. Scythopolis is one of the best examples of Roman urbanism in Palestine. The high
quality of the construction and the architectural decoration of Roman Scythopolis affected the shape of
the city for generations. Some of the monuments survived through the Byzantine period, while columns
and other architectural elements were reused for new building and monuments of later periods.
In the Roman period, although many of the citizens were of Semitic origin, the city preserved its
Hellenic character. During the second century CE, many Jews, who probably lived in rural settlements in
the region, returned to live within the city limits of Scythopolis. Probably, also Samaritans settled in the
city. An altar with a dedicatory inscription, dated to the middle of the second century CE, may illustrate
the process of Hellenisation within the city. The altar was dedicated to Zeus Akraios by a certain
https://biblioteca-digitala.ro / http://www.daciajournal.ro
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Theogene, daughter of Tobios. 8 The father's name is without any doubt Semitic, while the daughter's
name is Greek. We may assume that Aramaic remained the popular spoken language of many of the
citizens. Greek was the language of the educated and was the only written language: only a few
administrative inscriptions were in Latin and none in Aramaic. Another inscription incised on a pedestal
of the statue of Marcus Aurelius, which was installed in front of the temple in the civic centre, contains
the full list of the city: it was a holy city and a sanctuary (iEQa Kai ăauAov) and also one of the Greek
city from Coele Syria (Ka"Ca KolAEv EuQLaV 'EMEv(bwv n6AEwv).9 This is the only inscription inside
Scythopolis which shows directly the citizens' pride for their city, and, at the same time, it was a city's
leading class declaration of loyalty to the classical heritage in view of existence of non-classical trends in
the culture, ethics and art practiced by the non-Hellenic citizens.
Before analyzing the impact of Christianity on the city beginning with the fourth century CE, fust we
will show a general picture ofwhat the city might have looked like from the second century CE onwards.
Scythopolis was one of the best examples of Roman urbanism in the East; however it did not
utilize the cornrnon model of the Roman town planning which was the orthogonal pattem, because of the
special topography of the site. Although there was no cardo or decumanus in Scythopolis, the main
streets of the city run through the civic centre and were connected with its city gates. The streets were
wide ( 1 8 m wide) , with colonnades and roofed porticoes with shops at their sides. The average width of
the streets was about 24 meter wide. The city was adomed with colonnaded streets and squares, porticoes,
public monuments, fountains and pools. Among the public monuments there were: four temples, a
theatre, a hippodrome (which later was transformed into an amphitheatre), an odeon (which might have
been used as a bouleuterion), at least two bathhouses and a basilica (Fig. 4). These monuments were
richly decorated and ornamented with statues.
With the demographic growth of the fourth century CE, the city expanded gradually beyond its
limit. Surveys of existing remains around the core of the Roman city show that the Byzantine quarters
were founded almost everywhere. A wall (ca. 4.8 km long) encircled the city of almost 1 34 ha; many
buildings however remain outside the wall. 1 0 In the Byzantine period, Scythopolis reached its peak of
building activity during the reigns of emperors Anastasius (49 1 -5 1 8 CE) and Justin I (5 1 8-527 CE).
Christianization, Social and Cultural Cbanges, and Their Impact on Urban Planning and
Architecture, from the mid-fourtb to mid-fifth century CE
The fourth century CE was a period of transition and change. Besides the demographic growth and
economic factors, the radical religious and cultural change, which was the Christianization, became a
major force in reshaping the city and the cornrnunity's life. The change was slow and gradual, and, in
many aspects, continuity of social order and cultural values can still easily be recognized. However, the
transition from the Roman to Byzantine period was above all influenced by the triumph of the
Christianity over pagans. By studying the process of Christianization of Scythopolis we can understand
the deep change in the social, politica! life of the city and the daily behaviour of the urban cornrnunity.
This gradual transformation is reflected in the archaeological finds.
Before we turn to the changes of public and cultic building, we shall first see what the literary
sources say about Christianity in the fourth century CE in Scythopolis.
The first mentioning of a Christian from Scythopolis we find in Eusebius 1 1 • He tells the story of
Procopius, a native from Jerusalem, who held the office of the reader, translator (probably from Greek to
Syriac-Aramaic), 1 2 and exorcist of the Christian congregation from Scythopolis. He suffered martyrdom
8 Y. Tsafrir, Further Evidence for the Cult of Zeus Akraios at Beth Shean (Scythopolis), Israel Exploration
Journal 39, 1989, p. 76-78.
9 G. Foerster and Y. Tsafrir, Nysa-Scythopo/is: A New Inscription and the Titles of the City on Its Coins,
Israel Numismatic Journal 9, 1 986, p. 53-58. The geographical meaning of the term Coe/e Syria may simply reflect
the Decapolis of the past.
10 Idem, Urbanism at Scythopo/is-Beth Shean in the Fourth to Seventh Centuries, Dumbarton Oaks Papers
5 1 , 1999, p. 1 00.
11
Eusebius, De Martiribus Palaestinae 1 . 1 -2.
12 Procopius's task as a translator followed the Jewish custom of reading the Hebrew scriptures in the
synagogue followed by an oral translation into Aramaic, which was the language better understood by the members
of the congregation.
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in Caesarea in the year 303 CE, in the titne of Diocletianus (284-305 CE). After that, he was
commemorated as a martyr in Scythopolis.

Fig. 4. Nysa-Scythopolis, civic centre: plan of the second century CE:
1. Agora; 2. Basilica; 3. Agora Temple I; 4. Agora Temple 11; 5. Temple; 6. Eastern thermae; 7. Southern theatre;
8. Caesareum I Roman Temenos; 9. Temple of Zeus Akraios; 10. Street of the Agora Temples; 1 1 . Street of
Monuments; 1 2. Northern Street; 1 3 . Palladius Street; 14. Valley Street; 1 5. Street of the Eastern thermae;
16. Western thermae; 1 7. Thermae propylaeum; 1 8. Caesareum propylaeum; 1 9 . Agora propylaeum; 20. Temple of
Zeus propylaeum; 2 1 . Valley Street propylaeum; 22. Monument of Antonius; 23. Altar/ Central Monument;
24. Nymphaeum; 25. Northern theatre.

Epiphanius 13 give us information about Joseph, the comes, a converted Jew who devoted much
effort to convert the Jews in the Galilee, without real success. According to this story, Josephus retiring to
Scythopolis declared to Epiphanius that the entire population from the city was Christian Arian with two
exceptions: himself and Eusebius, an exiled bishop from Vercelae in Italy, who were the only orthodox. It
is evident that this is just an exaggeration, because Ammianus Marcellinus at the same titne tells us about
some trials and interrogation under tortures that were carried aut in Scythopolis to suspected enemies of
the regime, but says nothing of its Christian predominance within the city. 14 There is no doubt that in the
middle of the fourth century CE there was a large community of Christians, mainly Arians in Scythopolis,
but it is hard to believe that the ruling class of Scythopolis had already converted to Christianity.
13
Epiphanius, Panarion seu Adversus LXX Haereses 30.4-1 2.
14
Ammianus Marcellinus, Rerum Gestarum Libri 1 9. 12.8.
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The excavations showed that Scythopolis was damaged by the earthquake of the year 363 CE. 1 5
This specific destruction was observed in some cases in the rebuilding of severa! Roman monuments in
various locations of the site. The reconstruction after the earthquake was inferior to the second century
construction, but the classical character of the restoration proves that the classical tradition was still alive
in the fourth century CE (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Plan of the central area of Nysa-Scythopolis in the Roman-Byzantine period:
1 . Theatre; 2. Portico in front of the theater; 3. Western bathhouse; 4. Propylon in Palladius Street; 5. Shops of the
Roman Period; 6. Palladius Street; 7. Sigma; 8. Odeon; 9. Colonnades and reconstructed area of Roman temenos I
Caesareum; 10. Dismantled Roman colonnades, with a Byzantine public building above them; 1 1 . Northem Street;
1 2. Propylon and stairway to the tell; 1 3 . Propylon between the temple esplanade and the tell; 14. Temple with the
round cella; 1 5 . Nymphaeum; 1 6. Monument of Antonius; 1 7. Valley Street; 1 8. Central Monument; 19. Roman
basilica, with porticoes of the Byzantine agora above it; 20. Byzantine agora; 2 1 . Umayyad ceramic workshop;
22-23. Roman cult structures; 24-25. Eastern bathhouse; 26. Roman portico, later Silvanus hall; 27. Roman
decorative pool, with Umayyad shops above it; 28. Silvanus Street; 29. Semicircular plaza.
15 For the earthquake, see K.W. Russel,

The Earthquake ofMay 1 9, A.D. 363, BASOR 238, 1980, p. 47-64.
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The situation of each monwnent, whether restored or lefi in ruins, is significant for seeing not only
the priorities of the city's administration but it also reflects the mentality towards the public and cultic
buildings in fourth century CE Scythopolis. lt is very likely that the Christian administration of the city
together with the bishop welcomed the damage caused by the earthquake to the pagan temples. Within the
city, four or five temples were discovered; they were abandoned no later than the fifth century CE; but no
specific date for their destructions can be given.
The first temple which was discovered was the Hellenistic-Roman temple on the tell, probably
dedicated to Zeus Akraios; it was excavated and dismantled in the excavation of the 1 920s. 16 The
excavators showed that a Byzantine church with a round plan was built near the temple and partly on top
of it. The date of the church's foundation, which could have been used as a terminus ante quem for the
destruction of the temple, is unknown; but it is likely that the church was built between the second half of
the fifth century and the early sixth century CE. 1 7
The temple near the theatre was probably deserted i n the fourth century CE, possibly because of the
newly built wing in the eastern bathhouse. It is interesting to note that the altars were not destroyed but
carefully covered with soil before the new building was constructed, although other elements such as
building blocks and limestone slabs from the stairway were taken for secondary use. This aspect of
carefully preserving the altar by covering it could prove that in the fourth century CE there was still some
respect for the ancient pagan cults maybe because there was still a small polytheistic community living in
the city, or just maybe because there was still some degree of superstitious fear of the gods. But apart
from that, the Byzantine builders did not have any problem in reusing some of the non-cultic parts of that
same temple in the fourth century CE. And this is not the only example in Scythopolis or in Byzantine
Palestine.
Another temple was discovered under the levei of the Byzantine agora of the second half of the
fifth or early sixth century CE. The same terminus ante quem is valid for the destruction of what is
supposed to be a Roman temenos or Caesareum 18 between Nahal Harod and Nahal Amal. One of the
colonnades was completely dismantled during the Byzantine period; a new public building paved with
mosaic floors with geometric patterns was built around the ruins, whose function is unlrnown. 1 9
The case of the temple with the round cella (the round temple), situated close to the nymphaeum is
different. A propylon consisting of a monumental stairway and a triple gate was built between the temple
and the acropolis in the northeast. Although the propylon was partly uncovered, it seems to be part of a
processional road connecting the temple with the acropolis and more important with the supposed summit
temple of Zeus Akraios. The nymphaewn, was severely damaged in the fourth century earthquake and
rebuilt "from the foundations" by the governor (archon) Artemidorus the 7tEQL�AErr·roc;; (spectabi/is)
comes. This information comes from a decorated architrave above the podium in the central niche of the
nymphaewn. 20 The inscription does not include a date, but the fact that it is adomed with crosses shows
that it could not be earlier than the mid-fourth century CE. The name Artemidorus appears on another
pedestal statue which mentions the Empress Aelia Eudoxia, described as the "Queen of all Earth". She
was empress between 395 and 404 CE and the wife of Emperor Arcadius, and thus the renovation of the
nymphaeum cannot be dated later than 404 CE.
16 Rowe, Beth Shean I, p. 43-45.

1 7 For the location of the temple and the round church that was built above the wing of the temple, see A
Rowe, The Four Canaanite Temp/es of Beth Shean, Philadelphia, 1940, pl. II. For the church and its dating, see
Fitzgerald, Beth Shean III, p. 1 8-33.
18
There are two interpretations for this excavated area: Israel Antiquity Authority team considered that it was
a caesareum, and the other opinion, embraced by the Hebrew University (Jerusalem), is that the area was a sacred
temenos. In fact, the only remains from this part of the town is just a massive colonnade, so the interpretatons
remains opened.
1 9 A limestone block mentioning arcaV'CT]"CEQLOV may indicate this area as an inn.
20
For the inscription of the nymphaeum, see Foerster and Tsafrir, Israel Exploration Society (ESI) 6, 19871988, p. 27-28. Artemidorus' high rank of peribleptos or spectabilis suggest that he was the govemor of Palestine
before its division into three parts and the foundation of Palaestina Secunda, which took place sometime between
400 and 409, the date of edict mentioning the three Palestine (Codex Theodosianus 7.4.30).
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Artemidorus' nyrnphaeum was fed by a small aqueduct running from the west. This aqueduct, who
reached the nyrnphaeum on its back side, was attached to the temple in a way which suggests that the
cultic place was abandoned at that time, and that the year 404 CE is a tenninus ante quem for the
abandonment of the temple.
The laws against the temples and heretical practices of pagan cults of Theodosius I (375-395 CE)
and of the others emperors after him, demonstrate an official trend and create a legal background for the
destruction of the temples.2 1
With all these legal texts against polytheism it is interesting to look at the ambivalent attitude
towards pagan cultic monuments, also in Beth Shean. Although it is likely that the naos of the Round
temple of the civic centre in Scythopolis was destroyed and dismantled by Christians down to the floor
levei, the pronaos was preserved throughout the Byzantine period and the Early Islamic period. Two of
its four monolithic columns, with their enormous Corinthian capitals (one capital even represented
Dionysos) together with the entablature and even the pedestal of the statue of Marcus Aurelius, continued
to stand and beautify the city of Scythopolis until the earthquake of 749. The cella and the adytum, which
were the impure parts of the temple so to speak, for the Christians, they were desecrated and destroyed,
and the preserved decorative fa9ade, proves that the inhabitants of the Byzantine period had not only a
negative attitude towards paganism, but also a positive attitude toward the classical monuments for their
artistic value; that they were full of admiration for the classical art and architecture, even if originally
these parts were attached to the "impure" temple. The preservation of the temples' facade and the
inclusion of it in later public building is not a singular case. We have also examples for the preservation
of temples' pronaos together with porticoes around the temples in Jerash and Baalbek.
As a consequence for the abandonment of the temples, the via sacra which connected the temple
and the acropolis change its function. At the end of the fourth century or beginning of fifth century CE,
the propy/on was occupied by a system of channels and pools. This installation blocked the gate of the
propy/on and changed the character of the area from being a part of the sacred complex to an area of
utilitarian use and industrial activity.
Although Theodosius' laws forbade the pagan cults in the Roman Empire and so paganism
officially ceased to exist at the beginning of the fifth century CE, one can think that many individuals
continued to practice pagan cults, often in secret. We even have some information that some temples were
used for pagan rites in remote parts of the Byzantine Empire as late as the sixth century CE. There is
certainly a difference between the official involvement in trying to stop the polytheistic cults and the
success of such a policy. These same laws against the pagan cults were repeated in fifth century CE, so
we might say that in some cases there must have been few who still practiced their pagan faith. Even if
some people continued to observe their pagan practices, the elite and the administration of Scythopolis
converted to Christianity no later than the early fifth century CE.
Some of the constitutions from the tilne of Arcadius (395-408 CE), show the attitude towards the
Roman public building and also towards the pagan temples within the Byzantine Empire. In 399 CE the
Emperor decreed that the omaments of public works (publicorum operum ornamentata servari) had to be
preserved.22 Another decree of the same emperor forbade the destruction of "temples which are empty of
illicit things".23
The replacement of temples by the churches was not a mere externai change but a powerful
transformation in the social and cultural life of the city and its citizens.
The building of churches, or others private buildings, on the sites which were occupied previously
by pagan temples, did not occur immediately after the desertion and destruction of the temples but after a
long period of abandonment. This long time of abandonment could be an expression of the fear of the
Christians to settle on these sites, which until the sixth century CE were considered places haunted by
demons. In the case of Scythopolis a precise date for the reoccupation of these cultic places after their
abandonment cannot be given.
Only two exceptional cases are known in Israel of the immediate construction of buildings after
the destruction of a temple by Christians: the immediate building of the Church of the Holy Sepulcher

21 Especially Codex Theodosianus (CTh) XVI. 10. 1 0 ff.
22 Idem XVI. 10.5.
23 Idem XVl. 18.
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after the destruction of the Venus temple in the fourth century C E and the building o f Eudoxia's Church
24
above the Mameion in Gaza around 400 CE.

In both two cases, the impure sites were first completely purified by removing the soil beneath the

building in combination with a ritual service; only after that the church building proj ect could begun.

Besides the building with a clear cultic purpose, it is interesting to see the impact of the transition
from Hellenism (paganism) to Christianity in the fourth century CE Scythopolis looking at other
architectural complexes.
After the earthquake of

363 CE, which destroyed Scythopolis to some extent, one of the

monuments restored in its former shape, with little change was the monumental portico near the eastem
bathhouse. The restoration was done with great care, but without reaching the quality of the second
century CE architecture. The proof that such a restoration took place during the late fourth century or
early fifth century CE, in the time of Flavius Artemidorus, who was the

archon,

is shown by replastering

of the reflecting decorative pool lining the portico and the building of a decorative gate and stairway on
each side of the portico, together with a new mosaic pavement in front of the south entrance which has an
25
inscription mentioning the same Artemidorus.
The restoration of the nymphaeum in the Roman style is significant not only for practicai needs but
also because it demonstrates the vitality of the classical tradition in Scythopolis and also it shows the
appreciation for the aesthetical value of the Roman architecture in the late fourth and early fifth century CE.

The old Roman colonnaded streets continues to exist without little change in general appearance; only

one important innovation was introduced, probably in the same period, that is the late fourth and early fifth
26
century CE, by paving the porticoes with mosaic floors decorated with geometrical or flower designs.
Among the buildings of purely utilitarian design that continued to exist was the eastem bathhouse,
which was enlarged in the fourth century CE by adding a largefrigi.darium at the expense the temple area
near the theatre.
Because of the demographic growth, a new bathhouse in the western part of the city was constructed;
this complex was later expanded at the end of the fifth century CE. Another important innovation during the
late fourth and early fifth century was the building of the new street, the so-called Palladius Street (perhaps
situated on top on an earlier Roman street), stretching ca. 1 50 m between the theatre and the round temple. The
street was repaired several tirnes and remodelled in the sixth century CE. The purpose of this road was mainly
27

commercial with some thirty shops discovered on its north-westem side.

The evolution of the Roman basilica in the Byzantine period is revealing, although it was not a
religious building but a civil institution, with an important role in the social and economic urban life. The
Roman basilica was built in the first century CE (30 m width,

70 m length) and then remodelled in the

second century CE, when the central monument was built above the basilica's north-eastem wall. lt is
probable that the basilica was also damaged during the earthquake of 363 CE. When the Byzantine agora
was established here, probably in the mid or late fifth century CE, during the time of the govemor
Rometalkes, the walls of the basilica were already dismantled (with the exception of the south-eastem
wall which was incorporated in the substructure of the eastem bathhouse and the north-westem part
which was included in the foundations of the second century monument). Among the architectural
elements of the basilica, one of the most impressive finds was a cylindrical monolithic altar depicting the
masks of Dionysos, Pan and perhaps the mask of Sylenus, together with their attributes: the panpipe
and the thyrsoi, and a dedicatory inscription of the year 1 4 1 1 1 42
28
to "Dionysos the Lord Founder" (K'rLU'rTJ<;). The altar was found in front of the apse, without the upper

(syrinx),

the shepherd's crook

(pedum),

24 For the Holy Sepulcher in Jerusalem, see Eusebius, Vita Constantini 3.4-30; for Gaza, see H. Gregoire and
M.A. Kugener, Marc le Diacre: Vie de Porphyre, Paris, 1 930.
25 Foerster and Tsafrir, ESI 6, 1987-1988, p. 33.
26 Pavement mosaics in covered sidewalks and porticoes along the streets are known in Palestine as well in
Sephorris and Caesarea.
27 For Palladius Street, see Mazor, ESI 6, 1987-1988, p. 22-23, Bar-Nathan and Mazor, ESI 1 1 , 1992, p. 42-47.
28
For the basilica, see Foerster and Tsafrir, ESI 6, 1 987- 1 988, p. 3 1 -32, L. Di Segni, G. Foerster and Y.
Tsafrir, A Decorated Altar Dedicated to Dionysos, The 'Founder ', from Bet Shean (Scythopolis), Eretz-lsrael 24,
1996, p. 336-340.
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part that is the sacrifice table. The analysis of the destruction levei showed that the altar had presumably
been instalied in the basilica before earthquake of 363 CE, or, less certain, was part of the basilica from
the beginning, and it was not instalied here with the debris after the destruction. The preservation of the
altar in the basilica in the middle of the fourth century CE, in a city with an important Christian
population, might demonstrate that the inhabitants were still wiliing to honour their legendary founder,
Dionysos. After removing the sacrificial table, the altar lost its ritual function, but could still have been
tolerated for its artistic and decorative value. So the presence of this altar inside the basilica in the middle
of the fourth century CE indicates that the triumph of Christianity was slow and gradual.
SCYTHOPOLIS IN THE LATE FIFTH AND EARLY SIXTH CENTURIES CE:
CULTURAL CHANGES AND CONTINUITIES
As we have already seen, the victorious march of Christianity in the fourth century CE was slow
and gradual, not only in Scythopolis but also in other remote parts of the Empire.
Now we shali turn to the domain of art to see the relations between Christianity and the classical
heritage in Scythopolis.
In the course of the fifth century CE the attitude towards sculptures was ambivalent. Officially the
church preached destruction of the classical statues, but in fact there are sufficient examples which prove
that some of the statues, which adomed the city's monuments where still preserved at that time, not only
within Scythopolis. lt is evident however that at some point which we do not know precisely the same
statues were abandoned and buried.
In one case, the terminus ante quem for the removing of some of the sculptures inside Beth Shean
could he established. During the excavations inside the caldarium of the eastem bathhouse, a large
number of fragmentary marble statues were found. They were thrown into the hypocaust which proves
that this was done intentionally when the bathhouse went out of use. This abandorunent took place no
later than 5 1 5/5 1 6 when the Silvanus Hali was built in that area. Among the statues were a headless
Aphrodite with a cupid riding a dolphin (Fig. 6), and a headless nymph used as a fountain decoration.29
Other statues were found under the Sylvanus Hali. A torso of a cuirassed emperor (with a height of 3.5 m
and weighing more than 2 tons), possibly representing one of the emperors either Antoninus Pius ( 1 3 1 1 6 1 CE) or more probably Marcus Aurelius ( 1 6 1 -1 80 CE) and that because of the other dedicatory
inscription from the temple in the civic centre, which was found in secondary use as a building stone in
one of the structural piers of the halls (Fig. 7).3 0 The cuirassed statues of the emperors flourished in the
second century CE, when the cult of the ruler was practiced at a higher scale. Statues of the emperors
were displayed usually in forurns and bathhouses, but in our case, it is possible that originally this statue
stood between the columns of the portico of the reflection pool. Another statue found in the same area,
depicting a young Dionysos, with slightly effeminate features (measuring 1 .24 m), dates to the second
century CE, and was found lying on his back at the same levei as the sixth century CE marble pavement
of the eastem portico of the eastem bathhouse (Fig. 8).31 lt is possible that it was discarded here before,
but with some care and maybe respect for the legendary founder of the city, although it was defaced and
mutilated by the Christians previously. lt is however one of the best preserved statues from Scythopolis.
It is possible that, like the other statues which we named before, the young Dionysos belonged to a
sculptural decoration of the bathhouse. Inside the bathhouses of the Roman Empire, different sculptures
were displayed, depicting gods, especially Dionysos, but also Roman Emperors. Taking into account the
place where these statues were found, especially Dionysos, it is possible that the sculptures had just a
decorative function, or maybe educational one for the visitors of the bathhouse, without any direct
connection with a cult practice.
Another headless statue, reriresenting Tyche, probably dated to the third century CE, was found in
proximity of the theatre (Fig. 9). 2 Tyche was one of the patron goddess of the cities during Hellenistic
29 Tsafrir and Foerster, Qadmoniot 1 07-108, 1 994, p. 100- 1 0 1 , 1 09.

30 Ibidem, p . 1 0 1 ; iidem, ESI 6, 1 987- 1988, p . 33.
31 Idem, A Statue ofDionysos as a Youth Recently Discovered at Beth-Shean, Qadmoniot 89-90, 1990, p. 52-54.
32 Mazor, ESI 6, 1987- 1988, p. 2 1 .
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and Roman period, and especially in Scythopolis, where her image, wearing a turreted crown and holding
a cornucopia appears on various coins and mosaics. The statue rnight have been part of the decoration
inside the theatre, and later on was "decapitated" by Christians.

Fig. 6. Headless Aphrodite with
a Cupid riding a dolphin.

Fig. 7. A cuirassed statue of a Roman Emperor.

Fig. 8. A statue of the young Dionysos.

Fig. 9. Headless statue of Tyche.

lt is interesting to note that during the sixth century CE when a new exedra with shops (called
Sigma by the excavators) was built, Tyche continued to appear on a mosaic with her attributes (Fig. 1 0).33
Also, maybe more surprising is the fact that she is surrounded by small crosslets. This appearance of a
Christian motif (the cross) together with a mythological figure (goddess Tyche) may prove that in the
33

Ibidem, p. 1 9.
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modus vivendi between the

1 23

classical heritage and the Christian faith was still possible. It is

evident that in the case of the Tyche mosaic, the image of the goddess did not have a cultic purpose, but
was just a fashionable decoration of a shop. The goddess of fortune at that time could also have been as a
symbol of Porte Bonheur just like the little crosslets which surrounded the Tyche.

Fig. 10. Tyche mosaic inside Sigma, sixth century CE.
Analyzing all the statues found in Scythopolis, we can see that most of them are headless. Few of
them have their heads preserved (like the young Dionysos and a Hermes found near the Odeon), but there
were defaced. Other marble heads also defaced were found on different parts of the site, not in situ, like
the one of Athena and of unknown goddesses (the ideal female head) found in Tel Naharon, dated to the
second century CE, and the one of Alexander the Great, from Tel Beth Shean. Even the Medusa and the
griffins from the cuirass torso of the emperor were partly destroyed.
Although we cannot have a date for the destruction of these statues, in most cases we could as sume
that they were mutilated and decapitated around the fifth century, or early sixth century CE. By
destroying the face or by removing the head the Christian believed that the demonic powers of the statues
were taken away. Depersonalization of these statues by mutilation could also be seen, as an ontologica!
denial, removing the gods from Pantheon, as a negation of paganism by depriving them of their religious
symbols. The mutilation of genitals was also common for the beginning of Christianity because nudity
was seen as something irreverent. lt is unlikely that these statues were defaced or decapitated at the
moment of their burial, but it is more plausible that they were exhibited in the city for their beauty and
aesthetic values but without any parts which could be seen as menacing power, or they could have been
also despised or mocked.
From the end of the fifth century CE, we have some information regarding the public ridicule and
4

destruction of some Isis statues from Memphis, discovered by the Christians after they were hidden. 3

Also in the middle of the sixth century CE, at Antioch statues of gods were hung on the streets for public
5
ridicule.3 These examples could give as some clues about what could have happened also in Scythopolis.
Another possibility was that the burial of some of the heads, like the one of the Athena' statue, could have
been the act of a worshipper who tried to rescue them after the destruction of the cultic places. Or, and
that is more plausible, these statues were discarded in a refuse pit, far away from the sculpture torso, so
that the demon who possessed the sculpture could not return into the sculpture.
34 Vie de Severe, Patrologia Orientalis II, p. 27.
3 5 Vita S. Simeonis Junioris, Acta Sanctorum, voi. 5, p. 3 7 1 .
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Regarding the ancient statuary, is interesting alsa to see how these were considered in the
Byzantine Empire. The popular attitude was based on the assumption that the statues were animated, and
early Christians believed that the sculptures were inhabited by demons. This belief, interpreted by one
part of the clergy in a strictly manner, required immediate action: the destruction of the statues. But some
of them survived and were later considered as talismans that could protect cities from calamities. So, the
original significance of the statues was forgotten after the sixth -seventh centuries, and reinterpreted in a
folkloristic manner.
One example demonstrates both the popular belief and the destruction of these sculptures. In 402
CE, a nude statue of Aphrodite which was object of veneration stood in the centre of Gaza. When bishop
Porphyry, surrounded by Christians bearing crosses, approached the statues "the demon that inhabited the
statue, being unable to contemplate the terrible sign, departed from the marble, with great tumult, as he
did so, he threw the statue down and broke it, into many pieces."36
The ambivalent attitude towards sculptures in the Byzantine Empire could be alsa seen in fact that
from the time of Emperor Constantine, different rulers adorned cities, and especially Constantinople, with
sculpture having mythological motifs. Their impressive collection did nat just have an artistic value but
with time gained some magica! power.
If we take all the things into account, we can say about the statuary from Scythopolis that even if
they were preserved after the fourth century CE, only with a decorative purpose for the city, it is however
likely that they were decapitated or defaced. Then in the fifth century CE, certainly nat much later than
the sixth century CE, these statues were then removed and discarded.
The abandonment of the sculptures implies a detachment from the explicit expression of paganism,
but nat from the classical heritage, because at the same time some mythological motifs continued to
appear on different mosaics, in public and private buildings. Regarding the mosaics, we have already
mentioned the Tyche representation in the Sigma. This mosaic has an inscription which mentions archon
Theosebius, thus is dated to cca. 507 CE. 37
From the middle of the same sixth century CE, there is a polychrome mosaic calendar from the
Monastery of Lady Mary, on Tell Iztaba (Fig. 1 1 ); in its centre of the representation there are Helios (the
sun) and Selene (the moon). The divine couple appears crowned as king and queen of heaven. We can
suggest a Christian allegorical meaning for it that would transcend the natural forces who rule the world
and its cycles: Christ would be represented by the sun and the Christian Church by the moon, according
to Anastasius of Sinai, a writer from the seventh century CE. Another mythological theme was found in
the known House of Leontis, depicting Odysseus and Syrens, as well as Nilotic scenes (Fig. 1 2). It is
possible that in this case the work of art was used to show and emphasize the status and education of the
owner, Leontis.
But Scythopolis is nat the only site where mythological representations appear on mosaics; its
situation is similar to other sites in Palestine. These mythological representations were adapted and
reinterpreted according to the needs and the philosophy of the new users.
Now we turn briefly toward the mass entertainment structures: the theatre and the hippodrome
amphitheatre. In the Roman period, the theatre presented mostly different satirica! shows with a vulgar
character. The church fathers, like Cyril of Jerusalem, urged Christians to refrain from going to the
theatres, circuses, amphitheatres, as they were all shows of Satan. 38
We do nat know precisely what happened to the theatre in Scythopolis after the fourth century CE.
A major restoration took place during the fourth - the sixth century, maybe after the earthquake of
36 Marcus Diaconus, Vita Porphyrii, ch.59-6 1 .
37 This Tyche mosaic is not unique; it also appears in the Hippolytus Hall at Madaba.
3 8 Cyril of Jerusalem, Cathecheses 19.6: "Now the pomp of the devii is the madness of theatres , and horse
races, and hunting, and al! such vanity: from which that holy man praying to be delivered says unto God, "Turn away
my eyes from beholding vanity ". He not interested in the madness of the theatre, where you will behold the wanton
gestures of the players, carried on with mockeries and al! unseemliness, and the frantic dancing of effeminate men nor in the madness of them who in hunts expose themselves to wild beasts, that they may pamper their miserable
appetite; who, to serve their belly with meats, become themselves in reality meat for the belly of untamed beasts; and to
speakjustly, for the sake of their own god, their belly, they cast away their life headlong in single combats. Shun a/so
horse-races, that/rantie and soul-subverting spectacle. For al! these are the pomp of the devii."
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9
CE. 3 In the early Islamic period, the theatre housed small private dwellings and a potters ' workshop

(as did the theatre in Jerash). The date of its abandonment as a place of entertaining is also unknown to

us, but it is possible that this happened during the sixth century CE. As for the type of shows presented in
40
the theatre during the Byzantine period, when we compare sources like Choricius from Gaza , we can
assume that they were singing, music and <lance performances, devoid of any pagan character, but which
could satisfy the human desire for entertainment.

Fig. 1 1 . Mosaic from the Lady Mary Monastery.

Fig. 12. Mosaics from the house of Kyrios Leontis with mythological motif from Odyssey (left)
and personification of the Nile (right).
The amphitheatre, on the southern plateau of the site has a complex history. lt was originally a
hippodrome, in the second century CE, and only later was transformed into an amphitheatre. This was
obtained by building a new semicircular wall inside the arena of the hippodrome, probably in the fourth
century CE. From Antiochia it is known during the fourth and fifth centuries CE that hunts (venatio) of
wild beasts, or display of exotic anirnals and even athletic competitions were still held in the
amphitheatre, and we can think that this was also the case in Scythopolis. lt seems that the amphitheatre
lost its importance during the fifth century CE. The entrances were narrowed by additional buildings and

the whole area was surrounded by private dwellings. The construction of the Orestes Street in the north

39 Mazor and Bar-Nathan, Qadmoniot 1 07- 108, 1 994, p. 23.
mimorum (eds. R. Foerster and E. Richsteig), Leipzig, 1 929, p. 204-230.

4° Choricius, Apologia
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even blocked totally the access to the amphitheatre from that part. During the fifth century CE the
amphitheatre !ost its role as an institution of mass entertainment.
Summarizing: the impact of Christianity from the fourth century CE was slow and gradual, but
irreversible, affecting all the institutions of the classical world. Temples were usually destroyed, but
architectural elements were still preserved and decorated the city until the earthquake of 749 C.E.
Sculptures depicting gods were preserved for some time for their aesthetic values although mutilated until
the church became more radical during the sixth century. The mass entertaining structures, like the
theatre, soon declined. With all these transformations, the classical heritage was preserved for some time
until the sixth century in the mythological themes on mosaics although with a different symbolic
meaning.
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WATER DISTRIBUTION AND DRAINAGE IN APULUM*

RADU OTA, GICĂ BĂEŞTEAN
Keywords: Roman Dacia, Apulum, XIII Gemina legion, water distribution, M. Statius Priscus.
Abstract: This paper focus on the water distribution system of the two towns developed at Apulum, in the Roman

period, municipium Aurelium Apulense, from the nowadays Partoş district, and municipium Septimium Apulense, the
former canabae /egionis XIII Geminae. Taking into consideration the archaeological discoveries and also the
epigraphic evidence, the authors try to underline the specific case of water supply system of Apulum in the Roman
provinces of Lower Danube context.
Cuvinte cheie: Dacia romană, Apulum, legiunea XIII Gemina, aprovizionarea cu apă, M. Statius Priscus.
Rezumat: În acest articol autorii prezintă rezultatele cercetării sistemului de aducţiune a apei din cele două oraşe

dezvoltate la Apulum, în epoca romană: municipium Aurelium Apulense, de pe teritoriul actual al cartierului Partoş,
şi municipium Septimium Apu/ense, fostele canabae legionis XIII Geminae. Ţinând cont de descoperirile
arheologice, precum şi de evidenţa epigrafică, autorii încearcă să prezinte particularităţile sistemului de aducţiune a
apei de la Apulum în contextul provinciilor romane de la Dunărea de Jos.

At the same time with the organization of Dacia province, on the place of the nowadays city Alba
Iulia the XIII Gernina legion built its fortress. The imperial authorities decided to place the legionary
fortress in this area due its strategic position, in the rniddle of the defensive centre of the province, on the
Mureş River valley at the crossing of the main roads connecting the newly created capital colonia Ulpia
Traiana Augusta Dacica Sarmizegetusa with other important settlements.
Furthermore, we may speak about the relatively proxirnity to the auriferous district from the
Apuseni mountains, which had to be supervised by the rnilitary. The legionary fortress was built, even
during the reign of Trajan, on a dominant plateau, more precisely on the third terrace of Mureş River (the
ancient Maris), delirnited in north by the Ampoi River which springs from the Apuseni Mountains, and in
south by the smaller affluents of the Mureş. 1
The building of the legionary fortress favoured the development nearby of the first nucleus of
civilian habitation, canabae legionis, inhabited by Roman citizens and people who were not Roman
citizens (businessmen, merchants, artisans). This had even from the beginning the characteristics of a
town. As a consequence of its development it became municipium Septimium Apulense during the reign
of Septirnius Severus.
The first Roman city developed here is municipium Aurelium Apulense, located under nowadays
Partoş district; it reached this status during the reign of Marcus Aurelius. Subsequently, it became colonia
Aurelia Apulensis during the reign of Conunodus. Due to the geographical proxirnity with the gold rnines
of the Apuseni Mountains, the colonia received in the 3rd century the epithet of chrysopolis.2
* This study was presented at the Proceedings of the Fourth Romanian-Suisse Congress entitled "L'eau dans
le monde romaine", carried on 7- 1 3 of April 2008 in Deva (Hunedoara County), Romania.
1 Moga 1998, p. 44, 48. In the current phase of the research it is assumed that during emperor Hadrian the
construction of the stone stage of the legionary fortress began; work finished during the following emperor,
Antoninus Pius.
2 lt is attested by the discovery of a statue's base in IDR 111/5, 432, dated 252-253 A.D. See: Diaconescu,
Piso 1993, p. 67.

Dacia, N.S., tome LIV, Bucarest, 2010, p. 127-139
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One of the urbanistic works which involved the soldiers of XIII Gemina legion was water catching.
There was used one of the springs located in the place "Fântâna Împăratului" from the Mamut Hill. There
are also noted here, among the older archaeological vestiges, brick pipes from the Roman period.3
lt seems that the culvert and sewerage works towards the legionary fortress and canabae were
ended in 1 5 8 AD., when M Statius Priscus was the govemor of the Dacia Superior province.4 In 1 968,
during some archaeological excavations inside the Roman-Catholic Church, an architectural complex
having a hypocaust system was discovered. This was probably legion's bathhouse (PI. V4) reconstructed
in the first half of the 3r<1 century AD., as the coins, discovered during the archaeological excavations,
seem to attest (Iulia Domna, Iulia Mammae and Severus Alexander). 5 Moreover, in 1 980, in the nearby of
via sagularis, close to porta principalis dextra of the legionary fortress, a tile pipe of 0.2 m diameter was
discovered. lt was used for the discharge of water outside that building. 6
During the archaeological excavations organized between 1 888 and 1 908 in southeast of the
Austrian fort, the first custodian of the Alba Iulia Museum, Adalbert Cserni, discovered severa! edifices,
two large bathrooms and an important number of streets (Pl. Ul). Here, stamped bricks with of the XIII
Gemina legion and of a numerus singulariorum were discovered. The bricks were used in the
construction of the hypocaust, the pavement and some clay pipes. 7 Two fragments of lead pipe of 2.5 cm
diameter were also found. 8 Others three fragments of lead pipe (A 6208/ 1 3856) coming from Apulum are
in the possession of the Bruckental Museum at Sibiu. Two other fragments have not an Inv., but most
likely they also came from Apulum. The exterior diameter of the three fragments mentioned above is
approximately of 4-5.5 cm. Their interior diameter has different sizes. For the first fragment is of 3.7-4.8 cm
and of the latter9 one is of 3.5 cm.
During the archaeological excavations in Alba Iulia, Munteniei Street between 1 992 and 2003,
Viorica Rusu-Bolindeţ investigated a building, assumed to be a part of the residence of the govemor of
10
three Dacian provinces (/egatus Augusti pro praetore trium Daciarum) (PI. V2). A hypocastum and a
succession of three ditches in the E room of the edifice were discovered. The ditches were probably used
as a sewerage system. In the so called D room of the building, other two hypocaust systems, together with
a bronze coin from Faustina Senior were also discovered. These rooms belong to the last existence phase
of the edifice dated between the end of the 2nd century and the beginning of the 3 r<1 century AD.
During the 2000-200 1 archaeological campaigns, the room C of the same building was discovered
(of large dimensions: the preserved length 1 0.60 m, the preserved width 4.50-5 m). 1 1 The entrance to
this room was possible by an access corridor placed in West. The room had a floor of opus signinum,
covered with a brick pavement, from which is preserved only a small section in its south-westem part. At
9 . 1 O m east from the western wall of the D' corridor and 1 .20 m south from the northem profile, on the
floor of C room, at -1 .32 m depth, a lime slush pit of quadrilateral shape (dimensions: O, 74 x 0.2 m) and
NE-SW oriented was discovered. At 0. 1 8 m from its southem and eastem sides and at O, 1 4 m from the
northem and western sides, a circular area was carved, with a depth of appreciatively 0.02 m, having a
diameter of 0.40 m, in the middle of which there is a central aperture with a diameter of 0. 1 0 m. On the
edges of the circular area, other five orifices slightly oblong, of 0 . 1 O x 0.05 m, were carved, placed
similarly to the petals of a flower.
=

3 Moga 1 998, p. 58-59.
4 Ibidem, p. 58-59.
5 Ibidem, p. 68.
6 Ibidem, p. 69.

=

7 There have been discovered clay and bronze vessels, lamps, glass, tools and bronze jewels, stone reliefs, votive
inscriptions and two monetary hoards ( 1 1 5 denarii and antoniniani issued between Septimius Severus and Gallienus;
225 denarii and antoniniani issued between Septimius Severus and Aurelianus). See: Rep. Alba 1995, p. 38.
8 Csemi 1 89 1 , p. 38, Băeştean 2007a, p. 1 0 1 .
9 Information received from Professor Ioan Piso, we thank him for that.
10
We had access to this information by the goodwill of the researcher Viorica Rusu-Bolindeţ from the
National History Museum from Transylvania who shared with us new information conceming the archaeological
excavations she carried out on Munteniei Street.
11
Rusu-Bolindeţ 200 1 .
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On the opus signinum floor of C room, on an area of 2. 70 m, the pit of implanting the sewage and
the discharge culvert was discovered. The ditch under discussion has the orientation slightly deviated
from the slush pit, nevertheless it was alsa NE-SW oriented. lt is situated near the apse which borders
towards SW the room C. lt was preserved only by its length of 0.86 m, but continues under the opus
signinum floor of the room C. lt was made of bricks of 0.42 x 0.32 x 0.04 m at maximum 0.30 m depth.
Some bricks from the bottom of the ditch were stamped with LEG XIII GEL.YF. 12 The slush pit and the
corresponding drainage belong to the last levei of the compound, dated in the 3rd century AD. Of course,
this compound belonged, mast probably, to a civilian settlement developed around the legionary fortress,
canabae /egionis XIII Geminae.
During the 1 997 rescue excavation in the location named Dealul Furcilor, south of the legionary
fortress, a thermal complex was discovered (PI. 1/3). The authors named them "the small thermae'', to
easily differentiate them of the diggings made by A Csemi, in southeast from the Austrian fort, a century
ago. 1 3 We refer to a complex discovered on a surface of 8.5 x 4.6 m, built at the end of the 2°d century
A.D. 14
Next, we shall index the unpublished archaeological artefacts coming from the archaeological
excavations of A Csemi, the first custodian and director of the musewn from Alba Iulia, in the old glacis
of the Vauban type fortification, situated in its south-eastem part, between 1 888 and 1 908. We have
chosen a number of 20 pieces, different by form and preserved dimensions (unfortunately we found mast
of them in a fragmentary state), because their nwnber is greater15 :
1 . Ceramic tube, Inv. R 2785; length - 69.5 cm; the pipe socket's length - 6 cm; minimwn diameter 1 2.5 cm; maximwn diameter - 14 cm; thickness - 1 .2 cm; the pipe socket's diameter - 10.5 cm (PI. 11/1).
2. Ceramic tube, Inv. R 2786; length - 69 cm; the pipe socket's length - 5 cm; minimum diameter 1 0.5 cm; maximum diameter - 1 1 .3 cm; thickness - 1 .5 cm; the pipe socket's diameter - 6.5 cm (PI. 11/2).
3. Ceramic tube, Inv. R 2787; length - 65.5 cm, the pipe socket's length - 6 cm; minimwn diameter 1 1 ,2 cm; maximum diameter - 1 1 .4 cm; thickness - 1 .5 cm; the pipe socket's diameter - 7 cm (PI. 11/3).
4. Ceramic tube, lnv. R 2788; length - 65 cm; the pipe socket's length - 6 cm; maximum diameter 1 0.5 cm; thickness - 1 .5 cm; the pipe socket's diameter - 6.5 cm (PI. 11/4).
5. Ceramic tube, lnv. R 2789; length - 67.5 cm; the pipe socket's length - 5 cm; maximum
diameter - 1 1 .5 cm; thickness - 1 .5 cm (PI. 11/5).
6. Ceramic tube, Inv. R 2790; length - 66 cm; the pipe socket's length - 1 cm; maximum diameter 1 1 .3 cm; thickness - 1 .5 cm.
7. Ceramic tube, Inv. R 279 1 ; length - 63 .3 cm; the pipe socket's length - 1 cm; minimum
diameter - 1 1 cm; maximum diameter - 1 1 .2 cm; thickness - 1 . 7 cm.
8. Ceramic tube, Inv. R 2792; length - 62 cm; the pipe socket's length - 1 cm; minimwn diameter 1 1 cm; maximum diameter - 1 1 . 7 cm; thickness - 1 .8 cm.
9. Ceramic tube, Inv. R 2795; length - 36.8 cm; the pipe socket's length - 1 cm; maximum
diameter - 9.8 cm; thickness - 1 .3 cm; the pipe socket's diameter - 8.5 cm. At the base of the pipe socket
there are seven circular perforations with a diameter of 0.5 cm. Unfortunately, we were nat able to find in
the bibliography analogies or reliable data on their possible functionality.
1 0. Ceramic tube, Inv. R 2796; length - 42 cm; the pipe socket's length - 7 cm; minimum
diameter - 1 0.6 cm; maximwn diameter - 1 1 .5 cm; thickness - 2 cm; the pipe socket' s diameter - 6.8 cm.
(PI. 111/5).
12

IDR IIV6, 222. Those which are mentioned as being in situ were from the ditch, publishing them without
asking pennision of Ms. Viorica Rusu-Bolindeţ, the person in charge of the excavations. According to the
researcher, the stamped bricks have disappeared in 2002, together with the slush pit!
1 3 Ciobanu et alii 2000, p. 295-296; Ciobanu 2004, p. 333-335.
1 4 The edifice belongs to the thennae "in parallel axes" type, with a central corridor out of which there may be
entered in the two para.llel rows of rooms, on one side being apodyterium and frigidarium and on the other side,
tepidarium, sudatorium and caldarium, heated rooms. Thennae of this type were discovered in the Dacia province at
Bumbeşti and Slăveni, dating from the time of Septimius Severus. See Ciobanu et alii 2000, p. 296; Ciobanu 2004, p. 334.
1 5 The photographs had been taken by Ms. Lacrima Rădulescu and the drawings made by Mr. Călin Adam;
we thank them for their tremendous help.
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1 1 . Ceramic tube, Inv. R 2798; length - 28 cm; maximum diameter - 1 0.5 cm; thiclrness - 2 cm.
12. Ceramic tube, lnv. R 2799; length - 25 cm; maximum diameter - 9 cm; thiclrness - 1 . 1 cm; the
pipe socket's diameter - 5 .2 cm (Pl. IIV l ).
1 3 . Ceramic tube, Inv. R 2800; length - 65 .5 cm; the pipe socket's length - 3.5 cm, maximum
diameter - 9 cm; thiclrness - 1 .2 cm.
1 4. Ceramic tube, Inv. R 2926; length - 42 cm; maximum diameter - 1 1 .5 cm; thiclrness - 1 .2 cm.
There was preserved inside the tube a fragment from another, out of which only the pipe socket and a part
of the body are kept. The two tubes were connected with mortar to assure waterproofing. The second tube
has the following dimensions: length - 1 3 cm, the pipe socket's length - 6 cm, the pipe socket's diameter
- 4 cm.
1 5 . Ceramic tube, lnv. R 2928; length - 35 cm; maximum diameter - 1 0.5 cm; thiclrness - 1 .5 cm.
There is preserved on the inside a pipe socket from another tube: the pipe socket's length - 4 cm; the pipe
socket' s diameter - 4 cm.
1 6. Ceramic tube, lnv. R 2930; length - 34 cm; maximum diameter - 1 1 cm; thickness - 2 cm.
There is preserved on the inside mortar from another tube and presents a perforated orifice with a
(preserved) diameter of 1 .5 cm. lt was probably a pipe branching for another pipe or a clearing hole of the
limy deposition.
1 7. Ceramic tubes, Inv. R 2932. We refer to two tubes connected with mortar. The first one has the
following dimensions: length - 25 cm; the pipe socket's length - 4.5 cm; maximum diameter - 9.6 cm,
thickness - 1 .3 cm, the pipe socket's diameter - 6 cm. The second one presents the following dimensions:
length - 1 1 .8 cm, thickness - 1 , 1 cm, maximum diameter - 1 1 cm. Only the first tube has the pipe socket
preserved (Pl IIV2).
1 8. Ceramic tube, Inv. R 2933, length - 3 1 .5 cm; the pipe socket's length - 5 cm; maximum
diameter - 9. 1 cm; thickness - 1 cm; the pipe socket's diameter - 6 cm (Pl. IW3).
1 9. Ceramic tube, Inv. R 2937; length - 26.3 cm, the pipe socket's length - 6 cm, maximum
diameter - 9. 7 cm, thickness - 1 ,3 cm.
20. Ceramic tube, Inv. R 2939, length - 24 cm, maximum diameter - 1 0 cm, thickness - 0.7 cm.
On the inside it is preserved the pipe socket from another tube, fixed with mortar: the pipe socket's length
- 5 cm; the pipe socket's diameter - 4 cm.
Most of the presented ceramic tubes are fragmentary and are part of the pipes that supplied with water
the public or private buildings that belonged to the city district researched by A. Cserni a century ago. Tubes
with numbers 2-5 from the index seem to he part of the same piping system (Pl. IV/1 ). A similar feature
appears at the joining of tubes 6-8. We may therefore argue that the ceramic tubes come from two different
systems. Aqueduct ceramic tubes are to he found all over Dacia province, being, as all over the Roman
Empire, the most widespread way of transporting water. Good analogies for the Apulum case, and we do
not refer only to technical features, are to he found in Drobeta, Potaissa and Ulpia Traiana.
In Drobeta the thermae were supplied through a ceramic pipe which P. Polonic identified in 1 897
as supplying the fountains of the Roman city nearby the present-day high school 1 6 .
In Turda, during the archaeological excavations from 1 977-1 978 the Roman aqueducts were
discovered. They supplied both the legionary fortress of the V Macedonica legion fort and the Roman
city. The tub'es of the one that supplied the fortress were 43 cm long, having a diameter of 1 6.5 cm The
dimensions of the tubes of the aqueduct supplying the city were 3 9 cm long, with a diameter of 25.5 cm. 1 7
Although, lead pipes were not yet discovered in Potaissa, the existence of some fragments of bronze
pipes, 1 8 among which at least one might he interpreted as a ca/ix, lead us to assume the possibility that
they were also there in use.
A fragmentary pipe, of which 22 clay tubes were preserved, was found in colonia Dacica Ulpia
Traiana Sarmizegetusa, 1 9 between the buildings noted 00 1 and 002, during the archaeological excavations
in the area of the palace belonging to the procurator of Dacia Apulensis province. Four clay tubes kept in
the store house of the old musewn (having the following dimensions: length - 26-28 cm; big diameter 16 Tudor 1 969, p. 3 1 9, fig. 94, 3.
17 Bărbulescu 1 994, p. 68-69.
18
Bajusz 1 980, p. 385-386; T6th 1 9 8 1 , p. 1 65-1 66; Bărbulescu 1 994, p. 69.
19 Băeştean 1 998-1 999, p. 254.
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1 3 cm; small diarneter - 6 cm; pipe socket - 7 cm) were also discovered in the of the palace. From Ulpia
Traiana there are known 20 tubes kept in the new museum, without knowing their discovery context:
length - 24-32 cm; big diarneter - 12.6 - 1 3 cm; small diameter - 5.8-6 cm.20
In Romula (Dacia Inferior province) the ceramic tubes were protected by a brick gallery, of a
triangular section, filled with mortar.21
Important analogies are to be found in Scythia Minor also. An underground aqueduct was found in
Callatis, made of ceramic tubes with a diameter of 20-22 cm, three lan north of the city. Other aqueducts
made of ceramic tubes were found in Troesmis, Tropaeum Traiani (two) and Casimcea.22 In Histria, an
aqueduct made of clay tubes with a diameter of 1 8 cm and length of 62 cm was discovered, covering a
distance of 4 lan.23
From the old collections of the Alba Iulia Musewn come several quarry blocks used for the
sewerage system (4 still unpublished) depicted as follows:
1. Sewer stone building block, unpublished, of rectangular shape, lime, Inv. R 752, dimensions:
30 X 29 X 1 2.5 cm. The slush pit has a carved hole (diarneter - 26 cm) with three perforations in petal
shape, for overflowing of the residual water (Pl. IV/3).
2. Sewer stone building block, unpublished, purchased by A. Csemi, rectangular shape, lime, Inv.
R 480, dimensions: 62 X 53,5 X 1 5 cm. The slush pit has a carved hole (diarneter - 41 cm) with six
perforations in petal shape, for overflowing of the residual water.
3. Sewer stone building block, purchased by A. Csemi, rectangular shape, liine, Inv. R 458,
diinensions: 91 X 64 X 19 cm. The slush pit has a carved hole (diameter - 55 cm) with a circular
perforation (maximum diarneter - 24 cm, minimum diameter - 15 cm) surrounded by other six
perforations in petal shape, for overflowing of the residual water24 (Pl. IV/2).
4. Lime block, in a fragmentary state, placed in the yard of the museum, discovered northeast of the
Roman fort, in the circwnstances of some urban works from the 80's of the last century, without lnv.,
diinensions: 204 X 60 X 45 cm. lt was probably used for water catching of the spring located northeast of
the Roman fort, nearby the St. Elisabeth bastion of the Austrian fortress, or, more probable for the sewerage
system25 • In the section, it is "U'' shaped and the inside aperture through which water flew, was 30 cm wide.
5. Lime block, in a fragmentary state, placed in the yard of the museum, discovered northeast ofthe
Roman fort, in the circurnstances of some urban works since the 80's of the last century, without Inv.,
dimensions: 236 X 60 X 42 cm.
The last blocks seem to be part of the sarne system if we have in mind that they have the same
construction characteristics and dimensions but also for the fact that they were discovered in the sarne place.
A more delicate problem is to interpret their functionality. If blocks came from a ditch, this seems
to have been open, because the edges of the pieces are not carrying the traces of some covering blocks.
For this reason an open aqueduct seems less probable, without being able to exclude such a hypothesis; a
pipe functioning like this could not transport drinking water. The sealing of such a ditch presumed
important works. But mortar traces are missing in their joining area.
In Dacia province, blocks of the drainage ditches were reused as construction material in the steeple
of the mediaeval church from Densuş, on its eastern and western side. A similar case is in the Peşteana
church, where such a piece is fixed in wall of the church. Their provenance cannot be other than colonia
Dacica Sarmizegetusa. Close analogies by shape are known in the Empire in Aquincwn and Side.26
In the north-westem side of the city, traces of Roman water supply system were identified, like a
27
Roman pipe carrying the water from "Fântâna Împăratului", in fact from the springs at Dealul Mamut. lt
is not recorded the type of material this was built from, but probably there are ceramic tubes.
20 Ibidem, p. 254-255, fig. II, a, b, c.
21 Tudor 1 969, p. 1 80.
22
Canarache 1954, p. 357.
23
Ibidem, p. 359.
24
Băeştean 2007a, p. 1 0 1 - 1 02, Fig. 1 09; 2007b, p. 395, pl. IV, fig. 2 1 .
25
We received the infonnation by the goodwill of the Professor Gh. Anghel, we thank him for help.
26 Băeştean 2007a, p. 395.
27 Tudor 1 968, p. 148.
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The epigraphic sources confinn the existence of systems of water distribution in Apulwn. Clearly
the presence of thermae, or the public fountains also asswnes the necessary technical means to assure a
constant outflow of water, obtained not only by natural resources (springs, rain water, etc). Unfortunately
a connection between the epigraphic and archaeological data is difficult to make in Apulwn.
The inscription attesting the existence of an aqueduct in Apulum, today gone, was fixed in the wall
of a house around the beginning of the 1 6th century and dates at the end of 1 5 8 A.D.: 28

Io(ui) o(ptimo) ·m(aximo) et·consessui deorum·dearumque pro·salute·imperii Romani·et·uirtute
leg(ionis)·XIII-G(eminae) ·sub·M(arco)·Statio Prisco·consule·designato·demonstr(andibus)
ipsis·aquas·aperiendasper-L(ucium) Aurelium Trophimum ponente[m]
signum·Jouis·et·aramp(ecunia) ·s(ua)f(ecit).
Translation: "To Jupiter the worthy and great and to the gathering of gods and goddesses to save the
Roman power and for the victory of the XIII Gernina legion under the rule of Marcus Statius Priscus,
appointed consul (the gods) themselves indicating (through signs) that must be dug (to find) the source
through Lucius Aurelius Trophimus, who erected the statue of Jupiter and the altar. He set up this
monwnent at his expense". We do not know which the chosen technical feature to transport water was.
On the base of a marble statue discovered between Dealul Furcilor and the residual water ditch of
the nowadays Alba Iulia city, a fountain is attested: 29

Ex iussu dei Apollinisfontem AeternHJlp(ius) Proculinus speculator leg(ionis) XIII·G(eminae) Gordianae·a
solo restituit.
Translation ''Under the protection of god Apollo, Ulpius Proculinus, speculator of the Xill Gernina
Gordiana legion, rernade Deus Aeternus' fountain." lt dates from the reign of Gordian III (238-244 A.D.). 30
The bathhouses are attested by two inscriptions. The first one is a votive inscription, today
disappeared, seen by M. Opitz in 1 622 on the bank of the Mureş; it probably comes from the territory of
colonia Aurelia Apulensis, with the following text: 3 1

FortunaeAug(ustae)·sacrum P(ublius) ·Aelius·Geme(l)lus·uir·clarissimus perfecto·a·solo·balneo
consacrauit.
Translation: "Dedicated to Fortuna Augusta, Publius Aelius Gemellus, a very illustrious man
(member of the senatorial order), erected (this monwnent), during the time when the baths from the
d
foundations were constructed." lt dates from the end of the 2° century or from the 3rd century A.O., based
on the uir clarissimus title, which becomes quite frequent during this period.
The second inscription was discovered in Partoş district of the nowadays Alba Iulia city, in the area of
the forum ofthe colonia Aurelia Apulensis. lt is a fragmented base of a statue, with the following text: 32

[Ob] cuius [sta}tuae dedi[cat}ionem Lu[ci]a-Iulia·uxor [C}erunoni(i) per omnes·balne[as] populopublice
oleum posuit l(oco) d(ato) d(ecurionum) ·d(ecreto).
Translation: "On the occasion of dedicating her statue, Lucia Iulia, wife of Cervonius, offered free
oil to people at the baths, the place (of erecting the statue) was given by the decurions' decree". lt dates
from the reign of Marcus Aurelius.33

28 CIL III, 1 06 1 ; IDR 111/5, no. 1 85.
29 CIL III, 1 06 1 ; IDR 111/5, 3 1 .
30 IDR 111/5, 27.
31 CIL III, 1 006; IDR 111/5, 72.
32 IDR 11115, 446.
33 CIL III, 7805; IDR 111/5, 347.
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colonia Dacica Ulpia Traiana Sarmizegetusa

(today superposed only by

small village), the Roman settlements of Apulum had successive urban super positions in time. This
comparison is important, because the obtained results in the case of biggest urban centres of the Province
are so different. In the first case, the publication and dissemination of the archaeological material has
34
enriched provincial history with data comparable with the rest of the Empire. In the second case, even to
attribute a discovered item to one of the attested settlements represents a great problem. Obviously, the
archaeological feature is alsa different. In Sarmizegetusa, only one Roman city existed, nowadays
covered merely on the western half (between the walls) of the actual village, in the eastem half without
any construction. In Apulum, three centres are attested, superposed almost entirely by the ulterior
settlements. The archaeological material is quite rich, compared to other Roman cities from Dacia, but it
is difficult to identify the exact place of origin.
Under these circumstances a conclusion referring to the separate situation of water distribution in
the two cities and of the legionary fortress cannot he drawn, at least nat in this moment.
Nevertheless, in this moment is possible a comparison with the cities such as Potaissa or Drobeta.
Maybe, only as a simple coincidence, is worth noticing that the archaeological discoveries related to the
water distribution system, in their great maj ority, come from the area of the

thermae.

35
and,
From an epigraphic point of view the settlements from Apulum join Sarmizegetusa
36
eventually, Ampelum through the written attestation of a water distribution system.
The ceramic tubes are pretty numerous, but it is quite difficult to form an idea as far as they are

concemed, because only few were entirely preserved. As shape, dimension and feature their great variety
does not help too much, because the differences in the case of ceramic tubes may he from severa!
37
centimetres, in the case of diameters, to tens of centimetres in the case of the tubes length. Worth
noticing is the ceramic tube no.

9

with incised traces at the base of the pipe socket, which are a little bit

deepened. There are not helping analogies and it is not clear whether they had a functional role
( eventually for a better binding), an ornamental one or maybe it represented „a signature" of the producer.
But the presence of other several similar fragments may indicate the fact that they come from one pipe
only. From this point of view there may he identified at least two types of different systems. The iterns
seem to he part of systems of water distribution. In this moment and Wlder the given circumstances
38
neither of the iterns can he identified as component of a building's arch.
The number of fistulae

is small and certainly insignificant. Reusing lead during the
39
subsequent ages, as well as spreading of the material towards other locations (sometimes being lost the

plumbea

initial discovery place) may offer a partial answer of the actual state of research. Maybe the future
archaeological excavations will throw more light on this case, because at least in the situation of the cities
(if we have in mind their fame and wealth) the lead pipes must have been used in a larger number.
The drainage blocks of the sewerage system, next to those that might come from another ditch, only
strengthen the certitude in the existence of water distribution system very well developed, but extremely
little known. lt is not feasible to exclude the possibility that the drainage ditches could have belonged to the
settlements from the territoria of the two cities of
colonia Dacica Ulpia Traiana Sarmizegetusa. As

Apulum, or maybe even from the
far as the settlements from

territorium of the
territoria of cities are

concemed the water distribution system used is that of the aqueduct macle of ceramic tubes. Nevertheless, in
the rural areas wooden pipes were also used, from which at least the metallic junctions should have been
41
40
preserved. In the Northem provinces, such as Britannia , Gemania Inferior and Germania Superior, the

wooden pipes were frequently used, especially in Romano-British civilian settlements. Situation from
Dacia, which has many similarities with the three cited examples, cannot he different.

34 Băeştean 2007a, passim.
35 CIL III, 1446 IDR IIV2, 8 .
36 CIL III, 1 293 IDR IIV3 , 282.
37 Băeştean 1 998-1 999, p. 255.
38 Ibidem, p. 256-257.
39 A ceramic tube proceeded from Partoş district (written Portus in the inventory register), we found it again
=

=

in the MNIT warehouses Cluj-Napoca, without any other data.
40 Stephens 1 985, p. 1 97-207.
41 Trevor Hodge 1 995, p. 1 1 0.
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Pl. I: 1 . Roman bath researched by Adalbert Cserni; 2. the govemor office researched by Viorica Rusu-Bolindeţ;
3. the small Roman bath researched by Radu Ciobanu; 4. legionary bath researched by Radu Heitel.
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PI. II. Ceramic tubes 1 -5, scale 1 :5.
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Pl. III. Ceramic tubes 1 -5, scale 1 :5.
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2

3
Pl. IV. 1 . Ceramic tubes of the same piping system; 2-3. Sewer stane building blocks.
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Many o f the archaeologically discovered items, used in the water distribution system from Dacia,
come from the territory of the today Alba and Hunedoara counties. This could he only the state of the
archaeological research, or probably this is to he related to the important development level of the
provincial rural settlements from these areas. We should keep in mind that the two most important urban
centres of the Dacia province, Sarmizegetusa and Apulum, were located in the area. The two cities
benefited by imrnense
discoveries from the

territoria in which rural settlements flourished. Leaving aside the archaeological
territorium of Ulpia Traiana, we should mention that in the territoria of the two

attested cities from Apulum numerous items related to the water distribution system were also discovered.
As a guide mark, we shall refer briefly to the territory of the first urban centre,

Aure/ium Apulense,

which subsequently became

colonia,

municipium

because it is the first settlement that received

the municipal status. I. Piso and Al. Diaconescu concluded that the territory of the

colonia

included

towards southwest all the settlements till Germisara, towards northwest till Şard, not being excluded to he
till Ampelum (until it became

municipium),

towards southeast, the all the settlements from the lower
42
At the same time with the development of

reach of the Târnave, and towards north, south from Brucla.

municipium Septimium Apulense
a part from its territory.

43

and

municipium Ampelensium, colonia Aurelia Apulensis must have lost

On the teritorry of Berghin comrnune (Alba County), placed east of Apulum, on the terrace „Nimul
de Jos'', one kilometre northeast of the village, there were discovered pipe tubes made of clay, all
44
belonging to a possible Roman rural settlement. In Cut village, Câlnic comrnune (Alba County), placed
45
SSE from Apulum, in the spot named „Fântâna Dârgului" was discovered a pipe made from burnt clay.

In Drâmbar, village that belongs to Ciugud comrnune (Alba County), placed east of Apulum, a rural
46
Roman settlement, probably a vil/a rustica, was identified, where ceramic aqueduct tubes were found.
South of Apulum, in Gârbova comrnune (Alba County), ceramic tubes of an aqueduct were discovered
47
East of

which supplied a small rural Roman settlement. These are preserved in the museum from Sibiu.

Apulum, in Hăpria village (Alba County), in the „Gura Zăpozii" place, an aqueduct stamped brick of XIII
48
Gemina legion was discovered. lt is worth to remember that here existed at least one Roman settlement
which needed water supply. North of Apulum, in Meşcreac village, Rădeşti comrnune (Alba County),
three aqueduct ceramic tubes were discovered, during the archaeological excavations made in 1 968 by
49
Lazăr in the Roman settlement.

V.

Northwest of Apulum, in Miceşti district of Alba Iulia city the traces of a pipe made of big stamped
bricks of the XIII Gemina legion were discovered. It was probably part of the water distribution system
50
which supplied one of the settlements in Apulum using the water from the river Ampoi. The remains of
ceramic water pipes were discovered south of Apulum, in Pianu de Sus village (Alba County), next to a
51
golden fibula, bricks, spear heads, axes and ceramic vessels. In Răhău comrnune (Alba County), placed
52
south of Apulum, two ceramic tubes were discovered, evidently part of Roman pipeline. In 1 909, near
Sebeş (Alba County), placed south of Apulum, a shaft with the margins made from Roman bricks was
discovered. This was situated southeast of the so called "Râpa Roşie". A pipe made of ceramic tubes
started from here being covered with tiles; it crossed the Secaş flood plain, being attested on a length of
53
80 metres. Unfortunately this was destroyed by the local people in 1 95 1 . In Sâncrai, near Aiud (Alba
54
County), placed north of Apulum, a Roman pipe is documented, without topographical notes. In 1 888,

42 Diaconescu, Piso 1 993, p. 70-7 1 ; Ardevan 1 998, p. 8 1 .
43 Ardevan 1 998, p. 82.
44

Rep. Alba 1 995, p. 55.

45 Rep. Alba 1 995, p. 89.
46 Tudor 1 968, p. 170; Mitrofan 1 974, p. 44; Rep. Alba 1 995, p. 92.
47 Tudor 1 968, p. 1 40; Rep. Alba 1 995, p. 1 02.
48 Tudor 1 968, p. 1 40; Rep. Alba 1 995, p. 1 05.
49 Lazăr 1 974, p. 1 1 9; Rep. Alba 1 995, p. 1 25.
50 Tudor 1 968, p. 1 76; Rep. Alba 1 995, p. 1 27.
51 Rep. Alba 1 995, p. 1 46.
52 Ibidem, p. 1 5 1 .
53 Tudor 1 968, p . 1 42; Rep. Alba 1 995, p . 1 70.
54 Rep. Alba 1 995, p. 1 75.
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northwest of Apulum, in Tibru village, Cricău commune (Alba County), among the ruins of a building
belonging to a Roman fort or vil/a rustica the sewerage pipes, next to a votive altar, a relief and other
objects of Roman origin were discovered. In the same location, there were also found stamped bricks of
the XIII Gemina legion.55
Worth noticing is the fact that in the native Dacian settlements, of the Roman period, although they
adopted many items of the Roman material culture (fine and coarse pottery, iron tools, bronzes, coins, etc.)
there are no discoveries related to a possible water distribution systems. A possible using of wooden pipes,
more difficult to detect on the field, is not be excluded. Nevertheless, it is difficult to believe, as also before
the Roman period the attested example ofwooden pipes from Sarmizegetusa Regia remains singular.
The little epigraphic or archaeological information attests a strong development stage of the Roman
settlements from Apulum. The existence of a least one aqueduct, public or private fountains and thermae
show that also in this part of the Empire a series of elements, perceptions and values of the Roman
civilization may have been implemented in a relatively short term. Unfortunately, only a small number of
artifacts related to the water distribution system were discovered during the archaeological excavations.
The majority come from old collections of the Alba Iulia Museum. Probably future archaeological
excavations in the territory of the actual city will uncover buildings with hypocaust, thermae, public
fountains or aqueducts to confirm the high development standard of the urban centres from Apulum.
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BEING A PHYSICIAN IN MOESIA INFERIOR*

DAN APARASCHIVEI
Key words: Roman medicine, physicians, Moesia Inferior, medical instruments.
Abstract: This research tries to outline a part of daily life of the Roman province Moesia Inferior, very little

surprised by the historical literature: medicine and the practitioners of this profession. It examines the spread of
civilian physicians in the communities of the province, especially from inscriptions and discoveries of medical
instruments in the tombs. We discuss also about the access arrangements in the branch, doctors' origin, local
tradition for this specialization. The physicians identified, as well as the associations that are attested in the Greek
cities, are evidences of a normal medical activity in Moesia Inferior, like in any other province of the Roman Empire
of first to third century AD.
Cuvinte cheie: Medicina romană, medici, Moesia Inferior, instrumente medicale.
Rezumat: Cercetarea de faţă încearcă să contureze un aspect de viaţă cotidiană din provincia Moesia Inferior, puţin

surprins de literatura de specialitate: medicina şi practicanţii acestei meserii. Se analizează răspândirea medicilor
civili în comunităţile provinciei, în special pe baza inscripţiilor şi a descoperirilor de instrumentar medical în
morminte. Se pun în discuţie, de asemenea, modalităţile de acces în această branşă, provenienţa medicilor, tradiţia
locală pentru această meserie. Personajele identificate, dar şi asociaţiile de profil atestate în oraşele greceşti sunt
dovezi ale unei activităţi medicale normale pentru orice provincie a Imperiului în secolele I-III p. Chr.

Respected, coveted, as well as controversial, the medical profession was recognized in Antiquity as
being vital for the smooth development of individual or communal activities in society. The perception of
the profession in itself, with the appreciations and the defamations which it has undergone, has been
convincingly expressed in rnany writings from the Roman era, a period which acutely reflects our own
preoccupations. 1
As with other cultural and scientific influences, it was the Greeks who introduced rational medicine
to Rorne.2 Physicians attracted to Roman cities, as nurnerous rnissions organized for the teaching of
medical techniques in prestigious Greek centres, were in a position to replace at least a proportion of the
• This study is part of the research project CNCSIS PN II, code PD_487, entitled Roman Medicine in the
Province ofLower Moesia. We have to give our thanks to Elias Foundation for the opportunity for research in the

libraries from Vienna, Prof. Marion Meyer from the Institute of Archaeology in Vienna, Dr. V. Mihailescu Bîrliba
for the important ideas, Prof. Dr. T. Mihăescu for continuous support and Prof. Dr. Maria Bărbulescu.
1 Among many reviews, we just mention only some relevant opinions: Seneca appreciated physicians, whom
he saw as close to the patients, true intellectual partners with outstanding capabilities (De Beneficiis, VI, 1 5- 1 6). On
the other side, Pliny the Elder was against doctors. He believed that „the physicians practice their knowledge at our
risk and made experiments on the skin of the sick; the doctor is the only unpunished person in the case of
manslaughter. In fact, they may even blame the patient for not respecting the treatment" (N.H., XXIX, 8). In the
same context, Galenus made an observation that ,,many physicians talk about medicine without being able to show
their skills" (Galen, XIV, 649-650). The interest for this professional category is inferred also from Jus., Digeste,
XXVII, l , 6, 2-4; Jus. Cod., X, 58, 9.
2 The term ,,rational medicine" was spread by Aulus Cornelius Celsus, who did not agree with a divine origin
for disease and believed that praying to the gods for healing was not a solution. Celsus, Med. , Proemium; see also
Penso 1 984, p. 73.
Dacia, N.S., tome LIV, Bucarest, 20 10, p. 1 4 1 - 1 56
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priestly and magical medicine widely used by the Romans. Nevertheless, we are convinced that what
was the mystical continued to insert itself artfully and subtly into medical activities and, sometimes,
traditions replaced the science.

In many cases, rational medicine coincided with popular medicine.

However, authentic physicians have succeeded, in general, because a scientific approach convinced
4
patients that "medicaments and drugs are the hands of the gods".
On the other hand, the central
authorities seized on the direct relations between politics and health policy for the population, resulting in
the inherent „purchase" or ,,manufacture" of doctors.
The employment of the first public physician by Rome, the Greek Archagathus,

medicus .

vulnerarius

5
in 2 1 9 BC, meant the important recognition of the health care of specialist doctors. However,

the medical profession in the republican era did not enjoy the support due from the state. Slaves,
6
freedmen and foreigners (especially Greeks) were the majority practitioners in this profession. As late as
Caesar, the involvement of the authorities was clear. This moment meant the significant growth in the
number of physicians and, implicitly, of interest for medical practice and research. 7 By obtaining the right
of citizenship, they benefited from more immunities which aimed to encourage access to health care. The
knowledge of physicians was, in practice, available at all social levels . At the imperial court they become
8
9
indispensables and also in military units, in large cities as well as in smaller communities. If there was
hardly a doctor in the town, he would he hired from outside. More than this, from the time of Severus
0
Alexander, the basis of a medical teaching system financed by the State was put in place. 1

Civilian physicians

1
Civilian physicians were generalists (clinici) or specialists, 1 that is to say specialists for every part of
12
the body. We are certain that eye specialists (medicus ocularius) (kt'rQO<; 6cp8aAµu<6<;)1 3 and surgeons
3 Penso 1 984, p. 47-69; Onnerfors 1 993, p. 1 57-224, with many examples from ancient literature.

4 The phrase belongs to Herophilus from Chalcedon, a founder of the famous Alexandrian medical school

(fourth-third centuries BC).
5 Nutton 198 1 , p. 1 8 ; Nutton 1 986, p. 38-39; Nutton 1 993, p. 53.
6 Andre 1 987, p. 33-36. For the status of doctors in Rome, see p. 97- 1 79, but also Scarborough 1 969 and
Cappai 1 983, p. 65-87. It was advanced the opinion even that all doctors in Rome were Greeks: Baker 2004, p. 4 1 .
7 Suetonius (Jul., 42) stated that the main advantage the doctors obtained was the fact that Caesar granted
them citizenship and, hence, they had to pay less in taxes (Omnes professos, et liberalium artium doctores, quo
libentius et ipsi urbem incolerent, et coeteri appeterent, civitate donavit). Augustus, Vespasian and Hadrian
strengthened and increased privileges for doctors (Suet. Aug., 59, Cassius Dio Hist. , LIII, 30), but also limited the
number of those who could take advantage of these privileges in order to prevent abuses. For the decrees granted by
Vespasian in the year 74 AD, see Oliver 1 989, n°. 38, with comments at p. 1 2 1 - 1 23, and for those of Antoninus
Pius, see Oliver 1 989, p. 588-590.
8 Literary sources have kept the name of the personal physicians of emperors: Tiberius's (Caricles) - Tac.,
Annales, VI.50, Nero's (Andromachus from Crete) - Galen, XIV, 232-233, Claudius's (Quintus Stertinius Senofontes
from Cos, followed by Gaius Stertinius Senofontes and Scribonius Largus) - Tac., Annales, XII, 6 1 and 67, Trajan's
(Criton) - Ioannes Lydus, De magistratibus, II, 28, Marcus Aurelius and then Commodus's (Galenus). For details see
Cappai 1 983, p.78-79.
9 About physicians from army and treatment ofwar wounds it is already published a substantial literature: see
Scarborough 1 968, p. 254-261 and note 1 with bibliography; Nutton 1 969, p. 260-270; Krug 1 993, p. 204-208;
Salazar 2000, especially p. 68-1 24 but, also, Baker 2004.
w SHA, Alexander Severus, 44, 4. Against this source see Nutton 1 977, p. 2 1 6-2 17.
1 1 A passage from Cicero refers to this variety of specializations: An tu existimas, cum esset Hippocrates, ille
Cos, fuisse turn alios medicos qui morbis, alios qui vulneribus, alios qui oculis mederentur?, Cic. Ora. III, 33.
Specialization began to appear mainly in Imperial Roman times. Greek sources recorded little evidence of this.
12 Penso 1984, p. 1 1 8 . For surgery see also Michler 1 969; La chirurgia 1 975; for a more strict specialization
in surgery see Kiinzl 1 983a, p. 48749 1 ; for ophthalmology Nielsen 1 974 and Korac, 1 986, p. 53-7 1 ; Rocca 2003,
for brain diseases.
1 3 Andre 1 987, p. 63-65; Nielsen 1 974; Kiinzl 1 983b, with references; Korac 1 986, p. 53-7 1 ; Jackson 1 996,
2228-225 1 . In terms of inscriptions, many are certified as specialists: Rome - CIL VI, 3987, 6 1 92, 8909, 89 1 0, 9605,
9606, 9607, 9608, 9609, 33 1 57, 33880, AE 1 924, 1 96; Italy - CIL V, 3 1 56, 3940, 8320; CIL X, 6 1 24; CIL XI, 742,
5400, 544 1 , 6232; North Africa - CIL VIII, 2 1 105; Baetica - CIL II, 1 737, 5055. See a doctor in the Mauritanian
Cesarea: Samama 2003, n° . 459, note 1 7, p. 509.
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(chirurgus) (XELQOUQY6<;) 1 4 were the most widespread, but there is also evidence of other categories. 1 5
medici publici, or they serviced families with economica!
16
potential, like domestici etfamiliares medici. Medici ambu/atores had an interesting situation, also. 1 7
Doctors were employed b y communities as

Physicians discharged their duties in special spaces, in dispensing offices or surgeries for

consultation

(tabema medicinae, ia'tQELoV) where they treated the sick, kept instruments and

medicaments or consulted books. 1 8
We cannot speak of the existence of hospitals or civil hospices during the period of the Principate.
The first such institutions were set up quite late, in the Christian era, under the influence of religion. 1 9
Medical practitioners could he attached to certain public institutions, such as circuses and
theatres,20 watching fights between gladiators,2 1 are present at sporting competitions,22 as well as in
23
private institutions, such as the various professional associations (collegia).
As for the physicians of the govemment, there is a hierarchy of these, since in the inscriptions a
supra medicos is recorded,24 but also a scriba medicorum. 25 The organizational chart of the doctors of the

decurio medicorum,26 indicating that these medical
practitioners were organized in decuriae, but there were also more apxi.a-rpoi, official court physicians.2 7
imperial house provides information about a

In the following pages we will evaluate the importance of this profession in the province of Moesia
Inferior. This will allow us to draw some conclusions about individual and collective health care in this
part of the Roman world. The goal is to identify the civilian physicians who served the communities in
the province, based on the sources we have at our disposal.28
14 Samama 2003, n° . 38 1 mentions two surgeons who worked in the year 227 AD in a town near Tyre, in

Arabia. Then, see for Rome CIL VI, 3986; 4350, 33882 and for Italy CIL IX, 3895. Surgeons are certified by
different names in the sources: chirurgus, medicus chirurgus, vulnerarius, vulnerum medicus, chirurgus venarius:
Jackson 1 993, p. 9 1 .
15 Medicus auricularius: CIL VI, 8908; AE 1 9 1 0, 7 1 ; one medicus o(ssa)?, in Gummerus 1 932, p. 62,
n°. 226. The instruments found in graves show a significant spread of specialists in lichotomy, and a smaller
expansion of dentists: Kiinzl 1983a, p. 487-49 1 and Jackson 1 993, p. 86.
16 Cappai 1983, p. 78.
1 7 Doctors, like any other category of free professional employees, were always traveling, either to acquire new
knowledge, or to practice in various cities. See Samama 2003, p. 25-26, with details and references for the Greek
period. They also played an important role in celebrations and temporary fairs, especially in the border regions.
18 Hyg., Fab., CXLVII. In a relief from Ostia, a doctor is found sitting in his office: Penso 1984, p. 1 33,
fig. 83. See also Samama 2003, p. 37-38 .
1 9 For details see Miller 1 984, p . 54-56; Miller 1 985; Samama 2003, n°. 3 2 8 and p . 37: an epitaph o f fifth
century AD, from Euchaita, in Pontus, mentions a doctor who worked in a hospital.
20
Vit., De Arch. , V.9.
21
A certain Trophimos, a doctor who cared for the wounds of fighters in the arena, is mentioned in a text
from Cos, first-second centuries AD: Samama 2003, n°. 30, p. 1 35. A medicus ludus Matutinus see in CIG 6658
(Samama 2003, n°. 473) and, other one, in CIL VI, 1 0 1 72; for details about this category of doctors see Robert 1 940.
Also, consult Scribonius Largus, a Roman doctor and pharmacologist from the first century AD. He indicates the
measures taken by surgeons to heal the wounds of gladiators: Scrib.Larg., Comp. , LXXI and LXXVII.
22
They are mainly reported in gymnastics competitions. The doctor Heleis from Thyatire was in charge of an
association of gymnasts. The inscription dates from second-third centuries AD. : Samama 2003, n°. 229. For more
information about what treatments were applied to athletes see Pliny, NH, 28, 237. See also Samama 2003, n°. 37, 38.
23
After decuriones of co/legium fabrum tignariorum appears L. Tettius Clycon (Glycon?), medicus: CIL XI,
1 355. See for comments Gummerus 1 932, p. 64, n°. 235.
24
CIL VI, 3982 (M. Livius Liviae l(ibertus) Orestes, supra medicos).
25 T. Aurelius Telesphorus is recorded as the secretary of the association of doctors in CIL VI, 9566 and in a
Greek inscription from the third century AD, perhaps a translation from Latin or vice versa: Samama 2003, n° . 485.
26
CIL VI, 3984; Penso 1 984, p. 1 1 4.
27 About arhiatroi as personal physicians of political leaders in Antiquity see Nutton 1 977, p. 193-1 98. The
first evidence of an arhiatros was made in the first part of the second century BC, with a note about Crateros from
Antiochia, a doctor of the Seleucids: Samama 2003, p. 42. In Rome, Andromachus, Nero's physician, is the first
arhiatros who sources record: Penso 1 984, p. 1 14.
28
We will not refer here to the military physicians of Lower Moesia, who will receive special attention in
another article. See for this subject CIL III, 7449; ISM V, 103 , 1 70, 299; AE 1 995, 1 350.
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Civilian physicians from Moesia Inferior
Inscriptions discovered provide us with most information about the activities performed by the
civilian physicians from Moesia Inferior. Archaeological excavations and several literary sources also
have much to tell us. Moreover, the same hierarchy of sources revealing medical activity is found
throughout the Empire.
A votive inscription from Novae (Svistov, Bulgaria), from the second half of the second century
AD, reveals information about Ae(lius) Macedo, med(icus) (appendix, n° 1 ).29 Since there is no
information stating that he was part of a military unit, we can conclude that he was a civilian physician. A
military hospital, a valetudinarium, has been identified in the Novae legionary. It functioned in the second
and third centuries AD.3 0 The inscription revealing information about the doctor Macedo was found just
in this unique construction from Moesia province. Military physicians usually belonged to a particular
military structure such as a legion, an auxiliary fortress or a naval unit. 3 1 It is therefore most likely that we
are speaking about a civilian physician who carried out his duties in a military hospital. This was not a
unique case throughout the Empire. 32
Like most votive inscriptions raised by doctors, this one is dedicated to the gods of the medical
arts. Unfortunately, apart from the two divinities, Asclepius and Hygia, who are honored by this
monument, we know no other details about this physician. 33
A man named �L6[bw]QO<;, perhaps a civilian physician as well, seems to have been mentioned in
another inscription from the Novae region, also discovered in the military hospital of the I Italica legion
(appendix, n° 2). 34 The fragment, in Greek, is dated after 2 1 2 AD.
T. Rascanius Fortunatus, of the Pollia tribe, originally from Faventia, Emilia Romagna, region of
Italy, was also very likely to have been a community physician (appendix, n° 3).35 In local communities,
well-known doctors were in especially great demand. Usually, the local administration welcomed
qualified people who wished to settle in a town of another province. On his arrival in the Moesian town,
the local authorities probably employed this physician on the basis of his professional qualifications.
However, to avoid the intrusion of impostors, the city council found ways of testing those who
were applying for medical positions. A series of tests of skills and knowledge, several public
presentations and speeches, were used in the selection process. Since the Hellenistic period, the
physicians had to earn their place in the community, as the community was responsible for their salaries. 36
The authorities in Troesmis hired the physician we are discussing in the second century.
Municipium Troesmis was the result of the twofold development between the canabae settlement raised
near the legionary fortress of the V Macedonica legion and the civitas (local community). 3 7
Unfortunately, we cannot date exactly our epigraphic docwnent with medicus Rascanius to know if he
was active in the municipium,38 canabae or civitas. The way in which medical assistance was provided
between these last two communities, leading to the formation of the city of Troesmis, is a question that
cannot be clarified in this moment. We can only asswne that since they had different administrative
institutions,39 they had different medical structures as well. This situation raise new questions such as:
who served the canabae? Military or civilian physicians? Or, what kind of relationships existed between
29
Kolendo 1 998, p. 62-64; AE 1 998, 1 134.
30 Press 1 985, p. 367-3 7 1 ; Press 1 987, p. 1 7 1 - 1 84; Press 1 990, p. 327-334.
31 The epigraphic sources indicate different appellatives for the military medici: medicus legionis, medicus

cohortis, medicus a/ae, medicus duplicarius, medicus castrensis, medicus castrorum, medicus miles, medicus
ordinarius, medicus ordinarius /egionis are the most frequent. See Scarborough 1968, p. 258-259 and note 27.

32 AE: 1 929, 2 1 5; AE: 1 969- 1 970, 502.
33The Macedo cognomen was quite widespread throughout the Empire. Hadrian or Antoninus Pius bestowed
citizenship on them: Onomasticon III, p. 42.
34 IGLNovae, 1 76; Kolendo 1998, p. 64 and note 43.
35 ISM V, 1 93.
36 About the salaries see Samama 2003, n°. 47-53. In addition to the remuneration from public funds, the
doctor could benefit from fees from the patients: Cohn-Haft 1 956, passim.
37 Vulpe 1 953, p. 557-582; Suceveanu, Bamea 199 1 , p. 50.
38 It is most likely that the city of Troesmis obtained municipality status between the years 1 79- 1 80 AD :
Aparaschivei 20 10, p. 1 1 1 .
39 ISM V, 1 58.
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physicians in military units and those in nearby civilian comrnunities?4° The general belief is that there
was a mutual interest in establishing a connection between the two backgrounds, civil (consisting of the
canabae, civitates and municipia) and military. Evidence is being found at Novae, where, as we saw
above, a civilian physician was working in the military hospital. On the other hand, civilians needed the
expertise of a military doctor, a specialist in surgery, who had the knowledge to treat wounded soldiers.
For the arrny physicians this collaboration was a way of improving and using their knowledge of
women's or children's diseases, as they looked forward to retiring from the military and continuing their
work in a civilian environment.41
Anyway, Fortunatus Rascanius worked in the comrnunity of Troesmis until he was 50 years old.
His followers, freedmen Rascania Phoebe and T. Rascanius Euthycus, wanted to highlight that fact in the
monument they built.
M. Octavius Aper, originally from Nicomedia, is identified as a medicus in a funerary inscription
from Pliska, Bulgaria, from the second-third centuries AD (appendix, n° 4).42 The cognomen also reflects
his Greek origins.43 lt is possible that he worked in a Greek city from the Black Sea coast, but, more
probably, he served in Nicopolis ad Istrurn. lt is well known that, in the city founded by Trajan, both the
elite and many members of the middle and lower classes carne from Asia Minor and especially from the
two cities of Bithynia, Nicaea and Nicomedia.44 Moreover, Nicomedia was recognized for its rich cultural
and scientific traditions, including in the medical field.45
The citizens living on the West coast of Pontus Euxinus all had good reasons to have their entire
medical system thoroughly reorganized, considering the tradition recorded in the Hellenistic period. 46
However, Ovid suggests that when he fell sick during his exile in Tomis, no one was assigned to his
medical care when he needed it.47 But, the text has a slight note of exaggeration and a desire to impress
the reader. lt cannot therefore be considered fully truthful.
At Tomis, as in other Greek cities on the western Black Sea coast, organized medical activity is well
docwnented in the Hellenistic and, then, the Roman period. In an inscription found at Enisala (Tulcea county,
Rornania), a certain

IG\aba"Lcx; leaves a personal description to his descendants in the forrn of a metric epitaph

(appendix, n° 5).48 Proudly declaring hirnself a citizen of Tomis, he admits that he has rnastered the arts of
Hippocrates. lt is possible that this physician from the second century AD studied medicine in a southern
(Mediterranean) city, where he could have learnt the Dorian dialect used in his text.
Medical instrurnents found in a tomb at Tomis confirm the fact that we are dealing with another
medical practitioner, who operated in the late second and early in the following century.49 The four pieces
identified show great artistry. 50

40 A particular case in this respect is the one of doctor of the legion VII Claudia from Drobeta. Marcus
Valerius Longinus was honoured by the Senate of the city of Drobeta, probably for services brought to the civil ian
comrnunity: IDR II, 42.
4 1 Baker 2004, p. 52.
42 AE 1 935, 70; Conrad 2004, p. 2 1 1 -2 1 2, n° . 3 1 6.
43 Corsten, Marschall Fraser, Matthews 20 1 0, p. 277, and about the spread of this cognomen in the Roman
provinces see also Onomasticon I, p. 1 3 8 .
44 Taceva 1 969, p. 1 1 6- 1 1 7.
45 The school of Menodotus from Nicomedia, developed in the middle of the second century AD, is famous:
Perilli 2004. Also, St. Panteleimon lived in Nicomedia and became patronus of the doctors. For details see St.
Panta/eon 20 10; about the physicians from Nicomedia see in Samama 2003, n°. 307, 308, 309. Schools with a
tradition of medical education in Asia Minor were located at Smyma (Samama 2003, n°. 1 93-1 98), Pergamum
(Samama, 2003, n°. 1 85-1 90), Ephesus (Samama 2003, n° . 203-223) and Cnidus. However, to call these medical
schools is in fact not quite appropriate, since, in the Greek world, there were, in fact, different groups of
practitioners and teachers at schools with different theories: Nutton 1 995, 19.
46 We know about a few doctors from Istria in the third to the second centuries BC: ISM I, 4, 1 6 and Avram
2000-2000 1 , p. 339-344; then ISM I, 26 and 32.
47 Ov., Tristia, III, 3, 10: Non domus apta satis, non hic cibus utilis aegro, nullus, Apo/linea qui /evet arte malum.
48 Samama 2003, n°. 97, p. 1 96; SEG 30, 1 980, 844. See also Avram, Prosopographia. n° 3 145. In Kirova
20 10, p. 83 it is used the form EKAabarnc;, apud Danoff 1 93 1 - 1 934, p. 89, n° 1 .
49 Bucovală 1 977, p. 9 1 -96.
50 It is about a scalpel, two handles, probably from some long needles and a needle or a cauterizing
instrument; they are decorated with a silver inlay: Bucovală 1 977, fig. 1 -6; Kiinzl 1 983b, fig. 87.
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In Histria, the evidence of medical activity is obvious from Hellenistic period. An inscription from
the second century BC attracts aur particular attention because it provides proof of the working of the
recruitment process for physicians.5 1 A doctor arrived from Cyzicus and held several public lectures in the
city's

yuµvamov,52

in which he tried to prove his abilities, but alsa aimed to attract customers. This

practice was common. Poets or artists, practicing their rhetorical skills, used the same technique.
In the Roman period, in contrast to third and the second centuries BC, we know no names of
doctors from Histria. However, we have valuable proof that there was an association of physicians in the

second half of the second century AD (appendix, n° 6).53 An inscription referring to the organization of
physicians serving the community was made in honour of the benefactress of the city, the Aba priestess.
She offered several gifts to professional people in the city, who included physicians. The number of
medical practitioners in Histria must have been quite significant.54 The medical profession is mentioned
with other professional categories, including teachers.
The city of Dionysopolis provides relevant evidence about medical colleges from the second and
third centuries AD. Two honorary decrees, one from the end of the second century and the beginning of
the third one (appendix, n° 7),55 and the other one from the first part of the third century (appendix, n°
8),56 dedicated to the same benefactor, set the medical association and the teachers ' association alongside
each other.
A physician who worked in Asia Minor, but was originally from Dionysopolis, is a special case.
An elegiac distich from the second - third centuries AD, found at Vasada, between Pisidia and Lycania,
recalls him (appendix, n° 9).57 This physician, Dionysus by name, died more than 1 000 km away from his
country of origin. Dionysus provides us with a classic example of the itinerant physician.
Archaeological sources confirm sustained medical activity in Dionysopolis. Several medical and
surgical instruments made of bronze and bone, as well as other specialized vessels with pharmaceutical
substances were discovered in a family tomb of the second - third centuries AD.58 It is mast probable that
one of the deceased was a physician who had worked in the city. On the basis of the inventory discovered,
another tomb in the same city area seems to have been that of a doctor.59 Moreover, especially in the first
three centuries AD, the burial of physicians with the tools they used during their lifetime was a
widespread practice throughout the Empire . 60
Odessos (modern Vama) records the name of Asclepiades, the town's physician during the second

century AD (appendix, n° 1 0).6 1 From a prominent family of medical practitioners, he had several
poli tical and religious functions. 62 The llQXLLUQ6c:; appellation provides further evidence of the existence

51 ISM I, 26.
52 About yuµvamov as conference place in Samama 2003, p. 44 1 , note 44 with references, but also Debru
1 995, p. 69-82.
53 ISM I, 57. The opportunity for doctors to associate was recognized by decrees promulgated by Augustus
and later by Vespasian.
54 See the recommended number of doctors who were benefiting from tax exemptions and other rights, as
Antoninus Pius issued this edict in order to !imit fraud: Oliver 1 989, p. 588, appendix 8 (Modestinus, Digest
27 . 1 .6.2 and 7).
55 IGB 1 2, 15 bis.
56 IGB 1 2, 15 ter. Severa! institutions are mentioned, such as the city Council, the seven tribes, with the
ayoQaVOflOL, doctors, teachers, merchants and artists' association.
57 SEG 19, 1 963, 866 and IGB 12, 50, but also Samama 2003, n° . 345, p. 444 and Dana 2008, p. 12, note 1 4.
58 S korpil 1 9 12, p. 1 0 1 - 1 34; Tafrali 1 927, p. 3 1 -42; Hansei, Kiinzl 1 980, p. 4 19. See details about the
inventory in Kiinzl 1 983b, p. 1 1 0- 1 1 2 and Dana 2008, p. 1 1 3. It is about tweezers, lancets, spoons, two probes with
handle, three surgical instruments with handles of bone, bronze knives, bronze box that contained various drugs.
59 lt is a kind of a suction cup: Tonceva 1 954, p. 74 (non vidi) ; Hassel, Kiinzl 1 980, p. 4 1 9 and Kiinzl l 983b,
p. 1 1 0. About this kind of instruments see Kiinzl 1 982, p. 5 1 7, note 1 5
6° For more information about medical instruments from the first centuries of the Christian era see Jackson
1 997, p. 223-248, and for the instruments found in the graves, see Kiinzl 1 983; Hassel, Kiinzl 1 980, p. 403-42 1 ;
Kiinzl 1983b; Kiinzl 1984a, p. 59-65; Kiinzl 1 984b, p. 204, fig. I which contains a map of doctors' graves
throughout the Empire in the first to the third centuries AD . ; see also Kiinzl 1 996, p. 2440-2442.
61 IGB I2, 1 50; Samama 2004, n°. 94.
62 He was a priest of0nx; Miyac; and yuµvaaiaQxoc; but was also acclaimed by the people as a UQLm:n)c;.
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and functioning of medical associations in Roman times. 63 One cannot be sure that he was in charge of
the medical association, but it is certain that he had an important role in the structure which provided
medical care in the city. In this case, it seems that this is the official title given to the city doctor.64
AQXL.a'tQOL, known as civilian physicians in the Greek cities in the Eastem part of the Empire, became
common from the second century AD onwards,65 when Antoninus Pius set some limits on the number of
those who benefited from exemptions. 66 The term is found in documents until the fifth and sixth centuries
AD. 67 To our knowledge no other ctQXL.a'tQOL are recorded in Moesia Inferior.
In the city area of Odessos at least four Roman tombs with grave goods belonging to possible
physicians were discovered. lt is about medical and pharmaceutical instruments, but also other glassware
necessary for storage and preparation of drugs. In the first grave, a probe and a fragment of a speculum
from the second - third centuries AD were found. 68 In another grave from the same period, it was possible
to identify a suction cup,69 the fragment of a scalpel and wafers for the preparation of ointments. 70
Another tomb contained a booklet for preparing medicines, as well as a medical instrument, probably an
ear probe. 71 The fourth tomb, also the richest, dated from the third century and contained medical
instruments, specialized glass bottles and traces of drugs. 72
In Callatis, no inscriptions confirming the presence of physicians have been discovered. However,
the sarcophagus of a wealthy woman, from the second century AD, revealed a spoon-probe that could be
used in medical or pharmaceutical activities, alongside severa! glass vases and a few spoons made of
bone. 73 It is obvious that these objects could have been also used for cosmetic purposes. However, it is
known that medical practitioners may have been trained in the preparation of cosmetic products and
acquired the relevant skills.
In Marcianopolis, too, the discovery of further grave goods which contained simple or highly
complex medical devices, guaranteed the presence of medical practitioners, even if there are no
physicians' names attested. These three tombs, dating from the end of the second century and the
beginning of the third century AD, contained various probes, instruments for dissection, scalpels, and
forceps, as well as other accessories used in the processing of powders or ointments. 74 The most
spectacular medical kit from Marcianopolis and perhaps one of the richest and most varied from the
whole territory of the Empire was found in the ruins of a house which was set on fire in the fifth century
AD. According to the author who brought them into circulation, the approximately 32 instruments and
accessories, most of them made from bronze, some of them with silver or gold inlays, belonged to a
physician who would have inherited them from his ancestors. 75 Like most fragments found in the region,
the instrumentation is typical of the third century AD.
From their diversity, complexity, technical and artistic craftsmanship, and the sheer number of
objects found, we believe what we are dealing with a medical practitioner's office (ia'tQEÎ:Ov) that had
functioned at least since the third century. This place probably facilitated the professional activity of
numerous physicians, under the tutelage of the city. This would explain the transmission of objects over
63

RE II, 1 896, p. 463-464.

64 Samama 2003, p. 1 94.

65 About LXQXLa"CQOL as public doctors in the Greek East see Nutton 1 977, p. 198-206. For details conceming
our doctor see p. 224, n° 79.
66 Dig., XXVII, 1 , 6, 2-3, and for comments in Oliver 1 989, p. 588.
67Samama 2003, p. 44-45.
68 Tonceva 196 1 , p. 34, fig. 3 1 and 34; Hassel, Kiinzl 1 980, p. 4 1 9; Kiinzl 1983b, p. 1 1 2.
69 About typology of these instruments see Kiinzl 1 982, 5 1 3 and, especially, p. 5 1 7, note 15.
70
Tonceva 1 96 1 , p. 36, fig. 42, 45 and 46; Hassel, Kiinzl 1 980, p. 4 1 9; Kiinzl 1983b, p. 1 1 2.
71 Tonceva 1 96 1 , p. 39-40, fig. 58, 60; Hassel, Kiinzl 1 980, p. 4 1 9; Kiinzl 1 983b, p. 1 1 2.
72 Tonceva 1 964, p. 5 1 -52, fig. 1 -6; Hassel, Kiinzl 1 980, p. 4 1 9; Kiinzl 1 983b, p. 1 1 2.
73 Rădulescu, Coman, Stavru 1 973, p. 258-263, fig. IIV l , V/3, IV/ 1 ,2,3.
74 Minchev 1983, p. 1 43-148.
75
Minchev 1983, p. 1 47-1 48. It is a matter of the spatula, various types of probes, dissection instruments,
scalpels, scissors, hooks, needles, forceps and instruments for gynaecological intervention, hones for sharpening
scalpels and blades, a pestle, and bronze containers for storing the ointments, powders, or liquid medicines.
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several generations, the variety of operations that could be made (from ophthalmologic to gynaecological
operations, from simple to very complex surgery) and, last but not least, their high material value for the
period in question.
In addition to medical instruments found in the tombs, we have identified numerous specialized
pieces discovered in excavations or outside the archaeological context. 76 All this confirms a state of
normalcy in terms of spreading medical practice in Moesia Inferior.
Some conclusions
Every item of information about the individuals known from inscriptions, or whose work appears
in the burial inventory discovered in the archaeological excavations, helps in constructing the image of
the normal activities of this guild in Moesia Inferior.
There is no doubt that the most considerable amount of evidence of medical activity we have
comes from the Greek cities, where medical traditions, transmitted mainly from the Hellenistic period,
were very rich (see the map). The schools were always promoting specialists. Exchange of experience
with the renowned medical centres in Asia Minor gave a remarkable boost to the professionals in this part
of the province. The local authorities made an important contribution, always very supportive of the
liberal professions. Some individuals rewarded the members of this profession as well, as the physicians
were seen as an important part of the community.
Of the seven possible civilian physicians known from the inscriptions, only three of them came
from typically Roman cities: Aelius Macedo, the hypothetical AuQ(TJALo<;; ) i1L6[bw]QO<;; from Novae and
Rascanius Fortunatus of Troesmis. The rest hailed either from the Greek cities on the coast, Dionysopolis
(one), Tomis (one), Odessos (one) or from Pliska (Nicopolis ad Istrum?) (one). Three of them were
Greeks, Aelius Macedo was a Roman citizen, but with a Greek history, as is M. Octavius Aper. Only
Rascanius Fortunatus has Italian origins, as revealed from the funerary inscription made in his honor. He
came from a town in ltaly, where he probably gained his knowledge and the practice of medicine.
Otherwise, in the first centuries AD, most doctors who are known in Roman Empire, from epigraphic
.
. 77
evtdence, at 1east, are o f Eastem ongm.
.
The abundant archaeological evidence from the Greek cities is consistent with the information from
the inscriptions. Tombs of physicians draw a picture of this profession in an era of glory for the arts of
Hippocrates in the Lower Danube area. They show, to a great extent, the complexity reached in the
treatment of certain diseases, which also spread to the vocational training centres. The instruments
identified in these tombs present evidence that eleven possible other individuals practiced the medical
profession: in Tomis (one), in Callatis (one), in Dionysopolis (two), in Odessos (four), in Marcianopolis
(at least three).
As for the medical specialists in Moesia Inferior, the inscriptions and the medical instruments
found in graves can not indicate with certitude a strict specialization by any medical practitioner. In fact,
the vast majority of the sets of instruments found throughout the Empire suggest that in those times
physicians were, largely, general practitioners. The majority of the artefacts can be comprises in three
categories of items: pots or remnants of pharmaceuticals, a number of basic tools for surgery and, finally,
other objects for investigation or treatment of several diseases. 78 The same rule is maintained for the
region covered by this research.
The fact that the physicians were regarded with respect inside the communities did not serve them
with an opportunity to accede to a public function, at least not for many. Besides Asclepiades from
Odessos, who was a member of a prominent family in the city, none of the individuals mentioned above
played any role in the administration. This situation could be the resuit of exemptions from the
performance of public officials who assumed significant costs from owners. Antoninus Pius offered the
philosophers, rhetoricians, teachers and physicians the opportunity of refusing public notabilities such as
gymnasiarch, priest or positions with other obligations they might have on local or provincial level. 79
76 For medical, pharmaceutical and cosmetica! instruments discovered in Bulgaria see Kirova 20 10, map. 1 .
For other instruments from Moesia Inferior see also Aparaschivei, Matei 20 10.
77 Nutton 1 969, p. 265.
78 Jackson 1 993, p. 92
79 Oliver 1 989, p. 590, appendix 9 (Digest 27. 1 .6.8).
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However, in the Greek comrnunities on the territory of the Empire, there are numerous examples of
doctors who were involved in administrative activities, who contributed financially to the
accomplishment of different tasks and who were praised for their merits by the cities.80
But medical activity in the province of Moesia Inferior is not only confirmed by individual names
kept in epigraphic documents. Professional associations or colleges found in Histria, Dionysopolis or
Odessos and which certainly also existed in other cities, draw an image of the magnitude and complexity
of the medical phenomena in the region.
Almost all the sources reveal an interesting association. Physicians were linked with teachers. Even
in the imperial edicts which provided imrnunity, the two professional groups were inseparable, a sign that
they were seen in the same way, and that their importance to society was recognized as such. In the cities
of Moesia Inferior we find the same situation.
Sources from the Hellenistic period and those from the Roman period, the subject of this material,
prove continuous medical activity in the Lower Danube region. Titis continuity can be found later, also.
The best example is the medical certification of the physician Eliyt:v(rn:;, son of KovITT:av'tivoc:;,
mentioned in a funerary inscription from Odessos, from the late sixth century, 81 as well as the medical kit
discovered in the Marcianopolis area, we believe a physician's office, from the fifth century AD.
So, having drawn a picture of the activities of doctors in various comrnunities of the province of
Moesia Inferior, we find that there was already a strong medical tradition in this province, where the
Greek civilization preceded the imposition of Roman authority. The organization of the physicians, their
training and the existence of medical schools are obvious realities which gave a serious boost to Greek
civilization in a province which had been regarded as Latin, as was the case ofMoesia Inferior.
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Appendix
Epigraphic sources conceming the civilian physicians and the associations of doctors
from Moesia Inferior
1 . Aescla
po et Hygiae Ae<l>(ius)
Macedo
med(icus) PS.S.P
(Novae, Svistov, Bulgaria); late second c. AD; AE 1 998, 1 1 34; Kolendo 1 998, n° 7).
2. AOl<t\e[ m]-

4' 8ecf> aw['lf)]
QT] +++ �LO[bw)
QO<;

(Novae, Svistov, Bulgaria; after 2 1 2 AD; IGLNovae, 1 76; Kolendo 1 998, n° 8).

3. [Dis M]anibus

[T(itus) Ras]canius
[For]tunatus
[Poll]ia Faventia
[medic]us an(norum) L h(ic) s(itus) e(st)
[cui mo]n(u)mentum
[Rasca]nia Phoebe et
[T(itus) Rascan]ius Euthychu(s)
[hered]esf(aciendum) c(uraverunt) h(oc)
m(onumentum) h(eredem) n(on) s(equetur)
(Troesmis, Igliţa, Tulcea County, Romania; second c. AD; ISM V, 1 93).

4. D(is) M(anibus) [s(acrum)]
M(arcus) Octavius
Firmif(ilius) Pal(atina)
Aper Nicom(edia)
medicus vixit
annis p(lus) m(inu)s XLIX
et Lisame Pol/a
vixit [a]nn(is) p(/us) m(inus) LXV
quae O[ctav]io [v]i[vo]
natis viv[is] le[gem]
natura[e] absolvit.
Marcus Octavius [Pal(atina)] D[o]mitius Nicom(edia) vet(eranus) [l]eg(ionis)
V Mac(edonicae) matri suae et
[flratri pientis(simo) posuit
(Pliska, Sumen County, Bulgaria; second-third c. AD; AE 1 935, 70)
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5. [AF ne;; iµav µc-ra µo·iQav iµov (31.ov I fţEQEdv1„ I

[x]w-rnc;; ETJV -rl. -r' EQEţa Klll ouvoµa ITll'rQl.bo [ c;;] I aµfJc;; I
[µ]avuan Al.8oc;; ă.bE Kal iaaoµEVOLULV I aKoui]v" I
rra-rQa µOL rriAE-rm µa-rQ(moAtc;; I EuţdvOLo I
ă.ITT v ITEQLKATJLITTOV foµµcAl.ao Toµi][-rou] I
ouvoµa b '�c;; I<Aaba"loc;;, -rixvav b 'ibaT]µ [ev] I ă.vaK-r [o]c;; I
lrrrrOKQCt'rOU<; 8dOLo Kal iaaoµtvOLULV I aKui]v.

(Enisala, Tulcea County, Romania; second c. AD; SEG 30, 1 980, 844; Samama 2003, n°. 97).

Aya8fJt
'rUXTJL.
6.
'"EboţE -r(] (3ouA(] Kai. -ref> biJµ4J· OuAmoc;; �T]µi]
'rQtoc;; drrEv, imlPTJ<l>t'oµtvou �toytvouc;; 8rn
bwQou· irrnbi] l\.(3a 'EKa-ral.ou -rou Euţcvl.bou
8uya-rTJQ yuvi] bE 'HQaKov-roc;; AQta-roµaxou, yo
vtwv 'rE imai]µwv Kai. rrQoy6vwv imcpavEITTa-rwv
ovaa Kai. oubcµl.av cptAonµl.av � AnrnuQyl.av
Evaxi]µova rrctQTJ'rT]µivwv, aAAa Kai. a-rEcpavri
cpoQl.ac;; Kal LEQWmJvac;; Kal aQxac;; Kal imµcAdac;; Kal rraaac;; bT]µouAEic;; XOQT]yl.ac;; � Kal ivb6ţouc;; VITTJQEal.ac;; avvITEQ(3Ai]-rwc;; EK'rE'rMEKO[-rw]v Kal ITCtCTTJ <; fţaLQE'rOV -rnµfJc;; 'rEWXTJKO[-rwv, µtl.KQOV i]yriaaµivT] -ri]v arro µ6vou rnu
(yivouc;; µc]yaActUXlaV El µÎ] Kal 'rTJV arro 'rTJ<; ibl.ac;;
[ rrQoc;; -ro]v b[fJµov] EUrrOl:i:ac;; ITQOUK-ri]am-ro b6ţav,
[Kai. b] tix. -rou-ro iEQ[wm)]vriv MTJ-rQoc;; 8Ewv au-rErrayycA
[rnc;; av]aAa(3ovaa, OU µ6(v]ov ooa aEµvwv yuvatKWV Kal
[iEQELW]v Kai. -rou rraAmo[u aiwv]oc;; i)v tbta {v} µcyaAo
cpQ6vwc;; Kal cuycvwc;; Kai. E[u]a[c(3w]c;; E'rEAEUEV,
aAAa Kai. ăam µcyaAm 'rWV avbQWV cptAm[ dµwv aQ ]
XLEQWmJVat � Kal. nvEc;; ă.AAa t XOQTJYLaL Kai. -ra[u]-rac;; [µt]
µi]aaa8m arrovbaaaaa· ITQW'rOV µE:v cu8uc;; -rac;; ITQW'rac;;
ITQOUObovc;; Kal 8ual.ac;; Kal EUXU<; -râie;; 8rnic;; ITOLOUµEVTJ -ri]v 'rOU houc;; aQxi]v µc-r' EUcpQOmJVT]c;; Kai. EV
wxl.ac;; µcyaAOITQEITOV<; EITOLTJCTll'rO rni(c;; µf:]v yaQ
(3ouAw-raic;; rrămv Kai. YEQOVataa-raic;; Kai. TavQtaITTaic;; Kai. la-rQoic;; Kai. rrmbw-raic;; Kai. -roic;; ibll;t
Kal {ţ ov6µarnc;; KaAouµivOLc;; EK bvo Ka'r1 ă.vbQa
bTJVllQ(L]WV btavo(µ]TJv, JÎV ourrw ne;; ă.MTJ ITQO'rEQOV,
fbwKEV -roic;; bE: i[v] -raic;; cpuAaic;; Ka-ra rrEV'rTJKOV'raQxl.av btaVEVEµT]µ[i]vOLc;;, En µi]v Kai. uµv4Jboic;; Kal '[f
K'rWCTLV Kai. iEQOrr[Aa]ul.-rmc;; Kai. HQaKAEtaITTaic;; oivorr6[ a] tov, OCTOV Ol f(rri. -r]oic;; µcyaAOLc;; ov6µaatv cptAO'rEL
µouµ(cv]OL, µE-ra (bf: 'rOU]'rO m:iUlJ VEOµT]Vli;t Kal rraamc;; -ra[ic;; i]v i:Kita[-r4J µT]v] i. 8ual.atc;; Kai. EoQ'raic;; Kai. nahttps://biblioteca-digitala.ro / http://www.daciajournal.ro
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'tQLOLc; Eu[xaic;] b[mjJv\iO't]a'ta KLXi i.EQOTCQEnia'ta'ta
tţUTITJQE['tî]UEV" oaa] yaQ 'ttjc; e0(µou LEQOTCOLLac; ava
Awµa'ta a[U'tlKa ebi]ţa'to, Kal oaa VTCEQ EVUE�ELac; E
TCEVOEL miv['ta cpv\]O'tdµwc; ETCOLT]UEV, 'tWV µi:v a
vaAwµa'tw[v Ka't]a<pQovf]aaaa, 'ttic; bi: Evboţ(ac; ouK o;\LYWQÎ]Ua[aa 't]EAEL" Kal naQETCLbî]j.lOVV'tWV nVWV 'tWv 'tE n[EQL 'tov] btiµov buvaµivwv KLXL 'tou
nAT]0ouc; wc; E . . . . ELV . . . . Eav aV'tWV ai.'touµivwv
KaL 'tWV µâM[ov „ „ „ „ „ „ „ . ]wv avabvoµivwv oubi:v 'tOU'tWV „ . „ „ „ „ „ iJµiQaV f]v ÎJ0EAT]UEV

ÎJ n6ALc; 'tW[V . . . . . „ .] naaLV ebwKEV Kal Ka-

06Aou bL' oA[ou „ „ „ „ „]v Kai yuvmţiv cpv\o-

'tELµO'ttl'tT] K[ai aţlW'ttl'tf) yi]yoVEV" bEbox0m fm;Jvf]a0m µi:[v ETCL 'tOU'tOLc;· avay]OQEV[Ea]0m bi: Kal
aucpavou[a0m Â�av 'EKa'taLOU EV naaLV e]OQ'taic;, µE['tE]XELV bi: au['tÎ]V Kal 'tWV ăMwv] 'tELµwv EY[.„„ Kal]
EiK6vwv y[Qan'twv - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ]
- - ELay -

-

-

-

M

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(Histria, Constanţa County, Romania; 1 50-200 AD; ISM I, 57).

·Aya0tiL
'tUXT]L.
[T]ov EK nQoy6vwv cpv\6'tnµov
Kal LEQEa 'tOU K'tl<O'>'to<u 'ttj c; noA>E[ wc;]
0rnu �Lovu<a>o<u> Kal IlH<l>E>[ - - - ]
O yuµva(a)Lci'.QXT]V, bov'ta KLXL bJLavo]µa<c;> 'tlj u KQa't(<a>n:i �ouA<lj> [KLXi]
['t]oi<c;> naQE<n>Lbî]µ<f]a>a<a>Lv 'ttj [ c; IlEv]
't<a>[n6A]Ew<c;> �ou;\E<U>'tai<c;>, a<y>[OQaLOL<;, ia)
'tQ[oi)<c;>, nm<bE>u'taic; M(aQKov) Au[Q(i]ALOv) - - ]
KWQO<v A>vn6x<ou> ÎJ na'tQi[c;]
'tELµf]<c;> EV<E>KEV.
7.

(Dionysopolis, Balcik, Bulgaria; early third c. AD (after 2 1 2); IGB 12, 1 5 bis).
8. [ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ]

[ - - - bov'ta Kai bLavoµ]ac; 'tlj u KQa
['t(]a'tl:J �ou;\(] Kal ayoQav6µmc; Kal
['tai]c; En'ta cpuAaic; Kai wic; uµvouaL
wuc; EE�aO'îouc; Kal ayoQa(mc;, ia'tQOic;, nmbrn'taic; KLXL mic; naQE{[ na]QEJ mbriµf]aaaLv 'ttic; IlEv't[a]-
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[ n6Aew<;

f3ouArn'tai<; - - - - - ]

(Dionysopolis, BalCik, Bulgaria; late second-early third c. AD; IGB 12, 1 5 ter).
9. 'OKuµoQOV E,d:vov I �Lovumov, f:a8A6v, I LTJ'rQOV,

av'ti. n:ci'.'rTJ<; KQovwv yf] Ka'rixn l O[v]aaabwv.

(Vasada, Asia Minor, Isauria; second-third c. AD; SEG 1 9, 1 963, 866; Samama 2003, n° . 345).

10. AaKAT)n:Lci'.bTJ<; Am:Mâ 'tou �T)µT)'t:QLOU UQXta'rQO<;

Kai. l">T)µocj>LATJW<; Kai. LEQEV<; E>wu Meyci:Aou Kai. yvµvaaLaQXO<;
Kal UQLU'rEU<; Kal � yuvr, avwv AVVL NELKoµtjbou<; XULQE'tE.
(Odessos, Vama, Bulgaria; second century AD; IGB 12 , 1 50; Samama 2004, n°. 94).
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COTOFENI COMMUNITIES AT THEIR SOUTHWESTERN
FRONTIER AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP
WITH KOSTOLAC POPULATION IN SERBIA
,

MILOS SPASIC

Keywords: Coţofeni culture, Kostolac culture, Eastem Serbia, settlements, cultural interactions.
Abstract: The following paper summarizes the current state of research of the Coţofeni sites and material culture in

Eastem and Central Serbia. Presence of Coţofeni population in Eastem Serbia bas been documented 40 years ago
owing to the exhaustive rescue excavations in Iron Gates and its hinterland. Since then more than 50 sites have been
attributed to the bearers of Coţofeni culture or to the sphere of their direct cultural, economic or merchant
influences. In the course of better understanding of the mutual relationship between Coţofeni communities and
autochthonous population, and their peaceful co-existence we will re-examine taphonomy of Coţofeni sites, material
culture of its population and socio-cultural matrix of the period in question.
Cuvinte cheie: cultura Coţofeni, cultura Kostolac, estul Serbiei, aşezări, interacţiuni culturale.
Rezumat: Articolul prezinta situaţia actuală a siturilor şi a materialelor de tip Coţofeni din estul şi central Serbiei.

Prezenţa populaţiilor Coţofeni în estul Serbiei a fost documentată cu 40 de ani în urmă prin săpăturile de salvare
exhaustive de la Porţile de Fier şi în împrejurimi. Peste 50 de situri au fost atripuite purtătorilor culturii Coţofeni sau
aflate în sfera de influenţă culturală, economică şi comercială a acesteia. In scopul unei mai bune înţelegeri a
relaţiilor reciproce dintre comunităţile Coţofeni şi populaţia autohtonă, a coexistenţei lor paşnice autorul îşi propune
să reexamineze tafonomia siturilor Coţofeni, cultura materială şi structura socio-culturală a acestei populaţii.

Prelude to Late Eneolithic in Eastern Serbia
Almost five hundred years elapsed since the abandonment of the latest Vinea culture settlements in
Eastem Serbia and the arrival of Bubanj Hum-Sălcuţa-Krivodol population from East and Southeast.
There is not a single documented site which offers an introspection of both Vinca and Bubanj
Hum-Sălcuţa-Krivodol cultures layers. Although Vinca culture settlements were not reoccupied by the
new inhabitants of Eastem Serbia, we have enough data to state that they were familiar with all
advantages of the area in question. It could be even said that whole area was geo-specific region which
went through similar life-course during late Neolithic and Eneolithic. Unlike other parts of Serbia
(i.e. Voj vodina, Western Serbia, Central Serbia) where after the dissolution of Vinca culture, cultural and
geographic misenscene shifted in accordance with new socio-economic structures, the region of Eastem
Serbia remained its traditional distinctiveness.
Materialistic, economic and socio-cultural systems of the middle and late Eneolithic immigrants in
the rest of nowadays Serbia were significantly different in comparison with preceding period. The new
inhabitants of Serbia built new settlements and brought with them entirely new way of life, new customs,
religion and new material culture. The people arriving from the north and responsible to some extent for
disappearance of the Vinca culture (Tiszapolgâr and Bodrogkeresztllr communities) built settlements
which were not even near in size to the Vinca culture settlements. Their ephemeral and unrecognizable
character is the resuit of different cultural models, different economy and different adaptive processes of
their founders and inhabitants. New inhabitants of the Eneolithic Serbia organized their life on entirely
Dacia, N.S., tome LIV, Bucarest, 20 1 0, p. 1 57- 1 75
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different socio-cultural principles. Their settlements, among other things, actually reflect these new social
models, new economy, the family, household and house as the nucleus of the community.
At about the same time (cca

4300 BC) the bearers of Bubanj Hum-Sălcuţa-Krivodol cultural

complex in Eastem Serbia led completely different way of life than their neighbors in the rest of modem
Serbian territory. Stock-breading became more important as it is the case in the rest of the Central Balkan
territory, but according to taphonomy of their settlements, and the abundance of bone tools used for soii
cultivation agriculture remained its significance in subsistence (Tasic

1 979, 1 09-1 1 O). They continuai to

use same resources as Vinea people, with copper processing as one of the main activity. Their material
culture bears close resemblance with Vinca culture. In broad retrospection Sălcuţan vessel shapes do

differ from Vinea culture ones. Still some of the leading shapes such as bowl with everted rim, pear
shaped amphorae and omaments executed by fluting have good analogies in Vinca culture pottery
inventory. lt seems also that there are certain coincidences in the religious and cult practice at least in the
ultimate, material (phenomenological) aspect - in the modeling of figurines that were for the first time in
use in this arca since the end of the Vinca culture (Tasic

1 995, PI. XII).

The question of disintegration of Bubanj Hum-Sălcuţa-Krivodol cultural complex in Eastem Serbia
remains unanswered, since given explanations do not offer satisfying interpretation of this process. The
most accepted thesis is that of N. Tasic according to which the migration of the bearers of Cemavoda

III

culture are responsible for moving of Bubanj Hum-Sălcuţa-Krivodol communities from Eastem Serbia
(Tasic

1 979, 1 1 3, 1 1 4). Although there is not enough evidence for such explanation it should be notoo

that just in the later phases of Bubanj Hum-Sălcuţa-Krivodol culture we can recognize Sălcuţan presence
at the most western part of their cultural area-in the western Serbia

(i.e. Kalenic-Livade, Visesava) and
2005; Blagoj evic 2005). lt is not clear whether there is
a chronological gap between the !atest phase of Sălcuţa IV culture, that is between (Băile Herculane
Eastem Croatia

(i. e.

Vinkovci-Tr:Znica) (Jovanovic

Cheile Turzii) Scheibenhenkel horizon and the first intrusion of the bearers of Cemavoda III culture in

Eastem Serbia. Cemavoda III culture is insufficiently studied in the area of Eastem Serbia. Among rather

modest repertoire of Cemavoda III culture settlements in Eastem Serbia here should be mentionoo the
sites of Brza Vrba-Kovin and Vaj uga-Korbovo, both situatoo in Iran Gorge (Medovic

1 976; Jevtic 200 1 ).

Although we have finn evidence for the presence of solid above-ground houses at Brza Vrba and thus
longer occupation of Cernavoda III culture in Iron Gates, prevailing opinion is that the bearers of

Cemavoda III culture usoo to avoid this region and that they made just brief stops in this region during
their movements downstream the Dj erdap cataract (Jevtic

200 1 , 333).

Coţofcni culturc in Eastern Serbia: Settlement patterns, subsistence and economy
Judging from the material culture (mainly according to development of pottery decoration)
Coţofeni communities settloo in the region of Eastem Serbia during the second phase of the culture'

evolution (Coţofeni II after the periodisation of P. Roman). According to current evidence there are more
than

50 sites attributoo to Coţofeni culture in this region. If we take into the account unpublished material

from the numerous field surveys in the region of Branicevo, the number of Coţofeni sites is probably
bigger, around

70. Such disposition speaks in of significant impact that Coţofeni communities had on the

development of late Eneolithic and Early Bronze Age of this region. Comparable density of Coţofeni
culture settlements is reported in the area of Rornanian Banat and Transylvania (Sava

2008; Roman

1 976).
Unfortunately there is not a single Coţofeni settlernent in Eastem Serbia which has been fully and
thoroughly excavated so the following study can not discuss the size of residential area and its
relationship with surrounding territory.
Residential pattems of Coţofeni culture in Eastem Serbia include three well known types of
settlements (Roman

1 976; Tasic 1 995, 1 1 8-1 1 9). All of them are in direct connection with the

comrnunity' socio-cultural and economic traditions. The most comrnon type is the settlement built on the
river terrace, or on the lowland terrain near the river course. Such settlements had all advantages neooed
for agricultural way of life, and thus it is not surprising that maj ority of this sites are multilayeroo and
were also used during the earlier periods, probably by the comrnunities sharing similar lifestyle and
economy. lt is intriguing that among more than

1 O investigated settlernents of this type there are no more
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then two or three reported above-ground structures. Probable interpretation of such phenomenon lies in
the fact that majority of settlements built on the river terraces were investigated in the course of big
rescue excavations in the Iron Gates where much of the sites had been eroded by the Danube (cf Babovic
1 984, 97). One of the published above-ground houses from Bordj ej is rectangular in shape and has
remains of the burnt collapsed walls and floor with in situ vessels on it. The house was not fully
excavated, and dimensions of unearthed part were not given (Sladic 1 984, 2 1 8, Fig. 204).
Amang the architectural remains from the Coţofeni culture settlements built on the river terraces
we should draw attention to the find of semi dug-out circular object with stane workshop from Korbovo
Zbradila-Fund (Babovic 1 986, 1 1 8, Fig. 1 O, 1 5). To the typology of structural remains we should add
refuse pits. One typical example was discovered at the site of Usce Slatinske reke in the Iron Gates. The
pit was circular in shape with diameter of 1 ,35 m and was dug into the ground to the depth of 0,4m.
(Jevtic 1 986, 1 89).
The second type includes settlements built on a higher terrain, such as flattened hill plateaus and
slopes. This kind of settlement is very characteristic for the Branicevo and Homolje region. The best
representative of this settlement type is the site of K.lokocevac near Donji Milanovac. Settlement was
built on the slopes of the hill Culmia Sciopului. There have been excavated several above-ground
rectangular houses (four or six of them) whose backside was dug in to the slope; dimensions of the houses
were similar, around 6 x 3 meters (T asic 1 995, 1 3 7). Exact position, orientation and inventories of the
houses as well as ground plans of the settlement were not published so one can not infer about the intra
settlement organization and life-biographies of each structure or clusters of them. Krivelj site near the
town of Bor and Laznica would al so belong to this type of settlement (Tasic 1 995, 1 3 7).
The third type of settlements includes cave dwellings with the Zlotska peCina site as the most
important representative. The cave is situated on the entrance of a deep canyon which was carved by the
Zlotska river. lt has a complex infrastructure: large central gallery with numerous long corridors, small
lakes, etc. (Tasic 1 995, 1 72). The settlement is of multilayered type with up to one meter thick cultural
deposits. Coţofeni culture settlement was formed above the Bubanj Hum-Sălcuţa-Krivodol cultural layer.
There are no reported architectural remains, as it is the case with the earlier habitation horizon. Besides
Zlotska peCina, there is small number of excavated eneolithic caves in Eastem Serbia. Only at
Bogovinska and Kapetanova pecina small sondage excavations were carried out revealing also Coţofeni
culture layers (Nikolic 1 997, 1 99).
All of the mentioned types of settlements from Eastem Serbia correspond well to the typology of
Coţofeni settlements in Romania proposed by P. Roman, H. Cigudean and V. Sava (Roman 1 976;
Cigudean 2000; Sava 2008). However, because of the modest scale of excavations, none of the Serbian
settlements offer an opportunity for a broader study of intra-settlement organization, life-history of the
dwellings, their builders and their inhabitants. There are only two sites which could allow more elaborate
analysis. The first one is Klokocevac, the second one being Zlotska peCina. At Klokocevac there are
several above-ground houses excavated, all of them similar in size-cca. l 8sq meters, with open hearths on
the floors. Houses were built on a separate slope. Up to now such settlement organization is rather unique
for Central Balkan prehistory. Although one can speak in favour of functional explanation of such
adaptation of natural environment, I would argue that division of space at Klokocevac and specific house
disposition pinpoint to more complex society with established system of property. Therefore Coţofeni
culture settlement at Klokocevac, among other things, actually reflects new social models, new economy,
the family, household and house as the nucleus of the community. lt should he taken into the account the
fact that the surrounding habitat of Klokocevac (Deli Jovan mountain) is even know recognized as place
suitable for stockbreeding with vast pastures appropriate for stock grazing. Thus it could he assumed that
stockbreeding was one of the main substantial activities of Eneolithic inhabitants of Klokocevac. One can
not infer about the seasonality and the degree of mobility of Klokocevac community. Existence of solid,
above-ground houses could speak in favour of longer occupation. On the other hand, the settlement itself
is of single layered type, houses were rather small and were not renewed, there is no visible system of
waste disposition, and there are no doomed ovens-just open hearths. All of outlined properties could he
interpreted as the distinctions of settlement of the stock-breeding highly mobile community. If
Klokocevac was a seasonal summer camp for stock grazing, then where was the settlement that was used
https://biblioteca-digitala.ro / http://www.daciajournal.ro
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for the rest of the year? Also, could it be that only some of the members of community moved with flocks
to Klokocevac and that majority stayed at home? If so, how many generations could used their outposts at
the slopes of Deli Jovan, and does that infer for an organized system of ownership and inheritance? Ali of
raised question awaits comprehensive analysis of the house inventories which were not fully published, as
well as detailed study of the surrounding micro-region.
Analysis of Zlotska peeina site and its micro-region could also shed light to the way of life of
Coţofeni population in Eastem Serbia. There are no reported architectural remains from the cave; there
are no recovered doomed ovens; not a single excavated refuse pit. 1 Although the cave itself clearly speaks
in favour of stock-breeding community which used it as its seasonal camp, some of the finds from the
cave could add very interesting information conceming economy and subsistence of the bearers of
Coţofeni cuiture. More than

80 artifacts made of antler were recovered during the excavations of Coţofeni

culture layers in the Zlotska peeina. lt has been reported that unearthed tools made of antler were
composite tools, axes and tools used for digging (Tasic

1 995, 1 72). However, majority of those artifacts

are worked on the same principie as were late Neolithic bone and antler tools, whose function in the
sphere of agriculture and soii cultivation is indisputable. Thus, the interpretation of the Coţofeni culture
site at the Zlotska peeina as an important manufacture center s eems reasonable (Tasic

1 979, 1 22). In

addition some intriguing questions could be raised conceming the abundance of finished and semi
worked antler tools from Zlotska peeina. If they were produced for some other community then who were
the purchasers? If the bone and antler tools making technology was widespread in Southeastem Europe
even since Early Neolithic, why would someone need to get it through procurement or trade network, and
not make it on their own? Does that speak for labour division and some kind of specialization? And
finally, how come it came to stock-breading community specializing in making agriculture tools?
Up until very recently it was thought that copper metallurgy significantly ceased after the
dissolution of Bubanj Hum-Sălcuţa-Krivodol culture. Such claim was strengthened with rather small
·

amount of copper tools that were recovered form the Coţofeni culture sites both in Eastem Serbia and
Romania

(cf

Roman

1 976, 1 1 3, Pl. 8; Ciugudean 2000, 259, Pl. 1 33; Tasic 1 979, 1 22). Only few copper

obj ects from Eastem Serbia could be assigned to Coţofeni culture, mainly needles, borers and awls. One
Coţofeni copper needle from the site of .Klokocevac which was wrongly associated with Bubanj Hum
Sălcuţa-Krivodol culture was the subject of broad isotopic and physico-chemical analyses which revealed
rather intriguing results. All of the analyzed Eneolithic objects showed that origin of copper could not be
the Eneolithic mine of Rudna Glava (Pernicka et al

1 993, 37). On the other hand some other copper

resources in the vicinity of the town of Majdanpek were suggested as possible source, along with them
the site of Cmajka-Piatra Kosti where Coţofeni settlement has been documented (Pemicka et all

1 993, 29,

42-43). Ceasing in the copper production in the late Eneolithic could be the consequence of exhaustion of
the most accessible natural oxide copper during the large scale Early Eneolithic exploitation. Such claim
could also explain the fact that none of the Middle Eneolithic copper artifacts originated from the Early
Eneolithic mine at Rudna Glava. On the other hand, small amount of copper obj ects and current
archaeological data which suggest that copper metallurgy was not practiced at the large scale among
Coţofeni communities in Eastem Serbia should not be conceived as being odd. Different traditions,
different economy and different socio-cultural matrix of the new inhabitants did not imply the same
patterns as in the preceding period. The fact that big quantity of copper slag and copper processing tools
has been recorded from the Coţofeni sites in the Homolj e region needs to be explained in the course of
2
broader analysis.

Material culture of Coţofeni communities in Eastern Serbia and adjacent regions
The presence of Coţofeni culture in nowadays Serbia was evidenced through the recognition of
characteristic pottery. Moreover it is owing to the specific ornamental decoration on Coţofeni vessels that
1 Non-existence of the refuse pits at the cave site is not taken here as the major evidence which implies for
economic and substantial organization of population, since the system of waste deposition could be arranged
differently (i.e. it could be thrown downhill or it could be deposited deeper in the cave-in some of the corridors
which were not used for living).
2 Personal communication with Dragan Jacanovic, custodian of Pofarevac museum.
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w e are now calculating with the number o f 5 0 sites attributed to this Late Eneolithic culture. Therefore it
is not surprising that more than 90 percents of all published Coţofeni pottery from Eastern Serbia and
adjacent regions comprise of lavishly decorated vessels. The same could be said for Romanian finds also
(cf Roman 1 976, Pl. 53-Pl. 1 1 7; Cigudean 2000, Pl. 20--P l. 1 1 5). Such publishing strategy led to
proliferation of studies concerning ornamentation on Coţofeni vessels and cultural provenance of specific
decorative techniques and motifs. Thus, current paper will not be burdened with exhaustive analysis of
Coţofeni vessels morphology and decoration, since there is not much more to be said about it.3 Repertoire
of published Coţofeni culture pottery from Eastern Serbia consists of not more than 300 whole and
fragmented vessels-nice collection suitable just for raising basic questions related to chronological and
cultural appreciation of the sites of find (Also cf Nikolic 1 997, T. I-IV) Following N. Tasic' revised
chronology of P. Roman' periodisation of Coţofeni cuiture we could infer for two chronological phases in
Eastern Serbia (Coţofeni II and Coţofeni III according to P. Roman) with typical pottery forms and
ornamentation. Coţofeni II repertoire includes various cup, bowl, pot and amphorae shapes decorated
with incised, fluted and linsen omaments, as well as with plastically applied straps, impressed fingertips
and pricked dots. Absence of typical Kostolac culture omamentation, mainly Furchenstich, is one of the
main characteristics of this period. To this we should add that some of the ornamental compositions on the
vessels of this phase bear strong resemblance with Cernavoda Ill and Early Baden culture pottery. This
especially stands for ornamental compositions which consist of linsen ornaments and incised linear motifs in
form of hanging triangles. Such ornamental manner is reported on various Early Baden culture settlements,
among them at Vinea-Belo Brdo, where the same compositions are executed with pricked dots instead of
lenticular linsen omaments.4 Later phase of development of Coţofeni culture in Eastem Serbia (Coţofeni
illa-c) is characterized with the introduction of Kostolac omamentation, mainly Furchenstich and its
combination with traditional incised and linsen motifs. Also, repertoire of vessels shapes in this phase is
supplemented with abundance of various cup types, and some new pottery forms such as jugs, jars and
sossiere type vessels. It is believed that during this phase Coţofeni culture came in tighter contacts with
Kostolac population, and that outcome was specific symbiosis of material culture which was identified as
Kostolac-Coţofeni culture in the region of Eastem Serbia (Tasic 1 995, 68). Also, this is the time when some
of the Coţofeni material culture elements reached inner parts of Central Balkans.
New introspection of Coţofeni ceramic assemblage calls for new excavation and more sophisticated
recovery and analytical methods and clear contexts of find which will yield some new information
concerning the manufacture and function of Coţofeni vessels. Hence we will focus more on appearance of
some specific forms of Coţofeni culture pottery in nowadays Eastern Serbia and adjacent regions. Also,
we will present some of the imported Coţofeni objects found in association with other contemporary Late
Eneolithic settlements which are out of the regions in question.
Among the most interesting Late Eneolithic finds from the Central Balkan territory stands out the
forgotten and often neglected group of five Baden culture onion-shaped cups and one amphora discovered
in a dug-out pit in the centre of the town of Vrsac in southem Banat (Uzelac 2002: 44, 45, T. 27/3-fJ,
28/1 , 2, 54/2-6, 55/1). The context of find infer for ceremonial deposition of Baden culture drinking set
which is testified on other Central and Southeastern European sites (Spasic 2010, 92-95, Fig. 1 4). The
find is of indisputable Baden origin, but ornamentation on amphora type vessel is rather unique. Below
the convex neck there is an ornamental composition in the form of pricked dots strap. Underneath there is
a row of linsen applications and incised net-like hanging motifs. More than 20 years ago N. Tasic briefly
mentioned the find ascribing it to the influence of Coţofeni culture (Tasic 1 979, 1 26, 1 27).
Bearing in mind that the Baden culture site in the town of Vrsac has still strong connection with
Cernavoda III culture, this is one of the earliest appereance of Coţofeni culture influences in Serbian
territory.
The find of sossiere type vessel from Zlotska pecina still stands out as a unique example of this
type of vessels. N. Tasic ascribed it to Coţofeni culture, wrongly associating it with P. Roman' type XI
which is in fact the form of askos that are known from Coţofeni culture sites at Basarabi, Boşca Montana,
3 For characteristic shapes and decoration of Coţofeni culture vessels in Serbia cf Tasic 1 982; Idem 1979,
1 20-122, Sl. 4, T. XV-T. XVI; Idem 1 995, 66--68, PI. XXIV P I XXV.
4 For early Baden culture pottery from Vinea-Belo Brdo cf Spasic 2009.
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Govora and Cîma (Tasic 1 979, 1 2 1 , Sl. 4/ 1 2; Roman 1 976, 23, Pl. 28). The vessel is of elliptical shape

with slightly everted rim and a broad lower spout at one end. It is decorated with applied lenticular linsen
omaments below the rim. Almost identica} vessel was found at the site of Gladnice in Kosovo and

Metohija. The form is the same as the example from Zlotska pecina, the only difference is the absence of
linsen decoration and the presence of three small tunnel shaped handles below the rim.
find also to the sphere of influences of Coţofeni culture (Tasic 1 995, Pl.

N. Tasic dated tliis
XXIV/2). Two examples of the

same vessel type are known from the sites of Skorenovac and Jabuka-tri humke in Serbian Banat, both
being found in the Baden cultural contexts. (Uzelac 2002, 1 9, 32-33, T. 20/1 , T. 47/3). Considering the
chronological position of the sites of find of sossiere vessels in the Serbian territory, post Boleraz
Cemavoda III/Early Baden dating seems the most reasonable (cca. 3 500-3300 BC). The Coţofeni find
from Zlotska pecina is slightly younger and as in the case of linsen decorated amphora from the town of
Vr8ac it speaks in favour of tight contacts between early Baden culture and Coţofeni II-III communities.
Four examples of sossiere vessels, one of them being manufactured under indisputable Coţofeni culture
influences, are among the earliest such finds.

In somewhat different shape, the so called sauce boat

vessels will become very popular during Aegean Early Bronze age (Miloj cic 1 949, T. 1 3/5 .). Such early
appearance of this type of vessels in Central Balkans should be considered as a result of innovative
craftsmanship which rich its zenith during Late Eneolithic of Southeastem Europe.

Fig. 1 . Baden culture drinking set from the site of Vrsac-note Linsen omaments on the neck
of amphora shaped vessel (Spasic 20 10: 93, Fig. 1 4).
One of the westemmost find of Coţofeni culture vessel is the lavishly decorated j ug from the site of
Cot-Popovic near the city of Kraguj evac in central Serbia (Nikolic 2000, 1 4, T. VII/1 O). According to P.

Roman' typology of Coţofeni pottery it is the vessel of type 1Vb3b which he defines as amphora (Roman
1 976, 2 1 , PI. 1 9/ 1 9). The vessel has a pear-shaped body omamented with incised zigzag motifs,
cylindrical neck and strap handle which surmounts unprofiled rim. Both P. Roman and

H. Ciugudean date

this type of vessel to Coţofeni III phase. Its appearance in this area is to be considered as one of the final
echoes of the Coţofeni culture that reached central Serbia. Shortly afterwards this territory would witness
another cultural shift - intrusion of Early Bronze age communities.
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Fig. 2. Sossiere type vessels from the sites of Zlotska pecina and Gladnice (after Tasic 1995: PI. XXIV/ l , 2).

Fig. 3 . Coţofeni eulture jug from the site of Cot-Popovic (after Nikolic 2000: T. VWl O).

Cultural interactions between Coţofeni population and late Eneolithic communities in nowadays
Serbia
The spread of Coţofeni culture cornmunities towards nowadays eastem Serbia, and expansion of
their material culture and stylistic expression in the rest of modem Serbian territory developed in the
course of two different chronological stages which included employment of various socio-cultural
strategies. Up to know we can not speak about levels of integration of Coţofeni population at their
western frontier since there is not enough data which would allow analysis of interaction between native
and intrusive cultural elements. The same could be said for the whole late eneolithic period in Central
Balkans. There is not a single long-living native community with linear evolutionary pattem which would
permit exarnination of cultural integration, assirnilation and congregation of autochthonous and
irnmigrant population. Thus all late eneolithic manifestations in nowadays Serbia are foreign cultural
elements that reached this territory in the course of severa! centuries between 3600 and 3000 BC. Only
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Kostolac culture is to be considered as native culture, but with still insufficiently studied genesis. Hence,
Boleraz-Cemavoda III cultural complex, Baden, Coţofeni, Pit-Grave and Vucedol cultures are equally
foreign population-with different but intenningled histories.
The first late eneolithic culture to reach Serbian Danube area is Boleraz-Cernavoda III i.e. early
Baden culture. Shortly afterwards we are witnessing initial Coţofeni culture presence in this territory. The
best representative of these early interactions is to be sought in the presence of Coţofeni culture
omamentation on amphora which was the part of a typical Baden culture drinking set discovered in the
vicinity of the town of Vrsac in southern Banat. The find could be dated to developed phase of Baden
culture - so called Fonoyod horizon, cca. 3200-3000 BC. We can only assurne under what conditions
Coţofeni stylistic expression appeared within the clear Baden culture find. Until now there have been
discovered several similar finds of Baden culture drinking sets dug into the shallow pit. We ascribe this
practice to the emergence of feasting and commensality among prehistoric communities in central and
southeastem Europe (Spasic 20 1 0, 87-96). Thus, the presence of lînsen omaments on Baden culture
amphora is to be explaîned on several different levels. First of all, this the earliest example of clear
Coţofeni culture înfluence în this area. Consîdering the phenomenological appearance of the vessels
themselves they are of indisputable Baden origin, so one can conclude that the amphora wîth linsen
decoration was probably manufactured together with five cups, îf not at the same time and în the same
workshop, then certainly within the same cultural matrix. Therefore, ît could be concluded that linsen
motifs on Baden culture amphora appeared as the resuit of contacts between Coţofeni and Baden culture
communîtîes that is as common manifestatîon of various late eneolîthic stylistic mixtures. On the other
hand, biographical notes on the course of implementation of Coţofeni culture decoration in thîs particular
case are much more complicated for interpretation. lt is still unknown whether it is a simple stylistîc
influence which reached Baden culture communitîes in southem Banat through various acts of cultural
interactions or ît îs an outcome of actual event that joined members of Baden and Coţofeni communities,
i.e. making of alliance, wedding or some other ritual or annual ceremony.
The second stage of cultural interactions between Coţofeni population and other communities in
the Serbian territory developed through actual contacts, that is after colonization of eastem Serbia by the
bearers of Coţofeni II culture. There is not a single calibrated C 1 4 date which could infer for contacts
between the newcomers - Coţofeni communities and preceding Bubanj Hum-Sălcuţa-Krivodol
population. If we take into the account corresponding dates from Romanian and Bulgarian territory
Bubanj Hum-Sălcuţa-Krivodol complex could be roughly dated to the period between 4500 and 3900 BC,
while the succeeding period, so called Scheibenhenkel horizon could be dated to the period 39003700/3600 BC . (Nikolova 1 999, 94, 397, 398). On the other hand the earliest Coţofeni culture dates fall
around 3400 BC, with only one earlier date from Ostrovul Corbului (cca. 3500 BC) (Ciugudean 2000, 5759; Nikolova 1 999, 402). Such chronological picture speaks in favour of cultural hiatus that lasted at least
two centuries between the arrival of Coţofeni communities and dîsappearance of preceding population in
eastem Serbia. Incomplete list of 50 Coţofeni culture sites in eastem Serbia and adjacent areas speaks in
favour of significant presence of Coţofeni communities. Eastern Serbia and Iron Gates are specific
geographical regions which call for different analytical methodology in the study of late eneolithic
cultural interactions, especially since there are no clear cultural boundaries between different cultural
groups. Judging by material culture Coţofeni communities settled the area of eastem Serbia and Iron
Gates during the second phase of culture' evolution. This is the time when pure Coţofeni culture elements
appear at the settlements în Iron Gates i.e. Ajmana, Barace, Korbovo-Zbradila fund etc. Such
interpretation coincides also with N. Tasic' and D. Nikolic' opinîon that non-existence of Kostolac culture
stylistic expresion (mainly Furchenstich) should be considered as a sound indicator for an earlier phase of
Coţofeni culture in Serbian territory (Tasic 1 979, 1 1 7; Nikolic 1 997, 200-205). Shortly afterwards, during
Coţofeni III phase, we are witnessing a real expansion of Coţofeni communities, this time in completely
different manifestation - mixed with Kostolac culture elements that is usually considered as new cultural
phenomenon - the so called Kostolac-Coţofeni group.
5 The question of Kostolac culture genesis exceeds the frame of current paper. For general overview cf
Nikolic 2000, 57-66.
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There are many imposing questions considering definition and characterization of Kostolac
Coţofeni group in eastern Serbia and adjacent regions. Under what circumstances such cultural
manifestation developed? Should we understand it simply as specific stylistic expression? Finally or first
of all was the formation of the so call ed Kostolac-Coţofeni cultural group embedded in actual interactions
of two distinct communities which led to materialized symbiosis of two different cultures in one, through
the acts of assimilation and acculturation? If so, then who assimilated and who was assimilated, in what
way it all took place and what was the strategy of one group and what of the other?
lt is intriguing that neither in time of the Kostolac-Coţofeni cultural group nor before it there is a
single purely Kostolac culture settlement in this region. Small necropolis with cremation burials at Padina
is the only solely Kostolac culture site in the area in question. If so, then Coţofeni culture communities in
eastern Serbia are to he considered as autochthonous-native element in comparison with the bearers of
Kostolac culture. Although there are reliable evidences for the presence of Kostolac material culture far in
the north-in nowadays Hungary and as far as southern Slovakia, we do not see Kostolac population as
highly expansionistic (Nemejcova-Pawkova1 968; Bondar 1 984). We understand this phenomenon as the
emergence of cultural influences through the spread of idea, merchant connections and cultural
interactions among various late eneolithic communities rather then as large-scale movement or migrations
of people. Therefore, considering the quality of published data I do not find that counting sherds with
Coţofeni decoration and comparing its amount with sherds omamented in Kostolac style in one settlement
is plausible for any sound interpretation of settlement biography. 6 Up until now there is only one
reasonable path which leads to some basic facts about Kostolac-Coţofeni cultural group in eastem Serbia.
That is chronological attribution of both groups as well as disposition of their settlements in the studied
area and its hinterland. Basic knowledge that we have on substantial, economic and residential activities
could also contribute to better understanding of the Kostolac-Coţofeni cultural group in eastern Serbia.
Well before and after the formation of Kostolac-Coţofeni cultural group in eastem Serbia, Kostolac
communities lived in the territory of Vojvodina and central Serbia. Physical manifestation of their life
pinpoints to sedentary, agricultural population with multilayered settlements on river terraces, with solid
above-ground houses, even of apsidal and megaron type (i.e. Gomolava, Vucedol, Bubanj, Vinca etc). At
probably the same time when the first bearers of Coţofeni II culture reached outskirts of eastem Serbia,
Kostolac communities started their movements towards the north and west of central Serbia and
Vojvodina. Formation of the so called Kostolac-Coţofeni group in eastem Serbia is roughly dated to
Coţofeni 11/llla phase-that is the period when Kostolac communities already reached areas of eastem
Croatia and Hungarian Transdanubia. Not more than century later Kostolac culture reached its
northemmost frontier, in the course of formation of the so called Bosaca-Kostolac culture in southem
Slovakia. Almost all of the colonized territory of Kostolac culture at the north and west were suitable for
sedentary agricultural way of life, while those occupied by Kostolac-Coţofeni cultural group could rather
fit to semi-mobile, nomadic and pastoral communities (i.e. high river terraces, hilltops and cave
settlements ). If so, inferring question is whether dominant population element in the genesis of Kostolac
Coţofeni group could he the Kostolac culture one? Consequently why would one or more Kostolac
culture agricultural communities decided to move eastwards, substantially changing their way of life, and
thus embracing the socio-cultural and economic matrix of already present Coţofeni population in Eastem
Serbia? As it was shown earlier, vice versa scenario is not possible since Kostolac culture presence in
eastern Serbia is of younger date then Coţofeni culture. Therefore at this moment I would infer for
explanation which sees the genesis of Kostolac-Coţofeni cultural group as a result of profound and
complex relationships between Coţofeni and Kostolac cultures that developed during the final stages of
the process of intensification of contacts between Eneolithic communities along horizontal and vertical
axis of communication during the middle and late Eneolithic of Central and Southeastern Europe (Spasic
2008). If Coţofeni communities were already settled in eastern Serbia before the formation of Kostolac
Coţofeni group, than their material culture was affected with Kostolac stylistic influences from central
Serbia and Vojvodina. lt is through the acts of mutual relationship of the two neighbouring communities

6 Such analytical methodology would indeed shed more light on the nature of relationship between Kostolac
and Coţofeni comrnunities in eastem Serbia, but only with clear contexts of find, and broader spatia! analysis of
omamented pottery distribution both within the closed structures and on micro-regional scale.
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that Coţofeni material culture in eastem Serbia evolved ioto unique late eneolithic stylistic expression.7
Physical presence of the bearers of Kostolac culture in the demographical core of the Kostolac-Coţofeni
group is not excluded with outlining the dominant role of Coţofeni culture in appearance of the new
cultural group in Eastem Serbia. Thus it could be assurned that to some extant we can count for
infiltration of Kostolac population in eastem Serbia that had had direct impact on the formation of
Kostolac-Coţofeni cultural group.
There are at least two more cultural groups in central and southem Serbia whose formation was
under clear influence of late Coţofeni culture. Both are located in the area of central and southem Morava
river valley. The first one is the so called Bubanj Il cultural group defined on the basis of material culture
and its stratigraphic position at the site of Bubanj in southem Serbia (C.f. Gara.Sanin 1 973, 1 82-1 84).
Based on the stratigraphic observations on Bubanj it was thought that this cultural phenomenon represents
further evolution of Bubanj Hurn-Sălcuţa-Krivodol cultural complex. During 1 980-ies M. Gara.Sanin
corrected his interpretations conceming post Sălcuţan horizons at Bubanj outlining that both Bubanj Ib
and Bubanj II levels represent different and independent cultural phenomena (Garasanin 1 983, 8, 9).
Material from both horizons is poorly published, without any field docurnentation, therefore one can only
infer about cultural and chronological attribution on the basis of not more then 30 omarnented sherds and
severa! reconstructed vessels (Gara8anin 1 983, kat. 1 1 6- 1 53). Thus Bubanj Ib levei is represented with
clear Kostolac culture material (i.e. vessels of fiscbutte type, cups with high strap handle, pottery
decorated with Furchenstich), while Bubanj Il horizon is typified with the sarne cup shapes as in the
previous horizon as well as with abundance of bowls decorated with incised net like, zigzag and fish bone
motifs. It remains unclear whether there is chronological hiatus between Bubanj Ib and Bubanj Il. If so,
then Kostolac culture settlement at Bubanj was not abandoned for long time, since Bubanj II material
shows great resemblance with Coţofeni IIl material. Thus, it is up to new excavations, which are currently
in progress, to reveal the nature and relationship between Bubanj Ib and Bubanj II horizons. On the basis
of synchronous stylistic rnanifestations in the regions of southwestem Bulgaria, Thrace and Macedonia it
appears that arnong other characteristics the period between 3000 and 2500 BC is signified with broad
acceptance of incised and incrusted decorated pottery. Hence, currently available data speaks in favour of
slightly different cultural and chronological attribution of Bubanj layers:
Bubanj Ia (M. Garasanin) - Bubanj Hurn-Sălcuţa-Krivodol cultural complex (mainly Sălcuţa Il and
Sălcuţa III material, Scheibenhenkel horizon is completely missing).
Bubanj Ib (M. Gara.Sanin) - chronologically and culturally heterogeneous material (two recovered sherds
of Bratislava type bowls speak in favour of presence of the bearers Cernavoda IIl-Boleraz culture, while
the rest of published material can be attributed to Kostolac culture, with modest Coţofeni II culture
influences).
Bubanj II (M. Garasanin) - heterogeneous Kostolac culture derived ceramic material (mainly bowls
decorated with incised and incrusted omaments) related to Coţofeni III cultural zone, Radomir-Vahovo
III, IV(?), and similar cultural rnanifestations with incised and incrusted pottery such as Dikili Tash IIIb,
Sitagroi Va, Dubene Sarovka Ilb etc. (cf Alexandrov 1 995; Nikolova 1 996; Nikolova 1 999, 1 99-224;
Seferiades 200 1 ).
Proposed chronological and cultural attribution of eneolithic horizons at Bubanj is also in harmony
with corrected stratigraphic division made by M. Garasanin, except for the presence of Cemavoda-Renie
II-Herculane II layer at eastem Bubanj plateau for which I did not see any published material (Gara.Sanin
1 979, 1 60). As it was shown in chronological scheme and due to the absence of the material typical for
late Sălcuţa culture (i.e. Sălcuţa IV-Scheibenhenkel horizon) the only horizon which could precede
Kostolac cultural layer at Bubanj (formerly defined as Bubanj Ib) is Boleraz-Cemavoda III cultural
complex to which we assigned two fragments of Bratislava type bowls. However, as it is the case with all
post Sălcuţan horizons at Bubanj, it is up to new excavations to show definitive cultural sequence of the

7 It should be kept in mind that during middle and late Eneolithic periods in central and southeastem Europe
Furchenstich decorated ceramics appear on the vast territory (cf Dimitrijevic 1 980; Ruttkay 1 988), and that various
geographically distinct cultures shared similar stylistic expression on ceramic vessels decorated with incising and
white encrustation (i.e. Dikili Tash, Ezero, Dubene Sarovka, Bubanj II etc).
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site, as well as to establish new methodological approach which will explain the presence of
chronologically heterogeneous ceramic material in M. Garasanin' Bubanj Ib-II levels.
There is one more cultural group defined in the Valley of Morava River which bears strong stylistic
influences from the Coţofeni III cultural area. That is the so called Ostrikovac I cultural group to which
several Serbian researchers ascribed more than 20 sites in the last two decades (Stojic 1 989; Stojic 1 995;
Stojic and Jocic 2006, 32-37; Stojic and Cadenovic 2006, 25-27). The Ostrikovac I cultural group has
been defined on the basis of morphological and stylistic observations of rather heterogeneous ceramic
material as well as its stratigraphic position at eponymous site of Ostrikovac. As in the case of the so
called Bubanj II cultural group here again we are dealing with rather modest repertoire of finds, with
limited information conceming the context of find, without published field documentation (i.e. vertical
sections, ground plans of the settlements and architectural remains) - all of which allows mere stylistic
observations of pottery and its chronological attribution based on the cross-cultural appreciation of similar
manifestations in adjacent regions. Analogous finds that were used for definition of Ostrikovac I cultural
group and its internai subdivision on five phases offers the same quality of data as those from Ostrikovac
itself (i.e. Trupale, Vrtiste, Jasenovik, Maskare, Makresane). M. Stojic divided severely darnaged-up to
one meter thick cultural horizon at Ostrikovac on three main phases: Ostrikovac Ia-d - Eneolithic;
Ostrikovac II - Bronze age; Ostrikovac III - Iron age. lt is said that Ostrikovac Ia could he synchronized
with Baden culture, while Ostrikovac Ib-d layers were connected with various similar stylistic
manifestations which include incised and incrusted pottery in adjacent regions (Kostolac, Coţofeni, Dikili
Tash, Bubanj II, early Vucedol culture etc). (Stojic 1 989, 1 77-1 79). Since there are no published vessels
from Ostrikovac Ia horizons we could only argue about chronological and cultural attribution of the finds
from Ostrikovac Ib-d layers. lt is said that in both Ostrikovac Ib and Ic horizons sherds with Furchenstich
decoration were recovered thus making it clear that their Kostolac culture origin is indisputable (Stojic
1 989, 1 72, 1 74). The presence of linsen omaments in Ostrikovac Ic layer as well as in synchronous horizon
at Makresane speak in of unambiguous influences from the area of Coţofeni m culture. In both Ib and Ic
levels at Ostrikovac vessels decorated with incised chess fields, linear, net-like and zigzag omaments and
their combination with punctuated compositions were recovered, thus synchronizing it with the
manifestations of the so called Bubanj II type, and other mentioned cultural manifestations in
southeastem Europe. Ostrikovac Id revealed pottery decorated with Schnur omaments (also present in
late Coţofeni culture in Romania as well as in the inventory of Kostolac-Coţofeni group in Zlotska
peCina), as well as some Vucedol type pottery (also present in inventory of late Coţofeni culture sites in
Romania and northwestem Bulgaria, as well as on late Kostolac settlements in Serbia). Considering all
above, on the basis of still insufficient archaeological data I would argue for slightly different and
simplified periodisation of Ostrikovac Ib-d group. 8 In my opinion until now there is not enough data
which would confirm division on three sub-phases. I would rather infer that galimatias that has been
created by introduction of new cultural group and its subdivision onto different phases (i.e. Ostrikovac Ia
d) should he rejected in of interpretation which sees the bearers of Kostolac culture as main element in
genesis of Ostrikovac Ib group. Further diversification of ornamental style should he observed in the light
of vivid contacts that Kostolac communities in central Serbia had with the bearers of Coţofeni III and
Vucedol cultures and influences coming from Bulgarian Thrace and northem Greece. My strong
persuasion is that there is no need to abandon somewhat unique but indisputable Kostolac culture
attribution of the Ostrikovac Ib-c group in of insecure cultural particularization. If future excavations
would reveal different cultural matrix (architecture, economy, religion, material culture etc) of the
discussed late eneolithic phenomenon I would embrace the chance to discuss other possibilities of
formative processes that affected the creation-acceptance-distribution of specific decorative style in the
vast area of Southeastem Europe.
Influences from Coţofeni cultural sphere had been reported from several other late eneolithic sites
in Serbia. Starting from central Serbia �here Coţofeni-like pottery appeared among inventories of
Kostolac culture settlements in Novacka Cuprija and Jelenac all the way to western Serbia where linsen
omamented pottery had been recovered in Kostolac settlement at Likodra-Ostenjak (Galovic 1 959;
Garasanin 1 985). Multilayered settlement of Likodra-Ostenjak in western Serbia is the westemmost site
with influences from Coţofeni cultural zone.

8 As it was outlined above dating and cultural attribution of the so called Ostrikovac Ia group couldn't be
discussed until the publication of material from the earliest horizon at Ostrikovac.
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Fig. 4. Decorated bowls with linsen omaments from the site of Makresane in the Morava valley
(Stojic and Cadenovic 2006: T. LXX/9 1 -94).

Conclusion
After more than a century of investigations into the Late Eneolithic Europe it is believed that Baden
culture represents specific cultural phenomenon which covered vast territories of Central and
Southeastern Europe. Coţofeni communities lived on the eastern edge of this complex, thus covering the
territory similar in size with Baden cultural zone. Influences from those two late eneolithic cultural
spheres affected different communities living from Transylvania to Lower Germany and Little Poland and
from nowadays Slovakia to northern Greece, hence creating the first image of what cultural globalization
could look like in prehistoric Europe. As we saw, different communities used to adopt current stylistic
and material expressions in different way. The level of integration with contemporary cultural matrix
depended on various socio-economic factors. As an outcome we recognize the general concept of ideas
that shaped material culture of the period, but with certain degree of regional and cultural adaptations that
appear through the acts of mutual contacts of late eneolithic communities. lt is through those contacts-that
is through the acts of local reinterpretation of the meaning of material culture that we should encounter
for the life of Coţofeni culture communities living at their western frontier.
Catalogue of Coţofeni culture sites in the territory of nowadays Serbia
Up to now there are 47 sites in nowadays Serbia attributed to Coţofeni culture. If include other
contemporary settlements in which we recognize direct or indirect cultural influences from the sphere of
Coţofeni culture the number sites with characteristic Coţofeni pottery is around 60. The quality of
information given in the catalogue of sites is different and depends on the quality of published data.
Interested reader will find that the number of Coţofeni sites in Serbia will significantly increase after the
publication of field surveys and small-sized excavations in the region of Branicevo, Homolje and
Majdanpek in Eastem Serbia.
1. Ajmana
Excavations: B. Stalio, 1 9 8 1 - 1 982, 1 984; Type of site: Multilayered, settlement and necropolis. Cultural
stratigraphy: Starcevo, Coţofeni, Bronze Age, La Tene, Roman period, Middle Ages. Arhitecture: Not reported;
Material culture: Coţofeni and Bronze Age finds are unpublished. Literature: Stalio 1986.
2. Barace
Excavations: Field survey 1 968; Type of site: multilayered, settlement on the river terrace; Cultural stratigraphy:
Coţofeni; Bronze Age, Iron Age. Arhitecture: not reported; Material culture: bowls with thiclrned rim decorated
with incised omaments; Literature: Jovanovic 1 969.
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3. Biljevina
Litera ture: Jevtic 1 987.
4. Bogovinska pecina
Excavations: Field survey; Type of site: Settlement in cave; Cultural stratigraphy: Kostolac-Coţofeni;
Arhitecture: not reported; Material culture: unpublished; Literature: Nikolic 1997.
5. Bordjej
Excavations: Sladic 1980; Type of site: Multilayered, settlement on the river terrace. Cultural stratigraphy:
Coţofeni, Hallsttat, Roman period, Middle Ages; Arhitecture: Partialy excavated rectangular above-ground house;
Material culture: Pottery decorated with incised, linsen and plastic applied bands; Literature: Sladic 1 984.
6. Bubanj
Excavations: Orsic-Slavetic 1 935, M. And D. Garasanin 1954- 1958; Type of site: Multilayered, settlements on the
high river terrace; Cultural stratigraphy: Starcevo, Vinca, Bubanj Hum-Sălcuţa-Krivodol, Boleraz-Cernavoda III,
Kostolac, Coţofeni III, Bronze age, Iron Age. Architecture: not reported; Material culture: pottery decorated with
incised Furchenstich and pricked omaments; Literature: M. Garasanin 1 983.

7. Crnajka-Pjatra Kosti
Excavations: N. Tasic; Type of syte: Singlelayered, settlement on the hill slope above the river; Cultural
stratigraphy: Kostolac-Coţofeni; Arhitecture: Material cultace: pottery decorated with incised, pricked, linsen
and Furchenstich motifs; Literature: Tasic 1 982; Nikolic 1997.
8. Cot-Popovic
Excavations: One trench excavated 1955; Type of site: Singlelayered, settlement on the high river terrace;
Cultural stratigraphy: Kostolac, Coţofeni imports; Architecture: Not reported; Material culture: Coţofeni III
incised jug; Literature: Nikolic 2000, 14.
9. Donje Butorke-Kladovo
Excavations: D. Srejovic 1964; Type of syte: Multilayered, setllement on the river terrace. Cultural stratigraphy:
Starcevo, Coţofeni; Arhitecture: not reported; Material culture: pottery decorated with linsen ornaments;
Literature: Srejovic 1964; Tasic 1 982, 26.
10. Grabar-Smedovac
Excavations: V. Trbuhovic and Lj . Vukovic 1 965; Type of site: Multilayered, settlement on a hill slope above the
river; Cultural stratigraphy: Bubanj Hum-Sălcuţa-Krivodol; Coţofeni; Architecture: not reported; Material
culture: pottery is not published except one sherd decorated in schnur technique; copper pin and hook; Literature:

Trbuhovic and. Vukovic 1966; Tasic 1982, 2 1 .
1 1 . Grabovica-Brzi Prun
Excavations: J. Paprenica 1980- 1 98 l ; Type of syte: Multilayered, setllement on the river terrace; Cultural
stratigraphy: Bubanj Hum-Sălcuţa-Krivodol; Coţofeni, Verbicioara, Basarabi, Roman period, Middle Ages;
Arhitecture: Not reported; Material culture: Eneolithic finds are unpublished; Literature: Paprenica 1986.
12. Hajducka Vodenica
Excavations: B. Jovanovic 1966- 1 967. Type of site: Multilayered, settlement on the river terrace; Cultural
stratigraphy: Coţofeni, Bronze Age, Iron Age; Arhitecture: not reported; Material culture: pottery decorated
with linsen ornaments; Literature: Jovanovic 1969; Ibid 1 97 1 .
13. Jakomir
Literature: Jevtic 1987.
14. Jelenac
Excavations: R. Galovic 1955; Type of site: Multylayered, setllements on the river terrace; Cultural stratigraphy:
Bubanj II, Kostolac, Coţofeni imports; Architecture: not reported; Material culture: bowls decorated with linsen
ornaments; Literature: Galovic 1959.
15. Jezero
Excavations: M. Kobau field survey 1995; Type of site: Singlelayered, hilfort settlement; Cultural stratigraphy:
Kostolac-Coţofeni; Arhitecture: not reported; Material culture: pottery ornamented with linear incisions, applied
straps and Furchenstich; Litearture: Nikolic 1997.
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16. Kapetanova Pecina
Excavations: D. Srejovic and T. Rajkovac; Type of site: Singlelayered, settlement in cave; Cultural stratigraphy:
Coţofeni; Arhitecture: not reported; Material culture: unpublished; Literature: Nikolic 1997.
17. Kapu Djaluj-Veljkovo
Excavations: V. Trbuhovic and Lj . Vukovic 1962; Type of site: Multilayered, settlement on the hill slope above the
river; Cultural stratigraphy: Bubanj Hum-Sălcuţa-Krivodol; Coţofeni; Architecture: not reported; Material
culture: Coţofeni pottery is not published; Schnur decorated pottery in the Coţofeni layer has been reported;
Literature: Trbuhovic and Vukovic 1966; Tasic 1982, 22.
18. Kasidol-Pofarevac
Excavations: Field survey; Type of site: settlement on the hill slope; Cultural stratigraphy: Kostolac, Coţofeni;
Architecture: not reported; Material culture: unpublished; Literature: Nikolic 2000, 23.
19. Kladovo-Fetislam
Literature: Jevtic 1987.
20. Klokocevac-Culma Sciopului
Excavations: N. Tasic 1970; Type of site: Singlelayered, settlement on slope of the hill; Cultural stratigraphy:
Kostolac-Coţofeni; Arhitecture: severa! above-ground houses whose backside was dug into the hill; Material
culture: Pottery decorated with incised, Furchenstich and linsen ornaments; Literature: Tasic 1982; lbid 1 995.

Nikolic 1997.
21. Kljanc
Excavations: M. Kobau field survey 1995; Type of site: Singlelayered, hilfort settlement; Cultural stratigraphy:
Kostolac-Coţofeni; Arhitecture: not reported; Material culture: pottery decorated with linear incising, aplied
straps and Furchenstich; Literature: Nikolic 1 997.
22. Krivelj
Excavations: N. Tasic 1 9 7 1 - I 972; Type of site: Multilayered, hilfort settlement; Cultural stratigraphy: Bubanj
Hum-Sălcuţa-Krivodol; Kostolac-Coţofeni; Arhitecture: not reported; Material culture: pottery decorated with
linsen ornaments; two handled beakers; Literature: Tasic 1 982; lbid 1995.
23. Knjepiste
Literature: Jevtic I 987.
24. Korbovo-Obala
Excavations: D. Krstic, 1980; Type of site: Multiiayered, settlement on the river terrace; Cultural stratigraphy:
Baden, Coţofeni, Verbicioara, Zuto Brdo, Basarabi, Dacian Latene; Arhitecture: Not reported; Material culture:
Cups and jugs decorated with incising and linsen ornaments; Literature: Krstic 1984: Sl.80/ 1 .
25. Korbovo-Zbradila-Fund
Excavations: Lj . Babovic, 1 982; Type of site: Multiiayered, settlement on the river terrace; Cultural stratigraphy:
Coţofeni, Zuto Brdo, Gava, Daco-Roman period; Arhitecture: One dug-out pit with a surface with stone
assemblage for tool manufacture(?); Material culture: pottery decorated with applied plastic bands, linear incising
and linsen; Literature: Babovic 1986: Fig. 10, I I , 1 6, I 2 I - 165.
26. Korbovo-Rive
Excavations: D. Krstic; Type of site: Multilayered, settlements on the river terrace; Cultural stratigraphy: Baden,
Coţofeni; Arhitecture: not reported; Material culture: unpublished; Literature: Krstic 1 984.
27. Kupasto Brdo-Popovica
Literature: Jevtic I 987.
28. Laznica
Excavations: D. Jacanovic 2008; Type of site: Multilayered, settlements on the hill slope; Cultural stratigraphy:
Coţofeni, Roman period; Architecture: not reported; Material culture: unpublished; Literature: unpublished.
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29. Lepenska potkapina
Excavations: B. Gavela 1968; Type of site: multilayered, rockshelter; Cultural stratigraphy: Kostolac, Coţofeni,
Late Bronze Age; Arhitecture: not reported; Material culture: bowls decorated with Furchenstich; copper dagger;
Literature: Jevtic 1982- 1 983, T. 115,6, T. 11/1-6.
30. Ljubicebac-Obala
Excavations: P. Popovic, D. Mrkobrad, 198 1 - 1 982; Type of site: Multilayered, settlement on the river terrace;
Cultural stratigraphy: Coţofeni, Zuto Brdo, Basarabi, Dacian Latene, Middle Ages; Arhitecture: Not reported;
Material culture: Pottery decorated with incised and linsen omaments; Literature: Popovic, Mrobrad 1986: Fig. 5/1 -6.
3 1 . Manastir-Gospodjin Vir
Excavations: B. Brukner, 1968-1969; Type of site: Cultural stratigraphy: Kostolac-Coţofeni, Zuto Brdo,
Basarabi; Arhitecture: one doomed oven; Material culture: Pottery decorated with incised punctuated omaments,
one copper awl; Literature: Brukner 1 968; Brukner 1 969.
32. Mokranjske Stene
Excavations: M. Sretenovic, L. Trbuhovic, 1 980; Type of site: Multilayered, settlement on the river terrace;
Cultural stratigraphy: Coţofeni, Roman period, Middle ages; Arhitecture: Not reported; Material culture:
prehistoric finds are unpublished; Literature: Sretenovic 1 984.
33. Padina
Excavations: B, Jovanovic, 1 968- 1 97 1 ; Type of site: Settlement and necropolis on the river terrace; Cultural
stratigraphy: Mesolithic, Neolithic, Kostolac-Coţofeni, Bronze Age, Iron Age; Arhitecture: not reported;
Material culture: Cooper and bone tools in eneolithic layers; Literature: Jovanovic 1 969; Ibid 197 1 ;
34. Pestera Mare
Excavations: M. Jevtic 2004; Type of site: Multilayered, settlement in the cave; Cultural stratigraphy:
Mesolithic, Coţofeni, Early Iron Age; Architecture: Not reported; Literature: Kapuran, Jevtic and Boric 2007.
35. Recica-Malo Golubinje
Excavations: Lj . Popovic 1 969, 1970; Type of site: Multilayered, settlement on the river terrace; Cultural
stratigraphy: Bubanj II, Kostolac- Coţofeni; Arhitecture: not reported; Material culture: unpublished;
Literature: Popovic 1 970.
36. Ruien.ka
Literature: Jevtic 1 987.
37. Smiljkova glavica-Stubik
Excavations: chance finds and field survies; Type of site: Singlelayered; Cultural stratigraphy: Kostolac
Coţofeni; Architecture: not reported; Material culture: pottery decorated with incised and linsen omaments;
Literature: Tasic 1982, 22.
38. Stenje-Turija
Excavations: Field survey; Type of site: Singlelayered, settlement on the hill slope above the river; Cultural
stratigraphy: Kostolac-Coţofeni; Architecture: not reported; Material culture: unpublished; Literature:

Jacanovic, S ljivar 1987; Nikolic 2000, 36.

39. Trajanova pecina
Excavations: M. Jevtic 2004; Type of site: Multilayered, settlement in cave; Mesolithic, Coţofeni, Early Iron Age;
Architecture: Not reported; Literature: Kapuran, Jevtic and Boric 2007.
40. USce Porecke reke
Excavations: V. Trbuhovic, 1968; Type of site: Multilayered; Cultural stratigraphy: Kostolac-Coţofeni;
Arhitecture: not reported; Material culture: Pottery decorated with incised net-like omaments; Literature:

Trbuhovic 1970; Ibid 1 982- 1 983 ; Jovanovic 1965.
41. USce Slatinske reke
Excavations: M. Jevtic, 1 980. Type of site: Multilayered, settlement on the river terrace; Cultural stratigraphy:
Cemavoda III, Coţofeni, Kalakaea-Insula Banului; Arhitecture: One dug-out refuse pit; Material culture: Pottery
decorated with incised, linsen and furcenstich omaments; Literature: Jevtic 1984 a, Sl. 1 8 1 , 1 82.
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Fig. 5. Chronological table of late eneolithic in Serbia.
42. Vajuga-Pesak
Excavations: P. Popovic, M. Vukmanovoc, N. Radojcic, 1 980- 1 983; Type of site: Multilayered, settlements on the
river terrace; Cultural stratigrapby: Bubanj Hum-Sălcuţa-Krivodol, Coţofeni; Bronze Age, Iron Age;
Arhitecture: Not reported; Material culture: Pottery decorated with incised and linsen omaments; Literature:

Popavic, Vukmanovoc, Radojcic 1 986: Fig. 6/6- 12.
43. Velesnica
Excavations: R. Vasic 1980- 1 982; Type of site: Multilayered, settlement on the river terrace; Cultural
stratigrapby: Starcevo, Bubanj Hum-Sălcuţa-Krivodol, Coţofeni, Zuto Brdo, Gava, Basarabi-Insula Banului,
Dacian Latene, Roman period; Arhitecture: Not reported; Material culture: Eneolithic finds are unpublished;
Literature: Vasic 1986.
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44. Velike Livadice
Excavations: Z. Letica, 1 970; Type of site: Multilayered, settlement on the river terrace; Cultural stratigraphy:
Boleraz-Cernavoda, Coţofeni; Arhitecture: One dug-out pit; Material culture: Pottery decorated with incised,
linsen and fluted ornaments; Literature: Letica 1970; Letica 1 982- 1 983; Tasic 1 98 1 .
45. Vlasac
Excavations: Type of site: Multilayered, settlement on the river terrace; Cultural stratigraphy: Mesolithic, Early
Neolithic, Kostolac-Coţofeni; Arhitecture: Not reported; Material culture: Pottery decorated with Furchenstich
and incised linear ornaments Literature: Srejovic, Letica 1 978, 1 36, T. CXXVIII, CXXIX.
46. Vrkanj
Excavations: V. Trbuhovic and Lj . Vukovic 1965; Type of site: Multilayered, settlement on the hill slope above the
river; Cultural stratigraphy: Bubanj Hum-Sălcuţa-Krivodol; Coţofeni; Architecture: not reported; Material
culture: Coţofeni pottery is not published; Literature: V. Trbuhovic and Lj . Vukovic 1966; Tasic 1982, 2 1 .
47. Zlotska pecina
Excavations: N. Tasic, 1 963- 1964, 1968-1 969; Type of site: Multilayered, settlements in cave; Cultural
stratigraphy: Bubanj Hum-Sălcuţa-Krivodol, Kostolac-Coţofeni, Basarabi; Arhitecture: Not reported; Material
culture: Pottery decorated with incised, linsen and Furchenstich ornaments, vessel of sossiere type; Literature:

Tasic 1995.

Map 1 . Coţofeni culture sites in Serbia.
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WIEDERENTDECKTE SPĂTHALLSTATTZEITLICHE
GRABFUNDE AUS MISKOLC-DIOSGYOR (UNGARN)

EMIT.JAN TELEAGA
Schliisselworter: Spathallstattzeit, Wagengrab, Kriegerausstattung, italisches Herdgeratset, MetallgefaB.
Zusammenfassung: Die Neuaufnahme des Grabfundes aus Miskolc-Di6sgy6r ermoglicht die Bestimrnung dreier

Trensen, einer Bronzephalera, eines Wagenradreifens, zweier Lanzenspitzen, eines Ărmchenbeiles, eines
Doppelspatels (?), zweier BratspieBe, eines Feuerbocks und eines Eiseneimers. Das Wagengrab aus der
Spathallstattzeit D 1 mit dem Szentes-Vekerzuger Pferdegeschirr weist auf Beziehungen mit dem sogenannten
Osthallstattkulturkreis hin: zwei Zugpferde und ein Reitpferd, die Trensen-Ărmchenbeil-Lanzenspitzen
Kombination sowie das Totenmahl. Das Besondere dieses Grabes ist das in direkter Verbindung mit dem
adriatischen Raum stehende Herdgeratset.
Cuvinte cheie: Epoca Hallstattului târziu, inventar de războinic, set de vatră italic, vas de metal.
Rezumat: O nouă documentare a descoperirii funerare de la Miskolc-Di6sgy6r permite determinarea următoarelor

obiecte: trei zăbale, o faleră de bronz, o obadă de roată de car, două vârfuri de lance, un topor cu aripioare, o spatulă
dublă, două frigări, un căţel de vatră şi o căldare de fier. Mormântul cu car din perioada Hallstatt D 1 cu piese de
harnaşament de tip Szentes-Vekerzug dovedeşte contacte cu aşa-numitul cerc cultural est hallstattian: doi cai de
tracţiune şi unul de călărie, asocierea de zăbale cu topor cu aripioare şi cu vârfuri de lance dar şi banchetul funerar.
Excepţional în acest mormânt este setul de vatră aflat în legătură directă cu spaţiul adriatic.

1 939 publizierten S. Gallus und T. Horvâth die folgenden Materialien, die zufallig bei einem
Hausbau, im Bereich der Schmiede Kerekdomb, in dem Miskolcer Stadtteil Di6sgyor, Komitat Borsod
Abaujd-Zemplen, entdeckt worden sind. Von den gefundenen Materialien, konnten die Verfasser zwei
Lanzenspitzen, ein Ănnchenbeil, drei Trensen, einen Eimer mit Henkel, alle aus Eisen, sowie einen
Zaumzeugknopf aus Bronze bestimmen. Hinzu kamen mehrere Eisengegenstănde, deren Funktion sie
nicht bestimmen konnten, die sie aber erwăhnten und abbildeten (Gallus I Horvâth 1 939, 1 1 0-1 1 1 , Taf.
67/1 1 - 1 3 . 1 5, 68).
Sowohl T. Kemenczei als auch W. Werner bearbeiteten die Trensen und erwăhnten die restlichen
Gegenstănde, ohne sie jedoch năher zu bestimmen (Werner 1 988, Nr. 1 5- 1 6, 29, Taf. 3, 6; Kemenczei
2009, 5 1 -52, 1 7 1 , 1 8 1 , Liste 5, Taf. 1 60-1 6 1 ). In ihren Publikationen, in denen ich auf diese sonst in
Vergessenheit geratenen Materialien gestol3en bin 1 , warfen sie die Frage nach einem Wagengrab auf.
Aul3er dem Pferdegeschirr und den Waffen sind die restlichen Gegenstănde absichtlich deformiert
worden. Die Deformierung erschwerte die modernen Bestimmungen. Bei der Grabniederlegung wurden
sie durch diese Beschădigung dem profanen Zweck „entzogen", was eine bekannte hallstattzeitliche
Bestattungssitte darstellt.
1 Im Spatwinter 2006 babe ich, im Rahmen des Projektes ,,Eisenzeitliche Wagengraber Siidosteuropas",
unterstiltzt vom Marburger Vorgeschichtlichen Seminar, im Auftrag des Archaologischen Instituts Bukarest und des
RGZM Mainz, den Grabfund von Di6sg6r aufgenomrnen. Mein besonderer Dank gilt Dr. M. Hellebradt und Dr. J.
Ko6s (Miskolc), Prof. M. Szabo (Budapest), D. Sârbu, Prof. A. Vulpe (Bukarest), Prof. M. Egg, M. Weber, Dr. J.
Weidig und Dr. H. Baitinger (Mainz), Prof. A. Miiller-Karpe und Prof. C. Dobiat (Marburg), Prof. A. Biittner
Teleaga (Woosuk, Siidkoreea).
Dacia, N.S., tome LIV, Bucarest, 20 1 0, p. 1 77-200
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1 . Pferdegeschirr und Wagenteile
Das Miskolcer Pferdegeschirr besteht aus drei Eisentrensen und aus einem Zawnzeugknopf aus
Bronze, letzterer ist verlorengegangen. Die Trensen gehoren dem Typ Szentes- Vekerzug, der durch zwei
Knebel mit j eweils zwei freien LOchern zur Befestigung an den Backenriemen und in der Mitte durch ein
fest angenietetes Mundstiick gekennzeichnet ist, an. Das Mundstiick hat ein Gelenk in der Mitte und zwei
seitliche Osen, an denen der Ziigel befestigt war. Die Knebelform ermoglicht die Unterteilung der
Szentes- Vekerzug-Trensen in zwei Gruppen: A. Knebel mit drei osenforrnigen, sich verbreiternden
Lochern; B. Knebel mit drei Lochern in einer plattenforrnigen Verbreitung. Zwei der gefundenen Trensen
gehoren der ersten Gruppe an. Wăhrend bei den Trensen Kat. 2-3 die gebogenen Knebel nur kugelforrnig
bzw. kugelforrnig und spitz enden (Typ II Variante A I nach Werner), sind die oberen Enden der Trense
Kat. 1 zoomorph, die unteren spitz (Typ II Variante A 3 nach Werner).
Die frilhesten Szentes- Vekerzug-Trensen (Ferigile, Perebykovci und Ărtand) kommen bereits am
Ende des 7. fus. v. Chr. vor. Diese chronologische Einordnung entspricht der Trense aus Tumulus 24
Pferdebestattung 6 aus Kelermes (7. Th. v. Chr.) (s. unten, Liste 1 , Nr. 7), die bisher der einzige bekannte
Fund des Szentes- Vekerzug-Trensentyps im nordpontischen Bereich ist. Sie konnte als Hinterlassenschaft
eines Pferdegeschenkes oder -raubes fiir die oder den nordkubanischen Krieger gedeutet werden. Die
revidierte Chronologie der Vekerzuger-Kultur (s. unten, Liste 1 , Nr. 6 und Arun 7) belegt, dass die
meisten dieser Trensen in verschiedenen regionalen Varianten von ca. 600 v. Chr. bis ins 5. Th. v. Chr.,
von der ungarischen Tiefebene bis nach Slowenien (im Siiden) und bis zum Siidhang der Karpaten (im
Osten) verbreitet worden sind (Liste 1 ; Abb. 1 ) .
Die mittelgroBen Bronzephaleren mit zwei O sen auf der Riickseite wie die Phalera Kat. 1 1 gehoren
zu den hăufigsten in den Nekropolen der Vekerzug-Kulturgruppe belegten Typen (Chochorovski 1 985 a,
1 09-1 1 1 , Arun 564). Sie kommen in den Wagengrăbern aus Gyongyos (Mârton 1 908, 45, Taf. 1 /7) und
2
Szentes-Vekerzug (Grab 1 3) vor . In den friiheren Grăbem mit Eisenărmchenbeil-Lanzenspitzen
Pferdetrensen-Kombination aus Transdanubien, aber auch in den gleichzeitigen Tumuli der
nordpontischen Region, kommen andere Phalerentypen und anderer Riemenzierrat, j edoch nicht die
Miskolcer Phaleren, vor (Liste 3, Nr. 3-4, 6-8, 1 4-1 5). Das bedeutet, dass dieser Phalerentyp regional
existiert hat.
4
In den Vekerzuger Nekropolen aus Szentes-Vekerzug3 und Szentlorinc existiert j e eine separat
liegende Pferdegrăbergruppe, die nicht in direkter Verbindung mit den menschlichen Bestattungen steht.
Deswegen konnen erstere nur ungenau in der relativ chronologischen Nekropolenentwicklung verankert
werden: Die Szentlorincer Nekropole ist von Nordwesten nach Siidosten hin angelegt worden, die
Pferdebestattungen liegen in ihrem mittleren Teil. Die mit Trensen gezăumten Pferde hatten Phaleren mit
einer oder zwei O se(n) auf der Riickseite, Riemenbeschlăge oder -aufschiibe mit riickseitiger O se,
Ringfu13kn6pfe, Ringe, Stim- und Perlenschmuck verschiedener Kombination. Die im Miskolcer Grab
belegte Vekerzuger Trensen- und Phalerentypkombination (Trense Typ II A I und A 3 und mittelgroBe
.

.

2 Die Wagengriiber aus Gyongyos und Miskolc-Di6sgyor wurden der friihen "skythischen" Vekerzug
Kulturgruppe mit hallstattischer Priigung zugeschrieben und sind iilter als das Wagengrab aus Szentes-Vekerzug
selbst (Chochorovski 1985 a, 109- 1 1 1 , Arun. 563-564; Chochorovski 1985 b, 2 1 1 , 2 14, Anm. 73). Kemenczei
ordnet das Grab aus Gyongyos in die friihskythenzeitlichen Denkmiiler der ungarischen Tiefebene ein (Kemenczei
2009, 62-63, 1 68- 1 69, Taf. 147/9- 1 8 , 148- 1 5 1 ). Das Gyongyoser Inventar ist jedoch nicht einheitlich: Wiihrend die
meisten Gegenstănde spiithallstattzeitlich sind, existiert auch eine fragm. La-Tene-B-Schwertkette des 3. Jhs. v. Chr.
und ein Spiit-La-Tene-Gefăllfull ; die Zusammensetzung des Inventars entspricht wahrscheinlich den beiden
beobachteten Verbrennungsstellen (Mărton 1 908, 46, 50, Abb. 1 3 , Taf. 2/1 1 ; Jacobi 1974, 1 52, Nr. 6 5 1 -653, Taf.
38; Nothdurfter 1 979, 86, Nr. 1273, Taf. 75). Die Nabenstirnbeschliige des vierriidrigen Wagens aus Grab 1 3 in
Szentes-Vekerzug sind fiir die friihe Hallstatt 03-Stufe charakteristisch (Părducz 1952, 146, Abb. 4, Taf. 45/9a-b,
50/2/45.66.84-85; Trachsel 2004, 5 1 0: Typ Kocanda).
3 Griiber 5, 6, 1 1 -13, 1 6-19, 22, 32, 36, 1 39, 146 und 1 5 1 , nur 32 ohne Pferdegeschirr (Părducz 1952, 1441 48, Taf. 42-50, 52-63; Părducz 1 954, 26-27, Abb. 2-3, 9-10, Taf. 1-3, 8, 12; Părducz 1955, 8-10, Taf. 6, 1 0- 1 2;
Părducz I Csallăny 1 945, 106- 1 07, Taf. 43, 45).
4 In den Pferdegriibem wurden nur Kopfe und Beine bestattet: Griiber 48, 5 1 -52, 58, 60 und 6 1 . In den letzten
vier wurden zusătzlich auch Trensen und Zaumzeug gefunden (Jerem 1 968, 1 69- 1 7 1 , 175- 1 76, Abb. 1 0- 1 3 , 26, 28,
Taf. 28, 30, 46-48).
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Abb. I : Verbreitung der Trensen Typ Szentes- Vekerzug, der Grăber mit drei Trensen und der
Eisenărmchenbeil-Lanzen-Pferdegeschirr-Kombination.
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Phalere mit zwei O sen auf der Rlickseite) fehlt in der Nekropole Szentlorinc, kornmt j edoch in den
Pferdebestattungen 1 2 - 1 3 und 1 8 (die ersten beiden mit Wagenteilen) der Vekerzuger Nekropole (deren
Entwicklung noch nicht festgestellt worden ist) sowie im Gyongyoser Wagengrab vor. Aus den obigen
Griinden ist die Miskolcer Trensen- und Phalerentypenkombination fii.r die friihe Vekerzuger
Kulturgruppe spezifisch.
Das dreifache Vorkornmen von Trensen im Miskolcer Grab (Kat. 1-3) ist in Verbindung mit einer
Wagenbestattung, zu der wahrscheinlich auch die Stange Kat. 8 gehort, zu bringen. Die drei Trensen des
Grabes (zwei fii.r Zugpferde, eine fii.r ein Reitpferd) stellen eine regionalspezifische hallstattzeitliche
Bestattungssitte (Pare 1 992, 1 99-200, Abb. 1 35), die fii.r Mahren, Bohrnen und Ungam belegt ist, dar
(Liste 2; Abb. 1). Sie existiert zwischen dem Bereich der Wagengraber (im Westen) und dem der
Pferdegraber (im Osten). Diese Bestattungssitte ist langlebig: sie ist vom 8. Jh. bis ins 5. Jh. v. Chr.
belegt. In den spateren, reich ausgestatteten Tumuli des 4. Jhs. v. Chr. Thrakiens existiert eine
Abweichung dieser Sitte: ein realer Wagen mit zwei Zugpferden und einem Reitpferd. Das Hligelgrab
Zaha Mogila aus Strelea (Kitov 1 979, [4], Abb. 5, 29) und der Tumulus 2 aus Vraca (Mogilanskata
Mogila), moglicherweise auch der aus Agighiol (Teleaga 2008, 6, 5 1 , Fundkat. 4 und 5 1 ) sind Beispiele
dafii.r.
Die Grabform mit symbolischer Beigabe eines zweigespannigen Wagens und eines Reitpferdes
(drei Trensen) entspricht der Darstellung aus Sopron: zwei Zugpferde vor dem Wagen mit einem Objekt
oder einer Gottheit auf ihrn, ein Begleiter oder ein Wagenlenker dahinter und davor ein Reiter (als Fiihrer
der Prozession - Totenfahrt ?) (Pare 1 992, 208, Abb. 144A/l ).
Die Stange Kat. 8 mit leicht konkavem Stangenprofil starnmt aus einem Radreifen eines Wagens
und wurde nachtraglich gebogen. Wegen des flachen Reifenprofils und des groBen Abstands zwischen
den Lochern gehort der Radreifen dem Typ III G nach Pare an. Diese Radreifen wurden fii.r Wagen des
Typs 5 der Spathallstattzeit D 1 -D2 verwendet (Pare 1 992, 45, 1 1 7, 1 54-1 56, Abb. 47/G, 48/llI).
***

Zusarnmenfassend kann gesagt werden, dass der fragm. Radreifen, die Trensen und die Phalera,
moglicherweise auch der Haken Kat. 12 , auf ein Wagengrab des 6. Jhs. v. Chr. mit Zugpferden sowie
einem Reitpferd hinweisen.
2. Waffen und Werkzeug
Das kreuzformige Eisenărmchenbeil mit Nackenfacher und schrnalem Blatt aus Miskolc-Di6sgyor
wurde von Wesse als Variante III; A3 klassifiziert. Es ist in der Hallstattzeit C, gelegentlich auch spater,
von Schlesien, liber Hallstatt, bis nach Ostungarn verbreitet worden (Wesse 1 990, 79, 1 68, Kat. 1 1 5, Taf.
33, Karte 1 7).
Die Miskolcer Lanzenspitzen Kat. 4-5 haben eine kurze Tiille und ein breites Blatt mit Mittelrippe;
sie ahneln dem Typ 5 der Vekerzug-Kultur (Chochorowski 1 985 a, 1 0 1 - 1 03, Abb. 32/1 .5). Aufgrund ihrer
relativ kurze Lange konnten sie als Wurfspeer verwendet worden sein.
Die bandformige Stange Kat. 13 mit ihren flacher werdenden, schrag bzw. gerade gestalteten
Enden ist wahrscheinlich als Doppelspatel interpretierbar. Derartige multifunktionale Werkzeuge sind aus
dem Heiligtum in Olympia bekannt (Baitinger I Volling 2007, 1 94-1 95, Kat. 796-797, Taf. 69).
Die Funktion der Ărmchenbeile konnte durch die mit ihnen vergesellschafteten Gegenstande
bestirnmt werden. Da das Eisenărmchenbeil des Miskolcer Grabes mit Lanzenspitzen und Trensen
beigegeben worden ist, gehort es zur Waffenausstattung eines Kriegers. Eine derartige Kriegerausstattung
befindet sich in einigen reich ausgestatteten Grabern in dem Verbreitungsgebiet der Trensen Typ Szentes
Vekerzug, von der oberen Theill, liber Transdanubien, bis nach Slowenien bzw. in einigen nordpontischen
Hligelgrabern. AuBerhalb dieser Regionen sind sie fii.r Hortfunde belegt (Liste 3, Nr. 2, 1 6-1 7; Abb. 1 ).
Die Ărmchenbeile aus Slowenien und die aus der nordpontischen Region wurden als Arbeitsgerate, in
letzterer auch als Gelegenheitswaffe, interpretiert, die aus Transdanubien hingegen als Waffen (Wesse
1 990, 1 05- 1 07, 1 1 3-1 1 6, 1 32-1 35, Abb. 36-37, 50-52).
In den Grabem aus Miskolc-Di6sgyor und Gyongyos, im Nordosten Ungarns, sowie im Hligelgrab
1 aus Som16vâsârhely, in Transdanubien, wurde auch Werkzeug beigegeben: ein Doppelspatel im ersten,
jeweils ein TlillenrneiBel in den beiden letzten. Die Werkzeugbeigabe war ein zusatzliches Statussymbol
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eines Kriegers und wurde als eine mit Italien verbundende Beigabensitte interpretiert (Stollner 2007,
227-240, Abb. 1 -7).
***

Die Eisenănnchenbeil-Lanzen-Pferdegeschirr-Kombination kann nur innerhalb einer relativ kurzen
Periode eine gesellschaftliche Bedeutung besessen. Die meisten Tumuli mit diesen Beigaben aus
Transdanubien und Slowenien wurden auf Hallstatt C datiert. Die nordpontischen Tumuli mit dieser
Kombination wurden traditionell spater, auf 6. Jhs. v. Chr., datiert (Wesse 1 990, 1 62-1 66). Umso
wichtiger ist die Modifizierung der nordpontischen Chronologie der Novocerkassk-Periode und der
friihskythischen Zeit. Der Tumulus aus Kvitki gehort der spaten Novocerkassk-Zeit und ist einer der
friihesten Komplexe mit der Ănnchenbeil-Lanzenspitzen-Pferdetrensen-Kornbination. Absolut
5
chronologisch kann er auf die 1 . Halfte des 8. Jhs. v. Chr. datiert werden • Die Tumuli aus Malaja Ofima,
Perebykovci (Tumulus 2), Popovka (Tumulus 8) und StarSaja Mogila (Tumulus 1 ) konnen anhand der
redivierten friihskythischen Chronologie auf das 7. Jh. v. Chr. datiert, nur der Tumulus 7 der Gruppe
"Castye Kurgan" ist wahrscheinlich spater angelegt worden. Diese Datierung entspricht der Hallstatt C
Periode der lokalen hallstattzeitlichen Hiigelgrabergruppen aus dem sogenannten Osthallstattkulturkreis6•
Die am Anfang der Vekerzug-Kultur7 eingeordneten Wagengraber aus Gyongyos und Miskolc
Di6sgyor konnen auf die Ubergangszeit Hallstatt C2-D1 datiert werden.
Durch ihre Waffenkombination und das Werkzeug fiigen sich die Graber aus Gyongyos und
Miskolc-Di6sgyor in den Horizont der reich ausgestatteten Hiigelgraber Transdanubiens, Sloweniens und
8
der Ukraine ein, was auf eine iiberregionale Bewaffnung von Kriegem mit hohern Status hinweist. Auf
dieser elitaren Gesellschaftsebene gehort die Kombination zu den reitenden, mit Lanzen und
Ănnchenbeilen bewaffneten Krieger. Bei denen aus der Ukraine stellten die Pfeile und Bogen eine
regionalspezifische Standardbewaffnung dar.
5 Der Tumulus aus Kvitki wurde in die spăte Novocerkassk-Periode eingeordnet. Er enthielt eine Zierscheibe
mit ăse und einen Dolchscheidenmund, beide aus Gold, die Analogien in dem friiheren Novocerkassk-Tumulus aus
Balici besitzen (Bidzilja I Jakovenko 1 974, 1 50, Abb. 4/1 -2; Kovpanenko I Gupalo 1 984, 50, Abb. 1 1/1 .9, 1 2/2.5;
Kossack 1 987, 40, Abb. 7/10-1 1 ) . Aus dem letzteren Tumulus wurden CwProben entnomrnen, die auf vor 800 v.
Chr. datierbar sind (Alekseev u.a., 2005, 1 26, Tab. I/Nr. 96).
6 Die Osthallstattkultur oder der Osthallstattkulturkreis ist von den Kontruktivisten als Gegensatz zur
Westhallstattkultur einerseits und zur „skythischen" Vekerzug-Kulturgruppe anderseits definiert worden. Der
Osthallstattkulturkreis im engeren Sinne besteht aus der Kalendenberg-Gruppe, der Nordostpannonischen Gruppe,
der Raba-Gruppe und der Siidwestpannonischen Gruppe, aus der Kaptol-Gruppe, der Frog-Gruppe und der
Unterkrainischen Hallstattkultur. Die neuesten Forschungsergebnisse iiber den Osthallstattkulturraum sind in dem
Soproner Tagungsband publiziert worden. AuBer dem Einfiihrungsbeitrag von E. Jerem, wird nur in einem Beitrag
dieses Bandes versucht, die Osthallstattkultur, und zwar auf dem Niveau der Eliten, zu definieren (Egg 1 996 c,
53-86). Die Dekonstruktivisten betonen hingegen die Heterogenităt der Phănomene, die unter dem Gesamtbegriff
der Osthallstattkultur oder des Osthallstattkulturkreises eingeordnet worden sind (Miiller-ScheeBel 2000).
7 Die Vekerzug-Kultur, bestehend aus der Als6telekes-Sanislău-, der Szentes-Vekerzug-Szabadszallăs- und
der Chotin-Presel'any-Gruppe, wurde von Chochorowski definiert. Geographisch betrachtet, entspricht sie der
Ungarischen Tiefebene; in Siebenbiirgen existiert gleichzeitig die Ciumbrud-Gruppe. In der ungarischen Forschung
sind eher die Begriffe skythische Kultur, die Kultur der Skythenzeit oder die Alfold Gruppe gebrăuchlich
(Chochorowski 1985 a; Chochorowski 1 985 b, 204-27 1 , Taf. 2-5; Kemenczei 2009, 7- 1 9). Die Vekerzuger-Kultur
wurde typmiillig und in Beziehung zu anderen Kulturgruppen untersucht, dariiber hinaus auch in Verbindung mit
historischen Ereignissen (z.B. die Anwesenheit skythisch geprăgter Bevolkerungsgruppen im Karpatenbecken)
gebracht. Die Nekropolen wurden in ihrer Entwicklung kaum analysiert; deswegen ist die relativ chronologische
Einordnung der Vekerzug-Formen nur durch AuBenbeziehungen moglich. Chochorowski hat seine Chronologie der
Vekerzug-Kultur emeut rediviert: urspriinglich Ende des 6. Jhs. 5. Jh. v. Chr., nun Beginn des 6. Jhs. 5. Jh. v.
Chr. (Chochorowski 1 998, 480-48 1 ). Tedan plădiert hingegen, im Rahmen derselben historisierenden
Weltanschauung, sogar fiir einen noch friiheren Beginn der Vekerzug-Kultur, 2. Hălfte des 7. Jhs. v. Chr. (Tedan
1 998, 5 14-5 1 5). Entscheidend fiir die absolut chronologische Datierung ihrer Anfănger ist das Prunkgrab von
.Ărtând (Anfang des 6. Jhs. v. Chr.).
8 Im Siidostalpenraum hingegen, im Bereich der Situlenkunst, besteht die spăthallstattzeitliche Bewaffnung
aus zwei Lanzen und einem Streitbeil, sowohl bei der Grabausstattung als auch bei Darstellungen (Frey 1 973, 626628, Abb. 1-2, 5, 7; Stary 1 982, 1 7- 1 04).
-
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3. Herd- und Bratgegenstănde

Die beiden BratspieI3e Kat. 9-10 bestehen aus einer langen Stange mit quadratischem, teilweise
tordiertem Querschnitt, ein Ende als kleiner Ringgriff geformt, das andere spitz. Sie gehOren den Typen
VIII-!X nach Kohler (ca. 650-400 v. Chr.) an. Diese BratspieI3e sind fiir den „Osthallstattkulturkreis" und
9
Mittelitalien spezifisch (Kohler 2000, 202, Abb. 5), aber auch noch fiir spăter sporadisch belegt • Ihre
nordostlichen Auslăufer erreichten Măhren, Polen und die Westukraine (Liste 4, Nr. 3-5; Abb. 2).

• Bnapit& mii Clntttia1 im ICerdptael
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• �F-wcb
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Abb. 2: Verbreitung der BratspieBe mit Griffring und der FeuerbOcke.
***

Der Feuerbock Kat. 7 besteht aus einer jochformigen Stange, auf deren Enden vertikale Stangen
aufgesetzt waren, und aus U-formigen Bandfiillen (Abb. 3). Der formmăI3ig ăhnlichste Feuerbock mit
jochformigen Enden stammt aus Sanzeno, wo er in einer ăhnlichen Ausstattung (zusanunen mit
Schiirhaken und BratspieBen) des 4. Jhs. v. Chr. vorkommt (Nothdurfter 1 979, Kat. 622, Taf. 44).
9 Jacobi 1 974, 1 03- 105, Nr. 5 5 1 -556, Taf. 3 1 .
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Bei den hallstattzeitlichen Feuerbocke konnen drei Grundformen unterschieden werden: 1. Die
friihesten aus dem ostlichen Mittelmeer sind schiffahnlich (Liste 5, Nr. 7-1 2). 2. Spater werden die
Feuerbocke Griechenlands syrnrnetrisch und holzbockartig gestaltet, wie die Miniaturfeuerbocke bzw. die
Feuerbockfragmente der 2. Halfte des 6. - Anfang des 5 . Jhs. v. Chr. aus Sindos bzw. aus Olympia
belegen (Liste 5, Nr. 1 3-14; Baitinger I Volling 2007, 88-89). Holzbockartige Feuerbocke sind ebenfalls
fiir Mittel- und Siiditalien belegt (Liste 5, Nr. 1 5, 46, 53 und 65). 3. Der Feuerbock aus Miskolc
Di6sgy6r, alle Feuerbocke Mitteleuropas und die meisten aus Italien sind syrnrnetrisch aufgebaut, ihre
Enden sind haufig tier- oder vogelkopffonnig gestaltet. Sie stammen aus einer breiten Zeitspanne (8.-5.
Jh. v. Chr.). Die spaten Feuerbocke Italiens, ebenfalls syrnrnetrisch aufgebaut, sind bandfonnig, aus
Bronze oder Blei hergestellt, haufig miniaturisiert worden und waren Totenbeigaben.
Die Ableitung der mitteleuropfilschen Feuerbocke, einschlieBlich des aus Miskolc-Di6sgy6r, aus
den mittelitalischen und nicht aus den griechischen ist, sowohl beziiglich des Typs als auch aufgrund ihrer
Verbreitung nachvollziehbar10•
n
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Abb. 3: Zeichnerische Rekonstruktion des Miskolcer Feuerbockes, M . : I :4.
***

Als Einzelgegenstande betrachtet, gehoren die in Miskolc-Di6sgy6r entdeckten BratspieBe und der
Feuerbock den in Mittel- und Norditalien beheimateten Typen, erstere auch im „Osthallstattbereich"
verbreitet, an. Nun stellt sich die Frage nach ihrer Bedeutung im Miskolcer Grab 1 1 •
Die BratspieBe, einschlieBlich der des Typs mit Ringgriff, sind in friiheisenzeitlichen Grabern
Mittelitaliens entweder separat oder als Teil eines Herdgeratsets beigegeben worden. Derartige Herd
bzw. Kiichengeratsets, bestehend aus Feuerbocken und BratspieBen, manchmal mit Herdschaufel,
Schiirhaken, Grill, Feuerzange oder Fleischgabel in verschiedenen Kombinationen vergesellschaftet,
kommen im italischen friiheisenzeitlichen Bestattungsritual vor: Derartige Sets wurden bei der
Fleischzubereitung fur ein Mahl benutzt. Sie sind in der Siedlung Sanzeno bzw. in dem nordlich der
Alpen existierenden Grabfund aus Beilngries und dem Hortfund aus Egloffstein (Heidelberg) gefunden
worden. In einigen Grabern Mittelitaliens (z.B. Carnpovalano und Montefortino) wurden mehrere
Die Ableitung der friiheisenzeitlichen italienischen Feuerbocke aus den griechischen ist umstritten (pro:
Baitinger I Volling 2007, 89; kontra: Kohler I Naso 1 99 1 , 45).
11
Die BratspieBe - Obeloi - sind in griechischen Heiligtiimem als Opferinstrumente und auch als
prămonetăre Geldweihungen zu interpretieren (Strem 1 992, 4 1 -5 1 ). Der letzte Versuch die hallstattzeitlichen
BratspieJ3e nicht nur als Bankettbesteck, sondem auch als Hinterlassenschaft zweier Wărungssysteme, dem hexalen
griechischen und dem dezimalen etruskischen Vorbild, zu interpretieren, besteht bei Tedan 2004, 1 6 1 -202. Die
beiden Systeme konnen in demselben Grabfund koexistieren; alle Zahlen sind damit interpretierbar. Leider ist die
statistische Relevanz der angewandten Zahlen nie untersucht worden.
10
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Bratspiel3e gebiindelt (Liste 4, Nr. 8, 20, 22; Liste 5, Nr. 1 -2; Abb. 2). Ein derartiges Biindel, das eine
Speisegemeinschaft unterstreicht, ist im 4. Jh. v. Chr. in der Tomba dei Rilievi in Cerveteri dargestellt
worden (Viterbo 1 987, 1 1 4-1 1 7).
Das spăthallstattzeitliche Grab aus Miskolc-Di6sgyor ist bis jetzt das friiheste mit einem
Herdgerătset (bestehend aus Feuerbock Kat. 7 und aus den Bratspiel3en Kat. 9-10) des
Karpatenbeckens 12 • Teile derartiger Herd- und Kiichengerătsets und nicht vollstănige Ensembles sind
sonst im Bereich der „Osthallstattkultur" und in dem ganzen Karpatenbecken zumeist in Hort- und
Gewăsserfunden der Spăt-La-Tene-Zeit zu finden (Kurz 1 995, 28-34, Listen 6-7, Abb. 5).
Alle Bratspiel3funde aus dem sogenannten Osthallstattkulturkreis kommen unvergesellschaftet in
Hallstatt C-D- und La-Tene A-Grăbem, nie als Herdgerătesets, vor (Liste 4, Nr. 1 -4, 6-1 3 ; Abb. 2). Da
Tonfeuerbocke, Eschara oder Kohlebecken, die zum Halten der Bratspiel3e dienten, in diesen Grăbem
nicht vorkommen, wăre eine andere Fleischvorbereitung vorstellbar: wahrscheinlich dienten die
Bratspiel3e zum Halten des aufgespie13ten Fleisches iiber dem offenen Feuer, wie es in Opferdarstellungen
des 5 . Jhs. v. Chr. aus Griechenland zu sehen ist (Rizza 1 960, 3 2 1 -345). Diese Verwendungsart ist auf
einer Situla aus Certosa (Grab 68, Anfang des 5. Jhs. v. Chr.) dargestellt worden1 3 •
In der Nekropole von Novilara sind die meisten Bratspiel3e (ein- bis dreifaches Vorkommen im
Grab) mit einer Fleischgabel vergesellschaftet. Diese Vergesellschaftung weist auf eine andere Art der
Fleischzubereitung wăhrend des Totenmahls, als im restlichen Italien, in Griechenland und Zypem, hin.
Dort wurden sie zum Tragen des rohen Fleisches, nicht, wie im La-Tene-Milieu, zum Herausnehmen des
14
gekochten Fleisches aus dem Kessel, verwendet •
In den Grăbem des sogenannten Osthallstattkulturkreises sind die Fleischgabeln einzeln
beigegeben worden15 . Die in Novillara nachgewiesene Fleischgabel-Bratspiel3-Vergesellschaftung sowie
weitere Kombinationen der Kiichengerătsets fehlen.
Strukturalistisch betrachtet, konnten die spăthallstattzeitlichen Einzelstiicke des Herd- und
Kiichengerătsets in Befunden des „Osthallstattkulturkreises" eine andere Bedeutung oder Funktion als in
den gleichzeitigen italischen Grabfunden besessen haben. Umso bedeutender ist das Miskolcer Set, das
zeigt, dass die Bratspiel3e und der Feuerbock nur in einem Kontext mit Fleischzubereitung beigegeben
werden konnte.
***

Die Anwesenheit des i n direkter Verbindung mi t den italischen Beigabensitten stehenden
spăthallstattzeitlichen Fleischzubereitungssets aus Miskolc wirft emeut die Frage nach
Mittelmeereinfliissen im nordlichen Karpatenbecken auf. Dafilr sind die Folgenden erwăhnenswert:
1. Schon in dem junghallstattzeitlichen Tumulus 1 aus Som16vâsârhely (Hallstatt C,) wurde eine
Krempenphalera beigegeben. Sie gehort zu einem griechischen Typ, der im „Osthallstattkreis"
nachgeahmt worden ist und auch spăter in dieser Region vorkommt - moglicherweise in dem Hiigelgrab
in Ărtând (Egg 1 996 b, 327-345, Abb. 3/1 3, 6-1 2).
2. Abgesehen von den etruskischen Gegenstănden unsicherer oder vaager Herkunft („Ungam" oder
„Karpatenbecken") sind spăthallstattzeitliche griechische Importe fur das Karpatenbecken bekannt,
1 2 Aus der Hiigelnelcropole von Legen (Hallstatt BrC 1 ), im Bereich „Windischgratz", wurden vier Stangen
mit Stierkopfenden und zwei weitere Stangen mit rechteckigen Querschnitt entdeckt (Strmenik-Gulic 1 979, 1 1 51 1 6, Taf. 1 6). Obwohl aus dem dortigen Bereich keine La-Tene-Materialien bekannt sind, stammen diese Stangen
wahrscheinlich aus Spiit-La-Tene-zeitlichen Feuerbocken (Jacobi 1 974, 1 06-l l O, Nr. 593-594, Abb. 26, Taf. 34).
1 3 Der letzte Mann in der Prozessionszene triigt zwei BratspieBe mit Ringgriff auf der linken Schulter und ein
Beil an der rechten Hiifte; das Opfertier folgt ihm; Feuerbocke sind nicht dargestellt (Stary 1 979, 50-5 1 , Abb. 4/c).
1 4 Die mit einer Fleischgabel vergesellschafteten BratspieBe (Typ mit Tilllengriff und Typ mit eingerolltem
Ringgriffende) sind zumeist in Miinnergriibern (nur ein Frauengrab ist bekannt) der Phase ill c (Ende des 7. Jhs. v. Chr.)
belegt Sie waren kein Zeichen einer privilegierten Schicht (Beinhauer 1985, 67-68, 478-480, 528-535, Typentaf. C 74).
15 Eine ringfOrmige Siedefleischgabel italischer Herkunft stammt aus dem Waffengrab mit Kesselwagen aus
Radkersburg, Hallstatt C (Egg 1 986, 2 1 2-214, Abb. 1 1 - 1 2), eine dreizackige Fleischgabel aus Tumulus 1 in
Vaskeresztes (Hallstatt C2) (Fekete 1 985, 74, Abb. 1 3/29). Als ein weiterer moglicher Import stammt aus dem
letzten Tumulus auch ein Helm mit zusammengesetzter Kalotte (Szilâgyi 1 992, 229, Anm. 53).
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jedoch bisher nur als Einzelgegenstănde aus Siedlungs-, Grab- ader Zufallsfunden, nie aber zu einem Set
gehorend: Der friiheste Import, eine Bronzehydria, stammt aus dem Kriegergrab des Anfangs des

6. Jhs.

v. Chr. in Artand. Aus derselben Zeit ist auch der zufallig entdeckte Bronzehelm aus Găvojdia

(KreisTimiş, Rumanien) bekannt. Die illyrischen Helme aus Berzovia und Ocna Mureş bzw. die

Bronzeoinochoe aus Szombathely stammen wahrscheinlich aus Grabfunden der

Chr. (Teleaga

2. Halfte des 5. Jhs. v.

2008, 7-8, 39, 48, 232, 260, Anm. 45, Fundkat. 1 1 , 22, 142, 1 85).
3. Au13er den oben erwfilmten griechischen Importen existieren im Karpatenbecken weitere

spathallstattzeitliche Gegenstănde aus

dem Mittelmeerraum.

Zwei

Kleinstatuetten aus Keszthely

(Dobog6-Hiigel) bzw. aus Soml6hegy, nordwestlich des Balaton' , wurden aufgrund ihren Stil der

umbrischen Kleinkunst zugeschrieben. Die Authentizitat der Fundorte der votiven Menschenstatuetten
des

5. Jhs. v. Chr. auBerhalb ltaliens ist j edoch unsicher (Szilâgyi 1 992, 223-224, Abb. 1 -4). Trotzdem

fiigen sich diese Statuetten in die jung- und spathallstattzeitlichen Miniaturmenschendarstellungen

Pannoniens, die

in Verbindung mit denen aus Italien gebracht worden sind, ein (Schatze Ungam 1 998,
46-49, Abb. 44-46, Kat. 1 04-1 09).
4. Die aus Italien importierten ader nachgeahmten (moglicherweise auch im Karpatenbecken)

Rippenzisten bilden ein BronzegefaBset, das die reich ausgestatteten jung- und spathallstattzeitlichen

Tumuli des „Osthallstattkreises" kennzeichnet ( Szilâgyi

Abb.

1 992, 225-230, Abb. 5-7; Egg 1 996 b, 75-77,
1 3- 1 4).
5. Die Steinkammem unter den Tumuli Transdanubiens und Sloweniens sind eine charakteristische

Grabkonstruktion

des

sogenannten

Osthallstattkulturkreises.

etruskischen Grabarchitektur in Verbindung (Egg

Sie

stehen moglicherweise

mit

der

1 996 c, 65, Ab. 6-7). In den ukrainischen Hiigelgrabem

wurden hingegen Holzkammem mit Dromos errichtet. Derartige westpodolische Hiigelgraber, wie
Tumulus

2 in Perebykovci (Liste 4, Nr. 5), sind von der Mittelmeerregion ausgehend, iiber den

sogenannten Osthallstattkreis, beeinfluBt worden.

Spathallstattzeitliche Mittelmeerimporte und -einfliisse sind somit in dem Grabwesen des

Karpatenbeckens vorhanden, wobei zwischen den Einzelimporten und denen, die einen engen kulturellen

Kontakt voraussetzen (z.B. GefaBsets), unterschieden werden mu13.

4. Geran

Der kegelstumpfformige Eiseneimer Kat. 14 aus Miskolc-Di6sgyor besteht aus vertikalen,

genieteten Streifen und aus einem Miindungsband. FormmaBig ahnelt er einigen Bronzeeimem des

sogenannten Osthallstattkreises, die von Hallstatt C bis in die Spat-La-Tene-Zeit belegt sind16; letztere
1
sind j edoch nur aus zwei Bronzeteilen und nicht aus vertikalen Eisenbăndem hergestellt worden.
Wahrscheinlich diente dieser zusammengenietete Eiseneimer nur als Beschlag eines zerfallenen

Holzeimers.

***

Der Eiseneimer aus Miskolc-Di6sgyor konnte der Rest eines GefaBsets sein, wie es i n anderen,

reich ausgestatteten jung- und spathallstattzeitlichen Tumuli des „Osthallstattkreises" vorkommt.

Aufgrund der Dokumentationslage fehlen jedoch sichere Hinweise dafiir.
***

Das Miskolcer Wagengrab ist durch seine regionalspezifische Pferdegeschirrausstattung und durch

seine iiberregionale Bewaffnung, die fur hochrangige Krieger spezifisch ist, gekennzeichnet.

Das Herdgerat- und das MetallgefâBset aus dem Miskolcer Grab weisen auf ein Totenmahl mit

Fleischzubereitung und Getranken fur die teilnehmende Gemeinschaft im Vekerzuger Kulturbereich hin.

Dieses spathallstattzeitliche Set einerseits und die importierten BronzegefaBsets aus den Tumuli der
sogenannten Osthallstattkultur andererseits stellen eine Besonderheit dar. Mehr als die Einzelimportstiicke,

16 1. Hallstatt, Grab 600, Hallstatt C 1 (Kromer 1 959, 1 32, Taf. 1 1 3/4); 2. Vace, Grabfund (Stare 1 955, 98, Nr.
435-437, Taf. 56/2, 57/1 .4); 3. Novo Mesto, Kapiteljska njiva, Tumulus 7 Grab 1 9, 2. Hiilfte des 5. Jhs. - Anfang
des 4. Jhs. v. Chr. (Egg 2003, 34 1 -342, Abb. 1 6/2, Taf. 1 9/3); 4. Idria, Griiber 5 und 9, Mittel- und Spiit-La-Tene
Zeit (Szombathy 1 903, 3 1 8 , 327, Abb. 97, 1 33).
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die hochstens in direkten Beziehungen mit dem adriatischen Rawn standen, belegen diese Sets eine gewisse
Akkulturation bei der Bestattungszeremonie der spăthallstattzeitlichen Eliten des Karpatenbeckens. Da
die meisten Grăber der Osthallstattkultur mit Herdgerătteilen Waffenbestattungen gewesen sind,
unterstreichen die Symposionsgerătschaften den Kriegerstatus der Bestatteten.
Die Beigabe dieser Sets in den Grăbern ist nur fur eine elităre Bankettgemeinschaft mit kultischem
und politischem Bezug sinnvoll. Die Festveranstaltungen hatten wahrscheinlich in den beiden kulturellen
Regionen (Italien und Karpatenbecken) unterschiedliche Bedeutungen, wurden jedoch durch dieselben
formellen Sets offenbart, die ohne eine kulturelle Năhe der beiden Gebiete unvorstellbar wăre. Das wird
durch die Bilderwelt der sogenannten Osthallstattkultur, die stets in Verbindung mit dem italischen
Lebensstil gebracht wurde, vermittelt (Nebelsick 1 992, 420-42 1 ). Erst das Herdgerătset aus Miskolc
erbringt dafiir einen deutlichen Beweis.
Katalog
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

Miskolc-Di6sgy6r, Inv. 83 . 8 1 9.4. Eisentrense, eine au.Bere Mundstiickose fehlt. Dim.: L.: noch 1 5,5 cm,
H. Knebel: 1 4,9 cm. Taf. 111 .
Miskolc-Di6sgy6r, Inv. 53.8 19.3. Eisentrense, ein Knebelende fehlt. Dim.: L. Mundstiick: 1 6,3 cm, H. Knebel:
1 2,3 cm. Taf. 1 13 . (nach Werner 1988, Nr. 1 6)
Miskolc-Di6sgy6r, Inv. 53 . 8 1 9.2. Eisentrense, ein Knebelfragment ist abgebrochen. Dim.: L. Mundstiick:
1 7,5 cm, H. Knebel: 1 4,6 cm. Taf. 112.
Miskolc-Di6sgy6r. Speerspitze, verlorengegangen.
Miskolc-Di6sgy6r, lnv. 53.805.2. Speerspitze. Dim.: L. : 29,5 cm, Br. Blatt: 4,3 cm. Taf. 2/ 1 .
Miskolc-Di6sgy6r, Inv. 53.805.3. Ărmchenbeil. Dim.: L.: 1 8, 1 cm, Br. Blatt: 4,8 cm, Br. Ărmchen: noch
4,8 cm. Taf. 2/2.
Miskolc-Di6sgy6r, Inv. 53 .805. 1 .3 und 53.805 . 1 .7. Eisenfeuerbock. In der Mitte nachtriiglich gebogener Stab,
die vertikalen Stangen und zwei Beine fehlen, die beiden anderen Beine sind abgebrochen. Der Feuerbock
besteht aus einer im Querschnitt rechteckigen Stange, deren Enden halbkreisfOrmig nach oben gebogen sind.
Diese Enden sind oben breit und verjiingen sich beidseits; auf ihren Mitten befand sich jeweils eine vertikale
Stange. Der Feuerbock steht auf zwei FiiBen. Letztere werden aus U-fOrmigen Biindem mit nach oben
gebogenen Enden gebildet und wurden mittels je eines massiven Niets mit rechteckigem Kopf an der Stange
befestigt. Dim.: H.: 1 6,5 cm, L.: 53,2 cm; Beine: H.: 1 2,2 cm und noch 8,9 cm. Abb. 3, Taf. 2/3-5.
Miskolc-Di6sgy6r, Inv. 53.805. 1 . 1 . Gebogenes Eisenband mit leicht konkavem Querschnitt, zweifach gelocht,
die Enden fehlen (eins von ihnen fehlt ab dem Loch, das andere ist ca. 3 cm liinger). Dim.: L. : noch 64,7 cm,
Br.: 1 ,95 cm. Taf. 115.
Miskolc-Di6sgy6r, Inv. 53.805.6.2. HalbkreisfOrmig gebogener BratspieB, die Spitze fehlt; vierkantiger Stab,
das im Querschnitt runde Griffteil endet in einer abgeplatteten Ose. Dim.: L. : noch 45,5 cm. Taf. 3/5.
Miskolc-Di6sgy6r, Inv. 53.805 . 1 .2. U-fOrmig gebogener BratspieB; der vierkantige Stab ist an zwei Stellen tordiert
und endet in einer abgeplatteten Ose bzw. in einer nach vome angewinkelten Spitze. Dim.: L.: 94 cm. Taf. 3/1 .
Miskolc-Di6sgy6r. Bronzephalera, verlorengegangen. Scheibenformig, leicht gewolbt, mit zwei Osen auf der
Riickseite. Dim.: d.: 4,5 cm. Taf. 114.
Miskolc-Di6sgy6r, Inv. 53.805. 14. Haken (?). Die Stange ist leicht gebogen, der Querschnitt bandfOrmig mit
winklig verstiirkter Riickseite und in einem Viertel rund, die beiden Enden sind bandfOrmig, nach innen
gebogen und flacher werdend. Dim.: L.: 38,3 cm. Taf. 3/4.
Miskolc-Di6sgy6r, lnv. 53.805 . 1 .5. Stange mit bandfOrmigem Querschnitt, die beiden Enden sind nach innen
gebogen und flacher werdend, eines schriig, das andere gerade gestaltet. Dim.: L.: 2 1 ,6 cm. Taf. 3/3.
Miskolc-Di6sgy6r, Inv. 53.805.6. l und 53.805 . 1 .6. Eiseneimer. Die Henkelenden, die Ataschen (au.Ber einem
Unterteil), der Unterkorper und der Boden fehlen. Der kegelstumpfformige Korper besteht aus neun vertikalen,
sich iiberlappenden, genieteten Biindem und aus einem horizontalen Miindungsstreifen. Bogenartige
Bandattasche. HalbkreisfOrmig gebogener, im Querschnitt rechteckiger Henkel. Dim.: H.: noch 25,8 cm, max.
d.: 35,2x28,0 cm; Henkel: H.: 1 5,2 cm, Br.: 25,4 cm. Taf. 3/2.

Liste 1: Verbreitungsliste der Trensen Typ Szentes-Vekerzug (nach Werner 1988, Nr. 7-14, 17-28, 30-83, Taf.
1-14, 73-74 und Kemenczei 2009, 181, ergiinzt) (s. Abb. 1):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Slowakei:
Dolne Krskany, Grab;
Chotin, Griiber 22, 40, 1 1 9- 1 20, 220;
Kosice, Zufallsfund;
Presel'any nad lplom, Grabfund;
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Ukraine:
5. Nevic'ke, Reg. Zakarpaska, Turnulus;
6. Perebykovci, Reg. Cemovitsk, Tumulus 2: das aus Balken errichtete Kammergrab kann anhand der Pfeilspitzen

auf die 2. Hălfte des 7. Jhs. v. Chr. , spătestens urn 600 v. Chr., datiert werden (Smirnova I 998, 455, Abb. I 114.9);
Russland:
7. Kelermes, Kr. S ovgenovsk, Rep. Adygea, Turnulus 24 Pferdebestattung 6, erste Hălfte des 7. Jhs. v. Chr.
(Kossack I 987, 7 I ) oder seine zweite Hălfte (Galanina 1 997, 45, Kat. 346, Taf. 25);
6sterreich:
8. Landskron, Kiimten, Zufallsfund (Gleirscher 2003, 25-37);
9. Oberpullendorf, Burgenland, Brandgrab;
10. Schandorf, Burgenland, Einzelfund;
Ungam:
11. Algy6, Komitat Csongrâd, Grab 59 (Frauenbestattung);
12. Ărtând, Komitat Hajdu-Bihar, Grabfund;
13. Cegled, Komitat Pest, Einzelfund;
14. Csanytelek, Komitat Csongrâd, Grab 89;
15. Cserhâtszentivân, Komitat N6grâd, Einzelfunde;
16. Cserszegtomaj, Komitat Zala, Zufallsfund;
17. Fiizesgyarmat, Komitat Bekes, Fundort 23;
18. Gy6ngy6s, Komitat Heves, Grabfunde;
19. Miskolc-Di6sgy6r, Komitat Borsod-Abauj-Zemplen, Grabfunde (Kat. 1-3);
20. Nagy Eged, bei Eger, Komitat Heves, Grab I 9;
21. Nagytarcsa, Komitat Pest, Depotfund, Typ B;
22. Nyeklâdhâza, Komitat Borsod-Abauj-Zemplen, Grabfunde;
23. Nyiregyhâza, Komitat Szabolocs-Szatmâr-Bereg, Zufallsfund, Typ B;
24. Nyirmârtonfalva, Komitat Hajdu-Bihar, Zufallsfund;
25. Szentes-Vekerzug, Komitat Csongrâd, Grăber 6, I I - I 3 , I 6, I 8, 22, 36, I 39, I 42, I46 und I 5 I ;
26. Szentl6rinc, Baranya, Grăber 52, 58, 60 und 6 I );
27. Tiszavasvâri, Komitat Szabolocs-Szatmâr-Bereg, Grăber 32, 38, 49 und 57;
Rumanien:
28. Curtea de Argeş, Kreis Argeş, Tumulus 5 Grab 6 (oder Tumulus I4 Grab 2 I ) und Tumulus I8 Grab 26;
29. Ferigile, Kreis Vîlcea, Tumulus 44 Grab 1 und Tumuli I 34- I 35 ;
30. leşelniţa, Kreis Dolj, Tumulus I ;
3 1 . Tigveni, Kreis Argeş, Tumulus I Grab 2 und Tumulus 9 Grab 5 ;
Serbien: 32. Atenica (Cacak), Tumuli I und 2; 33. Badovinci, Tumulus; 34. Ponor o n Miroc, Konstruktion 9 (Jevtic
I Pekovic, 2007, I 96, Abb. 7);
Bosnien-Herzegowina:
35. Donja Dolina, Serbische Republik, Einzelfund;
Slowenien:
36. Brezje, Tumulus 6 Grab I ;
37. Libna, Grab I ;
38. Magdalenska Gora, Ljubljana, Tumulus 2 Grab 1 3 , Tumulus 2 Grab I 9 und Tumulus 4 Grab 30;
39. Novo Mesto. a. Malen5kova gomila Grab 3 und Tumulus 4 Grab 3 ; hinzu Tumulus 3 Grab I 2 (Kriz I 997, 60,
Taf. 37/2); b. Kapiteljska njiva, Tumulus 7 Grab I9, Typ A (Egg 2003, 334-335, Abb. 1 0/ 1 , Taf. I 7/ I);
40. S marjeta, Zufallsfund;
41. Sticna, Tumulus 48 Grab 99;
42. Vace, Grabfund;
43. Zagorje ob Savi, zufiillig entdecktes Grab;
Polen:
44. Wymyslowo, Poznan.
Liste 2: Verbreitung der hallstattzeitlichen Graber mit Zaumzeug und Trensen fiir drei Pferde nach
Pare 1992, 350-355, erganzt: 350-352 (Nr. 4-5, 26-27, 29, 51, 67, 69, 73
Tschechien), 354 (Nr. 32 Osterreich), 354-355 (Nr. 3, 7-9, 22, 31-32 - Ungaro), (s. Abb. 1):
1. Bmo-Holâsky, Tumulus I und 2;
2. Hradenin, Kolin, Grăber I 2, I4 und 20;
3. Plaiiany, Kolin, Grab 5;
-

4. Seloutky, Prostejov, Grab 2;
5. Skrsin, Most;
6. Sti'elske Hosice, Hora:ld'ovice;
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7. Gilgenberg am Weilhart, Oberosterreich, Gansfuss, Tumulus 6 , Hallstatt D 1 (Stollner 1 996, 27, Taf. 1 1 ;
Stollner 2002, 1 1 9, Abb. 45-46);
8. Stillfried, Niederosterreich, Grab 1 895;
9. Csonge, Komitat Vas, Tumulus 1 ;
10. Miskolc-Di6sgyor, Komitat Borsod-Abauj-Zemplen (Kat. 1-3);
1 1 . Gyorujbarăt (ehem. Nagybarăti), Komitat Gyor-Mosor-Sopron, Tumuli l und 2 und Tumulus westlich
von Tumulus l ;
12. Siitto, Komitat Komărom-Esztergom;
13. Vaszar, Komitat Veszprem, Tumulus 5/1 932 und Tumulus 5/1968-1 969;
14. Zagorje ob Savi, Slowenien, zufiillig entdecktes Grab, Hallstatt D2 (Werner 1 988, 27, Nr. 23, 384-385,
Taf. 4, 63).
Liste 3: Verbreitung der Eisenărmchenbeil-Lanzenspitzen-Pferdetrensen-Kombination (nach Wesse 1990,
Kat 1-6, 15, 37, 49, 1 16-118, 124, 126, 134, 156, 161-162, 167-173, 186, 190, 195-196, 199, 208, ergănzt) (s. Abb. 1):
Tschechien:
1. Biskupstvi, Brandgrab, Hallstatt C;
Slowakei:
2. Smolenice, Hortfund aus Haus 2, Obergang Hallstatt CrDi. Werkzeug;
Ukraine:
3. Kvitki, Reg. Cerkassk, Tumulus, 1 . Hiilfte des 8. Jhs. v. Chr. (Kovpanenko I Gupalo, 1 984, 39-58);
4. Malaja Ofirna, bei Fastorv, Reg. Kiew, Tumulus 1 964, Korpergrab mit Menschenopfem in Holzkammer,
Werkzeug (Petrovs'ka, 1 968, 1 64-1 74). Datierung: 7. Jh. v. Chr. 1 7;
5. Perebykovci, Reg. Cemovitsk, Tumulus 2 mit Holzkamrner, 2. Hiilfte des 7. Jhs. v. Chr., spiitestens um 600 v.
Chr.;
6. Popovka, R. Romny, Tumulus 8, 1 . Hiilfte 7. Jhs. v. Chr., Grabgrube, mit Balken bedeckt;
7. Stajkin Verch, bei Aksjutincy, R. Romny, Starsaja Mogila, Tumulus 1 , 1 . Hiilfte des 7. Jhs. v. Chr., Korpergrab in
Holzkammer1 8 ;
8. Voronez, "Castye Kurgan'', Tumulus 7, 6. Jh. v. Chr. (?), Korperbestattung in Grabkamrner, Werkzeug;
Osterreich:
9. Kleinklein, Pommelkrogel, Hallstatt C2 (freundl. Mitt. M. Egg);
Ungam:
10. Doba, Komitat Veszprem, Tumulus, Grab 2, Hallstatt C2, Brandbestattung in Grabkammer;
1 1 . Gyongyos, Komitat Heves, ein oder mehrere Brandgrab/-griiber, Trensen Typ Szentes- Vekerzug, Phalera mit
zwei Osen auf der Riickseite, Werkzeug;
12. Kismezo, Komitat Vas, Umengrab in Grabkammer, unter Tumulus, Hallstatt C2;
13. Miskolc-Di6sgyor, Komitat Borsod-Abauj-Zemplen, Trensen Typ Szentes- Vekerzug, Werkzeug (Kat. 1-6, 13);
14. Som16văsărhely, Komitat Veszprem, Tumulus 1 , Brandbestattung in Grabkammer, unter Tumulus, Werkzeug,
Hallstatt C 1 ; 15. Vaszar, Komitat Veszprem, Tumulus 5 Grab 2, Brandbestattung, Hallstatt C2;
Serbien:
16. Zlot Hohle, Hortfund, Hallstatt C;
Bulgarien:
17. Krivodol, R. Vraca, Hortfund, Ende Hallstatt B, Werkzeug;
Slowenien:
18. Magdalenska Gora, Tumulus 4 Grab 43, Hallstatt C2, jedoch unsicherer Grabzusammenhang;
19. Novo Mesto, Kapiteljska njiva. a. Tumulus 1 Grab 1 6 (miinnlich), Hallstatt C (Knez 1 993, 42-43, Taf. 1 6- 1 9,
44-47); b. Tumulus 7 Grab 19, Doppelbestattung, Trense Typ Szentes-Vekerzug und Phaleren bzw.
Riemenbesatzstiicke mit zwei 6sen auf der Riickseite, 2. Hiilfte des 5. Jhs. Anfang des 4. Jhs. v. Chr. (Egg 2003,
329, 334-338, Abb. 8/1 -3. 12, 9/1-4, 1 0/ 1 - 1 1 . 14, Taf. 14/ 1 -3, 1 5/9, 1 6/1 -4.9, 1 7/ 1 - 1 1);
20. Sticna, beide Tumuli ca. 650-580 v. Chr. a. Tumulus 48 Grab 72, Korpergrab, Werkzeug; b. Tumulus 1 25 Grab
22 (Stiena II/1 , 247-256, Abb. 59-69, Taf. 200-201);
Griechenland:
21. Athen, Agora, Brandgrab 27 in Amphora (Mann, ca. 34 Jahre), Anfang des 9. Jhs. v. Chr., Werkzeug.
-

1 7 Die Pfeilspitzen sind friihe Typen (Petrovs 'ka 1 968, 1 73 ), die Trense iihnlt denen aus Kelermes, Tumulus
2 Veselovskij (Kossack 1 987, 50, 60, Abb. 2 1 1 1 -3 .6-8 . 1 5- 1 7).
1 8 Fiir die revidierte Chronologie der Grabfunde aus Popovka (Tumulus 8) und Stajkin Verch (Starsaja
Mogila) s. Kossack 1 987, 39, 67, 84, Abb. 6/1 -2, 27.
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Liste 4: Verbreitungsliste der BratspieOe mit Ringgriff (s. Abb. 2):

Polen:
1. Kietrz, Grăber 20 und 92, Hallstatt C, beide mit KeramikgefaBen, im ersten Grab auch mit einem Tonfeuerbock

(Derrix 200 1 , 1 40, Kat. 1 84, Abb. 79-80);
2. Trzebule, Grab 49, Hallstatt C, mit KeramikgefaJ3e (Derrix 200 1 , 1 4 1 , Kat. 279, Abb. 83);

Tschechien:
3. Bmo-Holăsky, Tumulus 2, Waffengrab, Hallstatt C 1 (Stegmann-Rajtâr 1 992, 1 0, Taf. 4/1-2);
4. Zelkovice, Wagengrab, Friih-La-Tene A (Soudskă 1 976, 64 1 , Abb. 1 4/20);

Ukraine:

5. Perebykovci, Reg. Cemovitsk, Tumulus 2, Waffengrab, 2. Hălfte des 7. Jhs. v. Chr. , spătestens um 600 v. Chr.,

BratspieB (Smirnova 1 998, 455, Abb. 1 111 1 );
Ungaro:
6. Gy6ngy6s, Komitat Heves, Grabfunde, drei BratspieBe und zwei Siebe (Mărton 1 908, 50, Taf. 3/14-1 7);
7. Miskolc-Di6sgy6r, Komitat Borsod-Abauj-Zemplen, zwei BratspieBe (Kat. 9-10);
8. Nagyberki-Szalacska, Komitat Somogy, Tumulus 1 , Hallstatt C2 , KeramikgefaBe, 650-600 v. Chr. (Kemenczei
1 974, 1 3 , Abb. 7/1 .4-5);
9. Sopron, Komitat Gyor-Moson-Sopron, Siedlungsfund, Spăthallstattzeit (Museum Sopron, Inv.-Nr. 93.3.352 . 1 70;
freundl. Mitt. M. Zeiler, Marburg);
Osterreich:
10. Frog, Kiimten, Tumulus 82 Grab 1 , drei fragmentarische Bratspiel3e sowie fiinf Schaftfragmente, GefaBset,
Hallstatt C (Tomedi 2002, 133-1 37, 487-488, Taf. 59/2-4);
1 1 . Hallstatt, Oberosterreich, Grăber 573, 600 und 1 2/ 1 889, Waffengrăber, mit je einem MetallgefaBset und
BratspieBen Typ 291 1 0, Hallstatt C 1 (Kromer 1 959, 1 28, 1 32, 193, Taf. 1 09/ 1 , 1 1 3/5, 206/2; Hodson 1 990, 1 19,
Abb. 3, 1 5/a, 17, Taf. 4317, 45/6);
12. Schandorf, Burgenland, Hiigel 4 1 , GefaJ3set, Hallstatt C (Barb 1 937, 93, Abb. 7/1 -3);
13. Strettweg, Steiermark, „Fiirstengrab", BratspieB (insgesamt mindestens acht), BronzegefaJ3set, Obergang
Hallstatt C-D, ca. 600 v. Chr. (Egg 1 996 a, 139, Abb. 8 1/ 1 , Taf. 37/1);
1 4 . Waisenberg, Tumulus 2, zwei BratspieBe (insgesamt drei), Bronzesieb und -kelle, 5. Jh. v. Chr. (Gleirscher
2008, 37, Abb. 3/ 1 -2, 4/1 , 5).
Slowenien:
15. Magdalenska Gora, Tumulus 2 Grab 2/b, Tumulus 2 Grab 38 und Tumulus 5 Grab 6-7-7a, alles Waffengrăber
mit je einem BronzegefaBset; Negauer Horizont (Hencken 1 978, 30, Abb. 1 1 0/b; Tecco Hvala u.a. 2004, 1 25,
132, Taf. 9/4, 35/1 6);
16. Sticna, Tumulus 6 Grab 1 8, ca. 650-580 v. Chr. (Wells 1 98 1 , 77, Abb. 149/a-b);
Griechenland:
17. Olympia, Ilia, Heiligtumsfund, ca. 500-475 v. Chr. (Baitinger I Volling 2007, 72, Kat. 3 10, Taf. 26);
18. Argos, Argolis, Heraion (Caskey I Amandry 1 952, 1 83, Taf. 47/C);
Norditalien:
19. Este, Prov. Padova, Grab Capodaglio 3 1 (Fogolari I Frey 1 965, 288, Abb. 1 71 1 -2);
20. Sanzeno, Prov. Trento, Siedlungsfunde, einige von ihnen zu einem Herdgerătset aus Raum H gehorend
(Nothdurfter 1 979, 59-60, Nr. 5 8 1 -594, 596-606, Taf. 4 1 -42);
21. Imola, Prov. Bolgna, Grab 60, Waffengrab (Romagna 1 982, 1 1 5, Taf. 60);
Mittelitalien:
22. Campovalano, Prov. Teramo, Grăber 1 , 2, 74, 84, 96, 1 63, 1 66, 1 74 und 1 80, Ende des 7. - 1 . Hălfte des 5. Jhs.
v. Chr. (Chiaramonte Trere I d'Ercole 2003, 1 3 , 19, 56, 60, 64, 77, 85, 9 1 , 1 0 1 , Taf. 1 1 17, 22/6, 62/8, 69/4, 72/5,
88/2, 1 00/9, 1 06/ 1 2, 1 1 8/4);
23. Colfiorito di Foligno, Prov. Perugia, Grăber 3, 6, 30, 1 27 und 1 76 (Bonomi Ponzi 1 997, 1 14, 1 76, 228, 307,
360, Abb. 1 7, Taf. 24, 4 1 , 5 1 , 79, 1 1 8);
24. Montefortino, Prov. Ancona, Grăber 8, 23, 32 und 47, Friih-La-Tene (Brizio 1 899, 668, 683, 695, 709, Taf. 411 ,
516, 8/2, 9/1 3);
25. Monteleone di Spoleto, Prov. Perugia, Wagengrab mit Waffen, ca 550 v. Chr. (Richter 1 9 1 5, 240, Nr. 677-68 1);
26. Numana, Prov. Ancona, Grab 1 4 Fabiani und Grabfunde (Ancona 1 9 1 5, Abb. Seite 1 5 1 ; Lollini 1 976, Abb. 1 3);
Siiditalien:
27. Armento, Grab A mit Waffen, 600-550 v. Chr. (Bottini 1 993, 6 1 , 67);
28. Cairano, Prov. Avellino, Grab 7, 575-550 v. Chr. (Bailo Modesti 1 980, 148, Taf. 68/19);
29. Calvi Risorta, Prov. Napoli, Grab 1, Waffengrab mit Herdgerătset (Bratspiel3e, Feuerzange und Fleischgabel),
2. Hălfte des 7. - 6. Jh(s). v. Chr. (Johannowsky 1 983, 23 1 , Taf. 54/b).
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Liste 5: Verbreitung der friiheisenzeitlichen Grabfunde mit Feuerbocken (8.-4. Jh. v . Chr.) (s. Abb. 2):

Mitteleuropa:
1. Beilngries, Im Ried-West, Bayem, Grab 74, Hallstatt CI> Wagengrab, zwei Feuerbocke mit BratspieBen
(Torbriigge 1 965, 85, Taf. 28/3-4; Trachsel 2004, 352, BAY O 1 4/0 1 );
2. Egloffstein, Heidelberg, Bayem, Depotfund, Friih-La-Tene A, zwei FeuerbOcke und Herdschaufel (Abels 1988,
86, Abb. 56);
3. Hofovicky, Bohmen, Wagengrab, Friih-La-Tene A (Soudskă 1 976, 636, Abb. 1 0/ 1 6);
4. Hradiste, Bohmen, reiches Grab, Friih-La-Tene A, verschollener Feuerbock (Michălek 1 977, 639);
5. Salzburg, Salzburg, Hellbrunnerberg, Abfallhalde, Ende Hallstatt D1 - Anfang La-Tene A (Stollner 1 996, 1 64,
Kat. 72, Taf. 85/1 86; Stollner 2002, 1 06- 1 07);
6. Miskolc-Di6sgyor, Komitat Borsod-Abauj-Zemplen (Kat. 7);
Zypem und Griechenland:
7. Altpaphos-Kouklia, Zypem, Kammergrab mit Waffen und Pferd, ca. 700 v. Chr., zwei Feuerbocke in Form
eines griechischen Kriegsschiffs sowie 20 (?) BratspieBe (Karageorghis 1 963, 277, Abb. 1 7- 1 9);
8. Patriki, Zypem, Kammergrab mit Pferd, Anfang des 6. Jhs. v. Chr., zwei FeuerbOcke wie Liste 5, Nr. 7 sowie
1 8 BratspieBe (Karageorghis 1 97 1 , 40 1 -403, Abb. 1 13 );
9. Salamis, Zypem, Grab 79, Wagengrab mit Waffen, in Vorkammer zwei Feuerbocke wie Liste 5, Nr. 7 und 1 2
BratspieBe, Ende 8 . Jhs. v. Chr. (Karageorghis 1 974, 1 9, 1 1 8, Nr. 127-1 28, Taf. 58, 237);
10. Kavousi, Kreta, Grabfund, ca. 700 v. Chr., zwei fragm. Feuerbocke wie Liste 5, Nr. 7 (Boardman 1 97 1 , 6-8,
Taf. 411 2);
11. Knossos, Kreta, Grăber 2 19, 283 und 285, Waffengrăber mit Feuerbocken (wie Liste 5, Nr. 7) und BratspieBen,
spătgeometrisch-friihorientalisierend - 1 0.-7. Jh. v. Chr. (Coldstream I Catling 1 996, Bd. 1 : 2 1 9-224 (Nr. 56, 94,
1 28, 1 30, 1 3 8 - 1 39), 238-239 (Nr. 39, 45-46, 48, 5 1 , 53, 62, 68, 7 1 ), 250-253 (Nr. 30-32, 46-47, 57, 79, 89), Bd.
2: 59 1 -592, Bd. 3: Abb. 1 77, 1 79));
12. Argos, Argolis, Waffengrab, Ende des 8. Jhs. v. Chr., zwei FeuerbOcke (wie Liste 5, Nr. 7) und zwolf
BratspieBe (Courbin 1 957, 370-385, Abb. 54-65, Taf. 5);
13. Olympia, Ilia, Heiligtumsfunde, ca. 480 v. Chr., holzbockartige Feuerbocke (Baitinger I Volling 2007, 87-90,
Kat. 363-370, Taf. 27-28);
14. Sindos, Thessaloniki, Grăber 25, 28, 65 und 67, Waffen- bzw. Schmuckgrăber, ca. 560-5 1 0 v. Chr., alle mit je
zwei holzbockartigen Miniaturfeuerbocken und mehreren BratspieBen (Sindos 1 985, Kat. 126, 279, 299, 448);
Norditalien:
15. Casola Valsenio, Prov. Ravenna, Grab 3, ca. 500 v. Chr., zwei holzbockartige Feuerbocke und eine
Fleischgabel (Romagna 1 982, 1 64, Taf. 89);
16. Este, Prov. Padova, Grăber Capodaglio 3 1 und Nazari 1 6 1 und Boldu Dolfin 52-53, bronzene Bandfeuerbocke
mit BratspieBen sowie zufăllig entdeckte ăhnliche Modelle (Este I, 439, Kat. 218-219, Taf. 297; Callegari 1 937,
78-79, 83, Taf. 1 2/9; Veneto 1984, 7 1 6-7 1 7 ; Fogolari I Frey 1 965, 288, Abb. 1 7/3); Grab Capodaglio 38,
Eisenfeuerbock (Fogolari I Frey 1 965, 29 1 , Abb. 1 9/7). Datierung der Grăber mit FeuerbOcken: Friih-La-Tene
Zeit (Peroni u.a. 1 975, 1 46- 1 49, 1 67- 1 68, Abb. 50-5 1 );
17. Bologna, Prov. Bologna, Tomba Melenzani 22, 8. Jh. v. Chr., Feuerbock mit BratspieB (Morigi Govi I Tovoli
1 979, 1 4, Abb. 4/14);
18. Gazzo Veronese, Prov. Verona, Grabfunde: eisemer Feuerbock mit Bronzeprotomen (6. Jh. v. Chr.) und
Feuerbockpaar (5. Jh. v. Chr.) (Verona 1 976, 1 7 1 , Abb. 30/7-8; Veneto 1 984, 789);
19. Imola, Prov. Bologna, Grăber 44, 60 und 72, Waffengrăber, ca. 500 v. Chr., je zwei Feuerbocke mit BratspieBen
(Romagna 1 982, 89, 1 1 5, 1 34, Taf. 42, 60, 74);
20. Brudio, Monte di Bagnarola, Prov. Bologna, 7. Jh. v. Chr. (?) (Hoemes 1 903, 1 1 5, Abb. 56);
21. Padova, Prov. Padova, bronzener Miniaturfeuerbock (Padova Preromana 1 976, 1 8 1 , 1 84, Nr. 1 0);
22. Sanzeno, Prov. Trento, Siedlungsfunde, Raum H, Kontext aus dem 4. Jh. v. Chr., Feuerbocke zusammen mit
Schiirhaken und BratspieBen (Nothdurfter 1 979, 62-63, Kat. 621-622, Taf. 44);
23. San Martino in Gattara, Prov. Ravenna, Grăber 1 0, 1 5 und 1 6, Waffengrăber, Mitte des 6. - 5. Jh(s). v. Chr., je
ein Feuerbock (Romagna 1 982, 1 74, 1 79, Taf. 94; Bermond Montanari 1985, 32, Abb. 2 1);
Mittelitalien:
24. Acqua Acetosa Laurentina, Prov. Rom, Grab 70, Wagengrab, ca. 675-650 v. Chr., Feuerbockpaar und
BratspieBe (Roma 1 992, 95, Kat. 125-1 26);
25. Allumiere, Prov. Rom, Grab 7, 6. Jh. v. Chr., Feuerbockpaar mit BratspieBen (?) (Toti 1 969, 573);
26. Annifo di Foligno, Prov. Perugia, Tomba ,,Principesca", Waffengrab, 550-500 v. Chr., FeuerbOcke und
BratspieBe (Bonomi Ponzi 1 988, 58-59, Nr. 2.40);
27. B azzano , Prov. L' Aquila, Grab 890, Waffengrab, Anfang des 5. Jhs. v. Chr., FeuerbOcke mit BratspieBen
(freundl. Mitt. J. Weidig, Mainz);
28. Bolsena, Grab, ca. 300 v. Chr., vier Bandfeuerbocke, eine Feuerzange, zwei Schiirhaken und ein BratspieB
(Richter 1 9 1 5 , 238-239, Nr. 669-672);
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29. Campovalano, Prov. Teramo, Grab 1 , 1 . Hălfte des 5 . Jhs. v. Chr., drei Feuerbocke mit BratspieBen
(Chiaramonte Tren� I d'Ercole 2003, 13, Taf. 1 1 /2);
30. Capestrano, Prov. L' Aquila, Grab 1 76, archaische Epoche, zwei Feuerbocke mit BratspieBen (d'Ercole I Cella

2007, 1 1 8, Abb. 1 2);

31. Capodimonte-Bisenzio, am Bolsenasee, Prov. Viterbo, Grăberfeld Olmo Bello, Grab 37, 550-525 v. Chr.,

32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

45.
46.
47.

48.
49.
50.
51.

52.

Feuerbocke mit BratspieJ3en (Berlingo 2005, 562, Taf. l /a); Grab 63, 550-500 v. Chr., Grill, zwei Feuerbocke,
Feuerzange und Herdschaufel (Viterbo 1 987, 1 6 1 , Nr. 40); Grab 1 0, Waffengrab, 7. Jh. v. Chr., Feuerbocke
(Paribeni 1 928, 455, Abb. 30);
Caracupa (Gem. Sermoneta), Prov. Latina, Grab 43, Bestattung mit Wagen und Waffen, 7. Jh. v. Chr.,
Feuerbocke mit BratspieBen (Savignoni I Mengarelli 1 903, 325, Abb. 45);
Castel San Mariano, Prov. Perugia, Grabfunde, 550-525 v. Chr., zwei eisemen Feuerbocke mit Bronzeprotomen
(Hockmann 1 982, 86-89, Kat. 45-46, Abb. 54-55, Taf. 48-49);
Civitavecchia, Prov. Rom, Grab l, Kammergrab, 6. Jh. v. Chr. (?), fragm. Feuerbock und BratspieJ3e
(Bastianelli 1 937, 465);
Castelbellino, Prov. Ancona, Grab 3, Waffenbestattung, 5. Jh. v. Chr. (von Duhn I Messerschmidt 1 939, 224);
Cerveteri, Prov. Rom, Tomba Regolini Galassi, mehrere Bauphasen, die spăteste des 7. Jhs. v. Chr., ein
Feuerbockpaar aus Eisen und ein weiteres aus Bronze, letzteres in Vorkammer zusammen mit BratspieBen
(Pareti 1 947, 268-269, 292, Kat. 230, 241-242, Taf. 27, 33); Grab 1 0, Tomba degli Alari, Ende des 7. Jhs. v.
Chr., Feuerbocke mit BratspieBen (Viterbo 1 987, 1 60);
Chianciano Terme, Prov. Siena, Kammergrab mit Waffen, 6 1 0-600 v. Chr., zwei fragm. Feuerbocke (Paolucci I
Rastrelli 2006, 68-69, Nr. 69, Taf. 1 1 );
Chiusi, Prov. Siena, Tomba a ziro, Waffengrab, 7 (?) Jh. v. Chr. (Minto 1 938, 1 20, Abb. 6);
Colfiorito di Foligno, Perugia, Grăber 6, 10, 30 und 1 27, 6.-5. Jh., Feuerbocke mit BratspieBen (Bonomi Ponzi
1 997, 1 14, 1 7 1 , 1 76, 1 9 1 , 228, 307, Taf. 24, 5 1 , 59, 79);
Colle del Fomo (Monte Libretti), Prov. Rom, Grab 1 1 , Wagengrab, ca. 600 v. Chr., zwei Feuerbocke,
Fleischgabel und BratspieBe (Emiliozzi 1 997, 2 9 1 -300) 19;
Fabriano, Prov. Ancona, Grab 3, Waffengrab mit mehreren Bestattungen, vier Feuerbocke und Fleischgabel, ca.
650 v. Chr. (von Duhn I Messerschmidt 1 939, 203, 208-209, Taf. 3 1 ; Emiliozzi 1 997, 3 1 6, Nr. 58-59);
Falerii, Prov. Viterbo, Grabfund (Stary 1 979, 58, Nr. 32, Abb. l/g);
Marsiliana, Prov. Grosseto, Grăber 3 und 4 1 , beide Waffengrăber mit Wagen, 1 . Hălfte des 7. Jhs. v. Chr.
(Minto 1 92 1 , 4 1 , 83, 283, Taf. 48/2.4; Emiliozzi 1 997, 3 2 1 , Nr. 1 06, 1 12);
Matelica, Prov. Macerata. a. Nekropole Passo Gabella, Grab 1, Frauengrab, Ende des 7. Jhs. v. Chr., zwei
Feuerbocke, Fleischgabel, BratspieBe und Fleischbeigabe (Matelica 2008, 1 85, Kat. 227); b. Nekropole
Crocifisso, Grab 1 82, Mann mit Waffen, Ende des 7. Jhs. v. Chr., Feuerbocke und BratspieBe (Matelica 2008,
228, Kat. 304);
Montefortino, Prov. Ancona, Grăber 8, 23, 47, Friih-La-Tene-Zeit, Feuerbocke mit BratspieJ3en (Brizio 1 899,
668, 683, 7 1 0, Abb. 28, Taf. 4/1 0.23, 5/27);
Monteleone di Spoleto, Prov. Perugia, Wagengrab mit Waffen, ca. 550 v. Chr.; zwei holzbockartige
Feuerbocke, Grill und fiinf BratspieJ3e (Richter 1 9 1 5 , 238, Nr. 667-668);
Narce, Prov. Viterbo. a. Grab 7 F und 1 09 F, Waffenbestattungen, ca. 680-650 v. Chr., fragm. Feuerbocke und
BratspieJ3e (Hall Dohan 1 942, 20, 70, Taf. 8/19, 37/2 1); b. Nekropole Pizzo Piede, Grab 1 , Wagengrab mit
Waffen, eisemes Feuerbockpaar, Anfang des 7. Jhs. v. Chr. (Bamabei I Pasqui 1 894, 467, Abb. 59, Taf. 1 2/2 1 ;
Emiliozzi, 1 997, 330, Nr. 208);
Pitino, San Severino, Prov. Macerata, Grab 3 1 / 1 976, Wagengrab mit Waffen, Mitte des 7. Jhs. v. Chr.,
Feuerbocke und BratspieBe (Moretti Sgubini 1 992, 1 8 1 , Abb. 9/b);
Montepulciano, Ciarliana, Prov. Siena, Grab 1, 480-470 v. Chr., bronzenes Feuerbockpaar mit BratspieBen
(Pistoi 2007, 67);
Montelparo, Prov. Ascoli Piceno, Waffengrab, Feuerbockpaar (von Duhn I Messerschmidt 1 939, 242);
Orvieto, Prov. Terni. a. Nekropole Crocifisso del Tufo, Grăber 42, 51 und 53, alle 6. Jh. v. Chr., Feuerbocke
(Bizzarri 1 966, 75, 89, 1 00, Abb. 35, 40, 43) sowie Grab K 1 36 mit einem Herdgerătset (Feuerbocke, Grill,
Schiirhacken und Feuerzange) derselben Zeit (Etruschi a Orvieto, 23-24); b. Nekropole Cannicella. Grab
2/1 977, Doppelbestattung (Mann und Frau), 575-550 v. Chr., fragm. Feuerb6cke mit Feuerzange und
BratspieJ3en (Bonamici u.a. 1 994, 1 44-147, 1 57- 1 6 1 , Abb. 53-54); Grab 4 mit Waffen, 650-625 v. Chr.,
Feuerbock- und Miniaturfeuerbockpaar, BratspieJ3e (Prayon 1 993, 58, Abb. 80); Grabfunde20;
Palestrina, Prov. Rom, Tomba Bernardini, Wagengrab mit Waffen, 675-650 v. Chr. (Civiltâ del Lazio, 239,
Kat. 77/59, Taf. 53);

19 http://www.principisabini.it.
20 Weitere Feuerbocke in NotScavi 1 880, 446, Taf. 1 6/34.40.42 und NotScavi 1 887, 370, Taf. 1 2/5 1 sowie
bei Messerschmidt 1 929, 527, Taf. 6 117.
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53. Populonia, Prov. Livomo, Nekropole Poggio della Porcareccia, Tomba dei "Flabelli di bronzo", Waffengrab, 7.

Jh. v. Chr., zwei bronzene und mehrere eiseme Feuerbăcke, zwei (?) von ihnen holzbockartig, sowie BratspieBe
(Minto 193 1 , 300, 308, Taf. 6/4-5, 1 3/3 .7.9 . 1 7);
54. Pratica di Mare, Prov. Rom, tomba a cassone sotto l'heroon di Enea, Wagengrab mit Waffen, 675-650 v. Chr.,
Feuerbăcke mit BratspieBen (Civiltâ del Lazio, 3 1 1 , Kat. 102/46, Taf. 79);
55. Satumia, Prov. Grosseto, tomba Pratogrande 3, Feuerbock mit BratspieBen, 7. Jh. v. Chr. (Minto 1 925, 668,
Abb. 40);
56. Sta Maria Maddalena di Canzano, Prov. Teramo, Feuerbăcke mit BratspieBen (Hoemes 1 903, 1 1 5, Abb. 57);
57. Tarquinia, Prov. Viterbo, Nekropole Monterozzi, Grab 6 1 1 8 , Wagengrab mit Waffen, Ende des 7. Jhs. v. Chr.,
Feuerbăcke (Bonghi Jovino 1 986, 292, Abb. 299/b);
58. Todi, Prov. Perugia, Waffengrab, 5. Jh. v. Chr., Feuerbock, Tiillenfleischgabel und BratspieBe (Bendinelli 1 9 1 6,
867, Abb. 24);
59. Tolentino, San Egidio, Prov. Macerata, Wagengrab mit Waffen, ca. 600 v. Chr., Feuerbăcke und BratspieBe
(Percossi Serenelli 1 992, 1 45, Abb. 7/a-b);
60. Tolfa, Prov. Rom, 6. Jh. v. Chr. (Kohler I Naso 1 9 9 1 , 52, Nr. 64-65);
61. Trestina, „Tarragoni", Cittâ di Castello, Prov. Perugia, 650-600 v. Chr., fragm. Feuerbock (Heymann 2005, 226);
62. Veii, Prov. Rom. a. Nekropole Quattro Fontanili, Grab Z 1 5 A, Waffengrab, 750-725, fragm. Feuerbock mit
BratspieBen (Veio 1 965, 1 78, Abb. 87); Grab Y a, 8. Jh. v. Chr. (Veio 1 970, 264, Abb. 5 1 ); Grab 1 038,
Waffengrab, 750-725 v. Chr., Feuerbock und BratspieBe (Buranelli 1 979, 2, Abb. 4); b. Nekropole Monte
Michele, Grab 5, Kammergrab mit Wagen und Waffen, 675-650 v. Chr., Feuerbăcke und BratspieBe (Boitani
1 983, 546, Taf. 99/a);
63. Vetulonia, Prov. Grosseto, Circolo del Tritone, Waffengrab, ca. 700 v. Chr., zwei Feuerbăcke mit Herdschaufel,
Feuerzange und zwei BratspieBen, alle aus Bronze (Falchi 1 900, 48 1 , Abb. 1 2);
64. Vulci, Prov. Viterbo, Nekropole Osteria, Grab 1 67, ca. 600 v. Chr. (Moretti Sgubini 200 1 , 2 1 5);
Siiditalien:
65. Armento, Prov. Potenza, Grab, ca. 600 v. Chr., zwei holzbockartige Feuerbăcke und Bratspiel3fragmente
(Adamesteanu 1 972, 87, Taf. 38/B); Grab A mit Waffen, 600-550 v. Chr., holzbockartiger Feuerbock mit
fragm. BratspieBen (Bottini 1 993, 67);
66. Braida di Vaglio, Gem. Vaglio Basilicata, Prov. Potenza, Grăber 1 0 1 und 1 07 (Waffengrăber) sowie Grab 1 02
(Bestattung eines Mădchens), alle ca. 500 v. Chr., je zwei Feuerbăcke mit fragm. BratspieBen, in ersten beiden
Griibem auch jeweils eine Feuerzange (Bottini I Setari 2003, 30, 37, 72, 1 04, Nr. 50, 99, 34 1 , Taf. 36);
67. Cairano, Prov. Avellino, Grab 7, Waffengrab, 575-550 v. Chr., Feuerbăcke mit BratspieBen (Bailo Modesti
1 980, 1 48, Taf. 67/8-9);
68. Cariati, Prov. Cosenza, Waffengrab, 350-325 v. Chr., zwei Feuerbăcke und Bratspiel3e, alle aus Blei (Guzzo I
Luppino 1 980, 83 1 , Abb. 1 7, G);
69. Castellamare di Stabia, Prov. Napoli, Nekropole Via Madonna delle Grazie, Grăber 8 und 28 (Waffengrab, 580570 v. Chr.), je ein Feuerbockpaar mit Bratspiel3en (Stabiano 200 1 , 56, 69, Taf. 6, 1 2);
70. Chiaromonte, Prov. Potenza, Grab 26, Waffengrab, ca. 575-550 v. Chr., Feuerbăcke mit BratspieBen (Russo
Tagliente I Berlingo 1 996, 322, 386, Abb. 52); weitere, unpublizierte Feuerbăcke stammen aus den Grăbem 23,
68 und 71 (Tagliente 1985, 1 74, Taf. 217); Grab 1 70 mit Waffen, 600-550 v. Chr., Feuerbăcke mit BratspieBen
und Feuerzange (Bottini, 1 993, 77);
71. Cosenza, Prov. Cosenza, Grab 56, zwei Feuerbăcke und BratspieBe, alle aus Blei (Scomajenghi 1 935, 1 87,
Abb. I);
72. Grimaldi, Prov. Cosenza, zwei Feuerbăcke und BratspieBe, alle aus Blei (Catanuto 1 93 1 , 646-647, Abb. l );
73. Oliveto Citra, Prov. Salemo, Grab 1 8, 4. Jh. v. Chr., zwei Feuerbăcke aus Blei (Marzullo 1 930, 244, Abb. 1 9);
74. Paestum, Prov. Salemo, Kammergrab mit Waffenbeigaben, 4. Jh. v. Chr., zwei Feuerbăcke aus Blei (Sestieri
1958, 57, Abb. 22);
75. Pontecagnano, Prov. Salemo, ,,Fiirstengrăber" (Grăber 224, 926 und 928), alle mit Waffen, Mitte des 8. Jhs. v.
Chr., je zwei Feuerbăcke und Bratspiel3e (d'Agostino 1 965, 678, Taf. 137/b; d'Agostino 1 977, 10, 1 3, 1 8-20,
Abb. 3, 1 4, Taf. 2, 13);
76. Ruvo del Monte, Prov. Potenza, Grab 30, ca. 575 v. Chr., Wagengrab, Feuerbăcke und Bratspiel3e (Bottini
198 1 , 2 1 3, 28 1 , Abb. 94/402);
77. Ruvo di Puglia, Prov. Puglia, Sarkophagbestattung (Bereich Porta Castello), 490-475 v. Chr., zwei Feuerbăcke
und Fleischgabel aus Blei bzw. Grab 259, 350-300 v. Chr., Feuerbăcke aus Blei (Montanaro 2007, 228, 827,
Abb. 6 1 , 78 1 -782);
78. Sala Consilina, Prov. Salemo, Grab B.79, Waffengrab, I. Hiilfte des 6. Jhs. v. Chr., Feuerbockpaar, BratspieBe
und Fleischgabel (de La Geniere 1 968, 284, Taf. 1 3/5);
79. Vico Equense, Prov. Napoli. a. Via Nicotera, Grab 67, ca. 425 v. Chr., und Grabfunde, Feuerbocke aus Eisen
und aus Blei (Bonghi Jovino 1 982, 23, 3 6-38, Taf. 7 111-2 , 78/20-26, 8 1/1-8 . 1 0- 1 1 . 1 3 . 1 6. 1 8.20-2 1 , 82/3-9); b.
Via Cortile, Grabfunde (Bonghi Jovino 1 982, 95, Taf. 1 29/1-5).
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L. F. VAGALINSKI, KpM u 3pelluUţa. Cnopmu u 2JlaouamopcKu uzpu 6 eJluHucmu'lecKa u pUMcKa
TpaKUR I Blood and Entertainments. Sports and Gladiatorial Games in Hellenistic and Roman
Thrace, Sofia, 2009, 228 p. + 40 pl.
Das Buch ist eine iiberarbeitete Fassung der 1 989
verteidigten Dissertation des Verfassers, die hier auf den
neuesten Stand gebracht und so erweitert wurde, dass
sie auch die hellenistische Zeit umfaBt und somit vom 4.
Jh. v. Chr. bis in das 4. Jh. n. Chr. reicht. Trotz des
Titels, der einigermaBen irrefiihrend auf das hellenistische
und romische Thrakien verweist, behandelt es eigentlich
die Funde vom Gebiet des heutigen Bulgarien.
Das Buch wurde in zwei groBen Teilen aufgebaut:
der erste wurde dem Sporte gewidmet, der zweite dem
Blute, d. h. den Gladiatoren und Gladiatorenspielen
(unter die auch die Tierhetzen gezăhlt werden). Jeder
der beiden Teile enthălt je ein Kapitel zu den
architektonischen Denkmălem, den Inschriften, den
Miinzen und den Skulpturen. Unter architektonischen
Denkmălem zum Sporte findet sich eigentlich nur das
Stadion in Philippopolis, als dessen Bauzeit hier die
Regierung Hadrians betrachtet wird. Die Inschriften
zum Sporte werden nach Agonotheten, Athleten und
Gymnasiarchen verfolgt. Die numismatischen Angaben
beziehen sich auf Miinzen und Medaillen, die die von
den Stădten oder dem thrakischen koinon veranstalteten
Spiele bezeugen. Ein Kapitel zu Instrumenten behandelt
solche, die mit dem Sport in Verbindung stehen
(Strigilien, Strigilienhalter, Gewichte). Die Steinskulpturen
und sportbezogene Darstellungen auf Metallgegenstănden
vervollstăndigen den ersten Teii.
Die Strigilien werden einer eingehenden Untersuchung
hinsichtlich
ihrer
Verzierung,
Nutzung
und
gesellschaftlicher
Aussagekraft
unterzogen.
Die
Entdeckung zahlreicher Strigilien in thrakischen
Grabzusammenhăngen zeige, dass sich die thrakischen
Eliten den griechisch-romischen sportlichen Tătigkeiten
gegeniiber empfiinglich erwiesen, wăhrend die
niedrigeren Schichten der thrakischen Gesellschaft kein
Interesse daran zeigten. Die besonders in Odessos und
Dionysopolis fiir die Prinzipatszeit reichlich bezeugte
ephebische Tătigkeit wird mit der Griindung des koinon
tou Euxeinou Pontou im friihen 2. Jh. n. Chr. in
Verbindung gebracht. Die geringe Anzahl thrakischer
Namen unter den Epheben wird ebenfalls mit der
raschen
Assimilierung
der
Eliten
bzw.
der
Riickstăndigkeit der niedrigeren gesellschaftlichen
Schichten der in den Stădten lebenden Thraker erklărt.

Im
zweiten
Teii
werden
zunăchst
die
architektonischen Denkmăler zu den Gladiatorenspielen
untersucht, u. zw. die Amphitheater in Marcianopolis,
Serdica und und die epigraphischen und archăologischen
Argumente, die fiir die Anpassung des Theaters von
Philippopolis filr Gladiatorenspiele und Tierhetzen
sprechen. Die epigraphischen Angaben zu den
Gladiatorenspielen stammen meist aus den jiingeren,
romerzeitlich gegriindeten Stădten im Inneren
Thrakiens, die meisten gehoren in die Severerzeit. Das
Bild der Gladiatorenspiele und Tierhetzen in Thrakien
wird von den damit verbundenen Darstellungen auf
Miinzen, Reliefs auf Stein, Metall und Keramik
vervollstăndigt.
Eine
fast zwanzig Seiten lange englische
Zusanunenfassung erlaubt es auch dem des Bulgarischen
unkundigen Leser, Zugang zu diesem Buch zu erhalten.
Der Katalog umfaBt 1 59 filr das Thema des Buches
relevante Inschriften. Darunter befinden sich einige
noch unveroffentlichte Texte, die hier in bulgarischer
Ubersetzung vorgelegt werden. Alle Inschriften werden
von einer bulgarischen Ubersetzung und einem knappen
bulgarischen Kommentar begleitet. Ein kurzes
Worterbuch, das Begriffe wie venatio, Epimelet,
munerarius oder Forum erlăutert, erinnert daran, dass
dieses Buch auch filr einen breiteren Leserkreis als die
Fachleute der Antike bestimmt ist. Die 38 Schwarz
WeiB-Tafeln bieten
Abbildungen
(Fotos
oder
Zeichnungen) recht guter Qualităt, die die meisten der
im Buche behandelten Themen beleuchten; allerdings
sind nur wenige von ihnen mit Bildunterschriften
versehen (die Hinweise auf die Abbildungen finden sich
nur im Text verstreut) und manche Inschriften sind so
klein abgebildet, dass sie unleserlich bleiben.
Das Buch triffi einen gliicklich gewăhlten Ton:
fachkundig und akkurat auf archăologischem sowie auf
epigraphischem Gebiet, jedoch nicht so trocken und
unzugănglich dass es dem Laien verschlossen bleibe, nicht
so lebhaft, dass es den Boden der historischen Tatsachen
verlieBe. In Imapper Form wird hier eine eingehende und
erschopfende Obersicht iiber einen Bereich des antiken
Lebens in einem begrenzten Gebiet geboten, der noch am
ehesten geeignet ist, das Interesse des Lesers zu wecken
und seine Aufmerksamkeit zu fesseln.

Ligia Ruscu
Dacia, N.S., tome LIV, Bucarest, 20 1 0, p. 20 1-203
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Michael Kerschner, Ireen Kowalleck, Martin Steskal, Archăologische Forschungen zur
Siedlungsgeschichte von Ephesos in geometrischer, archaischer und klassischer Zeit.
Grabungsbefunde und Keramikfunde aus dem Bereich von Koressos, Ergănzungshefte zu den
Jahresheften des Osterreichischen Archăologischen Institutes 9, Vienne, 2008, 1 3 8 p., 5 1 pl
.

En reprenant la discussion sur Ephese avant la
nouvelle fondation de Lysimaque, Ies auteurs se fondent
sur Ies fouilles effectuees entre 200 1 et 2005 dans des
couches d' epoque romaine dans le gyrnnase de Vedius,
situe au nord-ouest de la colline Panayrr Dag. On a
fouille dans ce secteur 5 surfaces qui ont revele entre
autres
de
nombreux
fragmentes
ceramiques
s'echelonnant du vrn•m• au Iv°mc siecle avant J.-C. Ces
decouvertes jouent un role important dans la discussion
concemant le site pre-hellenistique.
Le livre publie par Michael Kerschner (M. K.), Ireen
Kowalleck (I. K.) et Martin Steskal (M. S.) represente
un nouveau chapitre consacre a la recherche de l'Ephese
archaîque et classique, un sujet ayant d'ailleurs retenu
I' attention des auteurs cites dans d' autres travaux
publies ces dernieres annees. Apres deux breves
introductions evoquant la problematique abordee, dues
respectivement aux auteurs (p. 7) et au directeur des
fouilles d'Ephese (p. 9), suit un chapitre introductif
signe par M. S. (p. 1 1 -20), ou l'on commente surtout Ies
sources litteraires concemant l 'histoire de Koressos. Les
diverses propositions concemant l'identification de ce
site sont passees en revue, a commencer avec celles
avancees par O. Benndorf et surtout J. Keil ; ce dernier
savant, apres Ies fouilles effectuees dans le gyrnnase de
Vedius, a propose la localisation de Koressos au nord
ouest de Panayu Dag.
Le 2•m• chapitre, Les fouilles dans le gymnase de
Vedius, redige par M. S., resume sur deux pages Ies
fouilles faites par l'auteur en collaboration avec M. La
Torre. Ces recherches avaient ete publiees de maniere
detaillee par Ies deux savants dans une monographie
parue a Vienne en 2008 (dans la serie Forschungen in
Ephesos, voi. 1 4, 1 ). Hormis une breve description des
sondages archeologiques, on insiste sur Ies lieux de
trouvaille des documents ceramiques commentes dans
Ies chapitres suivants.
L'examen des ceramiques dans le 3 eme chapitre, La
ceramique decouverte pres de Koressos, representent le
gros du volume (p. 25- 1 07). L'importance de ces
trouvailles vaut a la fois pour la topographie et pour la
typologie, surtout pour l'epoque archaîque tardive, peux
connue a Ephese en ce qui concerne le spectre
ceramique (p. 25). Les ceramiques des epoques
geometrique, archaîque et classique proviennent sans
exception de contextes plus tardifs. Les decapages et Ies
terrassements successifs ont detruit Ies traces des
structures anterieures a l'epoque romaine : ii s'agit, par
consequent, de fragments ceramiques isoles. II n'y avait
jusqu'au moment de cette fouille que quelques sondages
sous Ies couches d'epoque romaine (p. 25). Malgre

l'absence de structures architecturales, comme le
demontrent Ies auteurs (notamment dans le dernier
chapitre), Ies fragments ceramiques decouverts dans le
gyrnnase de Vedius ne peuvent provenir que des
secteurs voisins.
II convient de noter l'absence de vases complets, la
plupart des 1 43 fragments trouves au nord-ouest de
Panayrr Dag etant de dimensions minuscules. Pour
mieux comprendre et situer ces trouvailles, Ies auteurs
cherchent des paralleles parmi Ies decouvertes d'Ionie et
des colonies ioniennes. Ce chapitre se compose de deux
parties. La premiere, ecrite par M. K. (p. 25-74), porte
sur Ies ceramiques geometriques et archaîques, pour la
plupart de production ionienne. La deuxieme, due a
I. K., presente Ies ceramiques attiques et d'influence
,
attique, en particulier des fragments d epoque classique
(p. 75-1 07). Dans la premiere partie, on analyse en
73 fragments, 72 appartenant a la Grece de !'Est et
seulement un fragment attribue a Chypre, cat. no. 74
(p. 57). Sur 32 pages toutes Ies categories sont
commentees en detail (p. 58-74). Les fragments sont
presentes selon la forme du vase. II s'agit, pour la
moitie, de vases a boire : 6 kotylai, dont Ies plus
anciennes datent du 2eme quart de Vlrf"'° siecle avant J.-C. ;
plusieurs bols a oiseaux, bols a rosettes et productions
qui
remplacent
apparentees
nord-ioniennes,
pro�ressivement Ies kotylai a partir du 2°m• quart de
vn•me siecle avant J.-C. (p. 30-3 1 ). Ces bols sans rebord
et Ies kotylai sont classees selon la typologie de l'auteur,
presentee deja dans d'autres publications. Les fragments
ceramiques sont analysees soigneusement, avec une
attention particuliere accordee a la chronologie, que
M. K. veut aussi serree que possible. Une autre
categorie, representee par 1 9 coupes a rebord
(Knickrandschalen), est presentee selon la typologie
deja etablie pour l'Ionie du Sud par U. Schlotzhauer.
Facile a reconnaître par )'engobe blanc est un fragment
de cratere calice de Chios (cat. no. 30). La plupart des 9
crateres et dinoi sont attribues a l'Ionie du Nord.
D'autres categories sont constituees de mortiers et de
plats (cat. 40-50), de tasses (p. 48-50), d'amphores et
d'hydriai, ces dernieres traitees ensemble a cause de
leur haut degre de fragmentation, une lampe et un
fragment de ceramique de cuisine. Pour beaucoup de
decouvertes, M. K. fait de larges digressions, mais
toujours judicieuses. Le catalogue est solidement
structure ; un seul oubli, le no. 27, qui est omis a la fois
dans le texte et dans le catalogue. Notons aussi
l'importance de l'etude de M. K. sur Ies ceramiques
geometriques et archaîques, fort importante pour la
connaissance des ceramiques d'Ephese de ces periodes ;
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elle

vient

completer

l 'etude

fondamentale

sur

Ies

decouvertes de I' Artemision que M. K. avait publiee
dans OJh de

1 997.

La deuxieme partie concerne Ies ceramiques attiques

I.

75- 107,

K. a deja

75- 144. C'est un
excelle, a preuve ses

cat.

etudes anterieures. Les decouvertes du gymnase de
Vedius se situent entre la
du

1yemc

connaît pour I 'instant

4

grands groupes : attique, local

ephesien et deux autres de la Grece de ! ' Est, difficiles

a

circonscrire avec plus de precision. On remarque que Ies

et d'influence attique, p.
domaine dans lequel

203

fin

du

Vleme et le dernier quart

ceramiques attiques sont moins nombreuses que Ies
productions est-egeennes.

A

la fin de cette partie, on

trouve un excellent apen;:u sur Ies importations de
ceramiques attiques a Ephese, suivi d'un catalogue
dresse de maniere exemplaire (p.

siecle avant J.-C. II n'y a que cinq fragments

Dans le

92-98).

4emc chapitre, L 'habitat pre-hellenistique de

peints : trois a figures noires et deux a figures rouges.

Koressos,

D ' autre part, trois autres fragments cerarniques a figures

contexte et mises en rapport avec ! 'habitat de Koressos,

noires proviennent des fouilles de J. Keil de
ceramique a vernis noir des

yeme et 1vemc

La

un site qui, selon Ies auteurs, ne remonterait pas au-dela

300

Ce beau volume sur I 'Ephese archaîque et classique se

1 926.

siecles avant

J.-C. represente le groupe le plus important : sur Ies

Ies decouvertes sont discutees dans leur

fragmentes decouverts, l 'auteur a choisi d ' introduire
dans son catalogue Ies fragments caracteristiques, en

du

VIII''m• siecle avant J.-C.

(p.

1 09-1 26).

ciot par trois resumes en allemand, anglais et turc, suivis de

51

planches, partiellement en couleurs et d 'une excellente

A

general des bords et des pieds. De meme que pour Ies

qualite.

ceramiques geometriques et archaîques, Ies decouvertes

fragments cerarniques pourrait paraître une tâche facile et

la premiere vue, la presentation de quelques

de ceramique attique sont classees sur la foi de criteres

de moindre importance pour une cite ayant connu un grand

typologiques et stylistiques. II n'y a que des formes

essor durant Ies periodes archaîque et classique. Mais

communes pour Ies ceramiques attiques :

discutees

lecythes,

par

specialistes

dans un cadre depassant

a:nochoes, askoi, skyphoi, canthares, coupes, plats et

largement le simple classement, ces cerarniques nous

une lampe. Les fragments sont classes aussi selon leur

apportent des renseignements fort utiles.

origine, connue grâce a l'analyse microscopique. L'on

Julian Bîrzescu
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